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ABSTRACT

The conference whose proceedings you are reading was envisioned as the second in a
series, the first having been held in San Diego in January 1988. The intended participants
were those people who are actively involved in writing and applying computer codes for
the solution of problems related to the design and construction of linear accelerators.

The first conference reviewed many of the codes both extant and under development.
This second conference provided an opportunity to update the status of those codes, an 1
to provide a forum in which emerging new 3D codes could be described and discussed.
The afternoon poster session on the second day of the conference provided an opportunity
for extended discussion.

All in all, this conference was felt to be quite a useful interchange of ideas
and developments in the field of 3D calculations, parallel computation, higher-order
optics calculations, and code documentation and maintenance for the linear accelerator
community. A third conference is planned.



SOLVING MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS in 3D and 2D
by means of

MAFIA

Thomas Weiland

Technische Hochschule Darmstadt, Fachbereich 18, Fachgebiet Theorie
Elektromagnetischer Feider

Schloflgartenstr. 8, D-6100 Darmstadt, Germany

INTRODUCTION

The acronyn MAFIA stands for the solution of MAxwell's equations by the Finite
Integration Algorithm. This is the name given to a set of fully three-dimensional codes
widely used in the computer-aided design of accelerators and rapidly finding application
in many other areas such as tomography and the design of integrated circuits, filters and
resonators. Two dimensional versions are also included in the package. The programs
solve Maxwell's equations in their integral form and produce a set of matrix equations
which are then solved.

The Grid Equations

Real Space Grid Space

/ E • ds= - f I ^ • dA «* CD8e = - D A b
JiA) J JA at

CD6h=DA(d+j)

(I B dA = 0 <̂  SDAb = 0
J J{V)

« SDA(d+j)=O

<= d =D£e

J = KE -f- pv <= j = DKe + D,v

divcurl=O « SC = SC = 0
curl grad = 0 <=• C* S* = C* S* = 0

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

For the left hand side eqations; E and H are the electric and magnetic field strength, D
and B the flux densities and J the current density. Field strengths, flux densities and cur-
rent densities are related through Equations (5)-(7) where c, /x and K are the permeability,
permittivity and conductivity of the materials. SI units are used.
For the matrix equations on the right hand side; the mesh step sizes for the integration
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Figure 1: a) Three Dimensional Grid in Orthogonal Coordinate Systen (u,v,w).
b) Geometry and Allocation of Field Components to the Grid G and the Dual Grid G.

. - . - - . ' -J-J-

Figure 2: Simple example from the Interactive Re-meshing Feature of the MAFIA Mesh
Generator, M3, showing a figure first on a regular mesh and then after two mesh lines have
been removed interactively.



path are put into a diagonal matrix, D s while D\ contains the surfaces of the grid cells and
the matrix C replaces the contour integral operator in Equation (1) for all mesh points.
All unknown components of the electric field E for each mesh point are put into a vector
e, and we replace D by d, B by b, H by h and J by j respectively. The matrices D s

and D A , which hold the mesh step sizes and cell areas for the dual grid G, are defined
similarly. A full description of the derivation of these equations can be found in [2,4].

Allocation of the Field Components

The allocation of the field components for the three dimensional codes is on a rectangular
grid, as shown in Figure 1, with the electric field components allocated at the mid-points
of the sides of the rectangular cells and the magnetic field components at the centre of each
face. Thus defining a dual grid where the origin of each dual cell lies at the centre of each
original grid cell, and to which the magnetic components are allocated in the same way as
the electric components on the regular grid. The analytical properties of the matrix oper-
ators are preserved on the discrete grid [1,2]. Hence this method has the advantage that,
after the eigenvalues of the problem are calculated, the numerical results can be tested for
their physical correctness and any spurious solutions removed automatically.

The 3D PROGRAMS

The Mesh Generator, M

The Mesh is defined in cartesian coordinates and allows a non-equidistant grid, r-z cood-
inates are already included in release 3.0, for use with the 2D programs URMEL and T2
(the former TBCI), and i-<f> and r-< -̂z will be available in release 3.1.
Material Input: Each rectangular cell may be divided in half along a diagonal to give a
better approximation to the input geometry. Within this mesh of rectangular cells material
fillings may be defined in various ways.

• Rectangular bricks may be filled with material.

• Cylinders with arbitrary cross-section and axis parallel to one of the co-ordinate
directions may be defined.

• A large choice pre-defined shapes is available.

• Figures of revolution obtained by defining an arbitrary plane shape and rotating it
through a given angle, are also possible.

• Filaments, representing line currents or wire electrodes, can also be used.

At all stages Diagnostics and Interactive Graphics Display is provided to facilitate the
visualisation of the geometry and to allow the user to check the input. Each input shape
can be displayed superimposed on the approximated mesh model. Then mesh lines can be
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interactively added or deleted and the effect of the regenerated mesh on the mesh model is
immediately displayed, see figure 2. Figure 3 shows examples of geometries generated by M.
Two dimensional cuts along any mesh plane can also be plotted. Finally the mesn model
can be viewed in three dimensions with or without hidden lines and can be arbitrarily
rotated.

The Static Solver, S

The Static code, S, solves Maxwell's Equations for electro- and magneto-static problems
[7,8].
Boundary Conditions may be Dirichlet (tangential field is zero), Neumann (perpendicular
field is zero) or "open". The "open" boundary condition uses an iterative method to an-
alytically approximate the potential on the boundary, thus enabling a much smaller mesh
to be used for the same problem.
Material Properties: Ideally conducting or ideally permeable materials may be defined in
all the 3D codes. In addition S allows materials with finite, non-zero and anisotropic e and
H or with c and fi dependent on the field strength.
Filaments may carry linear currents or be defined as lines of constant potential.
The Solver uses an SOR over-relaxation method where the accuracy of the solution is an
optional input parameter.A multigrid solver is also available for large problems.
The Results: The static solver,S calculates the electrostatic potential $, the field E and
the flux D and the elelectrostatic charge distribution q or alternatively the magnetostatic
field H and the flux B. The non constant distribution of c or /i may also be calculated.

Figure 4 shows the geometry of the forward and rear drift chambers of the Zeus detector
for HERA, and a contour plot of the z component of the electrostatic field.
Figure 5 shows the MAFIA New Year's greeting. The isoline plot displays the z component
of the electrostatic potential as the third dimension on a cut through the three dimensional
model, the visible letters were modelled as perfectly conducting and the invisible letters
as dielectric.
In Figure 6 the geometry of the GSI kicker magnets is shown.The arrow plot shows the
E-field in a vertical cut in the neighbourhood of the first magnet.

The Frequency Domain Solver, R/E

The MAFIA codes R and E run in sequence, solve Maxwell's equations in the frequency
domain. The material properties and the boundary conditions are defined in R and the
matrices are set up.
The Boundary Conditions may be Neumann or "electric" (tangential E field is zero) or
Dirichlet, "magnetic" (tangential H field is zero).
In addition to the two ideal Material Properties, "ordinary" materials with e and \i finite,
non-zero or anisotropic can be used.
The Solver uses the SAP [12] eigenvalue solver or a multigrid solver for very large prob-
lems. Several hundred modes can be calculated. The solution accuracy is an optional
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Figure 4: Geometry and Contour line plot of the z component, of the electrostatic field for
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Figure 5: The MAFIA New Year's greeting, visible letters are perfectly conducting and
the missing letters are dielectric. The electrostatic potential is plotted with isolines.
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input parameter.
The Results: The electric field E and the magnetic field B and the eigenfrequencies are
calculated. As diagnostics, the accuracy of the frequencies is given and the accuracy of the
field solutions is indicated by the quantities divD and divJH and the difference |cttWE—fc2Ej.

A bridged loop-gap resonator(BLGR)[5], a resonant structure for pulsed election spin
resonance (ESR) spectroscopy was investigated using R/E. All dielectric structures of
the BLGR were included and the resonant frequencies, the Q values and the 3D field
distributions were calculated. The structure and some of the results are illustrated in
Figure 7.

The Time Domain Solver, T3

T3 calculates the fields created by a moving, rigrd bunch of particles [3,6].
Boundary Conditions: In addition to the same boundary conditions provided in the fre-
quency domain codes, "open" boundary conditions are available to simulate an infinite
beam pipe or open space.
Material Properties: Ideally conducting or ideally permeable materials can be used, e can
also be finite, non-zero and anisotropic with \i = 1
Parameters: Other parameters which may be chosen are;

• the transverse bunch position, j

• the charge distribution within the bunch,
t

• the particle speed

• the number of time steps to be performed,

• a window option is also available for ultra-relativistic particles.
The Results: T3 calculates the E and B fields at user-specified time steps, the fields as
a function of time at user specified positions and the longitudinal and transverse wake
potentials. The diagnostics report whether the bunch shape is smooth enough and give
the same accuracy information for the fields as in R/E.

The Hera Vacuum chamber with slot coupled vacuum pumps, Figure (3a), was investi-
gated using T3 :6;. The transverse impedance for a slightly off center electron bunch was
found to be greater than the design value for all the components of the entire HERA ring.
By T3 calculations it was determined that the simple expedient of recessing the slots, as
shown in the figure, would reduce the impedance to 10% of the design value. The vacuum
chamber was built in that form.

11
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The Self Consistent Time Domain Solver, TS3

TS3 is a three-dimensional particle-in-cell code, which enables a fully self consistent sim-
ulation of rf-klystrons and electron sources etc.
The Boundary Conditions may be "electric" (tangential E field is zero) or "magnetic"
(tangential H field is zero).
Material Properties: Ideally conducting or ideally permeable materials may be defined
together with "ordinary" materials where e can be finite, non-zero and anisotropic with
fj, = 1, as in T3.
Parameters: The initial conditions for the velocity, position and charge density of the par-
ticles are defined by the user. Static or resonant fields can be preset on the mesh.
The Solver: Maxwell's equations and the equations of motion for the particles are solved
self consistently.
The Results: TS3 calculates particle trajectories taking space charge into account. Charge
distribution within the bunch can also be calculated.

Figure 8 shows a two cell Wakefield Transformer, calculated by TS3. The central beam
is accelerated by the wakefields which are produced by the ring beam which surrounds it.
For this simulation, only a quarter of the ring beam was generated. In figure 9 a cut is
made along the beam axis, perpendicular to the x axis, an arrow plot of the bf E-field is
shown together with an isoline plot of the current on the same cut.

The Postprocessor, P

In the postprocessor, secondary results may be calculated from the fields, fluxes etc. which
have been calculated. Field energy, power loss, shunt impedance and integrals over lines,
areas and volumes can be obtained e.g. B.dl. The results can also be represented graph-
ically. Arrow plots are used to represent a 3D vector field in a mesh plane, isoline and
contour plots show a scalar field or a vector component in a mesh plane and line plots
show the variation of the same along a line. All plots and calculations can be restricted to
windows.
Figure 10 shows the various field representation options which are available in the post-
processor.

The 2D PROGRAMS

It is very useful to have 2D versions of the 3D programs available for cylindrically symmetric
structures and for exploratory tests and approximations before a large 3d model with
many mesh points is calculated. The MAFIA package now includes 2D versions of the 3D
programs using the same user interface, mesh generator and post processor.

URMEL, frequency domain

URMEL is the 2D forerunner of R/E [9], It calculates cavity eigenmodes including arbi-
trary angular mode numbers and cutoff frequencies of waves in longitudinal waveguides,
x-y geometry is included for the calculation of waveguides. With the inclusion of URMEL

12
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in the MAFIA system, rotationally symmetric mode calculations with azimuthal field vari-
ation, monopole, dipole etc., are available.

The results from a calculation for a nine cell 1 Ghz superconducting resonator are
shown in Figure 11.

URMEL-T, frequency domain

The frequency domain solver, URMEL-T(riangular), [10], is a stand-alone code as it uses a
triangular mesh with varying step size. This code has all the advantages of a finite element
method enabling a smoother approximation of the original geometry. However the unique
feature of URMEL-T is that the finite element disadvantages are avoided, as the method
still uses finite differences and the spurious solutions which are so difficult to identify in
a finite element code do not even occur in the URMEL-T matrix solution. Arbitrary
dielectric and/or permeable material insertions are possible. Besides cavity eigenmodes,
the propagation properties of waveguides with arbitrary cross-section can be calculated.

Figure 12 shows some results from URMEL-T. The dispersion characteristics for prop-
agating waves in an optical waveguide were investigated.

T2, time domain

T2 (the former TBCI) is the 2D precursor of T3. It calculates transient fields due to
a moving, rigid bunch of particles and the diffraction of TM waves. Ideally conducting
materials and vacuum may be used and a bunch of particles can be set either on or off the
axis. Transverse and longitudinal wake potentials can also be calculated. This code will
be incorporated in release 3.1.

Examples of T2 calculations can be seen in Figure 13.

TS2, particle in cell code

TS2 [11] is a 2 | dimensional particle in cell code which allows arbitrary static and resonant
fields to be set as initial values. Both the initial field and the particle distributions have
angular symmetry.
A self-consistent simulation of a Lasertron rf-source is shown in figure 14, while figure 15
shows the transient fields excited by an electron ring-charge which accelerate an electron
beam on axis.

MAFIA RELEASE 3 - The Environment

Some of the features are listed below:-

• Powerful command processor.

• Macro facility.

• Symbolic variables.

16
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Figure 11: Output from URMEL showing various mode patterns calculated
for a 9 cell 1 GHz superconducting resonator.
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• Do loops over a range of commands.

• Built-in editor.

• Menu-controlled user interface.

• Flexible file handling.

• Profile for Groups, Users or Modules.

• Default setting feature.

• Operating system interface.

• Open software Interface.

• Completely hardware independent.

• Command error checking.

• On-line Help Facility.

The second release of the MAFIA Programs, comprising M, R, E and P (formerly M3,
R3, E31, E32, P3), has been distributed to over 120 installations, including MFE in the
United States, and are used by several hundred scientists in research and industry in 22
countries around the world.

Files

The main MAFIA data base is a direct access file where all the results from the pro-
grams are stored. Sequential files are used for print output, non-interactive command
input and for logging the command sequence of a terminal session. These are all under the
control of the user, as is the direct access file, and can be opened and closed at will from
inside the program. An internal editor can also be used to edit any of the sequential files,
this is particularly useful for the command file where a whole sequence of operations may
be repeated at different coordinate positions or for different solutions. Graphics output
can be directed to a metafile, a terminal or a plotter. Mouse input is also provided for. In
order to be able to tailor the programs for any particular working environement, user or
group, a Profile can also be used. This is a file of commands which is read and executed
before interactive control begins. The MAFIA file organisation is illustrated in figure 16.

Dynamic Memory Manager

All file and memory operations are handled by a dynamic memory manager. The file direc-
tory is updated and saved in memory, where space is allotted in either a real or a character
array. Quantities can be either loaded from the file or stored there. Much information is
stored in readable form and can be listed during the operation of the program.

20



The MAFIA - Release 3.0 Files 1

MAFIA
DIRECT ACCESS

DATA BASE

COMMAND FILE TERMINAL

F I L E 1 /o
I

MODULE
LOG FILE

META FILE META FILE PLOTTER TERMINAL MOUSE

Figure 1G: MAFIA File Organisation
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Commands

The command language uses three types of command. See figure 17.
Branch Commands are preceded by a special character and carry the name of a particular
operation e.g. #arrowplot, ^current, #file. These commands when processed call the
appropriate section of the program. In this section an optional menu is displayed where all
the available commands are listed together with their current values, these are the Section
Commands. When all the necessary parameters have been defined the section may be
"executed" e.g. an arrow plot is produced or a file is opened. The entry of another branch
command leads directly to another section or one can return to the "Entry Level Menu"
where all the branch commands are listed. The third type of command is the Global Com-
mand which, as its name suggests, can be used in any section. These commands perform
actions such as initialising graphics turning on or off the menu option or writing to the
print file. Figure 17 shows a diagram of control flow.
The command processor is both powerful and flexible. All commands are defined as under-
standable words whose effect parallels the dictionary definition. In addition, any truncation
is allowed .as long as the command is still unique. An automatic command error checking
facility issues a diagnostic message and echoes the command line whenever an incorrect
command is detected, indicating in which column the error occurred. Any number of com-
mands can be entered on one line. Command names have been chosen, whereever possible,
which are sufficiently distinct from one another to enable very short commands to be used.
For example, the following sequence of commands opens a print file called "myfile":

name=myfile, type=print,
action=open, status=new, execute

This can be abbreviated to:
na myfile st n a o ex

The command Help is a global command and will give the meaning of commands and
advice on how to proceed. The online help facility will make an intelligent, selection from
the available information on a certain topic.

Memory Requirements

Number of nodes and required memory for 32 bit accuracy:

• M : 100.000 nodes need 3 MByte

• R : 100.000 nodes need 7 MByte

., • E: 100,000 nodes need 14 MByte

• P : 100.000 nodes need 8 MByte

• S : 100,000 nodes need 5 MByte

22



The MAFIA-Release 3.0 Commands

#BRANCH
Command

#BRANCH
Command

#BRANCH COMMANDS

SECTION COMMANDS

GLOBAL COMMANDS

Figure 17: MAFIA Commands and flow of conlrol.
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• T3 : 100,000 nodes need 7 MByte

• T3(window option) : 1,000,000 nodes with 100,000 nodes in the window need 11
MByte

• TS3: 100,000 nodes need 14 MByte (100,000 particles)

• URMEL : 25,000 nodes need 4 MByte

• URMEL-T : 10,000 nodes need 4 MByte

• T2 : 100,000 nodes need 4 MByte

• TS2 : 20,000 nodes need 4 MByte (for 10,000 particles)

Hardware and Software Requirements

MAFIA Release 3.0 consists of separate source modules for each program and a utility
library of routines common to all the programs. These are written in standard fortran77
and will run on any computer with an error-free ANSI-FORTRAN77 compiler. A built in
facility will switch operation from single to double precision, avoiding the compatibility
problems of the standard. All installation dependant operations, such as file handling,
input/output operations and graphics, are called via a system interface and a graphics
interface. These latter ensure that the programs are fully portable and installation inde-
pendant. Figure 19 gives an idea of how widely the MAFIA codes are distributed.
Thus MAFIA will run on any machine, e.g. IBM, DEC, SUN, APOLLO, HP, STELLAR,
CRAY, NEC, AMDAHL, FUJITSU, HITACHI and many more. Similarly any graphics
system may be used, e.g. GKS, PHIGS, PLOT10, DISSPLA, GMR, GPR etc.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary goals of accelerator designers over the past fifty years have been to
achieve higher beam energy and higher beam intensity. Beam energy has grown
exponentially throughout this period, increasing at the rate of approximately one order-of-
magnitude per seven years. This growth in energy, known as the Livingston curve, is
largely due to regular inventions of new technologies which have replaced older
technologies as their ability to reach high energy saturated. Beam intensity has also grown,
but far more slowly than the growth in beam energy. It is rare that an accelerator fails to
achieve its design energy, but it is not unusual for an accelerator to fall short of the design
specification on intensity or luminosity. The limits on luminosity can result from single-
particle effects, such as space-charge tune depression causing the betatron tune to cross an
orbital resonance, or the luminosity may be limited by collective effects, such as the onset
of the longitudinal microwave instability in a storage ring, or the beam-breakup instability
inanrflinac.

High luminosity and high beam brightness are goals of accelerator designers
because these properties allow more efficient use of accelerators in studying collision
processes, in producing light sources, and in beam propagation and beam focusing over
long path lengths. As beam intensity has grown to meet the requirements for these
applications, the relative importance of collective effects in accelerators has grown also.
Most accelerator design codes do not treat these effects in a self-consistent fashion.
Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation codes, such as those developed in the plasma physics
community, provide a model in which collective effects can be properly included. la recent
years, there has been a growing interest in PIC codes among accelerator designers. An
additional useful benefit of these codes is that their field solvers are highly efficient, two-
or-three-dimensional modules for solving Maxwell's equations within complex structures.

Very-high-current electron accelerators, such as the Advanced Test Accelerator1 at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, have been developed over the past decade as a
means of producing multi-kiloampere beams that may be suitable for military applications.
Newer configurations, such as the stellatron2 and the spiral-line induction accelerator3, arc
being studied to produce compact high-current accelerators. These devices require
focusing elements that are more complicated than those commonly used in conventional
accelerator design. The generalization of conventional accelerator design techniques to treat
these new configurations has led to interesting new design codes. In addition, these
configurations provide new applications for PIC simulation codes.

For more than twenty years computers have been used to simulate plasmas as
systems of charged particles subject to both applied electromagnetic fields and to self fields
generated by the particles themselves. Codes of increasing generality and complexity have
evolved during this period. Today, two-and-thrcc-dimcnsional codes which can self-
consistently treat relativistic particles, electromagnetic fields, and complicated geometrical
structures embedded on the computational grid are available, and such codes have been
applied to the study of plasma instabilities, microwave devices, particle guns and
collectors, the propagation of charged-particle beams, antenna modeling, and high-power
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components (e.g. pulsed-power diodes and switches). Codes such as these expedite the
development of new technologies, such as those needed to extend the Livingston curve into
the future, by allowing new ideas and design options to be tested numerically, thereby
saving expensive and rime-censuming experimental tests for those options which are truly
promising.

The potential of these codes to contribute to the design of accelerators and to the
development of new accelerator technologies is enormous4. The ability to model beam
collective effects is becoming ever more important as accelerator design has moved towards
machines of higher beam intensity and brightness. Particle simulation techniques allow
such effects to be modeled with fewer approximations than are used in most accelerator
design codes. The design of accelerator components (e.g. accelerating cavities, structures,
extraction sections, and rf sources) is particularly amenable to the techniques represented
by PIC codes and their field solvers. PIC techniques fill a gap in the conventional
accelerator design code repertoire. They do not replace accelerator design codes, but rather
augment them by providing additional capabilities to assess beam collective effects in
accelerator components or sections where such effects are expected to be troublesome.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION CODES
ARGUS AND VARGUS
ARGUS

The ARGUS code5 has been developed by SAIC over the past seven years. It is a
system of three-dimensional codes (numerical modules) that utilize a common data structure
and share utilities for structure input, grid generation, memory management, data handling,
and diagnostics. The codes allow complicated geometrical structures to be represented on
the computational grid. The grid can be nonuniform in all three dimensions. Physics
modules are in place to compute electrostatic and electromagnetic fields, the eigenmodes of
rf structures, and PIC simulation in either a time-dependent mode or a steady-state mode.
The PIC modules include multiple particle species, the Lorentz equations of motion,
phenomenological terms for elastic and inelastic scattering, and algorithms for the creation
of particles by emission from material surfaces, injection onto the grid, and ionization.
Modules for three-dimensional fluid dynamics and MHD are planned. The individual
ARGUS modules can function as stand-alone codes to perform reduced calculations.

Without careful attention to the code architecture, three-dimensional calculations
easily become data-bound. ARGUS uses a sophisticated domain-decomposition algor-
ithm6, coupled with memory-management and data-handling techniques to optimize the use
of core memory for each problem and to efficiently move data between core and disk
memory during the calculation. (The advent of solid-state disks has reduced disk access
times to the point where massive disk I/O no longer constitutes an unacceptable overhead.)
A large problem is divided into blocks which are independently processed in core. The
data-handling module moves each block from disk to core as it is needed by various code
modules. The ARGUS modules are designed for compatibility with this data structure.
The disk I/O is table driven, so that the disk I/O sequence for each algorithm can be
independently optimized. With these techniques the maximum problem size in ARGUS Is
limited by the available disk storage and by the overhead of disk I/O, rather than by the size
of core memory. This architecture is also compatible with eventual parallel processing
within ARGUS; each block could be processed by a separate cpu. The data-handling
module attempts to minimize disk I/O by using available data in core whenever possible.
Small problems usually remain core-resident.

The structure input in ARGUS is carried out with a combinatorial geometry
scheme. The code stores a library of basic three-dimensional objects (e.g. a rectangular
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solid, an elliptical cylinder, an ellipsoid, a paraboloid, etc.). These objects are combined
by the user with Boolean logical operations (and, not, or) to produce structures of arbitrary
shape. The structures so specified are represented on the computational grid by a structure
mask array, which stores die material and electrical properties of each cell on die grid.

ARGUS functions as a set of codes which share a' common architecture. Each
ARGUS module shares the grid and structure set-up, memory management, data-handling,
and diagnostics modules already in the code. New modules are easily implemented in
ARGUS as long as they are compatible with the overall code architecture. In addition,
ARGUS contains an operator module that computes the vector differential operators (grad,
div, curl) on the ARGUS grid. Since the grid can be nonuniform in all three directions,
the availability of these operators as stand-alone entities greatly facilitates the construction
of new algorithms on the ARGUS mesh. The use of operator subroutines also facilitates
the inclusion of new coordinate systems in ARGUS. Currently the code accepts Cartesian,
cylindrical, and toroidal coordinates.

The individual physics modules in ARGUS include a direct FFT electrostatic solver
using capacitance matrices for embedded structures, a Chebyshev-polynomial electrostatic
solver, a leap-frog time-domain electromagnetic field solver, a frequency-domain
electromagnetic eigenvalue solver, a steady-state iterative solver for equilibrium particle
flows, and a full transient PIC simulation module. These modules can operate
individually, as stand-alone codes, or in combination with other modules to produce
models of increased complexity and generality.

VARGUS

The VARGUS code has been built from the electromagnetic field solvers in
ARGUS and has been structured to run under the VAX/VMS operating system. (The
ARGUS code is written for CRAY-class supercomputers, and operates under either CTSS
or UNICOS.) VARGUS has been transported successfully to workstation environments,
such as the APOLLO and the STELLAR. It is a sophisticated, three-dimensional
electromagnetic field solver with the ability to handle complex geometrical structures
embedded on its numerical grid. It has been designed so that general, diverse problems can
be efficiently handled by the code. It is not limited to a particular class of structures, and it
allows a broad range of boundary conditions to be imposed on the problem. The
VARGUS code does not handle problems involving either particles or fluids.

VARGUS solves the complete set of Maxwell's equations in either the time domain
or the frequency domain. The solutions for the electric and magnetic fields can be analyzed
by the code to provide integrated field quantities, such as impedances, field energy, etc.
The procedure for programming new diagnostics of this type is straightforward.

Steady-State Calculations -- Gun Mode

ARGUS can operate in a steady-state mode, by iteratively solving for the self-
consistent steady-state fields and particle flows. In this mode it operates as a three-
dimensional gun code, and has been used for the design of electron and ion guns and
depressed electron collectors.

Segmented-Electron-Gun Design

A project has been carried out with Physical Sciences, Inc. to design a sheet-
electron-beam gun to drive a 1 MW, 120 GHz quasi-optical gyrotron.7 Because of die
inherently three-dimensional nature of the sheet-beam configuration, this gun has been
designed using the ARGUS code to solve for the steady-state, self-consistent electron flow
field.
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For this device, a sheet beam configuration was selected in lieu of an annular beam
to maximize the beam area which overlaps with the radiation, thereby permitting higher
beam current and higher output power to be obtained. Since the radiation field in this
device forms a standing-wave pattern, the sheet beam was segmented into beamlets which
each pass through the resonator at a peak in the standing electric field. This technique, by
placing the beam near the peak field, enhances the coupling efficiency by approximately
30%. A schematic drawing of the device is shown on Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the
design of the segmented sheet-beam cathode. The cathode has emitting surfaces on both
the top and bottom. The ARGUS model of the anode structure and the cathode is shown in
Figure 3. Since the device is symmetric about the base of Figure 3, only the upper half has
been retained in the simulation. The anode is about six times larger than the cathode, and a
full-device simulation requires a 41 (vertical) x 61 (horizontal) x 350 (axial) mesh.

The individual beamlets undergo an E x B drift which depends on their horizontal
location. If uncompensated, this drift is sufficient to spread the beamlets into each other.
To counteract the drift, each beamlet emitting surface is slanted by approximately 18°
relative to the cathode surface (the optimum angle determined through simulations with
ARGUS).

Figure 4 shows ARGUS simulation results for the acceleration region near the
cathode. In this run 33 rays have been used to simulate 11 beamlets. Frames 4(a) and
4(b) show the particle trajectories projected on the z-y (axial-horizontal) plane and z-x
(axial-vertical) plane, respectively. The electrostatic equipotentials and the metal structures
are also plotted on these figures. This simulation extends to z = 17 cm, whereas the full
gun is 42.3 cm long. The gun has a voltage of 80 kV with a current of 34 A (both beams,
segmented) and the cathode has a half angle of 27°, a slant length of 24 mm and width of
78.8 mm. The beamlets are 3.75 mm wide and arc spaced at 7.5 mm intervals, with a
current density of 1.7 A/cnfi. The shift of all the beamlets in the y direction is a measure of
the E x B drift in the device. Frame 4(c) shows the axial momentum (actually 7f3z) vs. z,
and indicates that all the beamlets reach 80 keV by z » 11 cm.

Figure 5 shows the results of simulating the full device, i.e. the acceleration
followed by magnetic compression. The compression is accomplished with a system of 12
magnets, and the total magnetic field compression is 38. Frames 5(a) and 5(b) show that
the beamlet trajectories line up nicely during compression; this is evidence that the slant
angle (18°) was properly chosen. Frame 5(c) shows the effect of the compression in
transferring the axial momentum into transverse momentum. This is Die basic feature of the
gun design. The ideal gun would transfer all of the axial energy to transverse motion.

Spent-Beam Multi-Stage Depressed Collector

Hughes Aircraft Corporation has collaborated with SAIC in the design of a multi-
stage, depressed electron collector for a spread (spent) beam having electron energies in the
range 6.1 to 10.2 keV.8 The objective in the design of a depressed collector is to have each
electron reach the collector surface with low momentum. In this way the generation of
noise, heat, and secondary particles is minimized, and the energy collection efficiency
becomes high.

Secondary particles are particularly dangerous because they can hit other surfaces,
or even return back into die device, where they can cause instabilities and reduce die device
efficiency. As a preliminary stage of this project, SAIC modified the EGUN code to
include secondary emission and to track secondary electrons.9 This model includes
inelastically backscattered primaries, specular reflection (elastic backscatter) of primary
electron, and true secondary electrons. The true secondaries are the least interesting for
collector design, because they typically are emitted at low energy and are therefore confined
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Quasi-Optical Gyrotron Schematic
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Figure 1 Schematic of the Quasi-Optical Gyrotron Apparatus at Physical Sciences, Inc.



Segmented, Sheet Beam Cathode Design

Figure 2 The Segmented Cathode Design for a Sheet Electron Beam.
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Figure 3 The ARGUS Representation of the Sheet-Beam Gun.
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to the region near the collector which emitted them. The secondary model is implemented
in EGUN for copper surfaces, but any metallic surface can be treated with an identical
algorithm, and even the treatment of carbon surfaces would be very similar.

Figure 6 shows the results of the EGUN analysis with secondaries for the Hughes
collector. Frame 6(a) shows the trajectories of the primary electrons, while Frame 6(b)
shows the first generation of secondaries. Although plotted on separate frames, the
primaries and secondaries are included self-consistently in the modified EGUN model.

As the primary electrons are slowed and collected, their space charge builds up and
modifies the electrostatic potential, preventing later particles from reaching the proper
collection surfaces. This problem can be alleviated by using vanes to reshape the
electrostatic potential, in effect shielding the incoming particles from the space charge deep
in the collector. With the vanes, the collector symmetry is broken, and the design requires
a three-dimensional model. The ARGUS code has been employed for this portion of the
study.

The representation of the collector structure in ARGUS is shown in Figure 7, a
two-point perspective plot of the collector. Frame 7(a) shows a cut-away of the entire
structure, while Frame 7(b) is a detail plot showing the vane structure attached to a
particular collector. Figure 8 shows equipotential contours in the collector with and
without vanes. The particle orbits are shown in Figure 9, which demonstrates that fewer
incoming particles are reflected when the vanes are present. The same conclusion is
evident in Figure 10, which displays the axial momentum vs. axial position.

For this simulation the collector plates were set to 11.5 kV, 3.7 kV, and 1.15 kV.
The collector dimensions were 4 cm radius and 9 cm length, which was represented with a
63 x 63 x 88 mesh. This problem ran on a CRAY X-MP/48 in ten minutes of cpu time.

Negative-Ion Gun
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory is involved in the development of neutral particle

beam sources for auxiliary heating of tokamaks in the magnetic confinement fusion
program10. The neutral particle beam is created by stripping H" ions after they have been
accelerated to the required energy. SAIC has modeled the negative ion diode
(preaccelerator), as well as the matching section into an electrosutic-quadmpole
accelerator11 and the first accelerator module.12 The negative-ion diode is basically a
Pierce gun with a magnetic electron trap to remove the electrons which enter the diode with
the negative ions. The ARGUS structure plot for this device is shown on Figure 11. The
panicle trajectories and equipotentials are shown on Figure 12, which displays the three
orthogonal projections. The electron trajectories can be seen as they are pulled into the
trap, and the effect of the trap field on the ion trajectories is visible in the x-y projection (a).

The background gas in the preaccelerator causes approximately 50% of the H- beam
incident at the cathode surface to be lost to snipping. The stripping reaction has been
included in the ARGUS simulation for a prescribed gas pressure distribution, using a loss
profile provided by LBL.
PIC Simulations of Heavy-Ion Accelerators

The ARGUS code has been applied to the simulation of heavy-ion beam transport
in quadrupole focusing channels in a collaboration between SAIC and LLNL.13 The
preservation of beam quality is a critical issue in these accelerators, where beam
compression, merging, and bending may all act to degrade the beam. Three-dimensional
simulations are required to understand the emittance growth due to the interplay of radial
and axial forces and the motion around bends. The ARGUS code has been modified
specifically to handle this application.
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Figure 7 ARGUS Representation of Depressed Collector, (a) 3D plot, (b) Detail showing vane structure.
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Figure 8 Electrostatic Field Solution for Depressed Collector, (a) Without vanes, (b) With vanes.
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Figure 9 Particle Trajectories in Depressed Collector, (a) Without vanes, (b) With vanes.
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Figure 11 ARGUS 3D Structure Plot for LBL Prc-Accelerator with Electron Trap.
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Figure 12 Particle Trajectories in LBL Pre-Accelerator, (a) z-y projection, (b) z-x
projection, (c) x-y projection.



The ARGUS model employed is electrostatic with rectangular metallic walls.
Unlike the simulations in the previous subsections, these calculations are time-dependent
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. The mesh is a window which moves with the beam.
Particle ions are advanced using a leap-frog mover, with corrections to improve accuracy.
A beam quality diagnostic has been added which computes the moments of all particles
lying within a set of axial windows.

The initial beam profile is specified from die self-consistent envelope solution for an
infinitely long beam. The beam cross section at any slice is an ellipse, within which the
transverse velocity scales with radius. This initial condition is not a true equilibrium for a
finite-length beam. At the beam ends of the actual beam the radial space charge effect is
reduced, and the axial velocity becomes nonuniform. The cold initial beam is matched; i.e.
the beam envelope is periodic with the period of the external focusing system. Space
charge has depressed the phase advance to zero. Since there is no temperature, the flow is
laminar and the orbits do not cross. Figure 13 shows a representation of the initial beam.
Frame 13(a) shows the beam as it would appear to a distant observer. Frame 13(b)
provides a side view (z-x projection) of the beam. In this initialization the particles have
been loaded on a regular 3D mesh within the beam envelope. In other runs a smeared-out
initial loading has been used.

Figure 14 shows the z-x beam projections at later times. Frame 14(a) shows the
beam after 5.0 m of transport. Here, the bulk of the beam has retained its integrity, but the
ends show evidence of mismatch. Frame 14(b) corresponds to 5.6 m. Frame 14(c), at 6.0
m, reveals anomalous behavior near the beam ends. The radial jets are likely numerical
artifacts, but the mechanism which generates them has not yet been identified. These jets
lead to peaks in the emittance computed in slices (sampling windows) near the beam ends.
One sees the emittance rise and fall as the beam compresses and the jets move past the
sampling window. By 8.0 m of transport, Frame 14(d), the main part of the beam has
become shorter and thicker due to axial compression.

Field Calculations with ARGUS

Electrostatic Calculations

The ARGUS code has the capability to carry out three-dimensional solutions of
Poisson's equation. There are two separate models in ARGUS for this purpose. One is an
iterative solution using Chebyshev polynomials, and the other is a direct FFT solver that
uses capacitive matrix methods to include structures and to match across the boundaries of
field blocks.

An example of this capability is shown in Figure 15, which is a study of the
electrostatic fields in a cross-field amplifier (CFA). Frame 15(a) shows a two-point
perspective drawing of the model configuration. The model device consists of a cathode
slab, which sits below three anode vanes and between two end caps. The objective of the
calculation was to determine the effect of the end caps (which are often ignored in CFA
calculations) on the dc fields. Frame 15(b) shows the equipotcntial contours on a cut
which runs through the center of the device, bisecting the center anode vane. For this
calculation the anode vanes were held at zero potential, while the cathode was held to
13 kV. The Chebyshev-polynomial method was used to produce these results. Frame
15(c) shows an arrow plot of the Dx-D z field on the same cut used for the equipotentials.
From runs like these, the effect of the end caps can be shown to be small.

Time-Domain and Frequency-Domain Cold Testing

Cold testing is the process of measuring the if properties and mode structure of a
microwave structure with no applied voltages (i.e. no particles in it). It is typically the first
series of measurements made when developing a microwave tube or other device. Once die
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cold-test properties of the structure are satisfactory, the tube engineer will proceed to hot
testing, or measurements where the tube is under voltage and particles are present. Three-
dimensional cold-test calculations may be carried out with either VARGUS or ARGUS in
either die frequency domain or the time domain.

In the time domain ARGUS and VARGUS solve for die fields in terms of D and
H. The Maxwell curl equations provide expressions for the time derivatives of the fields.
These equations are used to advance the fields in time, starting from a specified initial
condition. It is easy to demonstrate formally that the Maxwell divergence equations will be
satisfied at all times t if they are satisfied at the initial time to. Of course, numerical errors
can cause the divergence equations to be violated.

The cold-testing procedure in the time domain consists of a two-step process. The
first step computes die normal mode frequencies (or eigenvalues) while the second step
computes the field patterns (or eigenfunctions) associated with a particular frequency. The
second step may be repeated as many times as necessary, at different frequencies, to obtain
a complete picture for all the modes of interest. The computation of the normal mode
frequencies in the time domain is carried out by injecting a noise pulse into the system at the
initial time (for a single time step) and letting it propagate until the entire rf structure has
filled with electromagnetic radiation. During the filling time, the fields are recorded at
selected points in the volume enclosed by the rf structure, thereby generating time histories
of the fields at the selected locations. These time histories are Fourier analyzed to produce
the normal-mode spectrum. To compute die mode field profiles at a particular normal-
mode frequency requires a new run. For this run the rf structure is driven by a sinusoidal
temporal excitation at one of die normal-mode frequencies found in the first stage of die
computation. Usually the driving field is slowly ramped on and ramped off over many
cycles so as not to introduce unwanted frequencies. Again, the fields are allowed to
propagate until the structure has filled with electromagnetic radiation. The spatial profile of
die fields with a sinusoidal driver will correspond to die normal-mode field pattern at the
frequency of the driver.

The normal-mode analysis described above is basically a steady-state analysis. The
time-domain solver is run until the radiation has filled the cavity to a steady-state amplitude.
A more powerful application of the time-domain module is based on its ability to compute
the evolution of an electromagnetic wave in time. With this capability die solver can be
used to track die propagation of an electromagnetic pulse through a structure or the
evolution of the cavity modes as a structure fills with radiation. Using port boundary
conditions, the user can drive one port of a N-port network and compute the transmission
and reflection coefficients at the other ports. Mode conversion in complex structures can
also be analyzed with the time-domain solver. Finally, by using lossy materials in the
simulation, the attenuation of unwanted modes can be calculated and the power dissipated
in the lossy material can be computed as well.

Unlike cold testing in the time domain, which treats
an initial-value problem, frequency-domain cold testing is
an eigenvalue problem. Choosing the electric field E as
the eigenvector, die eigenvalue problem is of the form
given by the Maxwell curl equations, which are written with an assumed harmonic time
dependence, exp(iax). The constitutive relations, D=eE and B=nH are assumed, where e
is the permittivity and \i is the permeability. These equations are combined to yield a single
equation for the electric field, Eq. (1).

Eq. (1) allows static solutions that satisfy <o=0 and VxE=O. To exclude such fields
from the solutions with cô O, a constraint based on the divergence equation, VD«O, is
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added to the left-hand-side of Eq. (1). With e=K£o and y.=no» the resulting Maxwell
operator equation is given by Eq. (2). Valid resonant solutions will then be those that are
invariant to changes in the penalty parameter, p.

A semi-analytical method of solution to Eq.
(2) has been developed by Tuckmantel14 and is
designed to find a relatively small number of
eigenvectors with the lowest eigenvalue of the
Maxwell operator. The eigenvalues are required to be real and non-negative. The method
begins by seeding the computational grid with a random vector field. This step is
analogous to the time-domain procedure of filling the structure with a noise pulse. In the
frequency domain, this time-consuming filling procedure is avoided. Instead, Tuckmantel
has devised an iteration scheme to extract a complete set of n orthonormal basis vectors
from the random vector field. One generates the n lowest eigenvalues (and eigenvectors)
from this basis set by analytical methods. Since high precision can be expected from
analytical methods, the accuracy requirement here is focused on the effectiveness of the
iteration scheme in eliminating contamination from eigenvectors outside the desired set.
Tuckmantel has demonstrated how one can obtain basis vectors of sufficient quality in a
minimal number of matrix operations. Relative to the filling step in the time-domain
method, the iteration step consumes far less computer time in all practical applications.
Furthermore, using the analytical methods, which require still less computer time, the
frequency-domain method finds the n lowest-mode patterns in a single pass.

The iteration scheme suggested by Tuckmantel actually consists of two iterations.
In the first one, called polynomial iteration, a basis vector is established from an initial
vector in a minimum number of matrix operations that reduce the unwanted eigenvector
components to a predefined level. For the first basis vector, one iterates on the random
vector field initially seeded on the grid. For subsequent basis vectors, the start vector is set
up by a second iteration called sequential iteration. With the exception of the first basis
vector, this iteration also involves orthogonalizing the basis vector against previously-
established basis vectors to ensure an orthonormal set.

Future Code Developments

ARGUS and VARGUS are codes that are still being developed and extended for
numerous applications. To survive, all codes must evolve to keep pace with advances in
computer hardware and to meet the changing needs of users. Getting the codes to the users
in such a way that the codes can be maintained and the users can be provided with support
is a paramount issue, which is compounded as the number of codes grows.

VARGUS Release Workshops
The VARGUS code has been released by SAIC through a Code Release

Workshop, in which participants receive the VARGUS source code, a User's Manual, and
two days of instructions and demonstrations on the use of the code. Code recipients are
encouraged to join a VARGUS Users' Group, through which they receive continued
support from SAIC in the use of VARGUS, and are given upgrades and bug fixes as they
become available. Future workshops are planned.

ARGUS Release to the Accelerator Community
A mechanism is being sought to release the full ARGUS code, with user support,

to the accelerator community. Since ARGUS and VARGUS were not constructed
specifically for accelerator applications, they will require modification to make them
conform to the needs of the accelerator community. In the near term, these modifications
involve the generalization of the set of boundary conditions handled by the code, and the
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implementation of post-computational diagnostics that are widely used in accelerator
design.

The future of numerical design systems is intimately tied to the capabilities of work-
station environments with powerful cpu's and fast interactive graphics. To remain useful
to accelerator designers, ARGUS and VARGUS must operate in this environment. Codes
such as ARGUS and VARGUS represent a large investment in the development of three-
dimensional modeling capability. That capability should be carried over to use new
techniques and new hardware, rather than building new codes. This activity requires user
support, either directly or through government funding.

Ion-Source Modeling with ARGUS

A first attempt to use ARGUS for detailed modeling of an ion source is underway
under a collaboration with Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. A critical feature of the source
behavior is the description of the plasma-sheath interface. The emittance of the source and
its uniformity depend critically on the proper description of this interface. The presence of
magnetic fields in the source region complicates the plasma flow, making the problem three
dimensional, and therefore suitable for study with ARGUS. Since the plasma-sheath
interface depends only weakly on the details of the H" production in the plasma volume, the
ARGUS calculations will be carried out with a simplified "source-sink" model for the
plasma chemistry, consisting of a specified source term forH- production and losses due to
volume production, surface impact, and stripping. Finally, data available through LBL
will be utilized to provide direct verification of the model with experiments. A simplified
model of this type, benchmarked against experimental data, will provide a needed tool for
the design of negative-ion sources.

Ion source modeling is difficult because it involves a variety of phenomena which
occur on disparate time scales. Electron dynamics, ion dynamics, and chemistry each
occurs with its own characteristic time constant. The model must resolve the fastest of
these processes and must run long enough to allow the slowest of the processes to evolve.
The ion transit time across the source sets the longest time scale of interest, while electron
dynamics and chemistry set the fastest time scales.

ARGUS can be developed to offer two options for treating such problems. The
first is to use a hybrid model, where some species are treated with PIC and other species
are treated as a multi-component MHD fluid. In the second approach, all species are treated
with PIC, but the PIC algorithm is recast into an implicit algorithm13, i.e. one capable of
using longer time steps than are permitted in explicit schemes. Chemistry can be included
in the PIC context through the Bird Monte-Carlo simulation method16, and in the hybrid
model through the direct integration of a set of rate equations together with the MHD
equations.

Another serious difficulty in ion source modeling is that the chemistry model, at
least for H* sources, is only poorly understood at the present time. Some of the models
require as many as 50 states to model H- production. Impacts with surfaces lead to
sputtering and reflection of particles, which emerge in various excitation states. The
complete description, therefore, involves both volume and surface chemistry processes.
Once produced, the H~ suffers losses due to stripping and impact with material surfaces.
Such processes can be built into the ARGUS framework. In addition to its specie label,
numerical weight, and other properties, each particle would carry a "state" identifier which
labels its internal energy state. The chemistry module would adjust this parameter. Only
multiply-ionized charge states need be modeled as separate species for either the PIC or
MHD portions of the code.
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ENVELOPE MODEL FOR COUPLED X-Y SYSTEMS
SLIA Accelerator

In spiral-line configurations a single long beam line is threaded repeatedly through a
few accelerating cells. By reusing cells to accelerate a single pulse, fewer total cells are
required. This is in contrast with linear accelerators, where each accelerating cell is used
only once and consequently the accelerator becomes very long at useful final energies. The
Spiral-Line Induction Accelerator (SLIA) is a compact (up to -100 MV/m effective
accelerating gradient), relatively lightweight, recirculator-accelerator concept. The open-
ended spiral-line configuration makes injection, extraction and pulse-train formation
inherently straightforward with low energy injection (few MeV). The SLIA builds upon
the linear induction accelerator technology embodied in the Advanced Test Accelerator
developed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The ferromagnetic induction
cores used in the SLIA are reset during die beam recirculation time to reduce weight.
Strong-focusing magnetic transport is used in the beam lines to provide tolerance to energy
spread and field errors, and a longitudinal magnetic field is included to counter the space
charge effects and suppress the collective instabilities of the high current beams. The major
issue of the SLIA and all high-current accelerators is probably the suppression of the
collective instabilities; the beam breakup instability is the main concern. In addition, there
is a non-negligible task to design and match the many focusing elements of the SLIA into a
single beam line.

Fields and Test Trajectories - SPIRAL Code

Special equilibria, in which macroscopic properties repeat periodically with the
period of the focusing system, are called matched solutions. For an actual (as opposed to
ideal) magnetic field system, there exist coil windings which include feeds and coil
terminations as well as winding errors and physical winding constraints. To design a
magnetic focusing system with these limitations that is matched to the desired beam
properties of a device requires certain numerical capabilities. Many of these capabilities
exist in die code SPIRAL.

The SPIRAL code is a magnetic field coil design tool. It computes the magnetic
focusing fields from actual coil geometries, including feeds and terminations. SPIRAL is a
fully three-dimensional code which calculates the magnetic fields using a Biot-Savart solver
and has the capability to track single-particle trajectories through magnetostatic fields. The
code has many diagnostics, one being the ability to map out the magnetic field structure and
another being the ability to track the evolution of beam emittance and particle phase-space
through a device. SPIRAL can initiate several distribution functions, including the K-V
distribution as well as a simple uniform beam distribution with specified emittance and
divergence. In addition, the fields from SPIRAL can be processed for use in other
simulation codes, such as ARGUS.

Envelope Model •• XYENV Code

When the two transverse degrees of freedom, x and y, of particle motion are
linearly coupled, the K-V envelope equations no longer apply to die beam. In some simple
cases, like solenoid focusing, it is possible to transform to a rotating frame (e.g. the
Larmor frame) in which the single particle equations of motion decouple, but in general the
problem is most directly treated, and interpreted, in the laboratory frame.

v'(s)=M(s)v(s)
The derivation of the appropriate envelope equation for

coupled systems proceeds in a different manner than the classic
derivations of the K-V equations. 1^,18 One begins with the
paraxial single particle equations of motion, where v(s) is a 4 x 1 column vector with

\(3)
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elements (x, x', y, y1) and M(s) is a 4 x 4 matrix describing the focusing system; s is the
path length variable and a prime mark denotes d/ds. If the beam cross section is a
uniformly filled ellipse, then the space-charge electrostatic and magnetostatic forces are
linear and a space charge term may be included^ in M(s).

In the paraxial approximation, all
particles in a monoenergetic beam have the
same value of longitudinal velocity, s,
therefore all particles in a particular "slice" of the beam remain in that slice. To proceed to
an envelope equation which describes the evolution of the rms size of a slice as it
propagates through a transport system, one defines the quantities 2ij(s) in Eq. (4) for i, j =
1,2,3,4 where the angle brackets denote an average over particles in a slice.

Zij(s) a <vi(s)vj(s)> - <vi(s)xvj(s)>

2'(s)=M(s)2(s) + [M(s)2(s)]TThe beam covariance matrix 2 satisfies Eq.
(5) by virtue of Eq.(3). In Eq.(5), T denotes
transpose. Equation (5) is the generalization of the K-V envelope equations, the purely
spatial components En , 233, and 213=231 defining the axes and orientation of the rms
beam ellipse. Given an initial value for the beam matrix, Eq.(5) allows it to be calculated at
any point downstream from the launching point. In practice such an initial value may be
easily calculated by an electron gun code, at the entrance to the transport system, for
example.

To recover the K-V envelope equations for
decoupled 2 x 2 systems, we begin by noting that
M and 2 are of 2 x 2 block diagonal form for
decoupled systems, assuming 2(0) is. Defining
ffjcx = 2 n , OX'X- s 222, and CTXX- = 2i2 = 221, the
equations for the x-coordinate may be written out

2
using Eq.(5). Here kxsM2i contains the external

focusing strength, T H V / ( P 2 Y 3 ) , V = Budker's
parameter, and qxx is given by Eq. (9).

The space charge term has been included in
Eqs. (6)-(8). Although these are coupled nonlinear
equations, they do admit a simple constant of
motion, the unnormalized emittance ex, defined by
Eq. (10). Using Eq. (6) to eliminate Oxx' and Eq.
(10) to eliminate ax 'x

(, one may find a single
equation for <yxx. The rms radius, rx, is defined
using Eq. (11), the factor 2 arising from the
relation between the radius and the rms radius of an
ellipse. The resulting equation for rx is Eq. (12) which, along with the analogous equation
for ry, are the K-V envelope equations.

When coupling between x and y motion is present, it is necessary in general to
integrate Eq. (5) numerically. A computer program, XYENV, has been written for this
purpose. The program allows a completely general specification of the paraxial fields as
functions of axial distance. It has been used to study the envelope oscillations in the
stcllatron and beam matching problems in the SLIA. As an example of the latter, we
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consider the behavior of a beam, initially matched in a uniform solenoid, as it propagates
into a stellarator field.

Figure 16 shows plots of the major and minor beam radii versus distance (z) along
the system for different values of beam current. The beam starts out at z = -20 cm matched
in a 2.98 kG longitudinal field; this value is chosen so that the 1 MeV beam has a 20 cm
Larmor wavelength. The beam emittance is assumed to obey the Lawson-Penner

relationship, en=0.3Vl[kA] rad-cm, except at zero current where En = 0.1 rad-cm has been
used. A stellarator field with on-axis gradient of 500 G/cm and a field period of 9 cm is
slowly turned on (from zero at z=-» to 500 G/cm at z=+«o) using a tank function, in such a
way mat Maxwell's equations are always satisfied to linear order, at z=0 the stellarator
gradient is 250 G/cm. One sees in the figure the development of oscillations in the major
and minor beam radii; the amplitude of the oscillations is seen to be fairly insensitive to
beam current in this example. In other cases one finds that certain modes of envelope
oscillation are linearly unstable, leading to large oscillation amplitudes.

ABBY Code

The ABBY code is the union of the SPIRAL and XYENV codes, which has been
constructed so that actual field configurations and coil terminations could be used and tested
for their effect on the beam envelope. The SPIRAL code is used to compute the magnetic
field and the field gradient on the reference axis. These are written to a file for use by
XYENV. The XYENV code reads this file and uses these fields to compute the beam
envelope, as described above. Nonlinear effects and the effects of high-order multipoles
will not contribute in ABBY if the beam reference orbit coincides with the magnetic axis,
because these fields are zero and have zero gradient on the magnetic axis.
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MAGIC User's Group Software

G. Warren, L. Ludeking, J. McDonald, K. Nguyen, and B. Goplen
Mission Research Corporation

8560 Cinderbed Road, Suite 700
Newington, VA 22122

1. Introduction

The MAGIC User's Group has been established to facilitate the use of elec-
tromagnetic particle-in-cell software by universities, government agencies> and indus-
trial firms. Members of the group receive state-of-the-art software for the analysis of
electromagnetic systems, including plasmas, beams, microwave devices, and other sys-
tems involving charged particles and or electromagnetic waves. Members also receive
extensive documentation for the software as well as other services.

The MAGIC User's Group was formed as a joint effort of the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research (AFOSR) and Mission Research Corporation (MRC). AFOSR
provides sponsorship and a core set of university members to the group; MRC provides
software, documentation, training, and other support services.

Dr. Robert Barker of AFOSR and Dr. Bruce Goplen of MRC formed the
MAGIC User's Group in 1988. Initial membership included five universities, and
each of the members received the MAGIC code. The group presently includes 14
members, with participants not only from universities but also from agencies of the
U.S. government and from industry. Use of the software is beginning to have significant
technical impact. At a recent meeting of the American Physical Society, at least 18
presentations included results from MAGIC simulations. Also, a variety of software
programs besides MAGIC are now available to members.

2. User's Group Services

Members of the MAGIC User's Group, receive a tailored mix of four basic
services:

• code and documentation,

• code installation,

• training seminars, and

• consulting and code maintenance.
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The software is usually delivered as a binary library, which is linked at the
local site. Delivery is via a TK50 tape whenever possible. Alternatively, the software
can be sent via one of the telephone networks (e.g., MILNET or TYMNET) if system
access is available.

Versions of the MAGIC Software Family run on MicroVax and VAX com-
puters using the VMS operating system and on CRAY computers using the COS,
CTSS, and UNI-COS operating systems. All software is written in Fortran 77 Stan-
dard. The software does not include low level graphics; rather, it includes a high level
graphics interface that connects to commercially available graphics support products.
High level interfaces to DISSPLA and NCAR-GKS are currently available.

For VAX computer systems and some CRAY systems, installation can usu-
ally be done by the user. In most other cases, it is preferred that MRC provide
installation.

Training for the software is provided in the form of one-week seminars pro-
viding a mix of lectures and "hands-on" experience. A special 2- day seminar for
//SOS was given at MRC in October 1989 and such seminars may be repeated in the
future.

MRC provides a "hot-line" consulting service for Group members and will
furnishe interim versions of software as necessary. Interim revisions are made*to
repair code errors and to provide modifications made to facilitate research.

3. Description of Software.

Software Architecture.

The software consists of a series of independent executables that are capable
of inter-communication. MAGIC, SOS, and jiSOS are used to perform electromagnetic
simulations, while POSTER is used to provide post-processing capabilities. All of the
codes contain some of their own output capabilities, but, for sophisticated output
including movies, data from the simulators may be dumped to a standard database
format and then processed in POSTER.

The codes are built on an application-independent software library. This
software library includes code for many parts of the system. The library includes the
command language interpreter from which the user interface for each code is built and
the DUMP utility which provides the communication platform between the codes and
the standard database. The use of this library speeds code development, and more
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importantly for the user, it helps integrate the system and makes the codes similar to
learn and use.

The simulation codes are constructed each with the basic architecture shown
in Figure 1. fiSOS is stripped of some of the modules.

The MAGIC Code.

MAGIC is a two-dimensional, finite-difference, time-domain, self-consistent
PIC code for simulating plasma physics processes. The code simulates a physical pro-
cess as it evolves in time from an initial state. The code includes powerful boundary
conditions to represent structural geometries, material properties, incident and out-
going electromagnetic waves, field emission, beam injection and so forth. As a result,
MAGIC (the name derives from MAGnetic Insulation Code) is applicable to broad
classes of self-consistent plasma physics problems.

Phenomena with characteristic time scales ranging from fractions of picosec-
onds to tens of nanoseconds have been studied. Typical applications include plasmas,
pulsed power, magnetic insulation, diodes, switches, vacuum electronics tubes, mi-
crowave sources, system-generated electromagnetic pulse effects on satellites, charged
particle and neutral particle beams, and fusion. In general, the code can be used
for these and other problems and can study characteristic times limited only by the
availability of computer resources.

Three-dimensional configurations can be simulated in MAGIC in spite of
its two-dimensional nature; the code can take advantage of any invariance along a
direction in the problem being simulated to reduce it to an equivalent two-dimensional
simulation. It has capabilities to simulate in cartesian, spherical, and cylindrical
coordinates, allowing for a variety of possible invariant coordinates. Also, it can
exploit inherent mirror and periodic symmetries in a problem, thus broadening the
class of configurations which can be simulated. Transmission lines may be separately
modeled and connected to the simulation in a variety of ways.

The code includes a variety of field and particle algorithms which may be
independently selected for individual problems. Algorithms for damping numerical
noise are available for simulations of high density conditions. Multiple species of
charged particles may be simultaneously specified. External magnetic fields may be
applied. Special particle pushing algorithms are available for high B-field conditions.
Options for relativistic and non-relativistic particle pushing are available, and particles
can be moved only once every several time steps when particles are moving slowly.
Also, the interaction of particles with air may be included.
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A solver is available to compute initial electromagnetic fields for a user
specified configuration of particles, voltages, surfaces, etc. The solver may be used
as a poisson solver to obtain fields for static configurations, and it may be used to
set initial electromagnetic fields for the first time step. Thus, the user may specify a
complex initial configuration from which to begin a time domain simulation.

Output capabilities of the code include vector, contour, perspective, trajec-
tory and other plots, time histories, and tables. Also, data may be dumped for further
analysis and movie generation by other codes including POSTER. Further, state of
the simulation, may be periodically stored for later continuation.

The SOS and fiSOS Codes.

SOS is a three-dimensional counterpart to MAGIC, plus it includes three-
dimensional frequency-domain capabilities. As with MAGIC, the code is a finite-
difference, self-consistent PIC code for simulating electromagnetic plasma physics
processes. It can simulate in cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. The name SOS
is derived from the Self-Optimized-Sector memory management technique it uses for
large problems. /xSOS is a subset of SOS without particles.

The SOS time-domain algorithms simulate the evolution in time of a de-
fined initial configuration. The time-domain includes boundary conditions to rep-
resent structural geometries, material properties, E-probes, H-probes, antennae, in-
cident and outgoing electromagnetic waves, externally applied magnetic fields, field
emission, photo-emission and so forth. Periodic and mirror symmetry specifications
are available. A variety of field algorithms are available to provide compatibility with
the variety of physics models. A variety of particle species may be simultaneously
specified. Particle motion can be treated relativistically or classically; it may be made
self-consistent or not. The interaction of particles with air chemistry may be mod-
eled. Thus, SOS is applicable to broad classes of electromagnetic physics problems,
including pulsed-power, charged-particle beams, vacuum electronics devices, semicon-
ductor devices, and others. SOS is generally used when the problem of interest is fully
three-dimensional so that MAGIC cannot be used. /xSOS is generally used when no
particles are required.

The SOS frequency-domain algorithm computes cavity response frequencies
and their modes. The frequency-domain treats many, but not all, of the models
available in the time-domain. It allows user-defined structure, symmetries, dielectrics,
and some of the sub-grid models. It computes the lowest 1 to 10 or more modes of
a device, and symmetries, when available, can be used to simplify and accelerate the
process substantially. The algorithm has been used to analyze a variety of structures
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including coupled-cavity traveling wave tubes (CCTWT), klystron cavities, and helical
structures. The code has often been used to compute the sensitivity of the cavity
modes to various aspects of the device shape. Further, the mode information has
been used to compute w — /? diagrams and R/Q. The frequency-domain does not
currently work with particles.

The complement of field sources, i.e., field pickup antennae and the like, are
not currently available in SOS. Also, it is not possible at the current time to assign a
magnetic permeability to a material.

Output capabilities from SOS are similar to MAGIC. Vector plots, range
plots, trajectory plots phase-space plots and time histories are available. Also, dumps
of the data for further analysis with POSTER are possible. Further, as with MAGIC,
recording and subsequent continuation of time-domain simulations are possible.

The POSTER Code.

The POSTER code is designed principally for data analysis and generation
of high-quality graphical output. It is designed to be used in conjunction with the
MAGIC Software Family (e.g. MAGIC and SOS) for data pre-processing and post-
processing, as well as in stand-alone mode for the production of graphical output from
analytic modeling. Used as a post-processor, it reads output files written in both the
MRC database format and an external data format designed for communication with
other software, and it provides a wide variety of analysis options.

The POSTER command structure is similar to that of MAGIC. Commands
are processed and executed in sequential order. The code may be run interactively
or in a batch mode, using the same commands, i.e., a command used in batch mode
requires the identical parameters when used in interactive mode. The batch mode is
advantageous when processing large amounts of information with clear, pre-defined
operations and when making movies. In the interactive mode, plots may be viewed
during the user session, modified as desired, and saved in a metafile for later hardcopy
output.

There is a set of utility commands for accessing and maintaining the database.
Utility commands include opening and closing files, locating data within files, refor-
matting data, and sorting and merging data. The data available to the code through
the database include device structure; field data such as electric and magnetic fields,
and charge and current density; particle data including positions, momenta, charge,
and species; and partially processed data such as time histories, particle flux, and the
data rendered in any of the plots from any of the codes.
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Mathematical commands allow manipulation of raw data from the simula-
tion software to be further reduced to obtain desired information. These commands
include such operations as Fourier transforms, phase analysis, integration, differenti-
ation, averaging, filtering, windowing, and histogramming. Through the use of user
defined functions, one- and two-dimensional slices may be made from more extensive
data sets, and arrays that are nearly arbitrary functions of other arrays may be de-
fined. Moreover, the commands may be combined in a user-defined order and repeated
automatically over sets of data using the available DO command.

Graphics commands take the data that results from the mathematical pro-
cessing data and provides phase-space plots, contour plots, vector plots, perspective
plots, and range plots. The user has robust control of the arrangement of plots on
a page and on the contents and form of each plot. Also, annotation may be added
to the page. The combination of these different commands can be used to produce
movies, viewgraphs, and publication quality plots.

Algorithms.

The simulator aspects of the MAGIC software family use PIC techniques.
The full set of Maxwell's equations are solved to obtain electromagnetic fields. Sim-
ilarly, the complete Lorentz force equations are solved to obtain relativistic particle
trajectories, which provide current and charge densities for Maxwell's equations. The
approach provides self-consistence, i.e., interaction between space charge and electro-
magnetic fields.

The detailed implementation of PIC allows a variety of field and particle al-
gorithms. The algorithms handle problems relating to numerical instabilities inherent
in the PIC approach and problems relating to computer cpu usage. The algorithms
also affect the physics of the simulation. Thus, there is no algorithm that is always the
best algorithm; for different simulations different algorithms are most appropriate.

There are three types of field solvers available. These are

• ELECTROSTATIC SOLVER,

• TIME-DOMAIN SOLVER, and

• FREQUENCY DOMAIN SOLVER.

The electrostatic field solver solves the Laplace equation (or in the presence
of particles, the Poisson equation) for the specified simulation geometry and boundary
structures. In two dimensions, there is an ADI algorithm and an SOR algorithm with
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Chebushev acceleration. In three dimensions, the solver uses the power shift method,
which when applied to electrostatic problems amounts to a variation of SOR with
Chebushev acceleration.

The time-domain field solver offers three methods of solving the finite dif-
ference representations of Maxwell's equations. These are:

• CENTERED-DIFFERENCE,

• TIME-SYMMETRIC, and

• TIME-BIASED.

The centered-difference algorithm is numerically explicit and is generally suitable for
free-field and some particle simulations. The time-symmetric algorithm is explicit
and time-reversible, and is only rarely used for special cases involving energy con-
servation.. The time-biased algorithm is implicit and has the property of suppressing
high-frequency noise. It is thus used primarily for particle simulations, which are
inherently numerically noisy.

The frequency-domain solver computes the resonance modes of cavities pro-
viding both resonance frequencies and their modal field patterns. The algorithm used
is the power-shift method, which solves so the equations, curlcurlE = w2E, curlcurlB =
w2B, derived directly from the full set of Maxwell's equations. The frequency-domain
algorithm does not treat particles.

Particle pushing in the software includes a variety of algorithms. In all of
the algorithms macro-particles are pushed, their motion is translated into currents
on the finite difference grid, and then the currents are added to the electric fields
via Maxwell's equations. The variations in the algorithms deal with numerical noise
continuity, i.e., maintaining divergence of j equal to the time rate of change of the
charge density on the grid; and they deal with the frequent difference between the
time scales for field and particle physics.

The software offers two methods for altering the relative frequency of particle
pushing with respect to the field pushing algorithm. These are:

• MULTI-ARC and

• TIME-STEP MULTIPLES.
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In the traditional algorithm, without either of these two variations, particles are moved
each time the fields are updated, and the particles must move less than approximately
1/6 of a gyro-orbit for accurate simulations.

Using multi-arc, electrons have been successfully tracked through several
gyro-orbits in a single time step. The algorithm is more than a use of a high-order
calculation of the vxB force. It intersperses the E and B forces while maintaining
a time-centered relation between particle position and momenta. The interspersing
of E and B effects allows use of multi-arc in regions of high ExB fields for magnetic
insulation. The time-centering is essential to maintain the conservation of energy.

The time-step multiple algorithm allows particles to be pushed only once
every several timesteps. This is useful when particle motion is occurring on a slower
time scale than the fields. The current is computed when the particles are pushed and
then a portion of that current is added each time the fields are updated.

Two current-density algorithms are available. These are:

• LOCAL CHARGE CONSERVING (ICC) and

• NON-CHARGE CONSERVING (NCC).

The LCC algorithm always satisfies continuity on a local basis, and hence
charge is locally conserved. The method, however, is computationally expensive. It is
also inherently noisy, because the current allocation is essentially nearest-grid-point
(NGP) in the longitudinal direction. The non-local charge conserving algorithm,
recently added, is faster and less noisy because it uses triangularly shaped macro-
particles. However, it does not locally satisfy continuity and hence charge is not
automatically conserved. An auxiliary procedural step is available that computes the
violation of charge continuity and diffuses it over time. Since the NCC algorithm has
only small losses of charge conservation per time step, the combination of NCC with
the diffusion procedure provides a quiet particle pushing algorithm with manageable
levels of charge-conservation violations.

Particle creation algorithms include:

• BEAM-EMISSION,

• FIELD-EMISSION,

• GYRO-EMISSION,

• PHOTO-EMISSION, and
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• POPULATE.

The first four algorithms introduce particles during the transient. Beam-emission
provides a way of specifying beams entering the simulation rogion. Recently added
controls allow the specification of very robust beam characteristics. The recently
added gyro-emission capability further adds the ability to specify rotating beams.
Photo-emission create particles in response to photoelectric effects. Field-emission
creates particles in response to the electric field strength at metal surfaces. All of
the emission algorithms are capable of creating particles on sloped (nonconformal)
surfaces.

The fifth option above, populate, makes it possible to initialize a particle
distribution prior to the transient. Secondary emission of particles due to the im-
pingement of particles on surfaces is presently treated approximately and implicitly
through the other particle creation types, as is gated emission. Thermonic emission
is not included. Combinations of these mechanisms may be included in the same
simulation, and emitted particles may be of any species.

Models exist for simulating electromagnetic field emitters, sources, and ra-
diators. These include

• ANTENNA,

• CABLE DRIVE (STUB OR LOOP),

• CAPACITIVE GAP,

• DIPOLE DRIVE,

• MEMBRANE DAMPER, and

• STRUT AND CIT PULSER.

These electromagnetic field sources may be assigned any pattern of emission over
time and spatial region. They may be turned on and off at varying times during the
simulation. The complements of the field sources, i.e., field-pickup antennae and the
like, are not currently available.

Algorithms for several material properties are available. These include:

• CONDUCTOR,

• AIR-CHEMISTRY,
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• CONDUCTANCE,

• DIELECTRIC, and

• RESISTANCE.

Perfect conductors can be simulated and are often used to simulate any metal, ignoring
the small resistance in the metal. When desired, specifically resistive properties may
be assigned to materials. Also, dielectrics are currently not available in MAGIC.

There are algorithms for simulating nonreflecting boundaries, absorbing
boundary regions, and extending the simulation with a simpler system. These in-
clude:

• FREESPACE,

• LOOKBACK,

• TRANSMISSION-LINES, and

• VOLTAGE.

The transmission line model enables the attachment of transmission lines, modeled in
one dimension to be attached to the main body of the simulation. Transmission lines
can be used to simulate the connection of two otherwise disconnected two-dimensional
regions of space. The transmission line capability is only included in MAGIC. In SOS,
transmission lines can be explicitly modeled in three dimensions.

4. Recent Klystrode Simulations

The klystrode is a single cavity, emission-gated microwave generator. Its
basic components include the gated triode electron gun, the resonance cavity or res-
onator, and the spent beam collector. The electron gun provides electron bunches at
a repetition rate equal to the resonator fundamental frequency through the use of a
fine grid electrode driven by an external RF circuit. The electrons are decelerated
by the RF field in the interaction gap of the resonator, thus converting beam energy
into RF energy in the resonator. An RF pickup in the resonator extracts the RF
energy, while a collector collects the spent beam. Mission Research Corporation in-
vestigated the klystrode for the Vacuum Electronics Branch of the Electronics Science
and Technology Division of the Naval Research Laboratory.

The klystrode' resonator is inherently three-dimensional due to a tuner and
RF pickup coil in the cavity. fiSOS was used to investigate the tunable frequency
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range of several configurations of the cavity. That work is not new and is not further
reported here. (See the SOS User's Manual.)

For the work reported here, MAGIC and POSTER were used. To do so,
the cavity was modified to achieve an equivalent cavity with rotational symmetry that
could be modeled in MAGIC. The RF pickup coil was replaced with a combination
of bulk conductivity and with the time-biased algorithm to obtain the same quality
factor, Q. Also, the tuning element was removed, and instead, the frequency was
adjusted by adjusting the shape of the cavity in the simulation. The shape of the
interaction gap of the cavity was not changed so that the interaction of particles with
the gap could be accurately modeled.

The frequency and Q of the two-dimensional cavity were checked in the
tuning run of MAGIC. A single beam bunch was injected into the system and that
gap voltage and field energy were measured as they decayed in time. The voltage
and energy measurements were then read into POSTER. There the frequency was
measured .by beating it against a known reference frequency. Q was determined from
the voltage and energy decay rates.

Figure 2 shows a sample frame from a movie of a simulation of the klystrode.
The case shown in the movie was based on the experimental design X2259A built by
Varian/EIMAC. The simulation includes a 419-MHz resonator with a quality factor of
63. The electron bunches are injected at the same frequency with a half sine current
shape at 28.6 amp peak current for an average current of 9.1 amp. The cathode-anode
voltage is set at 85 KV, which provides an average input beam power of 774 KW. The
simulation was run in MAGIC, and the movie was generated by POSTER.

The frame of the movie shown in Figure 2 is produced by POSTER and
provides a sample page layout. At the top is the time corresponding to the frame.
Beneath it is a plot of the beam radial momentum as a function of position. Below
that is a plot of the beam axial momentum. At the bottom is a trajectory plot of the
beam, and the cross hatch shows the device. The left-most portion of the device is the
gated triode gun, the large middle portion is the resonator, and the right-most portion
is the collector. The small plot above the collector shows the conversion efficiency of
beam power into RF power versus time. It takes approximately 140 nanoseconds for
the device to reach saturation with the present parameters.

The beam bunches emerge from the cathode and accelerate to the full
cathode-anode potential. The radial electric field in the gun region focuses the bunches.
As a consequence of this focusing, however, part of the energy is converted into trans-
verse energy. This leaves about 80 KeV in axial energy which is available for conversion
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Figure 2. Sample movie frame showing simulation of the klystrode.

into RF output. The bunches propagate through the drift tube without interception
and pass through the resonator gap. The phase relation between the beam bunch and
the resonator gap voltage is such that the front and back of the bunch retain most of
their energy while the center of the bunch suffers the greatest energy loss. Due to a
small phase shift introduced by the finite gap width, the front of the bunch is slightly
accelerated, while the back of the bunch is slightly decelerated. Also, the front half
of the gap defocuses the electron bunch, and the second half of the gap focuses the
electron bunch. This is due to the radial field structure of a decelerating gap.

At saturation, the extreme front and back of the bunches remain focused due
to the low space charge and high axial momentum. Thus, they deposit most of their
energy at the tip of the collector. The prediction of extreme heating in the collector
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tip region has been confirmed experimentally. The bunch center, which suffers the
greatest energy loss and possesses much higher space charge, spreads out radially and
deposits most of its remaining energy near the front of the collector. The energy of
the rest of the bunch is more evenly spread over the collector body.

The efficiency at the end of the simulation shown in the preceding frame is
approximately 69%, and it is predicted to reach a value of 71% at saturation. This is
in excellent agreement with the experimental efficiency reported by Varian/EIMAC
(M. Shrader, private communication) for the same input parameters (also 71%).
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Magnet Design using Finite Element Software
John Simkin, Vector Fields Limited

Abstract

A summary of the features of the electromagnetic field calculation programs PE2D,
TOSCA, CARMEN and GFUN is presented. Accuracy and functionality of are great
importance in accelerator applications that require the evaluation of electromagnetic
fields. Field and force accuracy are discussed in both enclosed and open systems.

1. Introduction

Accelerator applications usually require exceptionally accurate electromagnetic field cal-
culations. The calculation methods should give errors less than those expected from
manufacturing tolerances and variations of non linear material properties, typically one
or two parts in 104. This accuracy can easily be achieved in models that can be repre-
sented in two dimensions. It is much more difficult to achieve this quality of results for
complicated geometries that must be modelled in three dimensions and it may not be
possible given finite computing resources. In many cases the field calculation method
must be carefully selected to give optimal accuracy for a specific application.

Although forces do not have to be calculated to anything like the same precision as the
fields, they are still difficult to calculate reliably. Consider for example the calculation
of the forces on a system of superconducting coils in a room temperature ferromagnetic
shield. The integrated body force on a single coil can be 200 Tonnes, but for the
complete coil system without the shield the forces balance to give a zero total force.
The force acting between an asymmetric shield and the coils must be small if the force
has to be supported between room temperature and liquid helium temperature, less
than 1000 Newtons before mechanical stops take over and cause unacceptable losses.
The problem is therefore to calculate a relatively small but vitally important part of
the force in the presence of a large background. Many applications suffer from similar
difficulties unfortunately the solution to the problem is not always the same.

The errors caused by incorrect representation of the far field boundary condition can be
important especially if the external far field is required. There are several methods than
can be used to eliminate this type of error. The Kelvin transformation [1] schemes are
particularly useful and are easy to apply, however in many cases this is not necessary if
the far fields are computed by integration.

2. Software functionality

The programs PE2D, TOSCA, GFUN and CARMEN were originally developed at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory for the design of superconducting magnets for acceler-
ators. The software has been completely rewritten in the last 3 years and is continuing
to be developed. The facilities provided by the programs are described in the following
sections.
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2.1 PE2D

Version
Algorithm
Discretisation
Maximum size
Meshing
Potentials
Symmetry
Solution

8.1
Finite element, weighted residual formulation
2D triangular first and second order elements
10000 elements or 22000 nodes
Automatic triangulation based on surface divisions
Vector or scalar
2D infinite or rotational
Non-linear magneto and electrostatics (anisotropic)
Steady state AC eddy current
Transient non-linear eddy current
Eddy currents induced by motion

Other features:
All input dimensions may be defined as functions of variables.
Result calculations are fully programmable and include line and surface
integrals as well as graphing, contouring and vector displays.
Evaluation of solution errors.
Legendre and fourier analysis of results.
Particle trajectory calculations in magnetic and electric fields.
Permanent magnet model.
Eddy current circuit models.

2.2 TOSCA

Version
Algorithm
Discretisation
Maximum size
Meshing
Potentials
Symmetry
Solution

5.5
Finite element, weighted residual formulation
3D isoparametric first and second order elements
50000 nodes
Regular discretisation of isoparametric volumes
Total or reduced scalar
3D, 2D and axisymmetric subsets
Non-linear magneto and electrostatics (anisotropic)

Other features:
All input dimensions may be defined as functions of variables.
Result calculations are fully programmable and include line, surface
and volume integrals as well as graphing, contouring and vector displays.
Legendre and fourier analysis of results.
Particle trajectory calculations in magnetic and electric fields,
(with a separate program for combined fields of both types)
Permanent magnet model.
Ten predefined conductor geometries including solenoids, racetracks,
bedsteads, saddle coils (helical or constant perimeter end windings),
arcs, bars and general isoparametric shapes.
Fields calculated either from potential derivatives with smoothing
options or by volume integration from induced sources.
The post processor allows the complete model to be created from a single
symmetry cell.
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2.3 VF/GFUN

Version
Algorithm
Discretisation
Maximum size
Meshing
Potentials
Symmetry
Solution

1.5
Finite volume integral equation for magnetisation
Tetrahedra
3000 elements
Regular discretisation of isoparametric volumes
Magnetisation vector solution
3D
Non-linear magnetostatics

Other features of the software are exactly as defined for TOSCA in section 2.2.

2.4 CARMEN

Version
Algorithm
Discretisation
Maximum size
Meshing
Potentials
Symmetry
Solution

2.5
Finite element, weighted residual formulation
3D isoparametric first and second order elements
50000 degrees of freedom
Regular discretisation of isoparametric volumes
Total or reduced scalar and vector
3D, 2D and axisymmetric subsets
Steady state AC eddy current
Transient linear eddy current

Other features of the software are exactly as defined for TOSCA in section 2.2.

3. Solution and field accuracy

3.1 Evaluation of errors

Error estimate theory in finite element analysis has improved dramatically [2,3]. The
methods available use either local analytic solutions or interpolation procedures to eval-
uate the errors in the values of the potentials. Local analytic solutions are expensive
to calculate and since the estimates are of the same order of accuracy the interpola-
tion methods are generally preferable. These methods improve the reliability of results
obtained from finite element programs and are therefore of great value.

3.2 Field errors

Traditionally, fields evaluated as the gradient or curl of a potential solution were calcu-
lated in each finite element by differentiation of the shape function. This meant that the
errors in the fields were one order worse than those in the potential (although by choos-
ing the points used to evaluate the derivative this could be improved slightly). Finite
difference programs use sensible central difference methods to evaluate derivatives, or
even better local analytic fitting, in both cases there is no loss in accuracy. The PE2D
and TOSCA programs use a method equivalent to central differences for irregular finite
element discretisations.
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3.3 Fields by integration

Taking derivatives in a reasonable way does not improve the basic accuracy it simply
maintains the accuracy of the potential solution. In some instances the accuracy can be
improved by using a global method to compute the fields. This technique is applicable to
calculation of the field in free space. Using a magnetostatic solution as an example, the
induced magnetisation in materials can be calculated from the finite element solution
and the fields can then be computed by volume integration.

H = Hcoij +

where

Hl>on = -V JM-V(j)dv

This works well because the finite element solution gives good results for the low or-
der harmonic content of the M solution and higher order terms very quicky become
insignificant as distance from the sources increases. This method (and other surface
integral forms) is supported in the OPERA post processor for TOSCA and CARMEN.
It has been tested by comparison with measurement on iron shielded MRI magnet sys-
tems and has proved to be capable of reducing the errors well below those produced by
manufacturing tolerances. The same procedure can also be effective in regions where
a singularity causes severe problems for normal finite element methods. The JIEE 3D
software bench mark results clearly demonstrate this, the problem (Figure l)consists of
a steel cube excited by a racetrack conductor, the fields were measured and calculated
along a line that approaches the corner of the cube where the field in weakly singular.
These results for different calculation methods are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. JIEE benchmark model
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Figure 2. Different field recovery methods for the field JIEE benchmark

The integral field recovery methods are also useful with high order multipole magnets.
In particular if the fields have a higher order variation than the finite element shape
functions. The only drawback with these methods is the expense of evaluating the
volume integrals, evaluation of surface integrals may achieve the same results at less
cost and this is being investigated.

4. Far Field Boundaries

4.1 Outer boundary shape

The effect of far field truncation can be calculated for simple boundary shapes and
assumed distributions of field. Images in plane boundaries or analytic solutions in the
interior for spherical boundaries are two methods that can be used.

4.1.1 Cubical outer boundaries

Images in the boundary surfaces provide a simple method of analysing this geometry.
The finite element solution for an embedded object in a mesh cube is actually the
solution for an infinite set of objects on a regular grid. The grid sire being equal to
the dimension of the cuboid. The field direction in each grid cell is determined by
the boundary conditions used on the surface of the cuboid. Figures 3 and 4 show two
possibilities. A model consisting of a of a unit radius iron sphere in a uniform external
field provides an example that can be used to give quantitative results. Tables 1 and
2 give the calculated errors in the magnetisation of the sphere that are caused by far
field boundary truncation. The magnetisation at unit radius was expanded as a series
of associated Legendre polynomials, the main error is the Pj° (sextupole) term.
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Figure 3. Model and images
Y = field normal boundary
X = Field tangential boundary

Figure 4. Model and images
Y = Field tangential boundary
X = Field normal boundary

Table 1. Field normal to the Y boundaries and tangential to the X and Z boundaries.
Cube side Magnetisation erroxs (as a percentage of the Dipole)
length Dipole Sextupole

2
4
6
8
10

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-88.0
-8.6
-0.25
-0.06
-0.02

Table 2. Field tangential to the X, Y and Z boundaries.
Cube side Magnetisation errors (as a percentage of the Dipole)
length Dipole Sextupole

2
4
6
8
10

21.4
2.74
0.79
0.33
0.17

98.6
4.01
0.95
0.37
0.18

Note that a cube of side length 2 fits exactly on the surface of the sphere of unit radius. It
is clear from the tables that the boundary conditions used for the model shown in figure
3 greatly reduces the effect of boundary truncation. The higher harmonic errors quickly
become small when measured at the surface of the sphere, however their significance
would be much greater if the fields were being computed in the remote field.

A TOSCA model was used to test the analytic calculations reported in Tables 1 and 2.
The results agreed within the accuracy of the TOSCA solutions. It is important to note
that the expected zero error in the dipole term was only achieved when a large number
of elements were used (errors of .1 % were found with 2400 linear elements in one octant
of the space), the convergence of the error to zero was checked by solving a sequence of
larger models using quadratic elements. This behaviour is caused by the finite element
discretisation errors in the space between the sphere and the outer boundary.
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4.1.2 Spherical outer boundaries

Truncation on a spherical outer boundary can be analysed by calculating the ficticious
external sources that would be needed to produce the defined boundary conditions on
the fields. Each harmonic in the exterior field solution can be treated independently, a
dipole field is cancelled by a dipole set of external sources, quadrupole by quadrupole
etc. The most useful situation to consider is the field tangential to the spherical surface,
in which case the external sources must cancel the embedded object's normal field on
the surface. Using the unit radius iron sphere example again the magnetisation error
as a function of the truncation sphere radius are shown in table 3.

Table 3. The percentage dipole magnetisation error in a sphere with a spherical far field
boundary surface where the far field is specified as tangential.
Outer spherical percentage error
surface diameter in magnetisation

2 200.0
4 25.0
6 7.4
8 3.1
10 1.6

Note that as stated above, the spherical approximate far field boundary only reflects
back harmonics which are being produced by the embedded object. It does not produce
any higher order harmonics.

In the space between an embedded object and the approximate far field boundary the
errors in the field quickly begin to be dominated by the far field boundary. However,
it is easy to avoid this problem by calculating the fields from the magnetisation of the
embedded object rather than using the finite element solution in the exterior space. The
field can be computed from the integral expressions as described in section 3. If the
field in the exterior space is primarily a higher harmonic than the dipole used in this
example the effects are reduced considerably (by the appropriate power of the external
surface dimension).

5. Force calculations

Several algrothms can be used to obtain the force on a rigid body. Perhaps the most
physical is to perform a perturbation of the model, obtain the change in stored energy in
the field and evaluate the force from the rate of change of energy. A virtual displacement
version of this method (4) can be used to avoid the need for resolution. In either case
the errors in the solution are enhanced in the force values.

Maxwell Stress integration for the calculation of forces has been the subject of much
research and development (5, 6). The results of this work have shown that as expected
the basic field solution must be accurate in order to give reliable force calculations.
However two approaches have been used to obtain optimum accuracy in the forces from
a given solution, either using the best choice of integration path (5) or using a weighted
integration method (6) (the weighting function can be chosen using a solution error
estimator to maximise the contribution of areas where the solution error is smallest).
The errors in the calculated forces from Maxwell stress integrals (using the best choice
of integration path) are the same as those obtained by the variational methods.
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Volume integration of the body forces shown in is reliable for the calculation of the
Lorentz forces in coils, however when a potential solution is used, the calculation of the
second order derivative is subject to large errors. This method has been used widely for
the calculation of forces on coils.

5.1 Practical solutions

Obvious but important simple procedures can be used to improve the quality of force
calculations. In the case of a system that is perturbed slightly from a balanced posi-
tion the finite element discretisation should be as symmetrical as possible, if there is
symmetry in the calculation of opposing, balanced forces the accuracy is not so critical.

Maxwell stress surface integrals should not be performed close to a surface of mate-
rial discontinuity where the field solution may be attempting to fit a singularity. The
weighted integration scheme (6) is an elegant approach reduces the chance of user error
in such situations.

In some applications the use of combined integral and differential forms can make prob-
lems much easier to solve. The superconducting coils example discussed in the intro-
duction is much easier to solve if the coil fields are calculated by Biot Savart integration
and only the iron field by a finite element procedure.

6. Discussion

The tools available for designing magnets can be used to reduce the requirement for pro-
totype magnets for accelerator applications. However, achieving the required solution
accuracy in 3D is not easy. The user must be aware of the need to carefully evaluate
the solution accuracy and the model must be specified so that it makes the best use of
the solution algorithm.

Force calculations must be examined in detail to check the degree of cancellation that
has occurred.
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Abstract

This paper reports the progress of MAGNUS software during 1989. Three new lines of
collaboration have started, involving the Brookhaven National Laboratory, the University
of Akron, OH, and KEK, Japan. MAGNUS has been extended by the addition of two
new modules, which can solve problems of 3D sinusoidal, steady-state eddy currents and
3D microwave cavities, even in the presence of losses. A new formulation of nonlinear
magnetostatics with very interesting practical advantages has been discovered and imple-
mented in MAGNUS-3D. New solutions for Ampere's integral have been found and also
implemented in MAGNUS-3D. The new solutions apply for conductor elements shaped
as general polyhedrons, like tetrahedrons and wedges, very important in practical work.
Research on the use of parallel algorithms in MAGNUS-3D, particularly the overlapping
domain decomposition preconditioning, and on the use of parallel hardware on personal
computers, are both under way.

Introduction

During the last year MAGNUS software |lj has experienced an unprecedented rate of
expansion and improvement. Some of the contributing factors are the following: three
new lines of scientific collaboration, the new extension of MAGNUS to problem* of eddy
currents and RF cavities in 3D, and the discovery and practical implementation of two
new methods. As usual, our use of the codes for our own work in electromagnetic design
and accelerator work is what fuels our initiative and provides a continuous stream of new
ideas, as well as stringent tests for the codes.

In this paper we discuss the first results of the ongoing collaboration with the Brookhaven
National Laboratory on the parallel computation of electromagnetic fields [2], and the
3D eddy current and microwave cavity extensions [3], which are part of the collaboration
with the University of Akron, Ohio. We also discuss the new extended formulation of
the two-scalar-potentials method for nonlinear magnetostatics [4], and the new solutions
of Ampere's integral for solid polyhedral conductors [5], all of which has already been
implemented in MAGNUS software.

The parallel computation of magnetic fields

The accuracy and reliability of finite element models is presently limited by the number
of unknowns allowed in the serial implementation. A substantial improvement will not be
achieved in the future without the use of parallel machines, particularly in 3D, where the
need for parallelism is of paramount importance. In 3D electromagnetic field computation,
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the major part of the computational effort involves the preconditioned solution of a large
set of linear equations at each step of the nonlinear iteration. We have developed a par-
allelizable preconditioner which uses a variant of the overlapping domain decomposition
technique (ODDT) |2|, in which the preconditioner for the entire problem is developed by
adding preconditioners for smaller problems on overlapping sub domains. The subproblems
are independent of each other and they can be solved in parallel. Unlike other methods
which rely on the parallelizatioii of algorithms already in use in existing serial codes and
are thus highly machine dependent, ODDT is based on the properties of the underlying
differential equations, and produces implementations that are virtually independent of
parallel computer architectures. We have implemented the ODDT preconditioner in the
magnetostatics code MAGNUS-3D.

We report here some preliminary results. ODDT was tested for two example problems:
(A) a problem with 1024 elements and 1425 nodes, with 7 overlapping domains, and (B)
a problem with 2048 elements and 2565 nodes, using 21 subdomains. A machine with
7 processors was used. The results were compared with the standard code, which uses
a highly-efficient but serial sparse matrix preconditioned conjugate gradient solver, and
speed-ups of ODDT with respect to the serial method were determined for three different
computations: (1) in the case of element matrix evaluations, bounded mainly by the
number of processors, since the number of elements is usually very large, the speed-ups
were 4.3 and 4.4 for problems A and B; (2) for preconditioner evaluations, where the bound
is set by the number of processors or the number of subregions, whichever is smaller, the
speed-ups were 2.9 and 2.2, respectively; (3) for preconditioner construction, bounded also
by the smallest of the number of processors and the number of subregions, the speed-ups
were 2.5 and 1.8, respectively. Although the improvements are modest, they should scale
well when the number of processors is increased. More work is in progress, and particular
emphasis is being placed on the solution of real-world problems.

The Extended Two-Scalar-Potentials Method

The two-scalar-potentials method (TSP) [6| has been recognized as the state of the art
for nonlinear magnetostatics, particularly in 3D. Among its outstanding advantages, we
may mention the use of scalar potentials, conductors independent of the mesh, accurate
solution even in cases with heavily saturated iron. An important drawback, however, is the
requirement that all electric conductors be included in the model, not just those that are
inside the domain of solution. A sextupole magnet is modeled in a 30 degrees angle, but all
six coils must be included. An infinite wiggler is modeled in one period, but "sufficiently
many" coils must be included, where "sufficiently many" is undefined.

In TSP, the domain is divided into two types of regions: regions with conductors but no
magnetic materials, where a partial scalar potential $(ar,y, z) is used; and regions, with
magnetic materials but no conductors, where a total scalar potential 9{x,y,z) is used. In
a ^-region, V H O and H V*. Using V • B 0 and a constitutive equation like
B = /*H + /ioMn, where M0(;c, y,;) represents the permanent magnets, we obtain:

M0 (1)
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#-regions are treated differently in ETSP than in TSP. In TSP we write H = HM + H 5 ,
where Hs is contributed by all electric conductors, and HM is due to all magnetic materials,
which are outside the ^-region. Thus V HM = 0, H ^ = — V#, and we easily obtain:

- V - M O V * = O (2)

H s has to be calculated by integration of Ampere's law over all existing conductors,
including those outside the solution domain.

In the extended two-scalar-potentials method (ETSP) [4], we write H = KM + H5 + HR in
a ^-region. Hjvf is denned as before. Hs is the contribution from the conductors inside this
particular ^-region. Optionally, H 5 can include contributions from conductors in other
^-regions and/or outside the solution domain. H# is the contribution from the remaining
conductors, all those conductors not included in H5. Since the remaining conductors are
outside the ^-region, we have V (Hjvf I H.R) -- 0, and

(3)

Thus, equation (2) is again obtained for #, but $ is now differently defined.

TSP is a particular case of ETSP. In fact, if H5 is defined to be the contribution from all
conductors, then Hj? • 0 and the TSP formulation is obtained. The practical advantages
of ETSP are:

(1) Problems with an infinite number of coils, like an infinite periodic structure where
only one period is being modeled, can not be solved by TSP. In ETSP, infinite periodic
structures are easily treated with full accuracy: the model consists of one period and the
coil inside it or intersecting it.

(2) Problems with a Dirichlet boundary that is not a symmetry plane (used, for example,
as an approximation to the surface of highly permeable iron) can not be solved by TSP
because the source field H5 produced by all conductors will not satisfy the Dirichlet
condition; such problems are easily solved by ETSP.

(3) The traditional requirement of TSP that all conductors be included in the model, even
those outside the domain of interest, is quite artificial. It contradicts the mathematical
notion that a boundary value problem can be completely specified in its domain of solution.
In practical experience, the requirement has become a constant source of human errors.
This requirement has now been completely eliminated. Furthermore, even if some external
conductors are included, either by mistake or on purpose, the results will still be correct.

(4) The expressions giving the source field Hs are complicated, particularly for solid con-
ductors, and their evaluation requires a significant amount of CPU time for each conductor.
H s has to be evaluated at many points on the boundary of $ regions, and is also frequently
needed during post-processing. In problems with many conductors, using ETSP will result
in substantially fewer conductors and important savings in overall computing time.
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Analytical expressions for the magnetic field of practical coils

Surprising as it may seem, the simplest numerical problem of linear magnetostatics, that
of calculating the field of a conductor at a given point, is far from being solved. Analytical
expressions exist for only a few shapes of conductor, and numerical integration has to be
used in all but the simplest cases. Numerical difficulties such as inaccuracy and lack of
convergence are commonplace, particularly when the field point is located near the edge
or corner of a coil, or insidr the coil, thus limiting the use of the algorithms in computers.
The search for new methods and ideas is a very important issue.

We have found [5j a set of new simple closed-form analytical formulas for the calculation of
the magnetic field produced at any point of space by any solid polyhedral conductor with
a uniform current density j . The formulas have been obtained by analytical integration of
Ampere's law under the only assumptions that the conductor is bounded by flat surfaces
and that j=constant in the condurtor. This includes bars, bricks, tetrahedrons, wedges,
prisms, trapezoids, pyramids, and polyhedrons in general. The formulas contain no singu-
larities, and can be used for the numerical calculation of the field at any point, including
points inside the conductor, or on its surface, edges or corners. The formulas can easily be
extended for conductors of infinite length. Extensive numerical tests of the formulas have
been performed. Ampere's law

where r = x x', provides the magnetic field H at point x produced by a current dis-
tribution of density j(x'). For a conductor element with a constant current density j , eq.
(4) can be transformed into a surface integral. If the conductor is, besides, shaped as a
polyhedron, and n; is the outgoing normal to facet 5,-, then:

H VV"4

The facets of a polyhedron are fiat polygons. The problem has now been reduced to the
calculation of f dS/r over each flat polygonal facet. We have found [5] explicit algebraic
formulas for facets shaped as flat triangles or rectangles. A facet of a different shape is
divided into triangles and rectangles, and then the formulas are applied to each part. The
formulas contain no singularities, are capable of providing an accurate result at any point
o£ space, and are completely general and simple. The formulas have been implemented in
MAGNUS-3D and WIRE, and tested in practice.

3-D sinusoidal steady-state eddy current calculations

The field equation with eddy currents is written in terms of a vector potential A as:

V A ••= J , - <r(jwA + Vtf) (6)
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where J, is the source current density and V' is t n e electric scalar potential. The second
term in equation (6) is the eddy current density. Because eddy currents are not arbitrary,
it is very important to restrict them in the solution region. A constraint equation, based
on the current continuity equation, is introduced as V-Jc = 0. With this, and introducing
the Coulomb gauge, the equations to solve are:

1 V2A -•- J, - a[juA + Vtf) (7)
f

V-( jWA + <rVtf) = 0 (8)

To demonstrate this formulation a simple example is used. It consists of the calculation
of eddy current losses in an aluminum bar (dimensions: 2.54 x 2.54 x 20.32 cm). The
experimental data for this problem is given in [3]. Because of symmetry, one octant of the
bar and excitation coil are modeled. It is divided into 2299 hexahedral elements and 2880
nodes. At excitation currents of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 A, the calculated losses differ by 13%,
l.O°o and -l.l°o from the experimental ones, respectively. These results clearly show the
accuracy of the method. A comparison with other formulations is given in [7].

Resonant frequencies in microwave cavities

The calculation of resonant frequencies in 3-D cavities can be handled by a modified eddy
current formulation, or by a formulation of the Helmholtz equation. If a cavity is loaded
with a lossy dielectric, or nomuiiformly loaded by a lossless dielectric, the solution is not
possible using the Helmholtz equation since the resonant frequency can not be extracted
from the wavenumber. In the eddy current formulation, the problem is solved by scanning
a frequency range and solving an eddy current problem for each frequency. The resonant
frequency is that at which the energy in the cavity peaks. This is particularly useful
when a cavity, resonating at a known frequency, is loaded and the shift in frequency is
needed for measuring purposes. In this case, the frequency scanning range is relatively
small. In addition to frequency shift (or unknown resonant frequencies), the Q-factor of
the cavity can be calculated from the stored and dissipated energy. Further, the cavity
walls can be modeled as finite conductivity materials, an aspect that may be significant in
low conductivity materials.

The modified eddy current forimilation is based on adding the stored electric energy into
the functional:

/ 2] „ m
In many practical cases, the electric scalar potential 4' is negligible and the energy func-
tional is simplified accordingly. The first term is the stored magnetic energy, the second
the stored electric energy, the third is the eddy current loss, and the last is the input
energy. In addition to this, the eddy current must be constrained through the second
term in equation (7). If, however, the eddy currents are negligible, the third term and
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the constraint equation are not necessary and the solution can be done in real variables.
Note that the source term must be specified. This implies that the source of excitation in
cavities must be modeled correct]}'.

This method was used to calculate the frequency shift of a resonant cavity due to a lossy
dielectric. The cavity, a cube of 11.4 inch sides, is modeled using 216 elements and 343
nodes. The resonant frequency for the lowest mode is found at 728 MHz (the theoretical
value for the TM110 mode is 733 MHz). The cavity is now lined by a lossy dielectric (er = 6,
<r = 0.0001) so that the dielectric forms an inner cavity of 8 x 8 x 8 inch dimensions. The
frequency has now shifted to 564 MHz. The measured resonant frequency for the loaded
cavity is 556 MHz. We have obtained a frequency scan (350-580 MHz) for the loaded
cavity, where the resonant frequency is clearly shown at 564 MHz.

As a conclusion, we may say that the eddy current methods presented here provide solutions
to a wide range of problems. The solutions are unique due to the inclusion of the eddy
current constraint together with the Coulomb gauge. The extension to resonant cavities
allows simple and accurate modeling of loaded cavities, including coupling.
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1 Introduction
Electrostatic separators are placed in the Tevatron to control long range
beam-beam effects. The effect these separators will have on the impedance
is calculated using the 3-D time domain code MAD1A-T3, the 2-D eigen-
modes solver URMEL-T and the 3-D eigen solver E31 |2, 3]. The model
considers two parallel perfectly conducting plates placed in a circular cavity.
No charges or potentials are placed on the surfaces of the plates. The model
does not incorporate the cables powering the separators. These simplifica-
tions are necessary because of the code limitations. Still the simplified model
should gives us a good understanding of the impedances.

The integrated wake force components governing our geometry are given
in cylindrical coordinates[1] as:

Fz(s) = V elmW'm{s)rn cosm(# - *) (1)
rn=0

F±(») = £ e/mH;,,(j)mr" |-1[rcosm(* ~ <f>) - *sinm(* - <f>)} + F*(s) (2)
m=l

where e is the charge of the test particle, s = zo — z is the longitudinal
distance the test particle is lagging behind, r and a are respectively the
offsets of the test particle and source particle. The multipole coefficients of
the point source are Im = qam, where q is the charge of the source. W7

m(«)
is the transverse wake function or wake potential in the m-th multipole and
W'm is the corresponding longitudinal wake function. Here the wake forces
are computed at 6 — <j>.
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offsets of the test particle and source particle. The multipole coefficients of
the point source are Jm = qam, where q is the charge of the source. Wm(s)
is the transverse wake function or wake potential in the m-th multipole and
W'm is the corresponding longitudinal wake function. Here the wake forces
are computed at 9 = <f>.

The problem geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The length of the circular
cavity is 3.11 m and the radius of the cavity is 0.18 m. Because of the problem
symmetry, the m = 0 component represented by F±(s) in Eq. (2) is zero.
To obtain results as accurate as possible and because of the limitations on
the size of the problem we can run on our VAX/8650, a grid mesh of 16 x 19
x 312 is selected corresponding to half the problem geometry. We have also
computed the longitudinal wake force for a sufficient long time, equivalent to
15 m, to pick up two reflections across the ends of the separators.

2 Modeling Half the Geometry
An efficient way to do these calculations is to consider half of the geometry
only. One should however proceed with caution. The beam can still be placed
at the center axis of the geometr}' which is now in the symmetry plane at the
extreme left boundary of Fig. lb. The boundary condition Eungentui = 0
at the symmetry plane results in an image current traveling in the opposite
direction. This does not make sense since now each half of the beam is
traveling in opposite directions. The boundary condition Htmn§t*iM = 0
leads to the proper behavior. For this latter case, the transverse wake force
will be non zero. This is the repulsion force from half of the current image
on the other half. Since each half of the beam experiences a similar force but
in opposite direction, the resulting net transverse force on the whole current
is zero.

By offseting the beam we can use either condition. A simple calculation
shows that the condition Etan9entud = 0 with r = e results in the following
equations:

^ (3)
m=0 m=0

F±(s) = £) ejH^ilmn5"-1 + f ) egH'm(j)m(-ir+1«»—' (4)
m=l m=l
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Figure 2: Longitudinal monopole

For the longitudinal or transverse wake we only have odd modes 1,3,5,•••
Similarly, the condition Hungmtiai = 0 results in only even modes 0,2,4,6, • • •
It should be noted that when extracting the dipole wake potential from the
total wake force (assuming contribution from higher poles to be negligible)
the final result should be divided by two.

Using half the geometry enables us to have more mesh points and there-
fore better resolution. The other main advantage is that less modes are
calculated in the total wake force and therefore less error is involved in ex-
tracting a monopole, or a dipole.

3 Longitudinal Wakes
The longitudinal wake is calculated at the beam offset which is equal to one
cell (0.012 m) in this case. The monopole part of the wake, shown in Fig. 2
is calculated with Htan§. = 0 at the symmetry plane. Also shown in Fig. 3 is
the corresponding real and imaginary parts of the impedance .

It is noted from Fig. 2 the spatial distance between the two repeating
high oscillations correspond to twice the length of the structure (2 x 3.1 m)
which is equivalent to the time necessary for a wake to travel up and down
the structure.

A similar calculation of the monopole longitudinal wake at the beam pipe
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(r = 4 cm) instead of the beam axis gave undistinguishable results and are
therefore not presented. This calculation basically shows that contributions
from higher order multipole are small and the level of noise error from a
smooth beam pipe is also small.

S.0.1 The Fourier Transform

Since impedance is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the wake, it
is important where one truncates the wake. A truncation at a point in the
wake other than zero and with a smaller look-up window will lead to more
noise in the output because of the sine like behavior. Such a behavior is
shown in Fig. 4 where the wake is truncated at 12.5 m instead of 15 m. This
figure should be compared with Fig. 3.

One should also consider two other important factors. The beam pipe
radius will set the cut-off frequency for the propagating modes. In our model
the beam pipe radius is set at 4 cm. The corresponding lowest cutoff fre-
quency is 2.87 GHz. Modes in the cavity with frequency greater than the
beam pipe cutoff frequency will not be totally trapped and the Q factor for
that mode will be much lower. Therefore high Q resonant modes will only
be present up to 2.87 GHz. Also because we are using a gaussian bunch dis-
tribution of finite length, the impedance is the Fourier transform of the wake
divided by the Fourier transform of the bunch distribution. For a gaussian
bunch this transform has the form of:

exp

where <ru = —. For a bunch length of ci — 5 mesh sizes in the z-direction
or 5 cm in our case, the above exponential will have a value of < 0.05 for a
frequency / < 2.33 GHz. A division by small numbers will introduce more
uncertainties in the result. The impedance spectrum should therefore not be
trusted beyond 2.33 GHz.

4 Transverse Wakes
The transverse dipole is computed at the beam offset by imposing the bound-
ary condition Eumgentiai — 0. Results are shown in Figs 5 and 6. It is also
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Figure 4: Longitudinal monopole for 12.5m

possible to calculate the transverse dipole from the longitudinal dipole by
integrating this latter. Results obtained are similar to the results in Fig 5
and are not shown here.

5 The 2-D Approximate Solution
In many cases a 2-D approximation, assuming cylindrical symmetry of the 3-
D problem, should give us a good preliminary insight as to the physics of the
problem. Here we approximate our 3-D problem by coaxial guides assuming
the separators to have cylindrical symmetry as shown in Fig. 7. It is now
possible to calculate the eigenmodes of this structure using the eigenmode
solver URMEL-T. The resonant shunt impedances are shown in Fig. 8.

These results depict the same behavior as obtained from MAFIA-T3.
In both cases, T3 and URMEL-T, the cavity is excited by a beam traveling
along its axis. Also, results of URMEL-T do take in consideration the transit
time effect as the beam crosses the cavity structure.
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Figure 5: Transverse dipole wake

6 Physical Interpretation
The spectrum of the longitudinal impedance show three high Q resonances
modulated by a broader band impedance. These high Q impedances located
at ~ 7 MHz, ~ 1.5 GHz and ~ 2.3 GHz can be attributed to the first three
resonant modes of a cavity like structure of radius 18 cm. These resonant
modes are modulated by a broader band impedance due to a transmission
line effect.

A simple calculation of an open ended transmission line shows that prop-
agating modes occur at / = 54.5m MHz (m = 1,2,- • •) where the length of
the transmission line is set equal to 2.75 m. The cavity effect is set by the
radius of the cavity, 18 cm in this case, while the Q of the cavity is set by
the cavity geometry. The resonant frequency for the first three TM modes
are given by fao = 637 MHz, /O2o = H62.6 MHz and f030 = 2295 MHz. The
cavity and transmission line effects are clearly marked in Fig. 9.

The cavity high Q resonant frequencies together with the transmission
line frequencies explain the shape of the impedance spectrum we observe.
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Figure 6: Real and imaginary parts of the transverse impedance
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Figure 9: Mark-up of the cavity and transmission line effects

7 Cavity and Transmission Effects
To further test our theory and from a pedagogical point of view we did the
following study. We selected different models where the transmission line
effect or the cavity effect is enhanced. Results are shown in Fig. 10. Here
we are interested in the relative amplitude of the shunt impedances and
not their absolute values. For this reason the shunt impedance magnitudes
in Fig. 10 have been ommitted and only the relative amplitudes are shown.
The change in the initial frequency (28, 29, and 35 MHz) is due to the change
in the effective transmission line length seen in each structure.

The first three models (a,b,c) is where the transmission line effect is dom-
inant. This is seen by the relative peak in the resonant cavity mode. Because
here the transmission line of length 2.57 m is short ended and is resonant,
modes will occur at / = 29.18(2m - 1) MHz (m = 1,2---)- It can also be
shown for a short ended transmission line impedance versus frequency decays
as (2m - 1 )" ' . Such a decay is also depicted in the URMEL-T results. The
last two cases (d,e) are such that now the cavity effect is enhanced relative
to the transmission line effect.

Finally a 3-D. eigenvalue solver E31 result is shown in Fig. 11. Again
result shows a resonant impedance at ~ 700 MHz. However the presence of
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Figure 11: E31 results

many other close modes makes it hard to decide which one is a good mode
or not.

8 CONCLUSIONS
This is our first attempt to model and study the effect of separators. It is
clear from both the time domain MAFIA-T3 (3-D) results and the frequency
domain 2-D URMEL-T results that three resonant impedances exist around
~ 680MHz - 1500 MHz and ~ 2300 MHz. These modes correspond to the
first three resonant TM modes /Oio, /020 and /030 of the cavity like structure
formed by the plates and the inner walls of radius 18cm. The frequencies
are set by the radius of the cavity while the Q of the resonance depends
on how narrow the cavity gap is. These resonant modes are modulated by
a broader impedance spectrum corresponding to a transmission line, effect.
Initial results with the 3-D eigen mode solver E31 suggests the same behavior.
However, because of the high number of close modes computed, it is difficult
to draw a final conclusion.

Recent experimental results have also suggested a similar spectrum for the
longitudinal impedance. We hope to have a full comparison of OUT numerical
results and experimental results in the very near future.
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ELBA-A Three-Dimensional Particle Simulation Code*

Glenn Joyce, Jonathan Krall, Steve Slinker

Beam Physics Branch

Plasma Physics Division
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20475-5000

INTRODUCTION

The study of the interaction of relativistic electron beams with plasmas

and with external magnetic field configurations has required the development

of sophisticated particle simulation codes. Ve developed the FRIEZR code to

look at axisymmetric problems of beam propagation in the Ion Focus Regime

(IFR). A number of investigations were made using the models integrated into

that code. Ve are now progressing to the study of three-dimensional phenomena

associated with beam propagation through diffuse plasmas and with beam

transport in compact accelerators. Ve have developed a three-dimensional

code, ELBA, to investigate the physics of some of these phenomena. The ELBA

code is based largely on FRIEZR with the addition of three-dimensional

electromagnetic fields. It is formulated in the (r,8,C=ct-z) coordinate

system, has fully relativistic beam and plasma particles, and is fully

electromagnetic. In addition, we have included the capability of simulating

the transport of particle beams around bends in the limit of a large radius of

curvature. The latter formulation is based on a mapping scheme developed by
2

Alex Friedman . The mapping algorithm does not depend on the radius of
curvature, but the electromagnetic fields include an expansion to first order

in the inverse aspect ratio of the the simulation waveguide radius to the

radius of curvature.

GENERAL ISSUES

Because of the nature of high energy electrons, a number of conventions

have been adopted for their study which are not usually found in particle

simulation codes. It is convenient to replace the space and time variables z

*Vork supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
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and t by C x ct-z and t. Relativistic beam particles, in terms of these

variables, exhibit very slow motion in the axial, C, direction. A beam

particle moving exactly at the speed of light would have a constant value of

£. The actual motion will result in a slow increase in C position of the

particle depending on its energy and perpendicular velocity. The plasma

particles on the other hand appear to be streaming by. the beam at roughly the

speed of light, We are usually interested primarily in the beam dynamics so

the £, t coordinates are generally well suited for our use. A second

consequence of the C, t coordinates concerns the boundary conditions for the

electromagnetic fields. No information can flow forward in these variables so

the propagation of all electromagnetic waves is toward larger £. As a result,

we can predetermine the values of the electromagnetic fields at the front end

of the simulation system and they will remain unchanged by the beam.

The fact that we do not have to treat information moving in the forward

direction allows us to handle particle data in a particularly simple way. The

simulation region is divided axially into a number of "slices" with the slice

length corresponding to the grid size along the £ axis. The point t*0 is

generally associated with initial position of the beam head and t=*t is

associated with the beam tail. At any given time each particle, whether it is

a beam or plasma particle, is associated with a particular slice. As time

progresses, the particle either stays in that slice or moves to the next slice

at larger C. A particle at any given slice cannot be influenced by a particle

in another slice which is nearer the tail beam. As a result, not all

particles need to be in the computer simultaneously. At each time step we can

begin with the first slice, read the particle variables for this slice (with

some associated field, charge, and current density quantities), calculate the

electromagnetic fields for the slice, push the particles, calculate the charge

and current densities, store the particle,density, and field information on

disk and begin with the next slice working our way from the front to the back

of the beam. As particles move from slice to slice, they are marked as having

moved to next slice and stored appropriately. The marking process requires

that we must do a particle sort at each time step and at each slice. The sort

is into two regions; the particles which remain in the slice, and those which

move to the next slice. At the time that we do the sort, we also handle

particles which have crossed the radial simulation boundary. Normally, we

excise these particles from the simulation. As a result of this buffering
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system, ve can simulate beams with an almost unlimited number of particles

although we pay a price in I/O. A single time step represents the processing

of all the slices in the simulation region from the beam head to the beam

tail. No particle can move to a slice nearer the beam head since the slice

"velocity" is c. The beam particles slowly move from slice to slice while the

plasma particles change slices frequently. In order to make the bookkeeping

simple, we choose the time step to be smaller than AC/2c. This constraint is

also imposed on us by the field solver.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

Ve solve the electromagnetic fields from a representation of the scalar

and vector potentials. The equations are solved in much the same manner as

FRIEZR using the gauge 7. •A.sO. Here, A, is the component of the vector

potential perpendicular to the C axis. In addition, some versions of the code

use the Lorentz gauge. Ve solve mode by mode in a Fourier transformed space

where the Fourier transform is taken in the azimuthal direction. Ve vill

discuss the electromagnetic field solution in more detail in a more complete

paper on the code.

Ve have chosen a radial grid which is nonlinear in the r coordinate.

Since the beam particles normally lie near the axis of the system, it is

convenient to have the grids more closely spaced here than near the walls. An
2

evenly spaced grid in the coordinate u • ln(l + r ) has that property. Near
2

the axis u ~ r , which approximates a constant current density grid, while for

large r the grid spacing increases exponentially. Our experience is that this

grid works quite well, although we must be careful in its implementation.

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Although the choice of the (£, t) coordinate system simplifies the

boundary conditions at C=0, some decisions must be made about the laboratory

z=0 and the initial conditions. The simplest assumption is that it is not

important where the beam is initially. In this case, the beam charge can be

turned on adiabatically, and the long term behavior of the system can be

studied. Usually, however, we want to simulate the beam entering a region of

interest from some other region and we must decide how to treat (z«O,t*O).
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After a number of trials, we have implemented the following initialization

steps. At t=0, ve assume that the head of the beam is at z=0 and that the

rest of the beam is out of the region of interest. For initial conditions, we

choose a time independent solution for the electromagnetic fields appropriate

to a beam in a vacuum. The plasma is chosen to be charge neutral and cold.

As the beam enters the simulation region (z>0), we push the beam particles,

but for the portion of the beam remaining outside the simulation region, we

freeze motion in the radial direction and allow the beam to free stream in the

C direction. In order to avoid discontinuities at the z=0 boundary, we allow

the plasma to react to the fields in both regions of the simulation. This

scenario provides a reasonable model for the entrance of the beam into a

transport system.

CONCLUSIONS

The ELBA code has proved to be a useful tool in a number of studies of

relativistic beam transport and propagation. The coordinate system limits its

applicability to beams which are moving at roughly the speed of light. We

have restricted the boundary conditions to be those of a perfectly conducting

cylinder so that the electromagnetic fields can be solved quickly. We have

usually opted for speed and simplicity over generality. The inclusion of

bends is still in an experimental stage in that we are continuing to study and

make improvements in the algorithm.

1.) J. Krall, K. Nguyen, and G. Joyce, Phys. Fluids B_l, 2099 (1989).

2.) A. Friedman, "Methods for PIC Simulation of Bent Beams in 3d and 2d",

paper PMB-10, 13* Conference on Numerical Simulation of Plasmas, (1989);

A. Friedman, "WARP A 3D (+) PIC Code for HIF Simulation", this conference.
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Extraction induced emittance growth for negative ion sources*

J. H. Whealton, P. S. Meszaros, R. J. Raridon, K. E. Rothe

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

Abstract

Nonlinear emittance growth produced by ion extraction is considered by a 3-D

analysis in a Vlasov-Poisson-Boltzmann formulation. Phenomena considered

include: (1), presheath effects, including electron depletion, (2), electron, sheath

accumulation (for large transverse magnetic fields), (3), nonlinear sheath fields

(obtained by a self-consistent solution with an assumed quasi-equilibrium positive

ion distribution and at least one Vlasov distribution), (4), nonlinear fringe fields

produced by the accelerator-extractor itself (obtained self-consistently with item 3

above, (5), nonlinear space charge of the beam itself, (6), beam in conjunction with

extracted electrons, and (7), ion acoustic waves. For specific volume negative ton

source configurations, an investigation of the contribution of aberrations caused by

an electron trap and electron accumulation in the extraction sheath are studied.

Either of these effects can contribute significantly to the beam emittance, possibly

dominating the contribution of the negative ion temperature in the source.

*Research sponsored by the Exploratory Studies Program of the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc., under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400.
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Negative ion sources are the basic ingredient of neutral beam injectors of
energy greater than 200 kV. There are many applications of this technology: e.g.,
(1) injection of neutral beams into high density plasma confinement devices to
provide auxiliary heating and, in the case of tokamaks, current drive, and (2)
injection of energy from a distance into targets in a vacuum. Previously, the state-
of-the-art tools for negative ion accelerator design are like those for positive ion
sources 20 years ago. As with positive ion sources, improvement is possible if a
validated tool can be developed to actually design extractors and preaccelerators.

We have proposed a phenomenological description of space-charge imbalance
in a negative ion source presheath. This is identified as a principal source of
difference between the apparent inscrutability1 of negative ion source extraction
optics compared to positive ions. For positive ion extraction sheaths, particularly at
low magnetic fields, the plasma electrons are available to instantly and completely
(on the order of kT/e) cancel any excesses of positive ion space charge that might
occur just before extraction. The properties of this nonlinear sheath in many cases
are well known. However, for negative ion sources the situation is different.
Electrons are extracted or hit a wall before being affected by space-charge
fluctuations. Only the positive ions are present to cancel the space-charge
imbalance.

This description is coupled with a full multi-dimensional, nonlinear Vlasov-
Poisson analysis which includes nonlinear field effects, space-charge effects, and
image charges. Preliminary results of this modeling have appeared in Ref. 2. We
have modeled intense volume negative ion sources with respect to transverse space
charge limits and RMS emittance production. We compare the theoretical
treatment and the experimental data taken at the Los Alamos National Laboratory3

(LANL). We also make some theoretical observations on an injector proposed by
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL).4

We consider in detail the geometric configuration of a negative ion source at
LBL.4 If we compute the total output current as a function of plasma density, then
we arrive at Fig. 1. We see that for low values of the current density, j (cases A and
B), there is a linear increase in output current. For extremely low values of the
current (case A), we see a slight rise above this linear value. The prototypical case for
low values of current density is illustrated in Fig. 2 (b), where only the ions inside the
geometrical shadow of the extraction electrode are extracted and pass through
theaccelerator. For the case of extremely low densities, we have the situation as
typified in Fig. 2 (a). In this situation, some of the ions outside of the shadow of the
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extraction plasma electrode enter the extraction region due to the presheath fields,

which occur as fringe fields of the applied potentials.

For sufficiently high current density, as shown in case C of Fig. 2, we have a

transverse space-charge limitation, where the ions are impinging upon the

extraction electrode. This is denoted as the first transverse space-charge limit. For

yet higher values of the current density, shown by Fig. 2 (d), the onset of the second

space-charge limit is reached. Here the ions now intercept the electron filter

electrode. For an increase in plasma density, the net current decreases. This is what

is meant by a transverse space-charge limit. In this case, the transverse space charge

is determined principally by the small bore of the extraction electrode. The

space-charge limit of this accelerator is approximately 130 mA (H~). This value might

exceed the current density capability of the ion source, which would indicate that

the space-charge limit is not a practical inhibition upon the performance of the

accelerator. However, the aberrations present below the space-charge limit may

be. For positive ion extraction, the space-charge limit appears at approximately

270 mA, as shown in Fig. 1.

The RMS transverse emittance of the beam is examined and the results shown

in Fig. 3. Here we see a wild behavior: we begin with a rather high emittance value

at very low densities, then we go to a very low value at slightly higher plasma

densities, and then steadily increasing to a much higher value and finally sharply

decreasing again, but not to as low a value as before. This erratic behavior is fully

explained and can be understood by reference to Figs. 2 (a)-(d). Very low densities,

indicated by point (a) in Fig. 3, are shown in Fig. 2 (a). Here the ions have a very

nonlinear force applied to them which produces significant beam halo or

aberrations. These ions were tricked out of hitting the plasma electrode by the

presheath fringe fields, due to the applied electrostatic accelerator potentials. As

shown in the figure, the outside trajectories are crossing over neighboring interior

trajectories. This produces a relatively high transverse RMS emittance, such as

indicated in Fig. 3. However, for case (b) in Fig. 3, where the emittance is minimum,

the sheath for negative ion extraction produces relatively small aberrations of the

beam, as seen in Fig. 2 (b). For yet higher densities near the first space-charge limit,

the emittance rises, and the outside trajectories, due to the fringe fields at the

electron trap, cross over significantly the penultimate trajectories, producing a

highly aberrated beam. The design of the electron trap has not been made with

respect to minimizing the beam transverse emittance at maximum achievable

current, but only with respect to trapping electrons. Also, the electron trap was
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designed assuming that the sheath was at the same plane as the exit aperture.
There is no evidence to support this conjecture. If we increase the density still
further, then we see a decrease in the emittance, as in case 3 (d). Even though we
are beyond the first and second space-charge limits, the electron trap is vignetting
the worst trajectories on the outside, thereby eliminating them from the emittance
measurement.

Next, we analyzed the experimental data3 of Ralph Stevens and colleagues of
LANL using an LBL-type negative ion source. This two-dimensional analysis for the
nonlinear negative ion extraction sheath shows promising results, at least in the
zero temperature limit. Examples of the agreement between the subject analysis
and the experiments are indicated in Fig. 4. Here, we show negative ion current as a
function of inverse perveance for a space-charge dominated case. The analysis is
indicated by the solid fine and the experimental-based determinations by the
symbols. Using this analysis, ion trajectories and equipotential contours are shown
by solid and dashed curves, respectively, in Figs. 5-7; the four cases shown
correspond to the cases A-D indicated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 are shown four different
perveance beams in the Stevens negative ion source (labeled a-d). The desirable
operating regime is most closely represented by the one labeled (b). This perveance
is near, but slightly less than,, the transverse space-charge limit of this accelerator.
Notice that even near the space-charge limit, there is still significant field
penetration in the plasma at the sheath for ion extraction. For lower perveance, as
shown in the top part, Fig. 5 (a) the beam crosses over and intercepts the extraction
electrode. The field penetration is very significant, and the beam is extremely
aberrated. This is not a useful mode of operation. Figure 5 (c) shows a perveance
which is significantly higher than the transverse space-charge limit. Here the ions
are shown to be intercepting the extraction electrode. If one were to increase the
plasma density in the source, the number of ions that would hit the electrodes
would increase faster than those that would actually exit the ion source. Thus the
higher the source plasma density, the lower the extracted current which gets
accelerated. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 (d). In Fig. 6, a blowup of the sheath region is
featured. Here, we see a significant amount of field penetration [Fig. 6 (a)] as well
as space-charge limited perveance [Fig. 6 (d)]. So, we have for the same geometric
configuration both field penetration and space-charge limit.

Emittance, e \ measurements3 on this source are shown in Fig. 7 by the curve
labeled S. As a function of voltage for a fixed source plasma density (arc current), a
transverse component y of emittance was considered. Calculations in 2-D (er

N) and
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3-D are also shown. The behavior at low perveance (high voltage) is similar to the

observations, but at high perveance (low voltage) a significant difference obtains.

This region of disagreement corresponds to a region of perveance higher than the

transverse space charge limit (like cases C and D of Fig. 4). The computations show,

if anything, a drop at this point corresponding to the fact that some of the most

aberrant beams intercept the electrode and are no longer counted. In the

experiment, these ions may instead be reflected and still contribute to the

emittance.

A preliminary three-dimensional analysis of this same source follows. We

studied the RMS transverse emittance for extraction from the Stevens3 negative ion

source at LANL. In Fig. 8, we show the negative ion source extraction sheath

featured in Fig. 5, but in full three-dimensions. A calculation of the entire geometry

is shown in Fig. 9, where the region of Fig. 8 (a) is indicated. In Fig. 8 (a), the

extraction sheath is symmetric; however, in Fig. 8 (b), we have included the effect of

the electron space charge of those electrons which are in an ExB guiding-center

drift across the sheath, on their way out of the ion source! Here we see the sheath

as asymmetric with potential contours as shown. This oblique sheath and the

nonlinear aberrations associated with it give rise to an additional RMS emittance of

the beam. However, the degree of contributions less than 0.003 for reasonable

parameters, and no explanation of the high perveance anomaly is suggested. Ion

acoustic activity, such as shown in Fig. 52 (compared with Fig. 49) of Ref. 18, would

be a resonable expectation for a case like 86 or 7d (compared to 8A or 7a-b).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Output current vs. plasma density for an LBL source showing that the space
charge limits are above the anticipated operating range.

Fig. 2. Ion extraction for cases A-D shown in Figs. 1 and 3.

Fig. 3. RMS traverse emittance for the case considered in Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 4. Negative ion current vs. inverse perveance for the Stevens source when the

symbols denote observations, and the solid line the subject negative ion

extraction theory and the standard positive ion theory.

Fig. 5. LANL/LBL beam optics for cases A-D shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Blowup of LANL/LBL beam optics for cases A-D shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. 7. RMS normalized emittance for the source considered in Figs. 4 through 6.

The curve, S, stands for observations,3 and the curves labeled 2 and 3 refer

to 2-D (er) and 3-D (ey) theories.

Fig. 8. End and side view showing the effect of oblique sheath due to ExB electron
drift for the source considered in Figs. 4 through 7.

Fig. 9. 3-D calculation of the source considered in Fig. 8.
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Figure 6. Blowup of LANL/LBL beam optics.
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ABSTRACT

We describe WARP, a particle-in-cell code being developed for heavy ion fusion accelerator
studies. Along with a 3d (Cartesian) description, an r, z model, a Id (axial) model, and
an envelope calculation are being incorporated within the code. The self-field is assumed
electrostatic in the beam frame; particle positions and momenta are time-advanced in
the laboratory frame. We employ several non-standard techniques, including: (1) An
"isochronous" relativistic leapfrog mover, in which positions and velocities are advanced
from one integer time level to the next. This facilitates particle loading and diagnostics,
and a variable timestep size. (2) Use of only two 3d field arrays (p and <f>), differencing <j>
for each particle to get E; use of a single 3d array is feasible. (3) "Residence corrections"
to the applied fields from sharp-edged elements, to assure a constant impulse independent
of the number of discrete steps on which a particle stops within each element. A test
run which models a beam undergoing drift compression is presented. A new method for
modeling bends, under development for WARP, is also described briefly.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we introduce the WARP code, a discrete-particle simulation program which
embodies a hierarchy of descriptions of a high-current ion beam. The code is being devel-
oped to address the needs of the heavy ion beam-driven inertial fusion (HIF) program, in
which space-charge dominated beams are accelerated and transported over large distances.

All components of the beam emittance are constrained by target requirements; while the
beam quality at the source can be a factor of ten to a hundred greater than is needed at the
target, necessary manipulations inevitably lead to some degradation as the beam proceeds
along the driver. We seek to understand transport around bends, axial compression with
strong focusing, the final-focus region (wherein the compressed beam is aimed at the target
and is not long-and-thin), multiple beamlet interactions, and other processes that affect
emittance growth.

The abovementioned processes, and indeed the alternating-gradient dynamics of an in-
tense finite-length beam in general, are inherently three-dimensional, since they involve an
interplay of transverse and longitudinal dynamics. Furthermore, it is desirable to avoid
assumptions of paraxiality, to the degree that it is practical to do so. Since the constraints
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imposed by 3d calculations are the most demanding, our efforts began with the construc-
tion of a 3d code. We refer to the 3d PIC package as WARP6; the name derives from
the 6d phase space, and from the fact that one of our goals is to model bent ("warped")
beams. We are currently validating an r, z package which has much in common with the
3d package; it differs only in its use of an axisymmetric field representation. The need to
initialize particles into an approximate matched-beam configuration led us to incorporate
an envelope calculation from which the particle simulations obtain initial data.

Code flexibility and maintainability are important considerations if both developers and
users are to work efficiently. We have adopted the BASIS system [1] as a major design
element, and describe this and other aspects of the code's architecture in the next .section.
Since constraints imposed by memory and running time axe severe, a 3d code must strive,
above all else, to be small and fast. To this end we apply a number..of nonstandard
techniques, described in sections which follow. Much can be learned from simulations in
simplified geometries, including (but not limited to) axisymmetric (r,z) calculations; we
describe our provisions for such simulations below. We have begun testing the 3d package,
and display results from early simulations. Finally, we briefly describe a new technique
under development for modeling bent particle beams using time-dependent particle-in-cell
simulations.

CODE ARCHITECTURE

The code is written in FORTRAN and is built atop the BASIS system. The latter provides
a run-time shell that gives any BASIS code a flexible and powerful interpreter-driven
interface. The interpreter is a rich programming language, and is indeed useful by itself
as a graphical calculator. Use of BASIS gives WARP an interactive environment in which
the user has access to all variables in the code database. The user can obtain, perform
calculations on, and change the value of any quantity in the code. He or she can plot any
code quantity, using any of a large number of mathematical operations to transform the
data. Because graphics, I/O, etc. are handled by BASIS, any subroutine can in fact serve
as a code by itself, since it can be called from the interpreter directly.

BASIS also provides a development system which facilitates truly modular "physics pack-
ages." A major feature is support for a non-flat database: if two packages pi and p2 each
happen to use a variable x, but for different purposes, the user can still access either via the
constructs pl.x or p2.x. This facilitates inclusion of packages developed independently into
a single cohesive code. Splitting our code into independent physics packages has proven to
be of importance in the collaborative development of WARP.
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At present, WARP contains the following seven packages:

• TOP: Everything global. The variable database owns global beam and ac-
celerator parameters, as well as fundamental constants such as the speed of
light and the machine roundoff. The source consists of all physics routines,
utilities, and diagnostics used by more than one package.

• ENV: The envelope code. At present it is supports a periodic lattice of
sharp-edged quadrupole elements.

• W3D: The 3d particle code. It consists of all variables, physics subroutines,
and diagnostics which are used only when a 3d mesh is employed.

• F3D: The 3d FFT field solver. Its variable database contains dynamic arrays
used by the test driver that is part of the source; these arrays are never
allocated in the usual course of events.

• WRZ: The r, z particle code. It consists of all variables, physics subroutines,
and diagnostics which are used only when an r, z mesh is employed.

• FR'Z: The r, z field solver. It uses tridiagonal sweeps in r to solve Poisson's
equation for each value of kZt and is otherwise similar to F3D.

• CTL: A slightly modified form of a package in the standard BASIS pack-
age set. It serves only to define BASIS commands (such as "generate" and
"step") used by the other packages.

The modularity afforded by this system enables us to think of WARP as either a "code"
or a "family of codes." Indeed, in cur work we often split physics packages off and work on
them independently from the mainline code development effort. In time we expect to have
a "mix-and-match" collection of reusable packages, each with its own ceding and variable
database. In this sense WARP embodies a coarse-grained version of object-oriented design.

Modularity is further enhanced by other aspects of WARP's architecture. Wherever pos-
sible, we pass information from package to package via "export routines;" inter-package
passing of data via common blocks is minimized. For example, the particle code does
not know about the internal data representation used by the envelope code. Thus, we can
develop the envelope code as we wish without affecting the working of the particle code. In
addition, within packages we have attempted to pass data via subroutine arguments rather
than through common blocks, at critical levels of the code. For example, the fieldsolvers
are designed so that all data is passed in this manner, and thus they are as portable as
the routines in standard mathematical libraries.

Since BASIS is supported on Cray supercomputers and Sun workstations, we expect to
be able to run the same code in either environment. Converting a family of codes to a
new environment is extremely time-consuming; we believe that it is more efficient to write
to a standard system (such as BASIS) that is ported to new computer architectures as
necessary.
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The code source is maintained on a Sun Sparc 330 workstation using the UNIX Source
Code Control System (SCCS). This provides an audit trail of all code development, and
helps prevent accidental overlapping changes. It is always clear when one of us is working
on a package. We generally try to avoid having more than one person work on a package
at any one time, but if it is necessary to do so SCCS provides mechanisms to help resolve
conflicts. With minimal discipline modifications never get "lost." Each physics package has
its own version number, generated automatically by SCCS; these numbers are printed on
all output devices at the beginning of a run (and can be queried during a run if necessary).
It is always clear what version(s) of WARP is being run. If necessary, individual packages
can be reverted to older versions if a change has gone awry.

We hope to begin compiling, debugging, and testing on our Suns; many r, z runs, and all
or most envelope and longitudinal-model runs, should be practical at the few-megaflop
performance level of the machines.

Extensive phase space plot, contour plot, and particle moment diagnostics are available.
These all are based on a system of user-specified "windows," which are ranges in z, x, y,
and r. A useful technique is to allow z-windows of different lengths to overlap, affording
a check on the degree to which finite window length leads to a larger apparent transverse
phase-space area. We have had success extrapolating emittances to zero window length to
remove most of the confounding effect of finite windows, which is approximately linear in
the window length for small windows.

Time-history data is collected and plotted at the end of the run. Graphical output is
written to a metafile, and (optionally) to the user's terminal. A frame index is generated
as an aid to selecting plots for viewing or printing.

3D PACKAGE "WARP6"

WARP's physics models are straightforward. The self-field model is electrostatic in the
beam frame; the particle advance is done in the laboratory frame, using self-fields E and
B obtained via a Lorentz transformation, as well as externally applied fields from focusing
elements, etc. The mesh is a moving window in the laboratory frame. Present field bound-
ary conditions correspond to metal walls in x,y, and periodicity in z. The particle advance
is relativistic; for each particle we store spatial coordinates x, y, z, normalized momenta
7«aj, fVy, ifvz, and (for efficiency) 7 - 1 . Electric and magnetic forces are applied using
a conventional algorithm [2, Chapter 15] which performs a half-E advance, a v x B rota-
tion, and a second half-E advance. The algorithm for the self-consistent electrostatic field
conserves momentum algebraically [2, Chapter 8]. Energy is not algebraically conserved;
rather, the total energy is monitored as a check on accuracy.

3d simulations push hard against machine constraints. Beams must be followed over long
distances, disparate length scales force the use of many zones, and noise concerns force
the use of many particles. The code gains efficiency via a number of means; these are
described in detail in the following subsections.
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(fieldsolve)

timestep n

Figure 1. Time levels in WARP. Long arrows concave downward are those
of a leapfrog advance; shorter arrows concave upward are those of the split
velocity advance used in an "isochronous" step.

Isochronous Advance: Timestep number n is conceptually denned as the advance of all
simulation quantities from time level n — 1 to time level n. The simplest way to effect this
is by means of an "isochronous leapfrog" particle advance [3]. In isochronous leapfrog, the
usual leapfrog velocity advance step is split so that both x and v move from one integer
time level to the next at each step. The overall effect can be made algebraically identical to
that of leapfrog; the schemes differ fundamentally only in their definitions of the beginning
and end of a step. The situation is depicted in Figure 1.

The isochronous centering simplifies particle loading and diagnostics, and allows us to
change At "on the fly" while preserving second-order accuracy. There is, however, a
performance penalty relative to ordinary leapfrog. Thus, we retain the isochronous advance
on "special" steps but revert to (almost) pure leapfrog for all others on which diagnostics,
etc., are not being done, and in reality the time-advance scheme is a hybrid. The overall
strategy requires only a single pass through the particles on most steps; this is especially
important if particles are on slow disk, as on a workstation.

Most steps use the leapfrog centering. On a leapfrog step, the advance to time level n
begins with the advance of all the v's from time level n — 3/2 to level n — 1/2, using the
fields E n - 1 and B""1 evaluated at the positions x n - 1 . The x's are then advanced from
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level n — 1 to level n using the velocities \n *'**. The new electiic field at time level n is
then solved for.

At the end of "special" steps, a second pass is made through the particle list; in this pass,
v is advanced (using the current E and B fields) to the current integer time level n, so
that phase-space plots and restart dumps will use synchronized x and v. At the beginning
of any step following a special step, v is only advanced a half-step. This is also done at
startup.

A further subtlety is that it is important for the code to give the same answers whether
or not one is stopping periodically to compute moments, make plots, etc. To assure
this, the half velocity advance to an integer level is in reality a full velocity advance to
a half-integer level, followed by an easily invertable half-advance back (half-E, then half-
vxB) . The "residence correction" (see below) for this backward half-advance (and the
forward half-advance which "undoes" it at the beginning of the next, step) is based not on
the particle's own velocity, but rather on the mean beam velocity; this assures that the
forward and backward half-advance operations are true inverses.

Residence Corrections: In leapfrog motion, if a particle were to land within a sharp-
edged element on four steps while its neighbor did so on only three, they would receive very
different impulses. Thus, the advance is modified to incorporate "residence corrections"
for element forces; these are multiplicative factors equal to the fraction of the velocity
advance step actually spent within the element. This is accomplished by estimating z at
the beginning and end of the velocity advance step (by assuming v2 remains constant),
and computing the fraction of this interval which falls within the element. The procedure
dramatically improves the accuracy of the particle advance and allows much bigger steps
than otherwise would be possible.

Residence corrections are normally applied so that the element force is averaged over the
time interval from one half-integer level to the next, even when the velocity advance is
over a half-step. However, at startup it is necessary to average over only the "forward"
half-step, from level zero to level 1/2.

Because the residence correction is (weakly) z-velocity dependent, the symplectic nature of
the leapfrog advance is broken. We believe that, for the systems in which we are interested,
any negative consequences of this are far outweighed by the vastly improved accuracy. We
note in passing that analogues to our residence correction suitable for calculations involving
fringe fields, etc., should also be useful; they can also be derived by averaging the force
over a velocity-advance step.

Fast Compact Fieldsolver: The 3d fieldsolver is performed "in-place" using fast Fourier
transforms (FFT's). It performs sine transforms (for metal wall boundary conditions) in x
and y, and real periodic transforms in z (so far) [2, Appendix A]. The latter is a reasonable
approximation to a free-space boundary in z if the beam is shorter than the mesh by several
pipe radii, since influence falls off rapidly with z. Along all axes vectorization takes place
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64x64x256: 2 seconds, X/MP, CIVIC compiler.
32 x 32 x 64: 0.225 seconds, Cray-1, CIVIC.
64 x 64 x 512: 3.32 seconds, Y/MP, CIVIC.
64 x 64 x 128: 0.782 seconds, Y/MP, CIVIC.
64 x 64 x 128: 1.0 seconds, X/MP, CIVIC.
64 x 64 x 128: 1.17 seconds, X/MP, CFT.
128 x 128 x 128: 2.6 seconds, Y/MP, CIVIC.

Table 1. Performance of the 3d FFT fieldsolver.

over the "second" dimension, leaving the "third" for possible multi-tasking. The solver
couples to the rest of the code only through its calling sequence, and so is inherently
modular. It uses essentially no scratch space. At present the grid dimensions N z , Ny, and
N2 are constrained to be powers of two (note that our grid points run from, e.g., 0 to Nz

for convenience in handling particles).

A typical current application uses a 64 x 64 x 256 mesh (just over a million zones). Some
timings, from tests made during the summer of 1989, are given in Table 1.

A faster (possibly optimal) scheme would replace the FFT's along z with recursive for-
ward and backward sweeps [2, pp. 319-21] vectorised over all values of kx (and, ideally,
multitasked over the fcy's). The operation count of this scheme scales linearly with the
number of axial zones Nz , while that of the FFT's scales as N z logN z . Although this
method would preclude longitudinal Jfez-space filtering, digital filtering in z can be applied
to the solution. We plan to implement this technique along with other refinements to the
fieldsolver, such as allowing each mesh dimension to be three times a power of two, or
implementing symmetry boundary conditions at x — 0 and/or y = 0. Periodic boundary
conditions in x and y, and free space boundary conditions in z, are also possibilities.

Local Differencing of <j>: No arrays for E are used; instead, <f> is gathered from cells
in the neighborhood of each particle, and then differenced on a particle-by-particle basis.
This saves the space of three 3d arrays, and for the trilinear interpolation applied to E is
quite efficient.

It is simplest to explain the one-dimensional analog of the technique, even though in Id
it offers no advantages. In Id one must gather twice as much information per particle
(for momentum conserving two-cell differencing yielding E from ^) as in a conventional
simulation using an Ez array. One needs four <£'s instead of two Ex's. The situation is
depicted in Figure 2a.

In 2d, the technique is a viable option; one must gather 12 ^'s instead of four Ex's plus
four Ey's. This is depicted in Figure 2b. In 3d, one needs to pick up 32 ^'s instead of 24
£'s, as shown in Figure 2c. It is a simple task to collect the ^'s, since one is collecting like
objects using an index list. The procedure takes advantage of the hardware vector gather
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Figure 2. Differencing of <f> on a particle-by-particle basis. Dots denote mesh
points at which the potential is gathered; two-cell centered differences of these
$'s yield E at the circled locations, (a) One-dimensional system, (b) Two-
dimensional system; each circle represents two field components, (c) Three-
dimensional system (four layers stacked atop each other, here shown side-by-
side); each circle represents three field components.

capability of a Cray X/MP (and other machines), and so may actually be faster than the
traditional method if great care is not taken in coding the latter.

In the future, we may optionally use (in many cases) a single 3d array (for p and (j>); for
convenience and flexibility we have been using two 3d arrays, one for each. At present
the field energy is calculated in x-space as: Sf = 1/2 f p<f>cPz; this form remains correct
even when spatial filtering is employed [2, p. 74]. Conversion to a single array will require
rewriting the field energy diagnostic so that it is calculated in Jb-space, in the middle of
the field solving process, as that is the only time at which p and <f> are simultaneously
available. There will also be a performance penalty, as it is necessary to make two passes
through the particles (even on a leapfrog step) when a single field array is used; one can't
deposit p into the array currently holding E. A further constraint seems to preclude use
of a single array when a bend is being modeled.

Other Aids to Efficiency: The particle advance is completely vectorized. Deposition
of p is vectorized with length 8, over cells touched by each particle. A further refinement
will rearrange the deposition so that eight well-separated particles deposit at once, to
get vector lengths as large as supported by the hardware; this requires a partial sorting
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of particles, since those depositing simultaneously must not access the same cells. The
scheme generalizes those of refs. [4].

Symmetry will be employed whenever possible; for a straight non-offset beam it is possible
to simulate only one quadrant (e.g., both x and y positive). This requires changes to the
field-solver, since the condition at x = y = 0 becomes a zero-derivative constraint. If there
are bends in the system being modeled, it is inappropriate to use symmetry about x = 0,
but symmetry about y = 0 should be usable in most cases.

"Quiet-start" particle loading is employed to reduce fluctuations and minimize the num-
ber of particles needed. One option generates a "semi-Gaussian" distribution which has a
nearly uniform spatial density within the envelope and a pseudo-random cut-off 3d Gaus-
sian distribution of velocities (with different variances along z and along x,y). In this case
the spatial distribution is either a regular lattice aligned with the mesh axes or a 3d "good
lattice" [5]. These spatial loading schemes generate particle positions in the interior of a
rectangular solid, but only particles falling within a circular cylinder are actually loaded;
the cylinder is then deformed to match the local envelope shape (an ellipse). Another
option generates a "Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij" (K-V) distribution [6] in transverse phase
space, using a 4d "good lattice" and the constraint that all particles lie on a hyperellipsoid
in {x,y,vx,Vy} to generate points in the 5-space {x,y,z,vx,Vy}; the i>z's are generated
using a pseudo-random cut-off Gaussian. Envelope parameters at each z are also needed
to load the non-random contribution to the velocity. Other loading options are available.

A fast scheme for lookup of the local accelerator element properties is under development.
We plan to base it on a Id mesh, so that a particle's z immediately yields an index into
a family of arrays containing the parameters of the element (if any) in which the particle
fails.

HIERARCHY OF MODELS

Eventually, we envision having a hierarchy of models with a unified interface. We plan to
adopt a full accelerator-specification language, if possible one which has already achieved
widespread acceptance.

We have already described the utility of the simple envelope model coupled closely to
WARP6. As code development progresses, it will be a major convenience to be able to test
each set of beam and machine parameters in this manner before undertaking a discrete-
particle run.

Three approximate discrete-particle models with lower dimensionality are useful both as
"spotting scopes" for 3d calculations and as important tools in their own right:

(1) A "cylindrical" (r, z) model captures the interaction between axial and
some transverse motions, but can model only axisymmetric focusing ele-
ments. Discrete axisymmetric elements make a poor model of strong focus
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ing, in which the beam cross-sectional area remains roughly constant. Thus,
it is most often appropriate to average over alternating-gradient oscillations
and assume "continuous focusing." The model is restricted to straight pipes,
with a centered single beam.

(2) A "longitudinal" (z only) model, wherein the axial force is derived from
the line-charge density A, is a reasonable description of the long-wavelength
on-axis behavior of a thin beam [7]. However, the longitudinal force on a
particle depends upon its average transverse position, and this depends in
a complicated manner upon the details of its orbit. The effect is especially
important during slow bunching.

(3) A "transverse" (x,y) model of a single "slice" of the beam computes
the self-consistent field of an axially uniform beam. The SHIFTXY code
[7] employs this symmetry. It is an appropriate model in the absence of
strong coupling between the transverse and longitudinal physics. The major
uncertainties arise because "what's in" the slice being modeled depends in
general upon axial flows, which are not followed.

The (T,Z) model in WARP is currently being validated. We expect it to be significantly
faster than the 3d code, since it takes fewer particles to represent a 5d phase space; further-
more, averaging over alternating-gradient periods eliminates the cost of tracking through
quadrupoles. A much finer mesh is also possible.

We plan to incorporate a longitudinal Id model in the near future. The latter will not
employ the usual long-wavelength dX/dz force law. It will instead assume incompressibility
to infer the beam radius r(z) from A(z), use the existing r,z field solver to obtain E,(r,z),
then average over the beam cross-section to obtain Ex(z). The model will thus be directly
comparable with more complete r, z simulations (which don't mandate rigid disks), as well
as with other longitudinal codes.

Within the context of fully 3d simulations a hierarchy of descriptions is also possible. At
present, we are modeling a straight beam with ideal, sharp-edged quadrupole elements,
and a rectangular metal wall bounding the system in x,y. When bends are introduced
they will also be sharp-edged, with an ideal field. At the next level of detail, one can model
physical elements by incorporating their fringe fields and transverse nonlinearities; smaller
timesteps are likely to be necessary for such a model since it becomes necessary to resolve
gradient lengths accurately. The most detailed electrostatic description brings in realistic
external and internal conductors, including a non-rectangular pipe and a "first principles"
treatment of electrostatic quadrupoles.

For all of the above there is a choice to be made regarding the treatment of accelerating
gaps: whether discrete or longitudinally averaged, coupled to & simple resistance or to a
complicated circuit, pre-programmed or equipped with a feedback mechanism. We have
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Figure 3. Envelope package output. The upper solid curve is the x enve-
lope, the lower dashed curve is the y envelope, the upper dashed curve is a
particle trajectory, and the irregular dashed curve indicates the locations of
quadrupole magnets and drift spaces.

not gone beyond an electrostatic description in WARP, but there is of course great utility
in fully electromagnetic and magneto-inductive (Darwin) models.

A 3D EXAMPLE

We are now making runs to test the code. One set consists of infinite-beam (periodic
in z) runs, to verify the existence of equilibria, lack of numerical emittance growth, and
proper longitudinal wave propagation. Another series consists of "drift-compression" runs,
wherein an axial velocity "tilt" is imposed: the tail of the beam is set moving faster than
the head, so that the pulse is ballistically compressed and the current amplified.

It is a run from the latter series which is presented here. The phase advance per period
is <7fl = 80°, depressed by space charge to 10°; the quadrupole magnets are 0.2 m 1 >mg,
separated by 0.4 m, leading to a full period of 1.2 m. The beam is initially uniform
in density, semi-Gaussian in vz,vy, and cold in z. It is not initially in a true transverse
equilibrium, since the envelope equation solved assumes an infinite beam and a constant v2,
while the simulation geometry implies a reduced tranverse space-charge effect at the ends
and a nonuniform vz. The run uses 61,280 particles in a "good lattice" and a 64 x 64 x 128
field mesh. At = 0.395 ns is very small, corresponding to 1/2 cm/step; on similar runs we
have found that larger steps, on the order of 2 cm/step, offer acceptable accuracy.
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Figure 4. z — z projections of the beam at (top) 0 m, 2 m; (bottom) 6 m,
12 m.

The mesh window runs from -1 m to 1 m; thus Ax = 1.56 cm. It is essential that this axial
cell size be less than the beam radius a ~ 2.5 cm, for realistic simulations. Also, Ax <C a,
since the walls are at 5 cm; in x and y the beam is spanned by about 32 zones at the
beginning of the run. This appears to be adequate for a realistic simulation, though errors
associated with the finite transverse zone size are still evident. It is also important that Ai
be less than the time to cross a magnet, and significantly less than the least of: the pulse
duration, the plasma period, the strong-focusing (alternating gradient) oscillation period,
and the longitudinal space-charge wave transit time to travel a beam radius. Among
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VZ vs Z VZ vs Z

Figure 5. Axial position-axial velocity (z — vz) phase space at (left) 0 m
and (right) 12 m.

these we find that, in general, At is limited by the need to capture magnet crossings and
strong-focusing oscillations.

The output from the envelope calculation is shown in Figure 3; it depicts the envelope
shape, a typical orbit in the y = 0 midplane, and the locations of the magnetic quadrupole
elements.

Figure 4 is a sequence of edge-on views of the beam (z — x projections of those particles in
the y-window -0.5 cm < y < 0.5 cm), taken at the start and after 2, 6, and 12 meters. The
lack of "graininess" in the initial plot, as compared with the latter three, is a result of the
quiet-start loading in position space. In all but the second frame, the beam is centered with
respect to a quadrupole magnet which is focusing in x. By the end of the run, particles
have begun to hit the wall (indeed, they are electrostatically attracted to the wall as soon
as they approach it).

Figure 5 depicts the z - vx phase space at the beginning of the run, and at the end. The
initial velocity tilt is clearly evident, as are the cumulative effects of the inward drift and
the outward space charge force at the ends of the beam. Figure 6 shows the initial and final
"trace space" of particles in a particular window in z. Ellipses are fitted by computing
RMS measures of the particle distribution and doubling the result; a uniform elliptical
beam is exactly encircled by such an ellipse. Figure 7 is an overlaid sequence of plots of
the line charge density at evenly spaced intervals along the run. Finally, Figure 8 shows
the constant-density surface p = 0.05/>max at the beginning of a similar run, and after 11
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Figure 6. "Trace space" (four transverse projections) of particles in a "slice"
of the beam, from z = 0.4375 m to z — 0.5 m relative to the beam center, at
(left) 0 m and (right) 12 m.
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Figure 7. Line charge density versus z at 12 equally-spaced times during
the run.
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Figure 8. A quadrant of the beam in 3d; plotted is a representation of the
p ~ 0.05/Jmax contour surface (in a run with eight times as many particles)
at (left) 0 m and (right) 11 m.

meters. This run uses eight times as many particles, for better statistics and smoother
plots; results are otherwise similar.

Numerical emittance growth, if any, is too small to measure in this relatively short run.
We have followed axially periodic beams as far as 200 m, seeking a quiescent state. In such
runs, there is indeed a slow collisional emittance growth which diminishes as the number
of simulation particles is increased.

The field-solve, particles, and diagnostics use roughly equal fractions of the (106 min)
X/MP time. With extensive particle moments calculated every step (and thus isochronous
leapfrog on all steps), the code uses 13 /tsec/particle/step. Our latest runs, which typically
compute moments every five or ten steps, average 7.2 /isec/particle/step.

TECHNIQUE FOR MODELING A BENT PARTICLE BEAM

We are developing a method based upon coordinate transformations among inertial frames
of reference. The scheme fits naturally into the framework of time-dependent PIC sim-
ulation, and the numerical properties of the underlying difference scheme are preserved
identically. No large-aspect-ratio (gentle bend) expansion is invoked in the integration of
the particle orbits. Here, we outline the method; a somewhat more detailed description
appears in [8], along with an outline of a related algorithm for a 2d (transverse) model of
a bent beam.
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We define the coordinate s to be the usual axial coordinate z in a straight section, but
a distance along the "centerline" x — 0 in a bend (we assume that y = 0 is nominally
a symmetry plane). While s has traditionally been used as an independent variable, in
our trajectory calculation time is the independent coordinate and a is a dependent particle
quantity. We also define r* to be the local radius of curvature of the centerline; thus 5 is an
angle tj) scaled by r*. In the bends, x is a radial coordinate: x = r — r*. The axial velocity
is vz = rif> = — T9\ the triple of unit vectors {r,0,y} defines a right-handed system. Note
that ds/dt = r*V» ̂  vz-

Particles are advanced as is usually done in a straight-geometry code; then a transformation
is made into a rotated ("locally tangential") inertial Cartesian coordinate system. The axes
for each particle are different, because all the a's are different. After the transformation,
each x coordinate is aligned along the line between the vessel's nominal center of curvature
and the particle position. The frame of reference is never accelerating, so no pseudo forces
(centrifugal or Ooriolis) need be applied. Such terms make the equation of motion hard to
difference accurately. The transformation is exact, though some speed enhancement might
result from expanding square roots, etc., to take advantage of the large aspect ratio of real
bends. The electrostatic field equation is most readily solved by an iteration which does
assume a large aspect ratio [8].

The geometry of a step is depicted in Figure 9. The algorithmic steps are:

(1) Enter the calculation with XQ, z0 = *0> *0 = vz0> ZQ = vz0- Here, SQ is
the accumulated ŝtraights + r*^bends* Advance these to a?i, z\, x\, z\ via
leapfrog (or any other mover). In a straight section the step is done: s\— z\,
vxi = x\y vzi — z\. In a bend, continue.

(2) Compute: n = y/{r* + a?i)2 + (zi - *0)2-

to\ r* L i r* + xl ' i zl~ ZQ , x zl
(3) Compute: cosy = , sinip — , tp = arctan

r\ rj r*
(4) Obtain the new position: X2 = T\ — r*, »2 = SQ + r*ij).

(5) Rotate the velocity through the same angle: vx2 = cos^ii +
vz2 = — sin^i j + cos^zi. This completes the step.

Special care is needed to preserve the exactness of the transformations. Residence cor-
rections are needed when a step overlaps the entrance to or exit from a bend. These
considerations are described in [8].

CODE STATUS; PLANS FOR FURTHER WORK

We are beginning to apply WARP to problems of programmatic interest, at first looking in
more detail at the drift compression process in the presence of imperfect focusing elements.
Also underway are studies of the transfer of thermal energy between longitudinal and
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Figure 9. Geometry of a step in a bend, showing the coordinate transfor-
mation employed.

transverse motions, using a periodic beam model. We plan to embark upon a study of
final focusing in 3d, and to begin a study of bent beams, in the near future.

Most of the major code machinery is in place. However, still missing are a binary restart
"dump" facility and the ability to keep particles on solid-state disk. Implementations of
these are the top priorities among the coding aspects of the program.

Moment data is currently calculated for particles which fall in the z-windows defined by
the user. We plan to compute all moments every five or ten steps as functions of z in the
beam frame, by weighting particle quantities to a Id mesh.

We are testing tapered-end ("cigar" beam) loading, with and without a corresponding
axial confining force for an "equilibrium" beam [9]. This force is a time-average of the
"ears" applied to accelerating pulses in a real machine.

We plan to experiment with an "adjustably-damped" mover, an explicit variant of a scheme
developed for implicit particle-in-cell simulations [10]. It is our hope that small values of
the damping parameter will serve to damp away effects of numerical collisionality while
preserving enough of a leapfrog nature that the phase space properties are favorable.
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Abstract

The new arbitrary order particle optics and beam dynamics code
COSY INFINITY is presented. The code is based on differential al-
gebraic (DA) methods.

COSY INFINITY has a full structured object oriented language
environment. This provides a simple interface for the casual or novice
user. At the same time, it offers the advanced user a very flexible and
powerful tool for the utilization of DA.

The power and generality of the environment is perhaps best demon-
strated by the fact that the physics routines of COSY INFINITY are
written in its own input language. The approach also facilitates the
implementation of new features because special code generated by a
user can be readily adopted to the source code.

Besides being very compact in size, the code is also very fast,
thanks to efficiently programmed elementary DA operations. For sim-
ple low order problems, which can be handled by conventional codes,
the speed of COSY INFINITY is comparable and in certain cases even
higher.
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1 Introduction

From the very beginning, the design and analysis of particle optical systems
has been quite intimately connected with the computer world. There are
numerous more or less widespread codes for the simulation of particle opti-
cal systems. Generally, these codes fall into two categories. One category
includes ray tracing codes which use numerical integrators to determine the
trajectories of individual rays through external and possibly internal electro-
magnetic fields. The core of such a code is quite robust and easy to set up;
for some applications, however, the mere values of final positions of rays is
not enough information. Furthermore, this type of code usually is quite slow
and does not allow extensive optimization.

The other category of codes are the mapping codes, which compute Taylor
expansions to describe the action of the system on phase space. These codes
usually are much faster than integration codes, and the expansion coefficients
often provide more insight into the system. On the other hand, the orders
of the map, which are a measure of the accuracy of the approach, have been
limited to third order [1, 2, 3] and fifth order [4, 5]- Furthermore, traditional
mapping codes had only very limited libraries for quite standardized external
fields and lacked the flexibility of the numerical integration techniques.

Recently we could show that it is indeed possible to have the best of both
worlds: using the new differential algebraic techniques, any given numerical
integration code can be modified such that it allows the computation of Tay-
lor maps for arbitrarily complicated fields and to arbitrary order [6, 7, 8].
An offspring of this approach is the computation of maps for large accel-
erators where often the system can be described by inexpensive, low order
integrators [9, 10].

The speed of this approach is determined by the numerical integration
process. Recently it has been possible to use DA techniques to overcome
this problem: DA can be used to automatically build numerical integrators
of very high order in the time step, yet at the computational expense of only
little more than a first order integrator [6]. This technique is very versatile,
works for a very large class of fields, and the speeds obtained are those of
classical mapping codes. Hence these techniques seem very promising for
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new generation mapping codes.

In order to make efficient use of DA operations in a computer environ-
ment, it has to be possible to invoke the DA operations from a language. In
the conventional languages used for numerical applications it is not possible
to introduce new data types and operations on them. Only recently have ob-
ject oriented languages been developed which routinely have such features.
One such language which is slowly gaining ground is C++; Forth is another
example which has been around for a longer time.

There are strong reasons to stay within the limits of a FORTRAN envi-
ronment, however. Firstly, virtually all software in this field is written in this
language, and the desire to interface to such software almost requires the use
of FORTRAN. Furthermore, there are extensive libraries of support software
which are only slowly becoming available in other languages, including rou-
tines for nonlinear optimization and various graphics packages. Finally, the
necessity for portability is another strong argument for FORTRAN; virtu-
ally every machine that is used for numerical applications, starting from per-
sonal computers, continuing through the workstation and mainframe world
through the supercomputers, has a FORTRAN compiler.

So it seemed natural to stay within this world, and this lead to the de-
velopment of the DA precompiler [11, 12]. This precompiler allows the use
of a DA data type within otherwise standard FORTRAN by transforming
arithmetic operations containing DA variables into a sequence of calls to sub-
routines. This technique has been extensively used [6, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16]. It
was particularly helpful that one could use old FORTRAN tracking codes and
just replace the appropriate real variables by DA variables to very quickly
obtain high order maps.

On the other end of the problems using an accelerator code is the com-
mand language of the code and the description of the beamlines. Various
approaches have been used in the past, starting from coding numbers as in
the old versions of TRANSPORT [1] over more easily readable command
structures like in TRIO [2], GIOS [3, 17], COSY 5.0 [4, 14] and MARYLIE
[18] to probably the most complete, standardized commands of MAD [19].
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2 General Properties of the COSY Language
Environment

Probably the best way to allow the user flexibility is to provide him with
an environment that in itself is a full programming language. Then he can
express any problem that can be expressed on a computer within this envi-
ronment. Furthermore, if the code itself is written in the same language, it is
rather easy even for the users to add new features to the code by themselves,
allowing the code to grow naturally.

The question is which language to select. For ease of use, it should have
a very simple syntax. For the expert user, it should be powerful. It should
allow direct and complex interfacing to FORTRAN routines, and it should
allow the use of DA as a type. Finally, it should be widely portable.

Unfortunately, there is no language readily available that fulfills all these
requirements. So we decided to develop our own language environment.

The problem of simplicity yet power has been quite elegantly solved by the
PASCAL concept. In addition, this concept allows compilation in one pass
and no time consuming linking is required. This facilitates the connection
of the user input, which will turn out to be just the last procedure of the
system, with the optics program itself.

To be machine independent, the output of the compilation is not machine
code but rather an intermediate code that can be easily interpreted. For the
same reason, it is essential to write the source code of the compiler in a very
portable language. We chose FORTRAN even for this task, even though it
is considerably easier to write such a compiler in a recursive language.

Details about the language syntax are described in a language description
data file which is read by a program that updates the compiler. The first
entry in this data file is a list of the names of all data iypes. The second
entry is a list containing the elementary operations, information for which
combinations of data types they are allowed, and the names of individual
FORTRAN routines to perform the specific operations.

The third entry contains all the intrinsic functions and the types of their
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results. The fourth entry finally contains a list of FORTRAN procedures
that can be called from the environment.

All these data are read from a program that updates the compiler; in
particular, it includes all the intrinsic operations, functions and procedures
into the routine that interprets the intermediate code.

For reasons of speed it is helpful to allow the splitting of the program
into pieces, one containing the optics program and one the user commands.
While the PASCAL philosophy does not have provisions for linking, it al-
lows the splitting of the input at any point. For this purpose, a complete
momentary image of the compilation status is dumped to a file. When com-
pilation continues with the second portion, this image is read from the file,
and compilation continues in exactly the same way as without the splitting.

3 The Syntax of the COSY Language

In this section we will discuss the syntax of the COSY language. It will
become apparent that the language has the flavor of PASCAL, which is
particularly easy to learn yet quite powerful and relatively easy to analyze
by a compiler.

The language of COSY differs from PASCAL in its object oriented fea-
tures. New data types and operations on them can easily be implemented
by putting them into the language description file described above. Fur-
thermore, all type checking is done at run time, not at compile time. This
has significant advantages for the practical use of DA and will be discussed
below.

Throughout this section, curly brackets like "{" and " } " denote elements
that can be repeated.

Most commands of the COSY language consist of a keyword, followed
by expressions and names of variables, and terminated by a semicolon. The
individual entries are separated by blanks. The exceptions are the assignment
statement, which does not have a keyword but is identified by the assignment
identifier :=, and the call to a procedure, in which case the procedure name
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is used instead of the keyword.

Line breaks are not significant; commands can extend over several lines,
and several commands can be in one line. To facilitate readability of the
code, it is possible to include comments. Everything contained within a pair
of curly brackets "{" and " } " is ignored.

Each keyword and each name consist of up to 32 characters, of which the
first has to be a letter and the subsequent ones can be letters, numbers or
the underline sign "_" . The case of the letters is not significant.

The language consists of a tree-structured arrangement of nested program
segments. There are three types of program segments. The first is the main
program, which begins at the top of the input file and ends at the end. It is
enclosed between the keywords

BEGIN ;

and

E N D ;

The other two types of program segments are procedures and functions.
Their beginning and ending are denoted by the commands

P R O C E D U R E <name> { <name > } ;

and

E N D P R O C E D U R E ;

as well as

FUNCTION <name> {<name > } ;

ENDFUNCTION ;

The first name identifies the procedure and function for the purpose of
calling it. The optional names define the local names of variables that are
passed into the routine. Like in other languages, the name of the function
can be used in arithmetic expressions, whereas the call to a procedure is a
separate statement.
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Inside each program segment, there are three sections. The first section
contains the declaration of local variables, the second section contains the
local procedures and functions, and the third section contains the executable
code. A variable is declared with the following command:

VARIABLE <name> <expression> {<expression> } ;

Here the name denotes the identifier of the variable to be declared. As
mentioned above, the types of variables are free at declaration time. The next
expression contains the amount of memory that has to be allocated when
the variable is used. The amount of memory has to be sufficient to hold the
various types that the variable can assume. To simplify the determination
of the required memory, there are various functions that return the required
lengths for certain types.

If the variable is to be used with indices as an array, the next expressions
have to specify the different dimensions. Note that different from PASCAL
practice, names of variables that are being passed into a function or procedure
do not have to be declared.

All variables are visible inside the program segment in which they are
declared as well as in all other program segments inside it. In case a variable
has the same name as one that is visible from a higher level routine, its name
and dimension override the name and properties of the higher level variable
of the same name for the remainder of the procedure and all local procedures.

The next section of the program segment contains the declaration of lo-
cal procedures and functions. Any such program segment is visible in the
segment in which it was declared and in all program segments inside the seg-
ment in which it was declared, as long as the reference is physically located
below the declaration of the local procedure. Recursive calls are permitted.
Altogether, the local and global visibility of variables and procedures follows
standard structured programming practice.

The third and final section of the program segment contains executable
statements. Among the permissible executable statements is the assignment
statement, which has the form

<variable or array element > : = <expression> ;
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The assignment statement does not require a keyword. It is identified by
the assignment identifier :=. The expression is a combination of variables
and array elements visible in the routine, combined with operands, follow-
ing common practice. Note that due to the object oriented features, various
operands can be loaded for various data types, and default hierarchies for
the operands can be given. Parentheses are allowed to override default hier-
archies. The indices of array elements can themselves be expressions.

Another executable statement is the call to a procedure. This statement
does not require a keyword either. It has the form

<procedure name> {<expression>} ;

The name is the identifier of the procedure to be called which has to be
visible at the current position. The rest are the arguments passed into the
procedure. The number of arguments has to match the number of arguments
in the declaration of the procedure.

Besides the assignment statement and the procedure statement, there
are statements that control the program flow. These statements consist of
matching pairs denoting the beginning and ending of a control structure and
sometimes of a third statement that can occur between such beginning and
ending statements. Control statements can be nested as long as the beginning
and ending of the lower level control structure is completely contained inside
the same section of the higher level control structure.

The first such control structure begins with

IF <expression> ;

which later has to be matched by the command

ENDIF ;

If desired, there can be an arbitrary number of statements of the form

ELSEIF <expression> ;

between the matching IF and ENDIF statements.

If there is a structure involving IF, ELSEIF and ENDIF, the first ex-
pression in the IF or ELSEIF that is of logical type and has value true or
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that is of real or integer type and has value greater than zero, if there is one,
is determined. If there is no such expression, execution is continued after the
ENDIF; otherwise, the section following the first such expression up to the
next ELSEIF or ENDIF is. executed, after which execution is continued af-
ter the ENDIF statement. So at most one of the sections of code separated
by IF and the matching optional ELSEIF and the ENDIF statements is
executed.

The next such control structure consists of the pair

WHILE <expression> ;

and

END WHILE ;

If the expression is of. type logical and has the value true or of type real
or integer and has a value greater than zero, execution is continued after
the WHILE statement; otherwise, it is continued after the ENDWHILE
statement. In the former case, execution continues until the ENDWHILE
statement is reached. After this, it continues at the matching WHILE,
where again the expression is checked. Thus, the block is run through over
and over again as long as the expression has the proper value.

Another such control structure is the familiar loop, consisting of the pair

LOOP <name> <expression> <expression> {<expression >} ;

and

ENDLOOP;

Here the first entry is the name of a visible variable which will act as
the loop variable, the first and second expressions are the first and second
bounds of the loop variable. If a third expression is present, this is the step
size; otherwise, the step size is set to 1. Initially the loop variable is set to
the first bound.

If the step size is positive or zero and the loop variable is not greater
than the second bound, or the step size is negative and loop variable is
greater than the second bound, execution is continued at the next statement,
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otherwise after the matching ENDLOOP statement. When the matching
ENDLOOP statement is reached after execution of the statements inside
the loop, the step size is added to the loop variable. Then, the value of the
loop variable is compared to the second bound in the same way as above,
and execution is continued after the LOOP or the ENDLOOP statement,
depending on the outcome of the comparison. Note that it is allowed to
alter the value of the loop variable inside the loop, which allows a premature
truncation of the loop.

The final control structure in the syntax of the COSY language allows
nonlinear optimization as part of the syntax of the language. This is an
unusual feature not found in other languages, and it could also be expressed
in other ways using procedure calls. But the great importance of nonlinear
optimization in applications of the language and the clarity in the code that
can be achieved with it seemed to justify such a step. The structure consists
of the pair

FIT <name> {<name>} ;

and

ENDFIT <expression> <expression> <expression> ;

Here the names denote the visible variables that are being adjusted. The
first expression is of real or integer type and denotes the objective quantity,
the quantity that has to be minimized. Ths second expression is the tolerance
to which the minimum is requested. The third expression gives the number
of the optimizing algorithm that is being used. Currently, there is only the
simplex algorithm, denoted by the value 1.

This structure is run through over and over again, where for each pass the
optimization algorithm changes the values of the variables listed in the FIT
statement and attempts to minimize the objective quantity. This continues
until the algorithm does not succeed in decreasing the objective quantity
anymore by more than the tolerance. After the optimization terminates, the
variables contain the values corresponding to the lowest value of the objective
quantity encountered by the algorithm.
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4 The Ion Optics Environment of COSY IN-
FINITY

In this section we give a brief overview of the optics environment of COSY
INFINITY. For a complete list of features, please refer to the code's reference
manual [20].

The major application of COSY INFINITY is the computation and sub-
sequent manipulation of transfer maps. Furthermore, COSY INFINITY can
track individual trajectories through the system.

The physics part of COSY INFINITY is written in its own input lan-
guage. In this context, most commands are just calls to previously defined
procedures. If desired, the user can create new commands simply by defining
procedures of his own.

The user input is nothing but the last procedure in COSY INFINITY. It
must be included between the statements

PROCEDURE RUN ;

and

ENDPROCEDURE;

The last command has to be followed by the call to the procedure,

R U N ;

and the command to complete the COSY input file,

END ;

The first set of commands prepares the computation of the maps. The
very first command sets up the DA tools and has to be called before any
DA operations, including the computation of maps, can be executed. The
command has the form

OV <order> <number of variables> ;

and the parameters are the maximum order that is to occur as well as the
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maximum number of independent variables. If no dependences on system
parameters are requested, this is just the number of phase space variables.

The following command is used to prepare the computation of maps. It
sets the transfer (which can be found in the global array MAP) to unity. It
can also be used later on to erase the map.

UM ;

The following command sets the initial energy, mass and charge of the
reference particle.

RP < energy in MeV > < mass in amu > < charge in units > ;

The command

PS < PX > < PA > < PY > < PB > < PD > < PG > ;

sets half widths of the beam in the x, a, y and b directions of phase space
as well as energy and mass spread of the beam. The command

BETA < BX > < BY > ;

computes the momentary values of the beta functions in x and y directions,
while

WAIST < LX > < LY > ;

computes the distances to the next waist in x and y directions, and

IMAGE < L X > < L Y > ;

computes the distances to the next image in x and y directions. The com-
mand

PM < unit > ;

prints the transfer matrix to unit, unit = 6 corresponds to the screen.

DL < length > ;

lets a field free drift act on the map. The commands

MQ < length .> < flux density at pole tip > < aperture > ;
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MH < length > < flux density at pole tip > < aperture > ;

MO < length > < flux density at pole tip > < aperture > ;

MD < length > < flux, density at pole tip > < aperture > ;

MZ < length > < flux density at pole tip > < aperture > ;

let a magnetic quadrupole, sextupole, octupole, decapole or duodecapole
act on the map.

MM < length > < BQ >< BH >< BO >< BD >< BZ >
< aperture > ;

lets a superimposed magnetic multipole with components BQ through BZ
act on the map.

MMPOLE < length > < MA > < NMA > < aperture > ;

lets a superimposed magnetic multipole act on the map. Contrary to the
previous procedure, the arguments now are the array MA of NMA multipole
terms.

EQ < length > < voltage at pole tip > < aperture > ;

EH < length > < voltage at pole tip > < aperture > ;

EO < length > < voltage at pole tip > < aperture > ;

ED < length > < voltage at pole tip > < aperture > ;

EZ < length > < voltage at pole tip > < aperture > ;

lets an electric quadrupole, sextupole, octupole, decapole or duodecapole
act on the map.

EM < length >< EQ >< EH >< EO >< ED >< EZ >
< aperture > ;

lets a superimposed electric multipole with components EQ through EZ
act on the map.

Similar to MMPOLE is the procedure

EMPOLE < length > < EA > < NEA > < aperture > ;
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The next two commands let an inhomogeneous bending magnet or elec-
trostatic deflector act on the map:

MS < radius > < angle > < aperture >
< «i >< «2 >< «3 >< «4 >< »5 > ,"

ES < radius > < angle > < aperture >

The indices n,- describe the midplane radial field dependence which is
given by

(1)

where r is the bending radius. The command

CB ;

changes the bending direction of bending magnets and deflectors. Ini-
tially, the bending direction is clockwise. The procedure CB changes it to
counterclockwise, and each additional CB switches it to the other direction.

To address individual matrix elements rather than whole maps, there is
the function

M E (<phase space variable >,< element identifier >)

For example, ME(1,12) returns the momentary value of the matrix ele-
ment (x,xa).

The following function computes the Poisson bracket between two DA
vectors and is essential for many Lie algebraic operations:

P B (< a >,< b>)

In this section we gave a brief list of some of the important routines
in COSY INFINITY. We again want to stress that it is not the philoso-
phy of COSY INFINITY to provide commands for all conceivable questions.
Rather, we want to provide the sophisticated user with a simple environment
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that easily allows him to construct such commands himself. The next section
will contain some examples for such situations.

5 Examples

In this section we will give some practical examples how the COSY INFIN-
ITY concept can be used in practice. We begin with a simple problem,
namely the computation of the transfer map of a quadrupole dublet to tenth
order. Here the COSY input resembles the input of many other optics codes
[4, 3].

{sets order to 10 and number of variables to 4}
{energy: 10 MeV, mass: 4 amu, charge: 2 units}

{drift of length .1 m}
{quadrupole of length .2 m, tip field .1 T,

aperture -05 m}
{defocussing quadrupole}

{prints map to unit 11}

In the next example, we compute the map depending on the energy and
mass of the particle as well as on the strength of a quadrupole. Here the
intrinsic COSY function DA(n) is used, which returns the DA vector that is
zero except for a 1 in slot n (compare [6]). This shows how simple it is to
fully treat all system parameter dependences using DA techniques as long as
types are checked only at run time.

PROCEDURE RUN ;
0V 5 7 ; {sets order to 5 and number of variables to 7}
RP .1 4*(1+DA(5)) 2*(1+DA(6)) ; {sets energy, mass and charge;

now mass and charge are DA quantities}

PROCEDURE RUN ;
OV
RP
DL
MQ
DL
Mq
DL
PM

10
.1
.1
.2
.1
.2
.1
11

4 ;
4 2 ;

.1 .05 ;
j

-.1 .05 ;
I
*

ENDPROCEDURE ;
RUNr . END :
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DL .1 ; {drift of length .1 m}

MQ .2 .1*(1+DA(7)) .05 ; {quadrupole; now field is a DA quantity}
DL .1 ;
MQ .2 -.1 .05 ;
DL .1 ;
PM 11 ; {prints map, containing dependence on energy,

mass and quadrupole strength, to unit 11}
ENDPRDCEDURE ;
RUN ; END ;

Next we will show an example with optimization. A triplet is fitted to
perform stigmatic point-to-point imaging. After the imaging is completed,
the triplet is placed in series 10 times as a simple beam guidance system. The
total map is written to the screen, and depending on its elements, the user
can start the optimization again with different parameters. For this purpose,
the intrinsic COSY procedures READ* and WRITE* are used.

PROCEDURE RUN ;
VARIABLE VI 1 ; VARIABLE V2 1 ; VARIABLE V3 1 ;
VARIABLE I 1 ; VARIABLE L 1 ; {defines local variables}
PROCEDURE TRIPLET L A B C ; {defines a section of a beanline}
DL L ; Mq .1 A .05 ; DL .05 ;
MQ .1 B .05 ; DL .05 ;'MQ .1 C .05 ; DL L ;

ENDPROCEDURE ;
0V 3 4 ; L :« 1 ;
VI :» .1 ; V2 :- -.2 ; V3 :« .1 ;
WHILE V2 ;
FIT VI V3 ;

UM ; TRIPLET L VI V2 V3 ;
OBJ :- ABS(ME(1,2)) + ABS(ME(3,4))

ENDFIT OBJ 1E-12 1 ;

UM ; LOOP I 1 10 ; TRIPLET L VI V2 V3 ; ENDLOOP ; PM 6 ;
WRITE* V2 L ; READ* V2 ; READ* L ;

ENDWHILE ;
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This example shows how it is possible to phrase more complicated inter-
active optimization tasks in the COSY language. To conclude our discussion,
we want to show how a user can define his own particle optical element and
work with it. For reasons of simplicity, we choose an optical lens with fo-
cal length F. We do not consider spherical aberrations, but want to correct
the chromatic effects. To describe the action of the lens, we follow the DA
prescription to just perform ray trace operations using DA objects [6] and
make use of the global DA variable MAP which contains the momentary
derivatives of the transfer map.

PROCEDURE RUN ;
VARIABLE S 1 ;
PROCEDURE LENS F D ; {lets a lens with reference focal length

F made of glass with dispersion D act on the map}
MAP(2) :- MAP(2) - MAP(1)/F*(1+D*DA(5)) ;
MAP(4) :- MAP(4) - MAP(3)/F*(1+D*DA(5)) ;

ENDPROCEDURE ;

OV 2 5 ;
S :« -1 ;
FIT S ;
UM ; LENS 1 .01 ; DL .01 ; LENS S .005 ;
ENDFIT ABS(ME(1,25)) IE-12 1 ;

PM 6 ;
ENDPROCEDURE ; RUN ; END ;

We refrain from giving more examples here; for users with programming
experience, it should be rather obvious how much more complicated problems
can be studied.

6 Further development

In the COSY INFINITY philosophy, the author is fortunately not obliged to
provide commands for every conceivable question since such tools are usually
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easily written by the user. Instead, the author would like to finally view
himself as a librarian who periodically updates the distribution version of
the code with useful special purpose procedures generated by various users.

Nevertheless, there are still fundamental things that will be provided
shortly. First and foremost, this includes graphics. Being helpful and essen-
tial for design and study of beamlines and accelerators, graphics is by far not
as standardized as FORTRAN, the language in which COSY INFINITY is
written. To account for this fact, all graphics will be output to an ASCII
graphics metafile containing only move and draw commands as well as output
of single characters.

This metafile can then be interpreted within any graphics environment
with ease. Note that this approach is not necessarily restricted to a viewing of
the graphics after everything is done. Since it is possible to initiate operating
system commands from within COSY INFINITY, it is possible to initiate the
graphics postprocessing from the program, perhaps in a different window.

Another useful but highly non portable feature is the input of reals
through pointing devices. Because of the highly ergonomic interface this
can provide, the author is very inclined to develop a tool for such purposes.

Finally, as far as the physics aspects are concerned, advanced techniques
for symplectic tracking using maps are under development. While it is simple
to build a tracking environment based on symplectic kicks in COSY INFIN-
ITY, gains in speed combined with the much more precise description of the
optics including thick elements and fringe fields, makes the tracking with
maps very attractive.
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NEW BEDLAM*
W. P. Lysenko and P. J. Channell
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract

BEDLAM (BEam Dynamics for Linear Accelerators by Moments) is a 3-D
code that simulates bunched ion beams in linear accelerators and beamlines. The
BEDLAM beam is described by moments of the phase-space distribution, and the
evolution of these moments is what is computed. In this approach, the beam, the
external focusing forces, and the space-charge forces are all described consistently
to the same order of accuracy. The present version of BEDLAM includes moments
up to fourth order (equivalent to a third-order conventional optics code), just as
in the previous version. The new features are an improved space-charge model
and the use of a Lie-Poisson integrator, which provides the code the stability that
symple'ctic integrators give to particle codes.

INTRODUCTION

The BEDLAM code describes beams as collections of moments of the phase-space
distribution. Moments are just averages over the beam. For example, the moment
< i 2 > is the average value of x2. In general, if g(x,p,t) is some function defined on
phase space, then the moment <g> is defined by

—oo J—oo

"JU), (1)

where / (x,p, t) is the phase-space distribution function. The second form, which is a
sum over particles, is useful in computing moments for discrete particle distributions
such as those generated in particle codes.

We use monomials in the six phase-space variables as our basis functions. The table
below shows the number of moments for each order.

"Work supported by Los Alamcs National Laboratory Institutional Supporting Research, under
the auspices of the US Department of Energy.
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order
1
2
3
4

total

number
6
21
56
126
209

An advantage of a moment description relates to the fact that we are usually interested
only in things like the beam position, size, and divergence. It is not necessary to
compute the motions of many thousands of particles to then extract a few simple
properties of the distribution. We solve for these properties directly—they are the
dynamical variables. Moments are either quantities that are directly observable or
closely related to such quantities. For example, the beam centroid is given by the
first moments

<x>, <px>, <y>, <Py>, <z>, <pz>-

If the centroids are zero then the rms beam sizes are

<x2>1/2 <Tu2>1/2 <2 2 > 1 / 2

The rms emittances are simple functions of second moments. For example, if the first
moments are zero,

ex = (<x2Xp2
x> - <xpx>

2)1/2

is the rms emittance in the a;-direction.

Even if the moments were not closely related to measurable quantities, the moment
approach has advantages in some applications simply because it deals with the distri-
bution rather than single-particle motion. For example, consider a periodic beamline
with nonlinearities (either external or from space charge). A beam matched to such
a line will be transported with no change in the distribution. In a moment code,
we would see that all the final moments were equal to their initial values. But if
we compute maps or aberration coefficients using conventional codes, we would sec
irrelevant structure related to the complicated motions of the individual particles.

The table below shows the number of moments up to and including the given order
for 2-D (four phase-space variables) and 3-D (six phase-space variables). We do not
count the single zeroth-order moment in this tabulation.
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order

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

number of moments
2-D
4
14
34
69
125
209
329
494

3-D
6
27

83
209
461
923
1715
3002

Here we see another advantage of the moment approach. The number of moments
in 3-D is not much greater than in 2-D. To fourth order, for example, there are only
about three times as many moments in 3-D as there are in 2-D. The efficiency of
the moment description means it is easy to see 3-D effects with little additional work
and without sacrificing accuracy (order of approximation). In particle-in-cell codes,
by contrast, the amount of work in computing the fields in going from 2-D to 3-D
increases by a factor approximately equal to the number of mesh points in the third
direction. Also, the number of particles must increase to get a reasonable number of
particles per cell.

MOMENT EQUATIONS

For Vlasov systems, the time derivative of a moment can be computed by taking the
derivative inside the integral[CHANNELL83].

Jt<9> = <- (2)

Therefore, the equations for the evolution of the moments can be derived as shown
below for the <xpx> moment.

<x(ftp)>

o*> + <xFx>

•>l> + <x{a0 4

m

2. a-
m x '

1 2
—<px> + aQ<x>
m

a2x
2

• ) > (3)
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Because we expanded the force in a power series, the right-hand side of the moment
equation contains only moments. The other moment equations are similarly obtained.
Suppose we want to consider moments up to n-th order. We will have a certain
number of equations, given by the table above. In general, the right-hand sides
contains moments of all orders. We can close this system by somehow approximating
moments of order greater than n in terms of lower-order moments, or simply by
setting them to zero. Now we can numerically integrate these moment equations.
This is what BEDLAM does. It takes the initial moments as input and computes the
moments at subsequent times.

The truncation of higher moments means that the forces acting on the beam need to
be specified only to a certain order. In the case of space charge, BEDLAM computes
these forces from the (finite number of) spatial moments. Thus in BEDLAM, the beam,
the external focusing forces, and the space charge are all computed consistently to the
same order of accuracy. This is a sort of efficiency, in which we use only the amount
of information necessary to solve the problem to the given accuracy requirement.

OLD BEDLAM

The principle of the moment approach to beam simulation and the results from our
original version of BEDLAM have been published[CHANNELL83, CHANNELL85].

The figure below shows a comparison between a particle simulation and old BEDLAM.
We simulated the beam motion in a Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) accelerator.
We did not include the effects of space charge in this test. The figure shows the
moment </>£> as a function of time. The beam is typical for an RFQ. It would have
been matched (periodic) if we included the space-charge forces. The moment was
computed for the particle-code case by summing over particles. Because space charge
was disabled, the particle-code result is essentially exact.
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1 2 3 4
t (rf periods)

The agreement between the two codes is very good. The curves are almost identical
except at their peaks.

To further examine the convergence of BEDLAM, i.e., to see how much better higher
order is compared to lower order, we looked at a second moment in 2nd-, 3rd-, and
4th-order BEDLAM simulations. We chose the moment <z2> because of the larger
nonlinearities in the x-direction and furthermore used a larger-than-normal beam
to enhance the nonlinear effects. The table below compares the amplitude of the
oscillation in <z2> computed by the two codes.

order of
BEDLAM

simulation
2
3
4

deviation
from

particle code
13%

11
-2

The higher order simulation is more accurate for predicting the behavior of the mo-
ment <z2>, as expected.

There were two problems with the original BEDLAM, however that made it unusable
for practical problems. First, it had a bad space-charge model. That is, the procedure
that computed the space-charge force expansion coefficient from the spatial moments
was not good for realistic charge distributions. Second, there was a bad numerical
instability in BEDLAM that showed up if we tried to run a simulation for more than
about 10 focusing periods.
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HAMILTONIAN FORMULATION OF MOMENT EQUATIONS

In particle codes, a good way to achieve numerical stability is to use symplectic in-
tegrators, in which each time step is a symplectic map. This is not possible in a
moment code because the moment equations cannot be put into the form of Hamil-
ton's equations. For example, there are three second moments in 1-D: <x2>, <xpx>,
and <pl>. NO pairing into coordinate-conjugate momentum pairs is possible. But
a Poisson-bracket formulation is possible. If u is any function of moments, then the
evolution equation for u can be written as[HOLM88]

This looks like the familiar result that the time-derivative of a quantity is the Pois-
son bracket of the quantity with the Hamiltonian. But here, the bracket and the
Hamiltonian are special. The bracket, which we label with the subscript L.P., is the
Lie-Poisson bracket. It has the usual properties of the Poisson bracket; it is linear in
both arguments and satisfies

[ab, cd}Lp = ac[b, d]Lp + ad[b, c]Lp + bc[a, d]Lp + bd[a, c)Lp , (5)

The special feature of the Lie-Poisson bracket is its action on moments of monomials,

V *t*-1"ri+|-1>. (7)]
L.P.

For 2-D and 3-D, there are two and three terms, respectively, obtained by doing each
degree of freedom separately, considering, in each part, that the variables correspond-
ing to the other degrees of freedom are constant. With this definition, the brackets are
antisymmetric and the Jacobi identity is satisfied. Therefore, the bracket operation
defines a Lie algebra. This completes our definition of the Lie-Poisson bracket. The
Hamiltonian for the moment equations, i.e. in Eq. 4, is just the moment of the usual
single-particle Hamiltonian. For example, for harmonic motion in 1-D, we have

<H> = ~<pl> + £<*2>. (8)

It is easy to verify that this Lie-Poisson formulation yields the right results. Our
previous example of the equation for the <xpx> moment (Eq. 4) can be computed
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using Eq. 4 and the rule given by Eq. 7 as follows:

= [<xpt>, 2^<?l> ~ °o-

= ^[<*f t>, < * *> ]„ . - *

—
771

L p.

(9)

ao<x> + a1<x2>

NEW BEDLAM

Lie-Poisson Integrator

The major improvements in New BEDLAM are the use of a Lie-Poisson integrator and
an improved space-charge model. We have seen that the moment equations form a
Lie-Poisson system. The table below shows the order of the moment generated by
taking the Lie-Poisson bracket of two moments. This table can be inferred from the
rule given in Eq. 7. In this table, ^6 means a moment of order six, etc.

01

02

03

HA

•

Pi
Ho

/*2

1*4
PS
•

02

Mi
02

03

04
05

06

•

03

02

03

04

05

06

07

•

04

03

04

05

06

07

08
;

05

04

05

06

07
08

09

i

06

05
06

07

08

09

010

•

We see, for example, that the bracket of a third-order moment and a fourth-order
moment is some fifth-order moment. Notice that the bracket of a first-order moment
with any moment results in a moment of lower order. Because of this, we cannot
form a closed truncated system that includes first moments. So the new BEDLAM
code handles moments of order two and higher and does not allow linear terms in the
Hamiltonian (dipole forces). First-order moments are handled separately, as will be
explained. Suppose we wish to handle second through fourth moments, as in present
version of New BEDLAM. The table below show the relevant part of the full table.
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A*2

^ 4

M2
/^3

/*4

^ 3

^ 3

/*4

^ 5

/*4

/*4

Me

This truncated system is still not closed. Fourth and lower moments lead to moments
of orders five and six. But consider a modification of the rule given in Eq. 7 in which
the right-hand-side is set to zero in the cases where a moment higher than fourth is
now indicated. This modifies the above table to the following.

/ *3

/*2

M2
^ 3

A<4

/*3

/ *3

0

M4
/*4

0
0

This is a closed system, and the modified rule still satisfies antisymmetry and the
Jacobi condition. Thus we have a finite Lie-Poisson system. This means we can use
Lie-Poisson integrators, giving us numerical stability analogous to that provided by
symplectic integrators for particle codes. The truncation used here (setting higher
moments to zero) is a physical approximation, but is a reasonable one in view of
our experience with the old BEDLAM for short system with no space charge where
the instability and poor space-charge model did not affect results. There is more
than one way to implement a Lie-Poisson integrator. New BEDLAM uses an algorithm
developed by C. Scovel, which is very efficient, although it works only for the case in
which the Hamiitonian is of the form p2/2m + V(x,y,z), where V is some potential.

Improved Space-Charge Model

BEDLAM computes the space-charge part of Lie-Poisson Hamiltonian from the spatial
moments. There are 31 spatial moments (3-D, 4-th order). There is not a unique way
to get the space-charge Hamiltonian from the spatial moments because of the trun-
cation. The BEDLAM model assumes that the charge density is given by a collection
of Gaussian charges.

.e-M(*-*)' ( 1 0 )

1=1

The 35 Gaussian coefficients a,- are parameters to be determined from the 31 spatial
moments. There are 35 rather than 31 Gaussians because we also have to satisfy the
conditions on the zeroth-and first moments (<1> = 1, <x> = <y> = <z> = 0).
The positions of the charges (x,) and the radii (1/2/*) are held fixed. The size (radial
and axial) of this array of charges is chosen depending on the values of <x2> -f <T/2>
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and <z2>. If the radii of the Gaussians are a little larger than the spacing of the
Gaussians, then this is a good representation for reasonable charge distributions.

Let us denote the spatial moments by II; and the corresponding monomials by TT,-.
That is,

n, = <*•,>, 1 = 1,31.

Now define an extended (length=35) spatial moment vector Mi and an extended
spatial monomial vector mt- by

• Mi '
M2
M3

M4

M3<
. M 3 5 .

=

• 0 "

0
0

III

n31
1

mi
m.2

m3

m4

. "i35 .

X

y
•Z

••
• 

.?

1

(12)

Evaluating the moments M, for the charge distribution given by Eq. 10 gives

35

Mi =
3=1

where
ij = J mi i, j = 1,35.

(13)

(14)

If we compute the inverse of this matrix, we can get the Gaussian coefficients from
the spatial moments.

35
(15)

Now write Eq. 15 in terms

a,

of

35

3=1

the 31

31

spatial

dikUk,

i = l,35

moments.

t = 1,35, (16)

where the vector c,- and matrix dik are composed of elements of the A^1 matrix. The
space-charge part of the Lie-Poisson Hamiltonian, assuming boundaries at infinity, is

(17)
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Using our model charge distribution, Eq. 10, this becomes
35

<H3C> = (IS)

where

*J \x-x'\
Now if we substitute Eq. 16 into Eq. 18, we get

31 31

<Hac> =

d*xd3x' (19)

(20)

where
35 35

fk = and (21)

This is the final result. We have the space-charge Lie-Poisson Hamiltonian in terms
of the spatial moments. In the code, the matrices Ajj1 and 5,j are computed only
occasionally, whenever the beam size has changed substantially. We have analytical
expressions for the Aij matrix elements and the evaluation of the Sij matrix elements
involves computing error functions. These matrices depend only on the positions and
sizes of the 35 Gaussian charges. At each time step, the space-charge Hamiltonian is
very efficiently computed using Eq. 20-21.

THE BEDLAM SYSTEM

The Top-Level Structure

BEDLAM is not just one large code but is a system that comprises a number of codes,
which communicate by means of ASCII files. In a moment approach the amount of
information passed between processes is small. Efficiency of data transfer is therefore
not a major issue. The overall structure of a BEDLAM simulation is shown in the
following data-flow diagram.

initial
moments —T BEDLAM J—

beamline
definition

initial
centroid

external
potential

coefficients

final
moments

^jcentroid j,
~~y^ code J

final
centroid
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In this diagram, rectangular boxes represent files and boxes with rounded corners
represent processes (programs). This diagram shows only the simplest situation,
which involves two processes, the actual BEDLAM code and a centroid code. Other
utility programs may be used to prepare and analyze the various data files. Notice
that we have to provide three kinds of data: the initial moments, the centroids (the
first moments), and the description of the beamline.

The BEDLAM Code

The core of the BEDLAM system is the the BEDLAM code, which advances the mo-
ments. This code reads a file of initial moments and a file of external-potential
expansion coefficients. The latter file consists of a sequence of records

«i, / r c i ) . ••• . / 3 ? ( * i ) . « » . / r ( f e ) . ••• . j s r f o ) , . . . . (22)

where fiX{tj) is the z'-th of the 31 external potential expansion coefficients at the j'-th
time step, where the time value is tj. BEDLAM produces a file of the moments at
all time steps contained in the external-potential file. The time steps do not have
to be equally spaced. The centroid code, which writes the external-potential file, is
free to determine the required time step frequency depending on the beamline to be
simulated.

The BEDLAM source code consists of two parts, the Lie-Poisson integrator and a part
that does the space charge and handles the communication. Most of the code is for
the Lie-Poisson integrator. It comprises 28,000 lines of machine-writ ten FORTRAN.
This part of the code will rarely have to be looked at or modified. The rest of the code
is only a few hundred lines, which means future improvements to BEDLAM should not
be difficult to handle.

Centroid Codes

We use what we call a centroid code to generate the file containing the external-
potential expansion coefficients. The expansion is computed about the bunch cen-
troid position at each time step. To accomplish this, the centroid code tracks a single
"centroid particle," whose initial coordinates are the initial first moments of the dis-
tribution for the overall simulation. There is a physical approximation involved here
because the motion of the centroid actually depends on the full distribution, but we
believe this approach is reasonably accurate.

Existing codes that track particles can be modified for use as centroid codes. Because
we are tracking the centroid, space charge forces should be neglected in these centroid
simulations. BEDLAM never directly looks at the file containing the description of the
beamline. Only the centroid code does that and different centroid codes could use
different descriptions of the beamline. We expect that various optics codes will be
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modified to have a BEDLAM option that generates the external-potential expansion
coefficient file. We do not want to create yet another user interface and beamline
description format for BEDLAM. For completeness, however, the BEDLAM distribution
will include a simple centroid code for centered beams in beamlines consisting of
drifts and Halbach quadrupoles. In this simple case, the first moments are all zero
and the problem for the centroid code is simply to determine the location of the
synchronous particle (analogous to the closed orbit in a circular machine) and write
out the expansion coefficient at that point.

STATUS OF BEDLAM

BEDLAM has been tested for accuracy using an analytical solution to the Vlasov-
Poisson equations. Stability has been tested by running cases with millions of time
steps. BEDLAM requires about one minute of Cray X-MP time to simulate a hundred
external focusing periods. This is a very efficient way to do nonlinear 3-D space
charge. In the future, we expect to have a variable-order BEDLAM. We could use low-
order simulations with an optimizer to design beamlines and high-order simulations
to verify designs to high accuracy.

Besides the physics advantages of the moment approach, there are software-engineering
benefits. The amount of data to be moved is very small. There are no particles and
no mesh with various quantities defined at every mesh point. Because of this, the
simulation can be broken into pieces that are separate processes instead of linked
together into one large executable program. The very weak coupling between the
modules will ensure the continued smooth development of the BEDLAM system. Also,
there is some additional flexibility in the communicate-by-ASCII-files approach that
is visible to the user. For example, the centroid code and the BEDLAM code can be
run on different computers. The data files can be transferred between computers in
a number of ways, even by electronic mail. Also, pieces of the system can run in
parallel. For example, output plotting can be done in parallel with the simulation.
As BEDLAM writes more data to the output file, the graphics program can display it.

The present BEDLAM will run on any computer with four or more Mbytes of available
memory and a FORTRAN77 compiler. We have used it on Suns, Macintoshes, and
Crays. The code and a user manual will be distributed by the Los Alamos Accelerator
Code Group (MS H829, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545,
USA).
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Abstract

We give a short description of how to find Lie algebraic transfer maps in analytic
form, for inclusion in accelerator design codes. As an example we find the transfer
map, through third order, for the combined-function quadrupole magnet, and use such
magnets to correct detrimental third-order aberrations in a spot forming system.

1 Introduction

Lie algebraic methods provide a powerful tool tor modeling particle transport through Hamil-
tonian systems. Briefly summarized, Lie algebraic design codes work as follows: First the
time t flow generated by a Hamiltonian system is represented by a Lie algebraic map acting
on the initial conditions. Maps are generated for each element in the lattice or beamline
under study. Next all these maps are concatenated into a one-turn or one-pass map that
represents the complete dynamics of the system. Finally, the resulting map is analyzed and
design decisions are made based on the linear and nonlinear entries in the map.

The problem of concatenation is discussed in [1] and [2]. The latter reference gives an
arbitrary order implementation. In this note we concentrate on finding the transfer map
for a sample Hamiltonian in analytic form. Analytic formulas for maps are desirable since
in a design loop we want to be able to evaluate the maps for different parameter settings
as rapidly as possible. The alternative, numerical integration, is often orders of magnitude
slower.

Specifically , in this paper we find the transfer map for the combined-function quadrupole.
A combined-function C|iiadrupole is a c|iiadrupole that has superimposed on it normal and
skew sextupole, normal and skew octupole, and perhaps still higher-order multipole fields.
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2 Expansion of the Hamiltonian

The Lagrangian for the relativistic motion of a particle with charge q and rest mass m in a
magnetic field described by vector potential A is given by the relation

X = _ m c * J i _ I _ + g v . A . (2.1)

We assume that the magnetic field is such that it can be derived from a vector potential for
which only Ax is nonzero. Using standard procedures [3], we find that the Hamiltonian K
governing trajectories with z as the independent variable is given by the relation

K = -pz = -qAz -sj£- m V - (pi + pi) . (2.2)

The magnetic field is given in terms of the vector potential by the usual relations

B. = &AM1

By = -£AZ, (2.3)
Bz = 0 ,

Imposition of the condition V x B = 0 gives the relation

The solution to (2.4) can be written in the form

where each Sn is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n. For So and Si we take the zero
solution. For S2 we take the solution

*2 = - f ( s 2 - 2 / 2 ) . (2-6)

The term 52 produces the magnetic field for a normal (as opposed to skew) quadrupole
having a gradient of 62 Tesla/meter. The remaining Sn will be written in the form

Sn = - ^ » ( x + iy)n + - 3 ( z + iy)n . (2.7)
n n

Here the quantities 63,03 have units of Tesla/meter2, and describe the normal and skew
sextupole strengths respectively. Similarly, the quantities 64,0,1 have units of Tesla/meter3,
and describe the normal and skew octupole strengths respectively.

Finally we expand the Hamiltonian about the design orbit in dimensionless variables (.V,
Y, T; PX, Py, Pr) in the form [3]

K = Ko + Kx + K2 + I<3 + K4 + "- , (2.S)
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where the homogeneous polynomials Kn of degree n are given by the relations

Kt = 0 ,

PrP.Hwt) ( 2 9 )

T P y ( ^ j ) + PT (2/347l;) ?

Here the quantities Bn and An are dimensionless multipole strengths defined in terms of the
bn and an by the relations

Bn = b'-
Z (2.10)

An = a n ^ ,
where G is the magnetic rigidity lBp' of particles on the design orbit. The rigidity G is given
by the relation

G = ^ , (2.11)

and has units of Tesla meters. The quantity / is some convenient scale length. Finally, /?
and 7 are the standard relativistic factors for the design orbit. They are related to po and
p°, the design momentum and negative design energy, respectively, by the equations

a I (2-12)

Pt = ~lmc •

3 Finding the Transfer Map

Suppose the combined-function quadrupole has length A. Since A' has no explicit z depen-
dence, the transfer map M produced by following the Hamiltonian flow (generated by A')
from 2 = 0 to z — X can be formally written in the form

M = e-A:*: . (3.1)

In order to work with dimensionless quantities, it is convenient to introduce a dimensionless
Hamiltonian, denoted by H, by the relation

H = XK . (3.2)

It follows from (2.9) that H has an expansion of the form

H = H0 + H1+H2 + H3 + H 4 + - - , (3.3)
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with
Hn = \Kn . (3.4)

Also, introduce the map M(9), where 9 is an arbitrary parameter, by the relation

M{$) = e-eji- . (3.5)

It follows from (3.1) and (3.5) that one has the relation

M = M(l) . (3.6)

Consequently, M. can be viewed as the transfer map produced by following the Hamiltonian
flow generated by H from 'time' 6 = 0 to 'time' 0 = 1.

What is desired is a factorized representation for M in the standard MARYLlE form

M = e:/2:e:/3:e:/4: . (3.7)

For reasons of simplicity we find the map in the form

M = e:fl4:e:S3:e:fl2: . (3.S)

Once the terms in the factorization (3.8) have been found, the passage to the factorization
(3.7) is a simple matter of the Lie-algebraic concatenation of maps.

The virtue of the factorization (3.8) is that it leads to a simple standard set of differential
equations for the transfer matrix R [corresponding to the factor e:32'~] and for the polynomials
</3 and g*. Let £ be a six-dimensional vector whose entries are the dimensionless phase-space
variables,

C = (X,Y,T-%PX,PS,PT). (3.9)

Then it can be shown that R obeys the differential equation

R = JSR . (3.10)

Here a dot indicates differentiation with respect to the variable 9. The matrix 5 is a sym-
metric matrix defined in terms of H2 by the relation

" a,b

and J is the standard symplectic matrix

/ n T \
(3.12)

Also, it can be shown that g3 and g4 obey the equations

9s = -Kl , (3.13)
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(3.14)

Here the interaction Hamiltonian H™* is defined by the relation

H^iCO) = Hn(R(e)C) . (3.15)

For further detail, see [4] and [3]. What is needed is the solution to (3.10), (3.13), and (3.14)
evaluated at 0 = 1 subject to the initial condition R = / , 53 = 54 = 0 at 9 = 0.

The solution to (3.10) for the #2 given by (2.9) and (3.4) can be found by standard
matrix methods. For example, for the case B2 > 0, one finds for the linear part of the
transfer map the result

R(9) =

c o s ( ^ )

0

0

0

0

Jt&mv i )

cos(^)

0

0

0

0

0

0

cosh(^)

fcsinh(^)

0

0

0

0

fsinh(^)
cosh(^f)

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

\i

1

(3.16)

where k =
The nonlinear part of the transfer map, described through third order by #3 and g*,

can be found by integrating equations (3.13) and (3.14) from 9 = 0 to 9 = 1. This has
been done analytically with the aid of the symbolic manipulation program REDUCE. The
resulting #3 and g^ are written out by REDUCE as FORTRAN subroutines for use in MARYLlE.
The REDUCE calculations require about an hour of CRAY X-MP time, and the resulting
FORTRAN subroutines total approximately 4,000 lines of dense code.

The drawback of analytic methods, even though the symbolic computation only has to be
done once, is that the computer resources needed to do the symbolic calculation may exceed
acceptable limits. Indeed, the computer resources required to handle the combined-function
quadrupole using REDUCE, MACSYMA, or SMP are uncomfortably close to the acceptable
limit. Higher-order symbolic calculations (fourth order and beyond) for the combined-
function quadrupole, and even third-order calculations for more complicated elements such
as the combined-function dipole, are currently impractical using existing computers and
existing general-purpose symbolic manipulation programs [5].

Progress has recently been made in designing a special-purpose symbolic program that
handles just the tasks required by our class of problems, and that uses much less computer
resources. This program, SYMBOLlE, written in the programming language ' C , is three
orders of magnitude faster for our class of problems than the general-purpose symbolic
manipulators such as REDUCE, SMP, MACSYMA, and MATHEMATICA. It is hoped that this
program will permit the routine handling of higher orders and more complicated magnets.
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4 Simple Example

Combined-function quadrupoles can be used to correct third-order geometric aberrations
in telescopes and spot-forming systems. Figure 1 shows a simple spot-forming system. It

triplet

Figure 1: Schematic of simple spot-forming system.

consists of a quadrupole triplet followed by a drift space. The quadrupole strengths and
the drift lengths have been selected in such a way that (in linear paraxial approximation)
incoming parallel rays are brought to a final point focus. Such a system could be the basis
of a microprobe.

How well does this system work when account is taken of nonlinear effects? Appendix
A shows a MARYLIE run for this system in which the quadrupoles are pure quadrupoles
(no sextupole or octupole components) with hard-edge fringe fields. This MARYLlE run
computes and writes out the transfer map (through third order) for the system. Note that
the 1,1 and 3,3 matrix elements of the linear part of the transfer map are essentially zero
as required in paraxial approximation for a spot-forming system. This MARYLJE run also
traces rays through the system by reading in an initial conditions file, applying the transfer
map to each initial condition, and writing out a final conditions file.

As indicated in figure 1, the incoming rays are selected to be parallel to the optical axis
(Px — Py = 0) and to lie on two cylinders having radii of 1.0 cm and 0.5 cm respectively.
They are also selected to be monoenergetic. Figure 2 shows the result of plotting the X and
Y entries of the initial conditions file. Altogether, 200 rays are shown. As advertized, the
incoming rays do indeed lie on two cylinders.

As an indication of the performance of this spot-forming system, figure 3 displays the
result of plotting the X and Y entries of the final conditions file. Evidently the incoming
cylinders of parallel rays are not focused to a single point spot. Rather, they produce two
small "hour glass" shaped patterns. The inner and outer hour glasses come from the inner
and outer cylinders respectively.

Examination of figure 3 shows that the ratio of the sizes of the two hour glasses is about
8 to 1. By contrast, the ratio of the two cylinder sizes in figure 2 is 2 to 1. This is just what
is to be expected from third-order aberration effects since 23 = 8.

Not all aberrations are detrimental to the performance of a spot-forming system. Suppose
the transfer map for the system is written in the form (3.7). Then is can be shown that f3
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Figure 2: Plot of initial conditions for incoming rays of spot-forming system.
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Figure 3: Focal spot pattern produced by two incoming cylinders of parallel rays.
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has only chromatic terms and thus has no effect on monoenergetic rays[6]. Moreover, most
terms in /< have no effect.

To see that this is so, suppose that the map (3.7) is viewed as a two-step process. In the
first step the map M.\ given by

Mi = e:/2:e:/3: (4.1)

acts on the initial variables to produce a set of intermediate variables,

Cl = Mx£ • (4.2)

As explained earlier, fa is purely chromatic, and has no efFect on rays having the design
energy. Moreover, the first factor in M\ describes the linear (paraxial) part of M. It follows
that the intermediate variables describe paraxial results. In particular, for the rays shown
in figure 3, one has the results

X int = r i n t = 0 , (4.3)

since the system is designed to produce a perfect spot in the paraxial approximation.
Now consider the second step in which the map M.i given by

M2 = e:/<: (4:4)

acts on the intermediate variables to produce the final results

Cn = MiC' • (4.5)

Expanding (4.4) and use of (4.5) gives, through third order, the relation

<? = (1+ : h 0C l = (T + [U Cl] • (4-6)

In particular, in view of (4.3), one has the results

yfin r r yinti

x - lux ],
* = [j4,y j •

Evidently, XRn and YRa fail to form a spot only if the Poisson brackets in (4.7) are nonvan-
ishing when evaluated for the intermediate paraxial results.

It follows from the nature of the Poisson bracket and (4.3) that in order to produce a
nonvanishing result in (4.7), /« must have entries that contain powers of P- and Pv, and no
terms in X or Y. Also, by quadrupole symmetry, such entries in / 4 can contain only even
powers of Px and Py. We conclude that, in the MARYLIE monomial labelling scheme, the
only possible detrimental terms in / i for a spot forming system are

/(140) = /(04 00 00) = coefficient of Px
4 ,

/(149) = /(02 02 00) = coefficient of Px
2Py

2 , (4.8)

/(195) = /(00 04 00) = coefficient of Py
4 .
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Inspection of Appendix A shows that the detrimental terms in /4 for the transfer map of
the spot forming system have the values

/(140) = /(04 00 00) = -636.9 ,

/(149) = /(02 02 00) = -5304.7 , (4.9)

/(195) = /(00 04 00) = -1394.4 .

These values are large, and their presence accounts for the hour glass patterns in figure 3.
Since there are only three detrimental terms, their values can in principle be corrected

to zero by replacing each of the three pure quadrupoles in the spot-forming system with
combined-function quadrupoles having appropriate octupole strengths. That this is possible
in practice is illustrated in the latter part of the MARYLlE run in Appendix A. In this
part of the run the pure quadrupoles are replaced by combined-function quadrupoles having
appropriate normal octupole strengths. (The values for these strengths were found in a
separate MARYLIE fitting run that is not shown.) Note that many entries in / 4 now have
different values. In particular, the values of /(140), /(149), and /(195) are essentially zero.

If the incoming rays of figure 2 are traced through the corrected spot-forming system,
one should find (through third order) a perfect spot. This has been verified to be the
case. However, now fifth-order aberrations come into play. Their treatment is beyond the
scope of this paper. Among other things, a proper treatment would require a more detailed
description of quadrupole fringe fields and at least a hard-edge model of octupole fringe
fields.

Although fifth-order effects cannot be handled with a third-order code, the fifth-order
effects arising from "cross-couplings" of third-order effects can be estimated numerically by
tracing rays through a system element by element rather than simply using the total transfer
map through third order. This is done in the last part of the MARYLIE run in Appendix
A. Figure 4 shows the spot pattern resulting from this calculation. Note that the pattern
is now considerably smaller than that of figure 3, thus indicating that third-order geometric
aberrations have indeed been corrected. Moreover, the ratio of the sizes of the two patterns
is now about 32 to 1. This is consistent with domination by fifth-order aberrations since
25 = 32. Note also that the patterns are six sided. This is consistent with their production
by an effective f&. Such terms are to be expected as the result of map concatenation since
the Poisson bracket of two fourth-order polynomials is a sixth-order polynomial. Finally, f$
terms are what is expected for a description of fifth-order aberrations.

5 Concluding Discussion

A description has been given of the analytical calculation of the third-order transfer map for
the combined-function quadrupole. This calculation is based on the expansion of the Hamil-
tonian given by (2.9) and (3.4), and on the differential equations (3.13) and (3.14). These
calculations are near the state of the art using presently available computers and presently
available general-purpose symbolic manipulation programs. Finally, as an application, it
was shown that combined-function quadrupoles can be used to improve the performance of
a spot forming system.
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Figure 4: Estimated focal spot pattern for corrected system employing combined-function
quadrupoles with appropriate octupole strengths.

It is believed that these calculations can be extended to higher order or to more com-
plicated magnets with the aid of a special-purpose program currently under development.
Alternatively, higher-order results can be obtained using numerical integration. The expan-
sion (2.9) can easily be extended to fifth order and even higher order, and then used in a
high-order GENMAP routine that integrates equations of the form (3.10), (3.13), and (3.14)
numerically.

A MARYLIE Run

#com*ent

This is & MARYLIE run to study a simple spot-forming system. This run
system mud* of pur* quadrupoles without higher multipole components,

does four things:

a) It computes and writes out the transfer map for a spot-forming
system made of pure quadrupoles without higher multipole components.

b) It traces rays through this system using the total transfer map.

c) It computes and writes out the transfer map for a corrected spot
forming system made of combined-function quadrupoles. In this case
the octupole components of the combined-function quadrupoles have
been set to correct the three third-order geometrical aberrations
detrimental to the performance of a spot-forming system.
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8.630003538054131E-02 1.00000000000000

-8.289453107758467E-02 1.00000000000000

1.00000000000000

d) To give a rough indication of residual fifth-order aberration
effects, rays are traced element by element through the corrected
system.

The beam parameters are those for 50 MeV protons.
#beam
1.035274408519500

5.3289019605700000E-02
1.000000000000000
1.000000000000000

fmenu
drs drft
0.500000000000000
drl drft
20.0026000000000

hfq quad

1.50000000000000
1.00000000000000

hdq quad
3.00000000000000
1.00000000000000

cfqdl cfqd
1.50000000000000 8.630003538054131E-02
1.00000000000000 1.00000000000000

cfqd2 cfqd
3.00000000000000
1.00000000000000

cfqd3 cfqd
1.50000000000000
1.00000000000000

octl psl
0.000000000000000E+00
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
oct2 ps2
0.000000000000000E+00
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
oct3 ps3
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
fileout pmif
1.00000000000000

mapout ptm
3.00000000000000
0.000000000000000E+00
raysin rt
13.0000000000000

0.000000000000000E+00
tracel4 rt
0.000000000000000E+00
1.00000000000000

circl5 circ
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
1.00000000000000

-8.289453107758467E-02
2.00000000000000

8.630003538054131E-02
3.00000000000000

1.00000000000000

1.00000000000000

.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00 -0.237002616171884

.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

.000000000000000E+00 -3.623291203678909E-02

.000000000000000E+00 0.00OOOOOOO000OOOE+00

000000000000000E+00
000000000000000E+00

12.0000000000000

3.00000000000000
1.00000000000000

14.0000000000000
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

14.0000000000000
1.00000000000000

15.0000000000000
1.00000000000000

0.523668825832283

0.000000000000000E+00

3.00000000000000

0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

-1.00000000000000
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

5.00000000000000
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

5.00000000000000
3.00000000000000
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clear iden
end end

#lines
trip

lfhfq l*drs l*hdq i*drs
spot

l*trip i*drl
ocfqdl

l*octi l*cfqdi
ocfqd2

i*oct2 I*cfqd2
ocfqd3

I*oct3 I*cfqd3
ctrip

l*ocfqdl l*drs I*ocfqd2 l*drs
cspot

l*ctrip l*drl
#lumps
#loops
onebyone

l*cspot
#labor

l*fileout
l*spot
l*mapout
l*raysin
I*tracel4
l*clear
1*cspot
l*mapout
l*clear
l*raysin
1*onebyone
i*circi5
l*end

Transfer map for uncorrected spot-forming system

l*hfq

I*ocfqd3

matrix for map is

-1.24900E-16
-4.04388E-02
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00
0.00000E+O0

2.47288E+01
8.08880E-01
O.OOOOOE+00
0.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00
-4.16334E-17
-4.38264E-02
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
2.28173E+01
8.76642E-01
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
1.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
2.46784E+02
1.00000E+00

nonzero elements in generating polynomial are

f( 33)=f( 20 00 01 )=-0.45766084447832D-01
f( 38)=f( 11 00 01 )= 0.1434S989929097D+01
f( 53)=f( 02 00 01 )=-0.59832856603695D+02
f( 67)=f( 00 20 01 )=-0.10955102975777D+00
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f( 70)=f(
f( 76)=f(
f( 83)=f(
f( 84)=f(
f( 8S)=f(
f( 90)=f(
f( 95)=f(

f( 96)=f(
f( 99)=f(
f(104)=f(
f(105)=f(
f(110)=f(

f(lll)=f(
f(114)=f(
f(119)=f(
f(140)=f(
f(14S)=f(
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f(149)=f(

f(154)=f(
f(l75)=f(
f(176)=f(
f(179)=f(
f(184)=f(
f(l85)=f(
f(190)=f(
f(19S)=f(
f(200)=f(

f(209)=f(

00
00
00
40
31
22
20

20
20
20
13
11
11
11
11
04
02
02
02
02
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

00

11
02
00
00
00
00
20

11
02
00
00
20
11
02
00
00
20
11
02
00

40
31
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00
00
00
00

00
00
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00
00
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00
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00
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00
00
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00
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)= 0
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)=-0

)= 0
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)= 0
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)= o.
)=-0,
)= 0.

)= o.
)=-o.
)=-o.
)= o.
)=-0.

)=-o.
)=-0.
)•- o.

)=-0.

)=-o.
)= o.
)= o.
)=-0.
)=-0.

)=-o.

.46810988356400D+01

.8888185504S722D+02

.39290849771004D+03

.16965909837286D-02

.16215426464544D+00

.59484307405307D+01

.16646399300140D-01

.7S198228437172D+00

.85538186112898D+01

.19073155606124D+00

.99159152906844D+02

.80660055043134D+00

.36679620285887D+02

.41993985667945D+03

.78836884544112D+01

.636933698837S3D+03

10046988100209D+02
45984560740537D+03
53047254993625D+04
30942966067237D+03

51353284070879D-02
46634459007520D+00
15935476755354D+02
S8685439648812D+00

24279264403513D+03
32524413735691D+02
13944559343426D+04
60171802504631D+03

15330379170756D+04

Transfer sap for corrected spot-forming systei

•atrix for aap is :

-1.24900E-16
-4.04388E-02
0.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00
0.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00

2.47288E+01
8.08880E-01

0.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00
0.00000E+00
0.O000OE+0O

O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00

-4.16334E-17
-4.38264E-02
0.00000E+00
O.OO000E+00

0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00

2.28173E+01
8.76642E-01
O.0O000E+00
0.00000E+00

0
0
0
0
1
0

.00000E+00

.00000E+00

.00000E+00

.00000E+00

.00000E+00

.OOOOOE+00

0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00

0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
2.46784E+02
1.00000E+00

nonzero elements in generating polynomial are

f (
i (

t (
f(
f (

f(
f(
f{
f(
f(

33)=f(
33)=f(

53)=f(
67)=f(
70)=f(
76)=f(
83)=f(
84)=f{
8S)=f(
90)=f(

20
11
02
00
00
00
00
40
31
22

00
00

00
20
11

02
00
00
00
00

01
01
01
01
01

01
03
00
00
00

)=-0.45766084447832D-01
)= 0.14345989929097D+01
)=-0.598328566036S5D+02
)=-0.10955102975777D+00
)= 0.46810988356400D+01
)=-0.888818S5045722D+02
)=-0.39290849771004D+03
)=-0.12327408289743D+00
)= 0.87910508067723D+01
)=-0.21107885008370D+03
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f( 95)=f( 20 20 00 )= 0.68595569362658D+00
f( 96)=f( 20 11 00 )=-0.25219718510725D+02
f( 99)=*( 20 02 00 )= 0.22173626436929D+03
f(104)=*( 20 00 02 )=-0.19073155606124D+00
f(105)=f( 13 00 00 )= 0.17068172870476D+04
f(110)=l( 11 20 00 )=-0.22188718833106D+02
f(lll)=f( 11 11 00 )= 0.73623108430666D+03
i(114)=l( 11 02 00 )=-0.53575423986594D+04
f(119)=*( 11 00 02 )= 0.78836884544112D+01
f(140)=l( 04 00 00 )=-0.10455525334407D-10
f(145)=f( 02 20 00 )= 0.13995819449779D+03
f(146)=f( 02 11 00 )=-0.31632230792371D+04
f(149)=f( 02 02 00 )= 0.3S449199131676D-10
f(154)=f( 02 00 02 )=~0.30942966067237D+03
f(175)=f( 00 40 00 )=-0.97540768497912D-01
i(176)=f( 00 31 00 )= 0.65454816213134D+01
f(179)=i( 00 22 00 )=-0.14685444082835Di-03
f(184)=f( 00 20 02 )=-0.58685439648812D+00
f(185)=f( 00 13 00 )= 0.1101S239192045D+04
f(190)=f( 00 11 02 )= 0.32E24413735691D+02
f(195)=f( 00 04 00 )= 0.20127233213429D-11
f(200)=f( 00 02 02 )=-0.60171802504631D+03
f(209)=l( 00 00 04 )=-0.15330379170756D+04

circulating through onebyone :
octl cfqdl drs oct2 cfqd2
drs oct3 cfqd3 drl
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X, Px, Y, Py, T, PTy respectively. Inspection of the entries for /3 displayed in Appendix A
shows that all the nonzero contributions involve powers of PT. Consequently, f^ is purely
chromatic as claimed. This is consistent with the fact that A'3) when all sextupoles are
turned off (^3 = B3 = 0), is purely chromatic. See equations (2.9).
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Abstract

The strong coupling of subsystem elements, such as the acceler-
ator, '.viggler, and optics, greatly complicates the understanding and
design of a free electron laser (FEL), even at the conceptual level.
Given the requirements for high-performance FELs, the strong cou-
pling between the laser subsystems must be included to obtain a re-

•alistic picture of the potential operational capability. To address the
strong coupling character of the FEL the concept of an Integrated
Numerical Experiment (INEX) was proposed. Unique features of the
INEX approach are consistency and numerical equivalence of exper-
imental diagnostics. The equivalent numerical diagnostics mitigates
the major problem of misinterpretation that often occurs when theo-
retical and experimental data are compared. The INEX approach has
been applied to a large number of accelerator and FEL experiments.
Overall, the agreement between INEX and the experiments is very
good.

Despite the success of INEX, the approach is difficult to apply to
trade-off and initial design studies because of the significant manpower
and computational requirements. On the other hand, INEX provides
a base from which realistic accelerator, wiggler, and optics models
can be developed. The Free Electron Laser Physical Process Code
(FELPPC) includes models developed from INEX, provides coupling
between the subsystem models, and incorporates application mod-
els relevant to a specific trade-off or design study. In other words,
FELPPC solves the complete physical process model using realistic
physics and technology constraints. Because FELPPC provides a de-
tailed design, a good estimate for the FEL mass, cost, and size can
be made from a piece-part count of the FEL. FELPPC requires sig-
nificant accelerator and FEL expertise to operate. The code can cal-
culate complex FEL configurations including multiple accelerator and
wiggler combinations. At the present time, the FELPPC assessment
and evaluation code is being used in conjunction with a neural net to
evaluate new concepts, perform trade-off studies, and perform initial
design studies for a large number of FEL applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A free electron laser is a complex and strongly nonlinear device. As such, the traditional
approach of defining an interface between the various components of the system is difficult,
at best. Moreover, FEL performance is affected by strong coupling between the accelerator,
wiggler, and optics. In fact, historically, FEL performance has been greatly reduced because
this coupling has not been properly taken into account during the design phase of an exper-
iment. In part, the coupling is determined by the evolution of the six-dimensional electron
beam phase-space distribution. As a specific example, consider some of the issues associated
with an electron beam accelerator, such as injector emittance and energy spread, longitudinal
and transverse wakefields, cavity asymmetry, misalignments, and jitter. All these issues affect
the electron distribution in a slightly different manner, but the effects are not independent of
one another. The sum total of the effects determines the final state of the electron distribution
function. Similar arguments apply to electron beam transport, wiggler transport, wiggler and
resonator interaction, and energy recovery. Given the stringent requirements associated with
high-performance FELs, the strong coupling must be taken into account in the evaluation and
design process.

The Integrated Numerical Experiment (INEX) was proposed1 to address the strong cou-
pling nature of an FEL. In terms of the physics, INEX is a one-to-one numerical equivalent of
the physical experiment. Engineering and technology constraints are included in the model to
ensure that a given design is realistic. In some cases, INEX is used to set requirements such
as control and alignment tolerances. In addition to the self-consistent nature of the integrated
model, INEX includes numerical diagnostics that are equivalent to the physical diagnostics. In
this fashion, the question of theoretical and experimental data interpretation, which is often
a major source of discrepancy between theory and experiment, is avoided. Since validation
against experiments is fundamental to the reduction of risk in any program, the incorporation
of numerical diagnostics has significantly enhanced our ability to accurately evaluate a number
of physics and technology experiments.

The INEX is constructed by linking a number of sophisticated physics programs, or cod^i,
together in such a way that the evolution of electron phase space and light is determined
in a consistent' manner. Since precise knowledge of the electron phase-space distribution
is required, the physics codes used in INEX are all particle transport codes. Particle codes
calculate the dynamics of a small volume of phase space that is represented as a point particle.
This type of code provides the most realistic description of particle dynamics and is used
extensively to study complex problems in many areas of physics2. The three primary codes
used in INEX are ISIS,3 PARMELAX,4 and FELEX.5 In addition, there are a large number
of secondary codes used to support the three primary codes, including MAFIA,6 URMEL,7

TBCI8 and SUPERFISH.9

As a specific example of the INEX approach, consider the master-oscillator power-amplifier
(MOPA) FEL configuration depicted in Fig. 1. The MOPA uses two different accelerators
with separate FEL wigglers. A complete INEX calculation would calculate the electron beam
evolution from the injector to the electron beam dump. As shown, ISIS and PARMELAX are
linked to calculate the injector, low-energy accelerator, magnetic buncher, high-energy accel-
erator, and transport to the wiggler. At this point, the electron phase space distribution is
linked to FELEX to calculate the FEL electron-wiggler interaction. After the FELEX calcula-
tion is completed, the residual electron phase-space distribution is linked back to PARMELAX
for the electron beam dump calculation. In this case, a separate calculation is performed for
both accelerators, because there is no direct link between the electron distribution functions.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the linking of ISIS, PARMELAX, and FELEX for a master oscillator

power-amplifier FEL system.

The link between the master oscillator and power amplifier is through the light pulse.
FELEX provides this light link between the two wijgglers. In this fashion, the FEL amplifier
input signal includes the nonideal aspects of the light generated by the FEL oscillator. Al-
though not presently a part of INEX, the evolution of light through the beam control system
and output beam director could be calculated with GLAD10 or 0ASIS2.11

When INEX was proposed, the linking between the various codes was to be performed
with a controller IFEL.12 At the present time, IFEL is only partly completed, with the link
between PARMELAX and FELEX being manual. In addition, the link from FELEX back to
PARMELAX is not complete.

Most of the INEX effort has been directed toward verification of the computational model
with experiments. To date, the INEX model has been compared with eleven experiments, as
summarized in Table I. In all cases, good agreement in terms of both scaling and magnitude
has been obtained between INEX and the experiments. The success c£ the INEX approach
has been the result of 1) a consistent treatment of the physics; 2) a number of improvements
made in ISIS, PARMELAX, and FELEX; and 3) the use of numerical diagnostics equivalent
to experimental diagnostics.

As an example, we consider the comparison of the High-Extraction-Efficiency
experiment13 with INEX. In this experiment four distinct wiggler configurations were in-
vestigated: 1) 12% linear taper in wavelength denoted by 12%, 2) 12% linearly taper in
wavelength with a prebuncher denoted by 12% +, 3) 30% parabolic taper in wavelength 30%
and 4) a 30% parabolic taper in wavelength with a prebuncher denoted by 30% +. Figure 2
is a comparison of the experimental results with the INEX predictions.

The purpose of the prebuncher, which is located upstream of the main wiggler entrance,
is to induce a velocity modulation on the electron beam. In the drift space following the
prebuncher, the velocity modulation is converted into a density modulation on the length scale
of the optical wavelength. This prebunching allows a greater fraction of the electron beam
to be captured in the decelerating bucket of the main wiggler. As a result, the extraction
efficiency of the interaction can be increased, as can be seen by comparing the efficiency of
the different wiggler configurations in Fig. 2.
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Table I. Summary of accelerator and FEL experiments compared with the INEX.

Experiment Location

# 1 Proof-of-Principle Photoinjector Experiment
# 2 20-MeV Accelerator Experiment
# 3 Harmonic Experiment
# 4 10-fim FEL Mode Media Experiment
# 5 10-/im FEL Sideband Experiment
# 6 Cavity Asymmetry Experiment
# 7 10-/zm FEL High-Extraction-Efficiency Experiment
# 9 Burst Mode 100-MeV Accelerator Experiment
#10 0.6-fim Burst Mode FEL Experiment
#11 HIBAF 17-MeV Accelerator Experiment

Los Alamos
Los Alamos
Stanford
Los Alamos
Los Alamos
Boeing
Los Alamos
Boeing
Boeing
Los Alamos

111
<3

ui

12% + 10%

WIGGLER CONFIGURATION

Fig. 2. Comparison between High-Extraction-Efficiency experiment and INEX predictions
for four different tapered wiggler configurations.

Because the experiment used a conventional thermionic injector, the ISIS code was
not used. PARMELAX was used to calculate the electron phase-space distribution up to
the entrance of the wiggler and FELEX was used to calculate the FEL interaction. The
overall agreement between INEX and the experiment is quite good.

Although the INEX approach has proved to be successful, the approach is difficult to
apply to either a trade-off or initial design study. First, INEX requires a number of experts
to operate because there are three primary codes and sixteen support codes required for
a complete calculation. Second, because of the level of complexity of the calculations, the
approach requires significant manpower to support a design effort. Finally, INEX requires a
significant amount of computational time to complete the design process. In other words, the
INEX approach is best suited for detailed final design.
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FELPPC has been developed to overcome the disadvantages associated with the INEX
approach. Basically, the idea was to use INEX as a guide for the development of realistic
models for the accelerator, FEL interaction, and optics. Using these relatively simple models,
an accurate prediction of FEL subsystem elements v/ould be possible. In turn, the subsystem
models could be coupled to obtain a system-like model for the FEL configuration. At the
same time, the subsystem models would provide the detailed information required to estimate
mass, cost, and size from a parts count. Finally, since much of the present interest in FELs
is directed toward applications, the physics of the particular application of interest could be
incorporated as a subsystem element into FELPPC. In this fashion, a relevant trade-off or
initial design would always be performed in the context of the application.

At first, FELPPC might appear to be a system code, similar to other spread-sheet mod-
els developed for FEL applications. It is true that FELPPC takes an application oriented
approach toward understanding a particular problem. However, FELPPC operates from a
detailed physics description of specified hardware to obtain the performance from which the
mass, cost, and size are determined. In general, there is no guarantee that FELPPC can
provide the performance required for a particular application. As such, FELPPC is more akin
to a design database for FEL configurations that includes nonideal effects. The application
subsystem is simply used as a "metric" to judge the physics and technology implications of a
particular FEL configuration.

FELPPC requires an expert to operate and is not a user-friendly "black box". What
FELPPC offers is speed with credible physics. There can be hundreds of independent variables
involved, depending upon the FEL configuration and application. As a result, some method
is required to investigate the complicated nonlinear space described by FELPPC. We have
chosen to use a neural net14 for this purpose. To obtain optimal performance the neural net
and FELPPC are combined with an optimization approach.

The entire process of neural net, FELPPC, INEX, and experiments is summarized in
Fig. 3. Over the past few years the effort has concentrated on the development and verifi-
cation of the overall approach, as indicated by the direction of the top arrow. At this juncture,

VERIFICATION ^- - - .
/
I HWAF

DESIGN. NEW CONCEPTS

Fig. 3 . The relationship between the neural net, FELPPC, INEX, and experiments is indi-
cated. Here, HIBAF is the Los Alamos High Brightness Accelerator £EL, MCTD is the Boeing
Modular Component T_est development experiment, HAP is the Boeing High Average P_ower
experiment, and WSMR represents the GBFEL effort as an example of future experiments.
The overall computational approach is applicable to any applied physics program.
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we are beginning to reverse direction, as indicated by the bottom arrow; that is, we are simul-
taneously developing optimal designs for conventional FELs and investigating new concepts
for accelerators, wigglers and optics. As new FEL regimes are investigated experimentally, we
expect that some of the INEX and FELPPC models will prove to be inaccurate and the entire
sequence of verification will need to be repeated. Overall, however, the ability to credibly
extrapolate FEL technology will be significantly enhanced. In the longer term, it is hoped the
computational methodology developed will benefit future applied physics programs.

In section II, an overview of FELPPC is presented. The eleven subsystem elements of
the laser system are discussed: rf power, injector, accelerator beamline, magnetic buncher,
magnetic bend, electron beam dump, oscillator, amplifier, energy recovery decelerator, beam
control system, and output beam director. In addition, a short discussion of three application
subsystems is given.

Some of the accelerator models are presented in Sec. Ill: the accelerator layout calculation,
electron beam moments, and the cumulative beam breakup instability.

The FEL models are presented in Sec. IV: resonance conditions, wiggler magnetic fields,
effective energy spread of nonideal electron beam distributions, small-signal gain, efficiency,
and resonator optics.

Finally, a summary is presented in Sec. V.

II. FELPPC OVERVIEW

FELPPC is written in Fortran 77 and is designed to operate on the Los Alamos Cray
system. Each problem investigated by FELPPC tends to be unique. Therefore, there are no
defaults for the independent variables and constraints between independent variables must
be constructed for each problem. As such, a user must be knowledgeable in accelerator and
FEL physics as well as in the application under investigation. The code is maintained and
modified using Historian.15 Within limits, it is possible to plot any dependent variable as a
function of any independent variable using Mapper16 as a simple postprocessor. FELPPC can
be operated interactively using namelist input. However, except for the initial evaluation of a
problem, we expect FELPPC to be used primarily as a subroutine that is interrogated by a
neural net.

FELPPC is still under active development. At the present time, Version II consists of
about 17,000 lines of Fortran. Depending upon the complexity of the problem, FELPPC
takes 1-5 seconds per design point when the cumulative beam breakup calculation is not
requested. Typically, the timescale for calculation increases about an order-of-magnitude
when the cumulative beam breakup instability calculation is utilized.

FELPPC first calculates the laser system performance, mass, cost, and size. There are
eleven subsystem elements associated with the laser. In Table II, the function and subroutine
name associated with each of these subsystem element is summarized.

A complex laser configuration can be constructed from these eleven subsystem elements.
Each subsystem subroutine is indexed. The first index refers to the FEL configuration, whereas
the second index refers to the subsystem element within that FEL configuration. For exam-
ple, a master-oscillator power-amplifier laser system utilizes a separate FEL laser configu-
ration for both the oscillator and amplifier. As such, both the master oscillator and power
amplifier must be specified as distinct FEL configurations in FELPPC. At the same time,
the master-oscillator and power-amplifier FEL laser configurations can be quite different. For
the sake of argument, let the oscillator configuration be composed of an injector, an accelerator
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Table II. FELPPC laser subsystem elements and corresponding subroutine names.

FEL Subsystem Element Subroutine Name

rf Power RFEFFIC (j)
Accelerator Injector PHOTO (j,k)
Accelerator Beamline BEAMLINE (j,k)
Magnetic Buncher BUNCHER (j,k)
Magnetic Bend ABEND (j,k)
Oscillator OSC (j,k)
Amplifier AMP (j,k)
Energy Recovery Decelerator RECOVERY (j,k)
Electron Beam Dump BEAMDUMP (j,k)
Optical Beam Control System BCS (j)
Optical Output Beam Director DIRECTOR (j)

beamline, an oscillator, and a beam dump while the amplifier configuration is composed
of an injector, an accelerator beamline, a magnetic bend, an amplifier, another magnetic
bend, an energy recovery decelerator, and a beam dump. The FELPPC construction of
this laser system is shown in Table III. The rf power source, beam control system, and

Table III. Construction of a simple master-oscillator power-amplifier laser system. The
oscillator contains six subsystem elements while the amplifier contains ten subsystem ele-
ments.

Laser Subsystem Element (Subroutine) FEL Configuration (j) Segment Number (k)

Oscillator rf power (RFEFFIC) 1
Oscillator Accelerator Injector (PHOTO) 1 1
Oscillator Accelerator Beamline (BEAMLINE) 1 2
FEL oscillator (OSC) 1 3
Electron Beam Dump (BEAMDUMP) 1 4
Optical Beam Control System (BCS) 1
Amplifier rf power (RFEFFIC) 2
Amplifier Accelerator Injector (PHOTO) 2 1
Amplifier Accelerator Beamline (BEAMLINE) 2 2
Amplifier Magnetic Bend (ABEND) 2 3
FEL Amplifier (AMP) 2 4
Amplifier Magnetic Bend (ABEND) 2 5
Energy Recovery Decelerator (RECOVERY) 2 6
Electron Beam Dump (BEAMDUMP) 2 7
Optical Beam Control System (BCS) 2
Optical Output Beam Director (DIRECTOR) 2
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output beam director subroutines are not indexed by element because each is only utilized
once in a configuration. As constructed, the rf power source is allowed to be different
for the oscillator and amplifier configuration. The beam control system for the oscillator
configuration consists of the transfer optics between the oscillator and the amplifier and
no output beam director is required. The actual beam control system and output beam
director are associated with the higher output power amplifier configuration.

A. Rf Source Subsystem Element

For each FEL configuration, the efficiency associated with the specified rf source is
determined using the RFEFFIC subroutine. At present, there are six sources that can be
selected: 1) solid state, 2) tetrode, 3) klystron, 4) crossfield amplifier, 5) lasertron, and
6) klystrode. The efficiency of each source is a function of the rf frequency. In addition,
each source has a specific frequency range of operation. If the frequency falls outside this
operational frequency rang*?, the efficiency of the source becomes small. In this manner,
during optimization, each source is effectively limited to the correct operational regime.
For each source a risk value must be assigned: low, medium, or high. Generally, the higher
the risk, the higher the efficiency of the source.

B. Accelerator Subsystem Elements

The accelerator performance, mass, cost, and size are calculated by the subroutines
PHOTO, BEAMLINE, BUNCHER, and ABEND. The functional block diagram for these
accelerator subsystem elements is depicted in Figs. 4 through 7. In many instances, the
functional blocks correspond to additional subroutines.

Fig. 4. Functional block diagram of the subroutine PHOTO for the injector subsystem
element. The order of calculation is from left-to-right and top-to-bottom.
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Fig. 5. Functional block diagram of the subroutine BEAMLINE for the accelerator
beamline subsystem element. The order of calculation is from left-to-right and top-to-
bottom.
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Fig. 6. Functional block diagram of the subroutine BUNCHER for the magnetic buncher
subsystem element. The order of calculation is from left-to-right and top-to-bottom.
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Fig. 7. Functional block diagram of the subroutine ABEND for the magnetic bend
subsystem element. The order of calculation is from left-to-right and top-to-bottom.
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In order to calculate the accelerator performance with some precision, the accelera-
tor layout must be calculated correctly. First, the accelerator technology and associated
hardware must be specified. It is possible to select pulsed or continuous-wave operation.
The accelerator technology can be specified as cryogenic, conventional superconductor, or
high-temperature superconductor. Room temperature operation is included as a subset
of cryogenic technology. In addition, the accelerator cavity shape is a hardware option.
At present, there are five cavity shapes in FELPPC, each with a data base generated
by URMEL and TBCI. It is possible to select a thermionic injector or photoinjector. In
addition, the magnetic buncher and magnetic bend types must be specified.

After the hardware is specified, the accelerator layout is calculated taking into account
the rf frequency, rf source characteristics, cavity coupling, micropulse charge, peak current,
operating temperature, average current, focusing, magnetic bunchers, and magnetic bends.
In addition, there are a number of design constraints determined from a low, medium, or
high risk specification: 1) breakdown limited electric field gradient, 2) rf window power
limit, and 3) rf power source safety margin. Finally, the electron beam current pulse
shape, the method for determining the cavity phase, and method for determining energy
gain per subsystem element enter into the accelerator layout calculation.

The electron beam kinetic energy, peak current, average current, emittance, and en-
ergy spread are updated as FELPPC moves from element to element within an FEL
configuration. First, micropulse emittance growth due to nonuniform fields, wakefields,
and space charge is calculated. Second, micropulse energy spread growth due to space
charge, wakefields, and magnetic bunching is calculated. Third, the micropulse moments
are modified to take into account jitter and misalignment. Finally, emittance growth re-
sulting from the cumulative beam breakup instability is determined. The cumulative beam
breakup instability calculation includes jitter and misalignment, stagger tuning, focusing,
and higher-order-mode coupler design.

From the accelerator layout, the power and cooling requirements are determined and
the mass, cost, and size of each subsystem element is calculated. The subsystem element
costs are obtained using mass categories with different specific costs. Because of the parts
count approach, it is expected that the mass, cost, and size algorithms should provide
reasonable scaling and magnitude estimates.

C. Amplifier and Oscillator Subsystem Elements

The conversion of electron beam kinetic energy into light is calculated by the subrou-
tines AMP and OSC. In each case, the performance, mass, cost, and size is determined
for each subsystem element. The functional block diagrams for the FEL subroutines are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. In many instances, the functional blocks correspond to additional
subroutines.

As with the accelerator subsystem elements, hardware options must be specified for the
FEL subsystem elements. First, the type of laser system configuration must be selected:
1) oscillator (OSC), 2) spontaneous emission amplifier (SEAMP), 3) conventional laser
driven amplifier (CLAMP), 4) master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA), or 5) single-
accelerator master-oscillator power-amplifier (SAMOPA). The FELPPC code requires
knowledge of the laser system configuration to update electron beam moments, deter-
mine transfer optics, and determine the input amplifier power correctly. Second, the type
of wiggler, mirrors, and resonator configuration must be specified. At present, there are five
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Fig. 8. Functional block diagram of the subroutine AMP for the FEL amplifier subsystem
element. The order of calculation is from left-to-right and top-to-bottom.
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Fig. 9. Functional block diagram of the subroutine OSC for the FEL oscillator subsystem
element. The order of calculation is from left-to-right and top-to-bottom.
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wiggler options: permanent, hybrid, electromagnetic, superconducting, and pulsed. Metal
or dielectric mirror can be specified. In some cases, the mirrors information is frequency
dependent. The resonator options are 1) simple concentric, 2) ring, and 3) ring with a
grating rhomb.

The AMP subsystem element first determines the resonance condition based upon the
wiggler type and safety margins. At present, the safety margins are not options. Using
the nonideal electron beam moments determined by the accelerator subsystem elements,
the effective energy spread associated with the beam-wiggler combination is determined.
The small-signal gain is then determined from the solution of an integral equation. At
this point, it is possible to calculate the nonlinear conversion efficiency of electron beam
kinetic energy into light, a calculation that includes the nonideal aspects of the electron
distribution and micropulse effects. The ratio of the tapered-to-untapered wiggler length
is determined from the nonlinear model. Moreover, if possible, a wiggler prebuncher is
utilized to enhance efficiency.

The FEL interaction gives rise to energy spread growth on the electron beam, whose
amplitude depends upon the efficiency of the interaction. In the AMP subroutine element
the electron beam micropulse moments are updated for the energy recovery or electron
beam dump calculations. At this point, the emittance growth from the cumulative beam
breakup instability is calculated.

After determining the detailed amplifier performance, the power and cooling require-
ments are calculated. A parts count is then used to generate the mass, cost, and size of
the amplifier subsystem element.

The oscillator subsystem element is more complicated than the amplifier subsystem
element, as seen from Fig. 9. First, it must be determined if it is possible for the oscillator
to startup. Because of mode mismatch resulting from gain, it is not sufficient that the
small-signal gain simply exceed the resonator loss. Basically, depending upon the small-
signal gain and resonator loss at saturation a safety margin is required to ensure startup.

If startup is possible, an iteration is performed to establish the oscillator operation
point where saturated nonlinear gain equals the total resonator loss. As in the ampli-
fier subsystem element, the nonlinear conversion efficiency is calculated with a nonideal
electron distribution and micropulse effects. Again, the ratio of the tapered-to-untapered
wiggler length is determined from the nonlinear model and, if possible, enhanced efficiency
is obtained using a wiggler prebuncher. In addition, after startup, it is possible to enhance
oscillator efficiency with a dynamic wiggler.

The resonator type is a hardware option. Resonator loss is calculated from the number
and reflectivity of elements in a particular resonator. The outcoupling efficiency is an
independent variable. Both the resonator loss and outcoupling efficiency enter into the
saturation calculation. The mirror and resonator size are calculated taking into account
distortion and electron-light overlap.

Even if the oscillator interaction is weak, as occurs for a SAMOPA configuration,
electron beam energy spread is induced on the electron beam. In the OSC subsystem
element the electron beam micropulse moments are updated for the following accelerator,
amplifier, energy recovery, or electron beam dump calculations. Again, the emittance
growth from the cumulative beam breakup instability is determined.

Given the detailed oscillator performance, the power and cooling requirements can be
calculated. A parts count is then used to generate the mass, cost, and size of the oscillator
subsystem element.
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D. Energy Recovery Decelerator Subsystem Element

The energy recovery decelerator performance, mass, cost, and size are calculated in
subroutine RECOVERY. The functional block diagram for the RECOVERY subroutine
is shown in Fig. 10. In some instances, the functional blocks correspond to additional
subroutines.

CAVITY 1
SPECIFICATION 1

ACCELERATOR i
LATTICE 1

GRAOIENT 1
LIMITS 1

1
WAKEFIELD 1

RECOVERY 1

ELECTRON 1

1

INSTABILITY 1

RECOVERY 1
EFFICIENCY 1

KINETIC ENERGY!

I

RF ENERGY 1

POWER 1
COOLING 1

MASS COST 1
SUE 1

Fig. 10. Functional block diagram of the subroutine RECOVERY for the energy recovery
decelerator subsystem element. The order of calculation is from left-to-right and top-to-
bottom.

There are a number of hardware options for RECOVERY. The accelerator and decel-
erator must have identical operation and technology: pulsed or continuous-wave operation
and cryogenic, conventional superconductor, or high-temperature superconductor technol-
ogy. To start, a same-structure or parallel-structure configuration must be specified for
the decelerator. Here, same-structure energy recovery implies that the accelerator and
decelerator are the same structure. Parallel-structure energy recovery implies that the
accelerator and decelerator structures are separate, but are coupled together in parallel.
The cavity shape is a hardware option. Thus, in the parallel-structure configuration the
accelerator and decelerator can have different cavities.

At present, the energy recovery is composed of two parts. First, the fraction of the
residual electron beam kinetic energy recovered is calculated. The residual electron beam
power from the kinetic energy recovery process must be handled by the electron beam
dump. Second, the fraction of the recovered kinetic energy available for if power in the
acceleration process is calculated.

As the electron beam kinetic energy is converted into light, an energy spread is induced
on the electron beam. The higher the FEL conversion efficiency, the larger the electron
beam energy spread. A special energy recovery bend is used to disperse the electron beam
along the direction of propagation in correlation with the electron energy17. The FEL
interaction and deceleration are distinct nonlinear processes. Consequently, it becomes
more difficult for the decelerator to "put the electron distribution back together" as the
FEL conversion efficiency increases.

The kinetic energy recovery efficiency also depends upon the cumulative beam breakup
instability. In the decelerator the electron kinetic energy decreases as the beam propagates
along the structure. As a result, the beam becomes more sensitive to transverse deflecting
forces as the decelerator continues to remove kinetic energy. (Incidentally, with same-
structure energy recovery the situation is more difficult because the magnetic focusing
force is mismatched.) At some point the electron beam kinetic energy becomes too low for
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the beam to be controlled, and the deceleration must be truncated. The energy recovery
efficiency is sensitive to this truncation energy.

Once kinetic energy is removed from the electron beam, the fraction of the energy
lost in the walls of the if cavities must be calculated. The rf heating depends upon the
accelerator technology, cavity type, operation temperature and frequency, and deceleration
electric field. In turn, the deceleration electric field depends upon the truncation energy
determined by the cumulative beam breakup instability.

Once the decelerator layout, cooling, and recovery efficiency are determined, the mass,
cost, and size of the decelerator can be calculated. The choice of same-structure or parallel-
structure recovery significantly impacts these parameter.

E. Electron Beam Dump Subsystem Element

The subroutine BEAMDUMP is intended to calculate the residual electron beam
transport and electron beam dump performance, mass, cost, and size. At present, the
residual electron beam transport model is not fully developed. The electron beam dump
mass, cost, and size are determined from the residual electron beam kinetic energy and
average power, which depend upon the previously calculated FEL and energy recovery
efficiencies.

F. Beam Control System and Output Beam Director Subsystem Elements

The subroutines BCS and DIRECTOR calculate the performance, mass, cost, and
size of the beam control system and output beam director, respectively. Simple algorithms
are presently used. The efficiency of each subsystem depends upon the number of mirrors,
vignetting, and reflectivity. Metal or dielectric mirrors can be specified. In some cases, the
mirror information is frequency dependent. At present, jitter, vibration, and alignment,
which are important for some applications, have not been implemented.
G. Application Subsystems

Application subsystems are provided as a "metric" against which a particular FEL con-
figuration can be evaluated. At present, there are three application subsystems:
1) continuous-wave space-based FEL ICBM booster mission, 2) continuous-wave ground-
based FEL cost, and 3) pulsed compact FEL cost.

There are a large number of models that make up the space-based FEL application
subsystem. Specifically, this subsystem application includes standby and startup power;
prime power; cooling; reactants; power conditioning; platform structure and harding; at-
titude, tracking, and pointing; attitude control; propulsion; ICBM booster mission; and
constellation sizing and launch.

Typically, cost is not thought to be an application. However, in the context of
FELPPC cost is a valid "metric" for evaluation. The two cost application subsystems
contain more extensive estimates than the standard mass, cost, and size information pro-
vided by the subsystem elements.
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III. ACCELERATOR MODELS

In this section, some of the accelerator performance algorithms are discussed. A
complete discussion of all the algorithms, including the mass, cost, and size, is beyond the
scope of the present article. Our goal is simply to provide the reader with an idea of the
level of complexity of models used in FELPPC.

A. Photoinjector Laser

Define fb as the micropulse frequency and Qmicro as the micropulse charge. The rf
frequency must be an integer multiple of the micropulse frequency. Therefore, the average
accelerator current is

la = fbQmicro • (1)

For pulsed operation Eq. 1 represents the average current during the macropulse.
For a photocathode excited by green light the required photoinjector laser power is

given by

Pg = 2.36I«/77, (2)

where r)q is the photocathode quantum efficiency. If r)pei is the photoinjector laser efficiency,
the electrical power required to generate the electron beam is

PP*i = PghPei . (3)

These three relations are used to estimate the power, cooling, mass, cost, and size of
the photoinjector laser.

B. Accelerator Lattice Calculation

There are two options for the accelerator lattice calculation. First, an accelerator
element can have a specified kinetic energy gain such that the required rf power must be
calculated. Second, the rf power can be specified and the resultant kinetic energy gain can
be calculated. The choice of either option depends upon the problem under investigation.
The mathematical model used is the same for both options; only the solution approach is
different. Only the latter option will be discussed here.

The lattice calculation assumes a coupled 7r-mode structure in order to determine the
spacing between acceleration cavities. A tank is defined as a collection of coupled cavities
and a limit is set on the if power feed. There is no coupling between tanks. Therefore,
an uncoupled structure is made up of tanks with only one acceleration cavity. The tank
separation is determined from the intercavity coupling coefficient (which depends upon a
number of variables and design issues).

Once the rf power feed limit is specified, the tank design can be calculated. Define ijiw

as the rf lines and windows efficiency and f/«a/e &s the safety and control margin efficiency.
Both of these efficiencies are defined on the basis of risk. Let Pj»6e be the rated rf power
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level of the rf source and Pumit be an upper bound estimate for the tank if power feed.
This limit can be set by if window breakdown, the rf waveguide layout, or the rf source
itself. Given these power levels, the number of tanks that can be driven by the specified
rf source is

Ntank = rilwVsafcPtubc/Plimit • (4)

This is only the initial estimate for the number of tanks. If a tank structure becomes too
long or contains too many cavities, the number of tanks driven by the specified source will
be increased. Given the number of cavities per tank, the rf power feed limit per tank is

Pfted = VlwVsafcPtubt/Ntank • (5)

There are four limits associated with the design of an individual cavity: 1) rf power,
2) heat generation, 3) Kilpatrick, and 4) specified. The rf power limit is

Pfeed = [Ia6Ep cos <f> + (6Ep)
2/ZT2) , (6)

where <f> is the rf phase angle and ZT2 is the cavity shunt impedance times the square of
the transit time factor. Here, 8EP is the kinetic energy gain across the cavity at zero rf
phase. In Eq. 6, both the kinetic energy gain and the rf phase are unknown and must be
determined by an iterative approach.

The second limit is associated with rf wall power. In this case, SEh is determined by
keeping the if wall power below the cooling capacity Pheat•

Pheat = (SEh)
2/ZT2 . (7)

The third limit is due to electric field breakdown. The Kilpatrick limit relates the rf
frequency to the maximum electric field strength, EK, on the cavity surface:

/ = 1.643E2
Kexp (-8.5/EK) (8)

and

SEK = (KEK/G)(X/2) , (9)

where K is the Kilpatrick factor, G is the cavity enhancement, and A is the wavelength. The
Kilpatrick factor is how far above the Kilpatrick limit one would operate and is determined
from a specified risk level. The cavity enhancement factor is defined as the ratio of the
average acceleration gradient across the cavity to the maximum electric field on cavity
surface, and it is obtained from a cavity data lookup table.

In some cases, the user may wish to specify an upper bound for the kinetic energy
gain, 8ES. This option allows one to tailor the design to investigate the trade-offs between
acceleration and rf wall power.

As a initial guess, the design kinetic energy gain is then determined by

6E = minim\im{6Ep, SEh, 6EK, SE,} . (10)

An iteration is then carried out to determine SE such that

Pfeed = N™k[I*6Ecos<l> + (SEf/ZT2] , (11)
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where N£™t is the number of cavities in a tank. The reduction of 6E due to wakefields is
then calculated. The final value of SE satisfies

2/ZT2Pfeed = N?™k[Ia6E COS<£ + (6E)2/ZT

where PWake is the power converted into higher order modes during the acceleration pro-
cess.

The length of a tank is determined by

Ltank = N£;k( A/2) . (12)

As a next step the tank separation, S, is determined. The coupling between the tanks is
given by

(13)

where

Here, Pco» and Pwail are the total power required for the cavity and the rf power dissipated
in the cavity wall, respectively. The coupling coefficients Ci and C2, the cavity aperture
radius a, and the cavity intrinsic Q are determined from a cavity data lookup table.

The electron beam kinetic energy is now known as a function of tank position. A
FODO array is used to provide electron beam focusing between the tanks. Design of such
an array can be found in Ref. 18. The periodicity of the focusing system is chosen to be
twice the sum of the tank and tank separation length. Given a phase advance and the
focal length, the required quadrupole magnetic field strength can then be calculated for
each tank. These focusing fields are utilized in the cumulative beam breakup instability
calculation. The radius of the beam, r&, is calculated as a matched beam to the FODO
array.

Knowing the number of tanks, the number of cavities, the number of magnets, the rf
power and the rf heat load, the mass, cost, and size of the accelerator can be estimated.

C. Electron Beam Emittance and Energy Spread

The models for the electron beam emittance and energy spread are based upon INEX
calculations. The emittance is 90% normalized with units of ?r mm-mrad. The 90% kinetic
energy spread has units of kilovolts.

1. Photoinjector

The correlated photoinjector emittance is

C = 10 + ZQmicro(nC) . (15)
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The kinetic energy spread is

where SW is the induced wakefield energy spread per cavity calculated from FINDDE.

2. Beamline

The beamline space charge emittance growth is

Se = 0 . (17)

The kinetic energy spread growth is

AE = NtankN?™kSW . (18)

3. Buncher

The magnetic buncher space charge emittance growth is

Be = ———( (- Q2 + ct3Tb) (19)
Eb Tb

and

•lbun = lin T • T T •> V ^ V
Unflout — 1

where I,n and lout are the input and output peak micropulse current, E& is the electron
beam kinetic energy, r& is the electron beam radius, and ati, a2, and a^ are coefficients
that depend upon the buncher configuration.

The kinetic energy spread growth is

AE = AEb + NtankNt
c™k6W (21)

where AEb is the residual energy spread from the induced energy spread required for
bunching.

4. Magnetic Bend

The magnetic bend space charge emittance growth is

(22)

where Ip is the peak micropulse current and <TI, a2, and o$ are coefficients that depend
upon the magnetic bend configuration.

The energy spread growth is

AE = 0 . (23)
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5. Jitter and Cumulative Beam Breakup Instability

Eqs. 15 through 23 do not include emittance growth due the cumulative beam breakup
instability or energy spread due to charge jitter. These latter contributions are treated
as uncorrelated emittance and energy spread growth when combined with the micropulse
emittance and energy spread obtained from the above expressions. Typically, micropulse
emittance growth is uncorrelated while the wakefield contributions to the energy spread
are correlated.

D. Accelerator and Decelerator Cavity Specifications

Subroutine ACAVITY provides a cavity data lookup for accelerator calculations. The
similar subroutine ECAVITY provides the cavity data lookup for the energy recovery decel-
erator calculation. The data computed includes cavity geometry, cavity field enhancement,
cavity coupling coefficients, intrinsic Q value, and shunt impedance for the fundamental
mode. In addition, the data includes the frequency, coupling impedance, and Q for the
dipole mode. The data base corresponds to room-temperature cavities operating at a fun-
damental frequency of 433 MHz, see Table IV. The cavity data are scaled to the required
operating frequency and temperature.

Table IV. Summary of the cavity data contained in ACAVITY and ECAVITY.

Cavity Parameters

Aperture Radius (m)
Radius (cm)
Surface Area (m2)
Shunt Impedance (MJ2)
Q-value
Field Enhancement Factor
Dipole Mode frequency (MHz)
Dipole Mode Shunt Impedance(Mft/m2)
Dipole Mode Q-value

ERX

3.81
23.07
0.706
10.91
33667

5.0
847.4
24000
60207

MCTD

2.50
23.50
0.792
12.83
37812

5.0
811.9
18021
63597

LA5

5.00
30.00
0.844
7.02

46230
2.0

643.4
5005

55196

LA8

8.00
30.00
0.860
6.80

50344
2.0

641.1
3280

56595

LA12

12.00
30.00
0.888
5.00

53317
2.0

612.7
1478
52367

An accelerator or decelerator cavity can have one of the five shapes: ERX, MCTD,
LA5, LA8, and LA12. The ERX and MCTD shapes are typical of those designed with nose
cones for high shunt impedance. In this case, ERX is the cavity shape used in Los Alamos
FEL experiments, whereas the MCTD cavity shape is used for the MCTD experiment at
the Boeing Aerospace Corporation. On the other hand, LA5, LA8 and LA12 are cavity
shapes designed for beam stability. At 433 MHz they have an aperture radii of 5, 8,
and 12 cm, respectively. The cavity shape resembles those used in a superconducting
linac. The dipole mode coupling impedance is relatively low for all three of these cavities,
possible to lower the dipole mode coupling impedar.cc: using a higher-order mode coupler.
This collection of cavity shapes combined with the higher order mode coupler provides
an adequate database for assessing the trade-off between accelerator efficiency and beam
stability.
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E. Wakefield Calculations

FINDDE allows FELPPC to compute the energy spread of a beam micropulse un-
der the combined longitudinal force of the external rf accelerating voltage and the beam
induced wakefield. In order to calculate the wakefield forces, the beam micropulse is di-
vided into fifty-one longitudinal slices according to the specified electron current bunch
shape. The presently available bunch shapes are Gaussian, parabolic, and square- The
wake function of a slice, G(T), is calculated according to

G(r) = d exp(-C2r) + C3 exp ( -C 4 r ) cos (C5T) (24)

where r is the distance behind the slice. The parameters Cn for the five cavities are
contained in a database in subroutine ACAVITY. These coefficients were derived by least-
squared fitting of wake functions calculated using the computer code TBCI.8 Once the
charge and wake function of a slice are known, the longitudinal wakefield forces on the
bunch can be determined.

If the field gradient and the operating phase of the external rf accelerating field are
specified, the subroutine will calculate the combined accelerating force on each slice due to
the external rf and wakefield forces, from which the energy spread and average acceleration
of the beam bunch can be calculated. In addition, the power lost by the beam to higher
order modes of the cavity due to wakefields is computed.

There are two options associated with determining the operation phase of the external
rf accelerating field. The operating phase can either be set by the user or the optimum
operating phase can be calculated according to the method described in Ref. 19, where the
energy spread of the micropulse is minimized. With this approach, the micropulse will be
advanced in phase to compensate for the increase of the wakefield amplitude toward the
end of the bunch. As a result, a minimum energy spread is induced across the micropulse.

F. Beam Breakup Instability Calculations

The beam breakup instability is caused by beam excitation of dipole modes in ac-
celerator cavities. These modes can deflect the beam in the transverse direction causing
effective emittance growth and beam loss. FELPPC includes two types of beam breakup
phenomena: regenerative beam breakup and cumulative beam breakup. In the follow-
ing paragraph, the treatment of these two instabilities are briefly described. For more
information the reader should refer to references 20 and 21.

Regenerative beam breakup occurs in individual accelerating tanks. An accelerating
tank is composed of cavities whose dipole modes are electromagnetically coupled to one
another. Investigation of the regenerative beam breakup has shown that there exists a
threshold current for the instability. If the average current exceeds the threshold current,
the beam power lost to the mode exceeds the mode resistive power loss in the tank. As a
result, the deflecting mode will grow to large amplitude.

Unlike regenerative beam breakup, cumulative beam breakup occurs among tanks
that are not coupled. The coupling of the deflecting modes between tanks is provided by
the electron beam. The source of excitations of the deflecting modes can be divided into
two categories: time independent and time dependent. The time-independent sources are
misalignment of transport elements and accelerator cavities. Because these sources are
time independent, they usually only induce a transient deflection of the beam and are not
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harmful. Time-dependent sources include jitter of the input beam position, angle, and the
micropulse charge. In this case, the excitation of the dipole mode will amplify the jitter
in beam position resulting in an effective emittance growth.

In FELPPC, the cumulative beam breakup instability is included by tracking mi-
cropulses through the accelerator, wigglers, and decelerator. The tracking is done using
a set of subroutines which include BBU, CUMBBU, LOOP, TRANS, and RESULT. The
calculation allows for the specification of misalignment and jitter. The stabilizing effects
of focusing, stagger tuning, and external higher-order-mode coupler can be included in the
calculation. In the end, the presence of the instability leads to a reduction of the FEL
interaction efficiency because of effective emittance growth.

IV. FREE-ELECTRON LASER MODELS

Several parameters must be specified so that a FEL can be designed. The following
routines use parameter outputs from the accelerator routines previously described. These
parameters include the electron beam energy, ^mc2, energy spread, A7, the emittance,
e, the peak electron beam current, Jp, and the average beam current, Jove- The inputs
required from the user include the lasing wavelength of the FEL, A3, the number of wiggler
periods, Nw, and the specification of the FEL configuration. If an amplifier configuration
is desired, the user must specify the laser power, P,n , injected into the wiggler. The user
must also specify the type of wiggler to be used. A set of routines are called in series to
evaluate the various FEL parameters. These routines design the wiggler, determine the
effective energy distribution of the electron beam (provided by the accelerator routines)
inside the wiggler, determine the small-signal gain of the FEL, determine the gain and
efficiency of the FEL at saturation, and design the FEL optics. Each of these routines will
be discussed in the following subsections.

A. Wiggler Design

The resonance condition determines the ratio of the radiation wavelength, Aa, to the
wiggler period, \w, for a given electron beam energy (in units of its rest mass), 7, and
wiggler magnetic field amplitude, Bw. In general this relation has the form

where /?* is the normalized electron velocity along the wiggler axis. For electron beams
with 7 > 10 this equation can be approximated by

(26)

where
\e\BwXwaw = —

is the normalized magnetic vector potential. As seen from Eqs. 26 and 27 the magnetic
field amplitude, Bw, is required to evaluate the wiggler wavelength. The value of Bw
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depends on the type of wiggler specified. The following wiggler types have been con-
sidered for FEL applications: 1) all permanent magnet wiggler, 2) permanent magnet
and high-permittivity pole-piece combination, 3) conventionally cooled cw electromagnet,
4) superconducting electromagnet, and 5) pulsed electromagnet. For each of the wiggler
types listed an algorithm for the peak on-axis magnetic field is given which depends on
the gap, <7, and the wiggler wavelength, i.e.

Bw = Bw(g, \w,type) . (28)

These relations in turn require that one know the wiggler gap. An approximate expression
for g is given by

g(cva) = 0.3 + 5w(cm) , (29)

where w is the spotsize of the optical beam at the entrance to the wiggler. The constant
factor of 0.3 cm arises from the need for a vacuum envelope around the electron beam inside
the wiggler. A larger value of 0.7 is used for superconducting applications to allow room
for the refrigerant. The factor of 5tw insures that the optical intensity at the beam tube
radius will not significantly affect the on-axis optical mode. The spotsize at the wiggler
entrance is typically twice the diffraction limited spotsize, or

w = 2«/0 = 2 i / ^ i = 2d=F± (30)

where it has been assumed that the wiggler length, Lw, is twijce the Rayleigh range, zr,
and the optical focus is at the center of the wiggler. For high-gafn amplifiers, the radiation
of the electron beam produces gain guiding that can significantly reduce the effects of op-
tical beam diffraction in the wiggler. For this case one could conceivably focus the optical
beam at the entrance to the wiggler and maintain a constant optical beam radius through-
out the length of the wiggler, thereby reducing the wiggler gap. For such applications
Eq. 29 can be modified, provided the gain guiding conditions can be met under all oper-
ating conditions. Using Eqs. 26-30 and knowing that Lw = Nw\w, where Nw has been
specified, the wiggler wavelength and magnetic field are uniquely determined.

B. Electron Beam Effective Energy

The effective energy distribution of the electron beam is required to determine the
small signal and saturation characteristics of the FEL. The effective energy distribution of
an electron beam is the distribution of the electrons with respect to axial velocity, fix, or
axial energy, 7y, related by

7ii = a -/?2
2r I / 2 • (si)

An electron's axial energy is a function of its initial transverse position and velocity (due
to the finite emittance of the electron beam) and the wiggler magnetic vector potential.
We have

= 7( l+«,(0) /2)

(l + S ( ) / 2 2 ^ 2 ^ ) 1 / 2
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where

aw{r) ~ aw(0) (l + ^ - ) (33)

gives the transverse dependence of the wiggler magnetic vector potential near the wiggler
axis. To calculate the effective energy distribution, the emittance and energy spread dis-
tributions must be known. The emittance for an azimuthally symmetric electron beam is
given by

e = irrjSr (34)

where

IW+W - I ft + Pif - v 2 * = v 2 (35)

are the average radial position and average transverse velocity. Assuming gaussian distri-
butions in r, pr, and 7 — 70 we can write

(36)
where 7|| inside the ^-function is given in Eq. 32 and A is a normalization constant.
The integration of this expression can be performed provided the 7-dependence in the
denominator of Eq. 32 can be eliminated. Since (7 — 7o)/7 "C 1 for the FEL beams being
considered here, we can replace the exact energy, 7, in the denominator of Eq. 32 with
the mean energy, 70, and perform the integrals, yielding22

^ £ r I c / 2 ) e r f c ( x + c w* ( x + c } 2 ? } (37)
where

(39)

and erfc(x) represents the conjugate error function23 evaluated at x. The A coefficient has
been determined by setting the integral of •F'(7e//) equal to unity. Plots of this function are
given in Figs. 11 and 12. The effective energy distributions generated by a random sampling
of gaussian emittance and energy spread distributions are also plotted for comparison. For
small emittance (e =*• 0), the distribution is gaussian due to the intrinsic energy spread,
A7. For relatively large emittance, the distribution exhibits the characteristic low-energy
tail. From these distributions one can calculate the effective energy spread, Afcff by
measuring the distribution width at the 1/e points.
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Fig. 11. Effective energy distributions in the limit e =$• 0. The solid line plots the
distribution due to a thousand electrons randomly sampled from a gaussian distribution in
energy spread while the dashed line plots the analytic effective energy distribution function
F(ftff). The width of the distribution is given by the intrinsic energy spread, A7.
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Fig. 12. Effective energy distributions for a beam with large emittance. The solid
line plots the distribution due to a thousand electrons randomly sampled from gaussian
distributions in emittance and energy spread while the dashed line plots the analytic
effective energy distribution function F(je/f). Note the characteristic low energy tail due
to the finite transverse velocity that slows the electron's axial speed.
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C. Small-Signal Gain

The investigation of the small-signal gain for a FEL using an electron beam with a
specified energy distribution has previously been performed.24'25 An integral equation is
obtained by combining the optical field and phase equations in the limit of weak optical
fields (the small signal regime). The analysis gives the evolution of the optical field in the
form

c.(z) = e,0 +
 l4 [' " dP fP dqqF(q)e-il*<a.(p - q) (40)

J J

where F(q) is proportional to the Fourier transform of the effective energy distribution
and VQ = 47TJVU,(7O/7J — 1) is the detuning at the intrinsic mean energy, 70, with respect
to the resonant energy, 7,. The dimensionless optical field strength is given by

e.(z) - 2Nw*\e\aw[J0(t) - MO^Eizy^mc2) (41)
where E is the electric field amplitude, Jn(x) are n t h order Bessel functions of the first
kind, £ = a*,/(4 + 2a2

w) and

j _ ±Nje-Kaw{Jo{£) - Ji(Q)Lw]2neb
J - 73mc2 { }

is the dimensionless current density. The electron density is given in the limit /?* =}• 1 by

neb = - £ - (43)
ecAb

where At\, is the transverse area of the electron beam. Typically Ip is. derated by the factor
of 0.8 to account for the degradation in gain caused by micropulse effects. The transform
of the energy distribution function required to evaluate Eq. 40 is given in terms of Eq. 36
by

F(q) = e'"°» r due-"' f°° dleff8[u - 4 ^ ( 7 ^ / 7 , - l)]F(7e//) (44)
J-oo Jo

for an azimuthally symmetric electron beam. Evaluating the integrals one finds22

F(q) = ~. ; - 2 (45)
[ 2\w{l+al/2)

where

q (46)

Using Eq. 45 one can numerically evaluate the integrals in Eq. 40 to determine the
small signal field amplitude inside the wiggler. A gain detuning curve can be produced by
scanning the resonant signal energy, 7,, around the mean energy, 70. This corresponds to
scanning the optical wavelength around the desired optical wavelength, A, as seen from Eq.
26. Figure 13 shows an example of a typical detuning curve. Note that the gain is zero on
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Fig. 13. Plot of small signal gain versus wavelength detuning for the effective energy
distribution -F^Te//)- The asymmetry in the curve is due to the asymmetry in the energy
distribution.

resonance. Since the peak gain is desired at the resonant wavelength, the wiggler magnetic
field can be slightly adjusted to position the peak gain point at the desired wavelength.
The modified magnetic vector potential is given by

(47)
old

where Xtp is the wavelength where the peak gain appears. The modified magnetic field can
then be determined using Eq. 27. With the peak gain shifted to A,, the small signal electric
field amplitude as a function of distance through the wiggler, is known. This formulation
assumes that the FEL remains in the small signal regime and therefore does not predict
where saturation occurs. The location of the saturation point requires a separate argument
that will be discussed in the following section.

D. Efficiency and Gain

In the last few subsections a constant period wiggler was designed and its optimized
small signal gain was determined. If the optical field amplitude in the wiggler does not
saturate, the efficiency of the interaction can easily be determined. The field amplitude at
the wiggler exit is given by

l E l ( l + G) (48)
where Ein is the electric field at the wiggler entrance and G is the power gain from the
small signal calculation. The efficiency of the untapered wiggler is given by

Vuntap =
0.7P,nG (49)
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where Ptb is the peak power in the electron beam and P t n is the power injected into the
wiggler. The 0.7 coefficient represents the reduction in efficiency caused by the electrons
in the wings of a gaussian axial electron beam pulse that do not interact effectively with
the optical micropulse.

To increase the efficiency of a FEL design, the optical wave must saturate so that
the wiggler magnetic vector potential can be tapered. Tapering allows the ponderomotive
wave to remain in phase with the electron beam as it loses energy to the optical wave.
Saturation will occur after the electrons execute one-half synchrotron period. The electric
field at saturation, Esat, can be determined by energy conservation between the electron
beam and the optical wave. The energy lost by the electron beam after one-half synchrotron
oscillation can be expressed

[ { ^ } ] (50)

where where nej is the average electron density in the electron beam, (70 — l)mc2 is the
kinetic energy per electron, 1/2NL is the maximum energy conversion efficiency in an
untapered wiggler with N'w periods^6, and

represents the fraction of electrons that can rotate coherently in the ponderomotive po-
tential well (i.e. the bucket)27'28. The quantities *yp and A7«// represent the peak of the
effective energy distribution and the effective energy half-width, respectively. The energy
of the ponderomotive wave, 7^, is obtained by solving Eq. 26 for 7. For an electron beam
of cross-sectional area, Aei = irr2, and an optical mode with transverse area, A, = irw2/2
(where w is the optical spotsize), energy conservation dictates

where the factor containing the peak current, Ip also includes explicitly the 0.8 derating
factor. Using Eq. 48 and 52 the gain at saturation can be expressed

Aeb (UJP\2 1 7 - I [ f (7p -7») 11
(j,at — —— I — J - 5 777— 1 — e x p < — — >

where Wp/w, is the ratio of the derated plasma frequency and the optical frequency. Since
the small-signal analysis gives the gain as a function of position through the wiggler, one
can determine where the small-signal gain is equal to the saturated gain, G,tt, thereby
giving the saturation position, L,at- Some error will be introduced due to the fact that
the actual gain begins roll over as one approaches saturation with respect to the small
signal gain profile. Thus the predicted length required to reach saturation is shorter than
the actual saturation length. However, this error is usually small with respect to the total
wiggler length.

If the untapered wiggler length is smaller than the total length of the wiggler, the
remaining length can be tapered to improve the overall FEL efficiency. The rate at which
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the wiggler can be tapered is determined by the FEL configuration and the need to prevent
the majority of the electrons in the ponderomotive bucket from being lost. Through
analysis of optimized taper INEX designs the following rule of thumb has been adopted
for the average change in aw with respect to distance:

1.2 x 10~3/Au, for oscillators .
2.0 x 10~3/Au, for amplifiers

The wiggler vector potential at the end of the wiggler is

Aaw. . . .
O.w,tnd = Ow,in T — ( L w — L,at) • (OD;

The efficiency of the taper section can then be approximated by

. . . \
, (56)

where the square root term represents the efficiency of a single electron decelerated from
<iw,in to aWjend, the factor of 1/2 represents the nominal fraction of electrons trapped in
the ponderomotive bucket, the 0.2 term (including its exponential multiplying factor) gives
the possible enhancement in trapping efficiency caused by prebunching, and the final term
involving the exponential represents the degradation in trapping caused by emittance and
intrinsic energy spread. The factor £7 is the bucket height (at the entrance to the taper
section) given by*6

gy = r q ,q .A , [ Jb (O-J 1 (Q] i V* ( 5 7 )

L Aj J

where a$ is the optical vector potential defined in analogy with Eq. 27 as

The effective energy spread of the electron beam, A7 e / / was previously calculated from
the half-width of the effective energy distribution. Again, the 0.7 coefficient represents the
reduction in efficiency due to the gaussian micropulse shape.

The resultant efficiency from both sections of the wiggler the wiggler can now be
expressed

= TJuntap + tyap (59)

and including degradation of the efficiency caused by slippage gives

i7 = i?ft(l-e-*>-'"/r'"') (60)

for the overall single pass efficiency. In Eq. 60, T,UP = Nw\,/c is the slippage of the
electrons from the optical pulse at the end of the wiggler and Tpuue is the axial electron
micropulse width. The corresponding wiggler gain is

• (61)
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As previously stated, P i n is the optical power at the entrance to the wiggler. In the case
of an amplifier, this power is provided by by an external laser and must be specified. For
an oscillator, Pin is scanned until the gain through the wiggler is equal to the losses of the
resonator. The losses include both outcoupled power and losses caused by absorption and
diffraction beyond the edges of the mirrors.

E. FEL Optics

Resonator optics are required to manipulate the tightly collimated optical radiation
produced in the wiggler. In the case of an amplifier, the radiation spot size must be
expanded up to a size that can be handled by the beam control system. For an oscil-
lator, optics must provide the required feedback and output coupling. A ring resonator
configuration incorporating grazing incidence optics is typically considered for high power
oscillator operation. The size of the mirrors and the overall resonator are determined by
the average optical power extracted inside the wiggler, the absorption coefficient of the
mirror material with respect to optical wavelength and the angle of incidence, the output
coupling percentage of the cavity and the general resonator layout.

A schematic of a ring resonator is shown in Fig. 14. The power entering the wiggler
is represented by P,n , while the power exiting the wiggler after amplification is denoted

Pour.

PARABOLOID

HYPERHOI.OII)

Fig. 14. Schematic representation of a FEL ring resonator. The focus is assumed to be
at the center of the wiggler.

Pdrc since this is the power that circulates in the cavity. Some type of output coupler is
assumed to exist in the backleg of the resonator which extracts Pout watts. Other losses
in the resonator including those due to absorption and diffraction beyond the mirror edges
are given by Pioat. The gain required in the wiggler to compensate for outcoupling and
losses is

(62)
-1 tn

and with reference to Fig. 14 this becomes

P • - P - P,
•» cire •* out -i lo
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If we define the outcoupled fraction rjOut so that Po*t = "QoutPcirc *nd the resonator effi-
ciency by

"out
Vr = p , p

"out + "lost
the required wiggier gain becomes

(64)

1 — Vout/IJr

If the small-signal gain of the wiggier does not exceed the gain in Eq. 65, the oscillator
cannot startup and only spontaneous emission will be generated.

The placement of the mirrors of the resonator is determined by the spotsize (i.e.
footprint) of the light on the mirror surface, the average optical power of the light, Pcirc,
the reflectivity of the mirror material, R, and the maximum allowable intensity absorption,
Imax- The spotsize is given in terms of the Rayleigh range, zr and the optical wavelength
by29

wa = ^ [ l + (*/*P)a] , (66)

where z is the distance from the focus to the position of interest. The spotsize of the
intensity distribution on a planar surface whose normal is at angle 6 from the axis of the
optical beam is

• ( 6 7 )

Knowing that the total power absorbed is given by

Imax = Pcirc(l-R)/A , (68)

one can make use of Eq. 66 and solve for the position z of the mirror yielding

! (69)

for the placement of the first hyperboloid.
The radius of curvature of the optical wavefronts (near the optical axis) at this location

Rc = z[l + (zr/z)2] . (70)

The hyperboloid modifies the radius of curvature of the phase fronts. The curvature of the
optical wave and the mirror surface are related by the mirror magnification, M through

MRC

After reflection, the new curvature can be expressed
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The new Rayleigh range, image spotsize and image focus position are given by

(73)

( 7 4 )

where
zr = TTW

2/X (76)

is a fiducial range. The position of the paraboloid can now be determined by using the
results of Eqs. 72 through 74 in Eq. 69. This gives the resonator half-size for oscillators or
the size of the beam expansion optics for amplifier applications. The physical size of each
mirror is determined by specifying the ratio of the mirror diameter to the optical spotsize.
This ratio is typically 3 to 5 depending on the power inside the resonator and the desired
resonator efficiency.

VI . SUMMARY

The Integrated Numerical Experiment (INEX) has proven to be a successful method
for FEL design. However, for a number of reasons, the INEX approach is difficult to ap-
ply to a trade-off or initial design study. The INEX calculation is best suited for final
design. The FELPPC code has been developed to overcome the disadvantages associ-
ated with the INEX approach. Relatively simple but realistic models for the accelerator,
FEL interaction, and optics have been developed. With these models subsystem elements
have been developed. FELPPC has eleven subsystem elements to calculate FEL perfor-
mance: rf power, accelerator injector, accelerator beamline, magnetic buncher, magnetic
bend, oscillator, amplifier, energy recovery decelerator, electron beam dump, beam control
system, and output beam director. Each subsystem element provides the detailed informa-
tion required to estimate mass, cost, and size from a parts count. With these subsystem
elements a system-like model for the FEL configuration can be constructed. FELPPC
can calculate a number of FEL configurations: 1) oscillator, 2) spontaneous-emission am-
plifier, 3) conventional-laser driven amplifier, 4) master-oscillator power-amplifier, or 5)
single-accelerator master-oscillator power-amplifier. Because FELPPC can perform a FEL
calculation in less than 30 seconds, trade-off and initial design studies of complex config-
urations can be completed in a short period of time.

Since much of the interest in FELs is directed toward applications, the physics of the
particular application of interest is incorporated as a subsystem element into FELPPC. In
this fashion, a relevant trade-off or initial design study is performed in the context of the
application. FELPPC operates from a detailed physics description of specified hardware to
obtain the FEL performance from which mass, cost, and size are determined. In general,
there is no guarantee that FELPPC can provide a design with the performance required
for a particular application. The application subsystem is simply used as a "metric" to
judge the physics and technology implications of a particular FEL configuration.
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Depending upon the FEL configuration and application, hundreds of independent
variables may be required to describe the problem. As a result, some method is required
to investigate the complicated nonlinear space described by FELPPC. At present, a neural
net approach is being used for this purpose. To obtain optimal performance the neural
net and FELPPC are combined with an optimization approach. The final design is then
developed using INEX from the initial information provided by FELPPC.
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Introduction

The purpose of the FXR experiment is to produce radiation by focusing an electron

beam onto a high Z material. The quality of the produced radiation depends on the

deliverability of a suitable high energy electron beam. The electron beam is emitted from

an injector in a diode configuration and then accelerated through a number of gaps to many

MeV. The process of emission and acceleration results in a particular beam emittance at

the end of the accelerator and thus determines the limit of the smallest beam focus size.

The final focus size determines the limiting radiation pattern. To study the transport of the

FXR beam and its emittance, three codes have been used. The first code, DPC (Darwin

Particle C_ode), models the injector phase; emission of the beam and acceleration across

the diode. The second code, ST (Slice Xransport) models the subsequent acceleration of

the beam through FXR and up to the final focus. The third code, ENV, is an envelope

approximation model used to economically examine a range of parameter values.

Considering only the injector, the main parts of the experiment are an acceleration

region, a drift region with solenoid magnets, and a pulsed power network. The pulsed

power network is modeled as a given voltage. In FXR the injector acceleration region

consists of an emitting cathode, and an anode with a foil-across the entrance. The general

arrangement of the injector requires a numerical solution which includes the effects of in-

ternal boundaries. The electrodes enter a solution as a surface with a prescribed electric

potential variation. They also enter as a boundary condition for the solution of the self

magnetic field of the beam. The injector is modeled with the axisymmetric (r,z) DPC code

[1]. DPC fields are at most solved in the Darwin field model which is the magnetoinduc-

tive limit of Maxwell's equations, that retains the first order relativistic correction to the

particle Lagrangian. Thus in the injector, physics issues which involve inductive effects,

such as beam fluctuations, electromagnetic (EM) instability, or interactions with a cavity

are not included.

* Performed under the auspices of the U.S. DOE by LLNL under contract No.W-7405-ENG-48
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To study FXR the general procedure is to run DPC in order to generate a phase space
in the anode pipe. This phase space is then used as an initial condition to start the ST
code or alternatively to initialize the ENV code for further transport. These codes have
been used to study FXR emittance and the beam radius at various z locations.

DPC injector simulation

DPC solves for beam dynamics over a region which includes cathode emission and
acceleration across the diode gap. The time history of the electrons is evolved from the
space-charge-limited emission which is nonrelativistic up to relativistic energies. Thus DPC
solves the relativistic force equation in three dimensional cartesian x, y, z coordinates

— u x B (1)
dt c~ ' cy X ' V ;

where m is particle mass, 7 = (1 — (u/c)2)"1/2, v is velocity, q is charge, c is the speed of
—* —•

light, u = yv/c, E is the electric field and B is the magnetic field. DPC has the capability of
external magnetic field coils, "stair case" shaping of electrodes, and finite electrode voltage
rise times.

The field equations to be solved in the Darwin model are the full Maxwell equations
neglecting the solenoidal part (subscript t) of the displacement current,

VxB = —J* (2a)
c

V • B = 0 (2b)

V * V x E = - ^ (2c)
V • E = 4ay> (2d)

where p is the charge density, J is the current density, and J* = J + (l/c)dEi/dt (subscript
/ denotes irrotational).

DPC solves for fields on a rectangular r, z grid which contains an anode, a cathode and
may also contain additional electrodes. Since axisymmetry is assumed it is not necessary
to obtain the solenoidal part of the source terms in Eq.(2b). In the DPC implementation
the following two elliptic equations are solved for B:

"~ r# (3a)
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where V'B = rBg, xf>A = rA$, A$ is the theta, component of the vector potential and
A* = r2V • (r~2V). The solution of Eq.(3) is a straightforward elliptic equation solve.

The electric field is obtained from a sum of irrotational and solenoidal parts,

V2^ = -4vp (4a)

V2E t = 47rc-2Jt (4b)

where E; = —V<f> and then E = E/-FE*. Equation (4a) and the theta component of Eq.(4b)

are again straightforward elliptic equation solves. The boundary condition for Eq.(4a) is

given by the time history of the electrode voltage. The theta component of Eq.(4b) is used

to solve for E#. In axisymmetry E$ is tangent to electrode surfaces so it has a zero Dirichlet

boundary condition. Generally when coupling the output of DPC into ST a steady state

is used and in this case J< = 0 and E = — V<f>.

ST accelerator transport simulation

A DPC phase space is further transported using the ST computer code. The particles

which exit the DPC problem are saved as an initial phase space for ST which then continues

their orbit down the beamline. The ST code transports a slice of the beam at a fixed

distance from the beam head. In contrast to DPC the ST code assumes longitudinal

decoupling of particle dynamics, which implies d/dz « 0 and thus motion is only solved

for in the transverse direction. The transverse equation of motion solves for u r , u9 and

the particle energy is used to obtain uz,

uz = (7
2 - 1 - u\ - u\)^ (5)

where 7 = 1 — q4>fmc2 is given by the potential <f> (E = — V<£). The ST electric field is

obtained from E r = —d<f>/dr with,

fr^ = 4np + X (6)
r dr dr v '

In Eq.(6) A is a source modification accounting for longitudinal charge variation which
satisfies, 1 d dX A _

r dr dr dz2 v v

From V • E = 4irp it can be seen A is an approximation for dEz/dz.

The ST magnetic field consists of the sum of external prescribed fields and the beam

self-magnetic field. The theta component, B# is obtained by integrating the z component

of Ampere's law,

Be = — / Jzr dr (8)
re Jo

 v '
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The z component of the self-magnetic field is obtained by integrating the steady-state theta

component of Ampere's law.

B, = B , | r = 0 - — [ Jedr (9)
c Jo

The axis value, B*|r=o is determined by requiring zero longitudinal magnetic flux at the

radial wall position.

In ST, the longitudinal electric field Ez is neglected; however, acceleration due to

gaps is modeled by increasing the potential at the wall and solving a Laplace equation for

<t>gaP(r, z). The total <f> is then <f>gap{r, z) plus the solution of Eq.(6) with a zero boundary

condition. The change in <j> causes 7 to increase since 7 ~ <j>. There is also a radial

dependence to 7 since <f>gap depends on r.

ENV model

The envelope model used by ENV is that of Lee and Cooper [3]. A second order

differential equation is solved for the rms radius R,

dz* + fdzdz

where / is beam current, kc is the cyclotron wavenumber, and E is the rms emittance. The
initial conditions for Eq.(lO), R, dR/dz, 7, / , E are obtained by doing averages over the

phase space generated by DPC. The energy (7) changes due to the presence of accelerating

gaps and the position of the beam radius with respect to the wall radius. It is assumed in

ENV that the emittance does not change during transport.

FXR calculations

Experiments have been done on FXR to generate radiation by focusing an electron

beam onto a high Z target. Several computer calculations have been done using DPC,
ST and ENV to provide guidance on the expected emittance and standard nns beam
radius behavior. The code results give the rms beam radius at the experimental "size"

diagnostic position and radiation production position as a function of upstream magnet
current. Corresponding phase space plots are also calculated.

DPC (2D r,z particle code) was used to calculate a phase space inside the anode pipe,

generated with an injector A-K gap of 3.8 cm and voltage of 1.1 MV. The FXR cathode
is concave with a spherical radius of 7.2 cm. The entrance of the anode has a radius of 2

cm and thus most of the emitted current stops on the anode entrance. The current which
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transmits into the anode (with foil entrance) is 2 kA out of an emitted 9 kA. The FXR
injector geometry, outer beam edge, and potential contours with 100 kV spacing is shown
in Fig. 1.

& 10

10 20

Z(cm)
Figure 1. FXR injector geometry and potential contours

Inside the anode near z = 30 cm it can be seen the beam is converging and moving away
from the wall with increasing distance. This behavior is mainly due to the radial pinch
of the self magnetic field which is not compensated by space charge at the foil where the
radial electric field is shorted. This inward kick also causes the beam to begin transporting
with a mismatch.

800

5. io
- 400 3

1
m

30

Z(cm)
Figure 2. Vector potential in the injector and B(0,z)

The vector potential in the injector region and the magnetic field along the axis are
plotted in Fig. 2. The goal is to make the canonical angular momentum of the beam zero,
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since the square of the effective beam emittance is the square of the real emittance plus
the square of the angular momentum. This is accomplished if the magnetic field is tangent
to the cathode surface. Figure 2 shows this is approximately true out to a radius of about
4 cm. Thus most of the beam that transmits into the anode satisfies this requirement.

The phase space 12 cm from the cathode (inside the anode pipe) is plotted in Fig.
3. The emittance at this location is 400 mrad-mm. The position of particles at the larger
radii evidence some distortion from the usual elliptical phase space shape. As the beam
evolves down the accelerator the phase space tends to fill into a circumscribing ellipse and
the emittance increases.

0.2

0.1

0

-0.1

-0.2 H
I

I

|

1

-

. ' • • • • . . . . '

-1.0 0

x(cm)

1.0

Figure 3. Phase space 12 cm from the cathode

Using the standard FXR magnetic field profile the ST code (beam slice particle code)
is used to continue the DPC phase space all the way to the radiation production target.
The phase space passes through 48 gaps of 0.33 MV which results in a final beam energy
of about 17 MV or 7 ~ 34. Because the beam passes through the anode foil it is initially
mismatched as can be seen in the Fig. 4 plot of rms beam radius.

The emittance plot in Fig. 5 shows a rather dramatic increase in the early part of the
accelerator just after the injector. Radial mixing of the beam due to the large oscillations
is a major cause of this result. With more diagnostics it would in principle be possible to
set the magnetic profile to reduce the radial oscillations and thus better maintain a low
level of emittance.
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30

Figure 4. Beam radius and magnetic field

The enclosed current contours are evenly spaced to contain 10% to 90% of the current

with the 90% contour corresponding to 1893 amps. The enclosed current plot shows more

widely spaced contours between the 50% to 90% contours compared to the 10% to 40%

contours at locations from 15 to 30 m. This indicates the beam evolves into a core halo

configuration.
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Figure 5. Beam emittance and enclosed current

Even after strongly focusing the beam the Fig. 6 plot of beam cross section and phase

space at 40 m shows the core halo structure remains. The majority of the beam particles

focus to a 1 mm radius spot however there are also particles that extend out to 4 mm.

Jhis reduces the usefulness of the final radiation pattern made by the beam.
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The ENV code (Lee-Cooper envelope equation) has been run from 30.79 m to the size

diagnostic position and also from the size diagnostic position to the location of the final

focus. This procedure is carried out by initializing the ENV code with a phase space from

the ST code transported to 30.79 m. For experimental comparison the currents are varied

in magnets ffl, ffl.5, iT2, fF2.5 upstream of the size diagnostic (all magnets have the same

current) to yield a plot of rms radius as a function of transport field strength. ENV has

also been run from 37.41 m to the radiation production position to get a plot of rms radius

as a function of field strength or current in the final focus magnet ff4 as shown in Fig. 7.

The curves correspond to the 70% foil light intensity (when response is linear) from an

experimental diagnostic.
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Size diagnostic

200 400 600 800

FF1 to FF2.5 magnet current (amps)

Final focus

200 400

FF4 magnet current (amps)

600

Figure 7. Beam rms radius versus magnet current

The rms radius for a setting of 300 amps in magnets ffl, ffl.5, fE2, fF2.5 is plotted

in Fig. 8. There is considerable ripple of the magnetic field over the plotted distance,

however there is about a half of a radial oscillation period over this region. At higher

field strengths transport instability can result if the oscillation period is on the scale of

the magnet separation. In standard experimental operation this possibility is precluded

by restricting the magnetic field to a low value. The rms radius for a setting 320 amps in

the final focus magnet fF4 is plotted in Fig. 9. The radius is relatively flat in this region

up to the position of the strong ff4 focus impulse where the beam converges sharply.
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Summary

Three codes, DPC, ST and ENV have been used to study FXR transport. The
main parameter that determines the success of FXR experiments is the beam emittance
or equivalently the final spot size. It was found that most of the growth in emittance
occurs just after the injector. This situation can be corrected if more diagnostics are made
available to allow setting the magnetic profile to reduce radial oscillations. The codes have
also been used to generate curves of beam rms radius at diagnostic locations for comparison
with experimentally generated foil light.
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Coupled Cavity 3-D Codes for Linac Tolerarice Simulations.
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Abstract: Programs CAVGEN:TRACEX:CAVDYN

Three developing codes, based on previous work at Los Alamos (1)
are now being used in the Fermi lab Linac Upgrade project, to survey
system tolerance requirements .Both linear and non-linear beam dynamics
of a pi-mode side coupled 805 MHz linac arm simulated. Particular attention

to the z-plana synchronism has been integrated into the code group,
so that klystron drive boundaries can be monitored in the dynamics.
All system length errors that contribute to desynchronization,
and other data set failures are recognized by the particle
PIC code (CAVDYN) to enhance design coherence.

Some current results of the CAVDYN code simulations will be discussed.

Introduction.

Following parallel to the 3-d PIC codes used for drift tube linac
design and simulation (eg. PARMILA), the synthesis, design tuning and
dynamics simulation functions have been developed for the coupled cavity
proton linac systems, typically rm as pi-mode standing wave structures.
These functions have evolved in modular fashion, since, at present

the 'CAVGEN' (synthesis),'TRACEX '(linear design tuning), and 'CAVDYN'
(non-linear particle dynamics)exist as separate codes. All three codes,because
of their independence, have been interfaced to use the TRACE3D data set
formats, thus using a common vehicle for system specification. This allows a
system design , including linearized space charge, to be checked out, and
fine tuned using TRACE3D .A slight modification of the TRACE3D data
set is incorporated into the code group, to allow a central

orbit monitor function. A development version (TRACEX) of TRACE3D
is used to handle the additional tank and
bridge coupler synchronization data, imbedded in the i/o data sets.

System Design.

A system layout, using design parameters constrained by the
maximum electric fields, rf power allocations and beam size
considerations, is generated ('CAVGEN'), using the structure data

typically from SUPERFISH cavity designs. These reflect the
beam (or -availing wave) velocity dependencies of the structure.
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Because of the complex interactions between longitudinal and transvserse
planes, caused by the departure from synchronism during a multi-cell
cavity transit, the effects of linearized space charge must be added to
the system simulation.This is performed by the 3-d linear matrix
code TRACE3d (or TRACEX,enhanced.zorbit ) , which trims both
longi tundi na I and transverse p\ar>0s for space charge matching.
The trimmod data set is inputted to CAVDYN, which reconstructs
the central orbit , recognizing all synchronous constraints
implied in the RF (klystron) drive boundaries,and cell-length
to tank pair [Wout,phis] correspondences.

The CAVOYN (PIC)code follows the central orbit, independently
of the phase space population under study. This allows consistency checks
of various features of the system design process.The central orbit
designed by 'CAVGEN' is not recognized by TRACEX dynamics.

TRACEX simply passes the synchronizing data to the PIC code 'CAVDYN'.
Correct design trimming by TRACEX should not affect this

orbit. Inadvertant orbit changes produced by TRACE30 will be
picked up by 'CAVDYN'. 'Real' ,as opposed to 'ideal' cavity fields
can be placed into the datasets,and the central orbit can be monitored
for quantitative estimates of as-built beam behaviour.

Design Process Integrity.

The following features have been identified during the
Fermi lab Upgrade Design, as being important in establishing
design coherence for coupled cavity linacs.AM these conventions
are maintained by the three codes

to assure consistency in the system performance predictions.

(a) A M 3 odes use the same gap transformations in
the dynamics involving the rf forces. Only the linear
portion of these transformations are used in the
genlin (CAVGEN) and trace3d (TRACEX) .while the
higher order radial terms are added ,via the 'HIORD'
flag in CAVDYN. Transverse-longitudinal terms are implicit

in the CAVDYN (PIC) formulation, as additional non-linearities.

Actual gap transformations used are a single transit time
parameter, using two half.eel I transformations per rf cell.
This conforms to the original TRACE3D usage for coupled cavity
dynamics in the 'tank' element.

Tests involving mixed usage ,us ing a single gap transformation
in the genlin (CAVGEN), and two ha If.eel I transformations in the
both dynamics codes, predicted small z-plane oscillations. These
oscillations were removed by small adjustments of the input beam
energy, agreeing with systematic error simulations previously
reported by a Soviet group (2.).

Thus approximations inherent in the use of gap transformations
rather than exact E.O.M. integrations would produced small errors in the
input synchronous energy,at the beam energies in this study.
Further elaboration of the radial e-field dependencies are
under investigation, and are not reported here.
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(b) Synchronism is defined as a 'tank' pair, rather
than a cell pair, for coupled cavity linacs.

The term 'TANK' as found in the TRACE3D usage,is a set
of n accelerating cells whose standing wave phasors exhibit
180 degrees jumps axially..Implied in
this desciption, is the rf pathway provided to
support the 180 degree axial phasor pattern, with
intermediate offax is cells introducing 90 degree
jumps in the phasor pattern. The term 'CAVITY'
and 'TANK' are used interchangably here.
All n-axial cells have the same cell-length,

providing a travelling wave with a constant phase
velocity, which traverses two axial cells per rf
period.

An algorithm in 'CAVGEN' determines the 'tank' synchronous
pair [Wout.phis], which essentialy predict the state of the

synchronous particle at a tank exit plane,as well as the
travelling wave velocity within the adjacent drifting region

(bridge coupler). CAVGEN thus produces both cell lengths and
bridge' coupler lengths (constrained to be odd-cell length
drifts) that maintain correct rf phase relations during
the drifting process.The 'CAVGEN' code defines the 'tank' synchronous
condition as two pairs - [wsin,phis] and [wsout,phis], where
the entering and exiting phases (phis) are equal. Within the
tank the z-orbit phase swings, initially as much as 10 degrees
within the 16.eel I accelerating cavities generated in
the Fermi lab 805MhZ Upgrade Linac.

'CAVGEN' generates n-celI cavities , synchronous drifts
and non-synchronous drifts (boundaries between klystron
drives), as controlled by an integer (NBRIDE) and non-integer
(RBRIDE) input data. It also fixes the tank synchronous phase
to high precision (.002 degrees), so that central orbit

disturbances can be observed to this resolution.

Synchronizing data is passed from 'CAVGEN' to 'CAVDYN', by
incorporating the tank pair [wout.phis] into the TRACEX
data set for a tank element.In addition TRACEX must output
its view of the beam energy, so that all system data sets
trimmed by TRACEX contain TRACEX predictions of energy.
This allows the designer to check for large z^plane
disturbances, by inspecting the TRACEX energy predictions, before
the next step of PIC simulations with CAVDYN.

(c) TRACEX data contamination.

File splicing utilities ,truncations and other processes
have introduced subtle contaminations into the TRACEX
system data sets, during the Fermi lab Linac

Upgrade project. These effects are monitored using the
'CAVDYN' synchronism and z-orbit displays.
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Figures I and II show a typical z-plane orbit
disturbance for two types of data contamination.
Any inconsistency in the 'tank' data set

[tank dI,tank E0t,tank phis,no.of eel Is,tank Wsout] ,
will be picked up by the z-orbit monitor in CAVOYN.
The bridge coupler data [bridge length ], inconsistencies
will appear in the z-orbit display, with gross errors
(departure from odd-integer cell length) producing

flagged warnings in the system printouts.

All non-synchronous drifts, marking interdrive boundaries,
must be specified by the user in the CAVDYN input. This
is implemented by the 'KLY' input vector in CAVDYN, and

ensures that the CAVCEN data ,which has the correct array
of bridge couplers and non-synchronous drifts, is in
agreement with the CAVDYN synchronism detection logic.

CAVDYN assumes a fixed periodic sequence exists within the
data sets, d e s c ; bed as:

q/2.q/2.{nl.variable drifts}.tank.{n2.variable drifts}.q/2.q/2....etc

This corresponds .o a FODO quadrpole lattice, with all quadrupoles
inputted as half-quads, so that the FODO cell boundaries are available
explicitly, at the quad mid-planes. Special transport sections can be
dummied in by using tank elements with EOt*O., as integer cell length
drifts.

(d Beam phase space ellisoids are converted from the TRACE3D
formats, and generated as various 6-D populations, with
100% edges at the TRACE3D emmittance values. No gaussian
beams have been implemented as yet.

(e) The concept of a central orbit monitor spans all three
codes, in the design hierarchy. 'CAVDYN' reconstructs the
'ideal' central orbit contained in the TRACEX data set,
as well as a 'noisy' (as-constructed) central orbit,
containing all 'noise' components introduced during
the tolerance studies allowed by CAVDYN. These 'noise'
components are both radial and longitudinal disturbances
which deflect the '6d' optical axis from the 'ideal'
condition.

The 'ideal' central orbit is produced by a gen I in function,
(here: 'CAVCEN'). If all three code functions are internally
self consistent, then any data set, trimmed or untrimined,

should recontruct at the 6d origin in 'CAVDYN'.

Departures of ideal CO from the 6-d origin imply:

a. A genlin code that uses a non-standard gap transformation,
or that designs coupled cavity cell lengths with large

tolerances in the tank pair [Wsout,phis]

b. TRACEX trimming of the linac system destroying the
synchronization constraints.
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c. user editing of data sets introducing contamination.

d. Deliberate user revisions of cavity operating
phasors, typically arising after eel I.length
designs are fixed. This can arise from updated
SUPERFISH runs, or knowledge of the 'real'
phasor distributions in bench measurements,

which reflect real eell-coupling, frequency offsets,
and other non-ideal cavity effects.

Note that the PIC space charge forces are not included
in both CO dynamics, so that
fluctuations from these forces do not impair this
useful auditing function.

System Tolerance Methods.

The Fermi lab Upgrade 805 MHz linac, involves
a bunch size matching transition section, to match

the 116 Mev OTL linac beam to a 28 tank side coupled
accelerating structure designed to produce a 400 Mev proton
beam. Some tolerance results for the accelerating sub system are

descibed below.

Seven klystron drives are used in the accelerating section.
In addition, 7 girders are used to mount the cavity -quadrupole combinations
to the beam axis, ie 4 tank -quadrupole sets per girder.
These system features require knowledge of the effects of corrrelated
errors on the beam, specifically, klystron drive errors, affecting
4 cavities per drive, cavity length errors, and transverse displacement
errors affecting 4 quadrupole-and-cavity combinations placed on a
single suuport girder.

'CAVDYN' allows two tolerance study modes to determine
operating or construction tolerance windows.

a. Central Orbit Mode.

This tolerance mode involves Monte Carlo
type runs with particle sets representing

an ensemble of 'noisy' system CO's.System noise is
introduced, into either, or both transverse and longitudinal
dynamics and the resulting CO ©rrors distributions are produced

These effects are termed 'Iinear',thouugh all non-linear dynamics are
in force - but represent the local , 'linearized ' CO motions (6d) for
small parameter variations. Large excursions of operating parameters can
be invoked, to show phase space trajectories of the 'noisy' CO, to
verify non-linear effects. Figures III and IV show a 400 Mev
z-plane CO distribution for a single klystron drive phasor
noise source (uniform: +/- [1.3 deg, IX dg/gj .)
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Transverse motion of the central orbit can also be
simulated from various correlated error distributions. These
effects have been estimated from orbit theory (3), and have
been checked for the cases of single and correlated (2 fodo
periods) quadrupole misalignments.

b. Emittance Mode.

The second tolerance mode, carries the beam 6-d
ellipsoid (with PIC space charge) through a user defined 'noisy'
system,which has various correlated error distributions added
to the system data set. This second tolerance mode is us
used to verify emmitance growth effects from z-t coupling
or other non-linear dynamics effects. The actual noise
maps are presented graphically to aid the user in
identifying the total system noise under investigation.

Sytem Noise Input.

Noise elements implemented in CAVDYM are:
phasor errors (drive phase,drive gradient)
cavity tranvserse displacements
quadrupo!e transverse displacements
girder transverse displacements
tank length errors
eel I length errors
bridge coupler length errors
inputed central orbit offsets

Noise correlations are controlled by two integer vectors,
that index the drive (Klystron) edges by cavity number,
and the quadrpole and/or girder edges that define the grouping
of quadrupole and cavity transverse displacement errors.

Summary:

Coupled cavity linacs can be synthesized, (CAVGEN)from the
rf structure mode II ing predictions (SUPERFISH,MAFIA),of

cavity fields. The synthesized linacs are expressed as TRACE30
data sets, which can be used for linear 3-d matching (with space charge)
and the resulting matched systems (TRACE30 output data sets), can be

used for PIC non-linear dynamic simulations. All synchronization
constraints are passed from synthesis to full dynamics testing,
allowing central orbit detection of data contamination.
In addition, full linac tolerance testing is supported using
various modes of noise analysis, implemented in the CAVOYN code.

Future developemnt of the code is planned to incorporate:

a. non-ideal cavity phasor distributions,
implied from as built cavity/coupler data.
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b. Optimization of tune up procedures,such as
the DELTA-T method, to detect nominal operating
points.

c. cavity e-field radial dependencies from SUPERFISH
mode I Ii ng.

d. higher order gap transformations.
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APPLICATIONS OF 3-D MAXWELL SOLVERS TO
ACCELERATOR DESIGN

Weiren Chou
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439

ABSTRACT

This paper gives a brief discussion on various applications of 3-D Maxwell solvers
to accelerator design. The work is based on our experience gained during the design
of the storage ring of the 7-GeV Advanced Photon Source (APS). It shows that 3-D
codes are not replacable in many cases, and that a lot of work remains to be done in
order to establish a solid base for 3-D simulations.

l. INTRODUCTION

The 3-D Maxwell solvers are now becoming indispensable tools in modern accel-
erator design. This is because structures are more complicated than what they used
to be, and because one wants to know more details about the real physical processes
than what he or she can get from 2-D simulations. This paper discusses three types
of applications of 3-D codes to the design of the APS storage ring, which is being
built at the Argonne National Laboratory, USA. These are

• Wakefield and impedance calculations;

• Analysis of EM fields in a vacuum chamber; and

• Studies of RF modes in a cavity.

The 3-D Maxwell solvers that we have been using are mainly the MAFIA family. [1]
Other codes, such as VARGUS and fiSOS, are under investigation. [2] Our simulations
are performed both on VAX (running on VMS system) and on CRAY X-MP (running
on UNICOS system). The discussions of each application will be brief. The details
can be found in [3]-[10].

2. WAKEFIELD AND IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS

In the design of a storage ring, the beam instability problem is of crucial impor-
tance. These instabilities are closely associated with the wakefields and impedances
of the ring. The 2-D codes, such as TBCI (a time-domain solver) and URMEL,
KN7C/TRANSVRS (frequency-domain solvers), have been used for this purpose for
several years. They, in general, give reasonable and useful results for the rotationally
symmetric geometries or the 2-D approximations of 3-D structures. However, the 3-D
solvers, such as MAFIA, has found itself non-replacable in a number of cases.
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2.1. The 3-D structures are too complicated to be approximated by any 2-D geome-
tries in a reasonable way.

Here are two examples in our APS storage ring.

(a) Transitions from chamber without antechamber to that with antechamber,
(Fig. l(a))

(b) Crotch absorbers. (Fig. l(b))

rzk \'

T

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) A transition between the chamber with and without an antechamber, (b)

A chamber with an antechamber and a crotch absorber.

MAFIA(T3) has been used to compute the wake potentials and impedances that
would be experienced by a rigid Gaussian bunch that is traversing these complicated
structures. The results show that the effects of these structures on beam dynamics
are negligible. [5] This conclusion is in agreement with the experiments. [11]

2.2. The 3-D structures are important and one is not content with the 2-D approxi-
mation results.

Fig. 2. The upper half of a transition from chamber to ID section, both of an elliptic

cross section.
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One example is the transitions from chamber to insertion device (ID) section.
(Fig. 2) This geometry has cross sections of elliptic type. It plays an important role
in our studies for various reasons: (i) It is unique for the so-called third generation
of synchrotron radiation sources, which accommodate a number of IDs (undulators
and/or wigglers); (ii) It has been found to be the major contributor to the transverse
impedance of the ring; and (iii) It is difficult to calculate. [3] We have employed both
2-D TBCI and 3-D MAFIA(T3) to compute the impedance of this geometry.

(a) When this geometry is approximated by a 2-D structure, which has circular
cross sections, and is then calculated by both 2-D and 3-D codes, the
outputs are in general agreement.

(b) There are certain restrictions in choosing mesh sizes in T3. 1

• Maximum ratio of mesh size < 3;
• The longitudinal mesh 8z should be uniform and be the smallest one

compared with the others.

Violation of these rules may lead to strange and incorrect results. (Fig. 3)

13 VA«'roT»TIKJS

V / .

Fig. 3. The wake potentials calculated by MAFIA(T3) for a transition from chamber
to ID section, using different mesh sizes. Note that the shapes of the wakes differ drasti-
cally from each other. This is due to the improper choices of mesh sizes.

(c) The 3-D result of the dipole component of the vertical loss, ky, is much
larger than its 2-D counter part. For an r.m.s. bunch length of 1.75 cm,
we get the following results:

ky(m = 1) (V/pC • m)

1R. Klatt, private communication

TBCI MAFIA(T3)
(circular approx.) (elliptic cross section)

34 190
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(In the circular approximation, the radius is chosen to be equal to the
dimension of the minor semi-axis of the ellipse.) The cause of this dis-
crepency is not clear.

2.3. Some 3-D results are not obtainable from any 2-D simulations.

For instance, the finding of the negative transverse impedance. [4,5] It
is known that, for a circularly symmetric geometry, the transverse wakefield has a
positive first peak and, accordingly, the transverse wake force further deflects the
test charge that closely follows the source charge. [12] In other words, in any 2-D
simulations, the transverse impedance always appears to be positive. However, when
this rotational symmetry is broken, in particular, when the horizontal dimension is
substantially larger than the vertical one, the whole picture may change. The first
peak may become negative and the transverse wake force may help the test charge
stay closer to the beam tube axis.

WFIA • fSI AMI 47 MAFIA

M
Yu

(a) •CO

Fig. 4. The geometry used in the 3-D simulation of an SPS adaptor, (a) 3-D view

and (b) Front view.

Fig. 4 illustrates an SPS adaptor-like structure, which consists of a circularly
symmetric cavity and two beam tubes of a rectangular cross section. When the
horizontal dimension of the rectangle increases while keeping all the other parameters
fixed, a smooth transition from positive to negative values is observed for the first
peak of the horizontal wake potential, W^ak\ as well as for the horizontal loss, kh,
as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). Fig. 6 gives more information about how the negative
horizontal wake force, i^ , is generated. Fig. 6(a) shows that the dipole component of
Fh is positive, whereas the higher order multipole components give a negative
shown in Fig. 6(b). And the sum is negative as seen in Fig. 6(c).

as
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-1.0
i-o i.o 2-9 3.0 4.0 5.4 CO

Horizontal dimension r (cm)

7.1 0.0 1.0 2.0 • 3.0 4.0 5.0 (.9 -7.0

Horizontal Dunttuion X (en)

1.1

Fig. 5. (a) The first peak of the horizontal wake potential vs. x, the half-width of
the horizontal side of the rectangular cross section of beam tubes, (see Fig. 4) (b) The
horizontal loss factor vs. x. The 2-D TBCI results for a circular cross section are also
plotted, which are close to the 3-D MAFIA results.

(a)

1
W

Fig. 6. (a) The dipole component of the horizontal forces. The dot is the location
of the beam. The left side line is the vertical axis, (b) The higher order multipoles of
the horizontal forces, (c) The total horizontal forces, which tend to kick the horizontally
displaced beam back to the center.
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3. ANALYSIS OF EM FIELDS IN A VACUUM CHAMBER

The vacuum chamber proposed for the APS storage ring has a novel design. It
basically consists of two parts: a beam chamber and an antechamber, connected to
each other by a narrow gap, as shown in Fig. 7. A sector of 1-meter-long chamber
with closed end plates, to which are attached l-inch-diameter beampipes centered at
the beam chamber, has been built for experimental purposes. In order to understand
the experimental results, two sets of 3-D simulations have been carried out.

• Full Width Zr/AI-
Pumping Strips

Extruded Aluminum Chamber -

Water Cooling

Fig. 7. The cross section of the APS vacuum chamber.

3.1. Frequency-domain simulations: [7]

The geometry used in these simulations is shown in Fig. 8(a). The l-inch-diameter
beampipes are terminated by conducting walls at a length of 2 cm. The whole geom-
etry can thus be considered as a cavity. The lowest RF modes of this geometry are
computed using MAFIA. The frequencies of these modes are a direct output of the
eigenvalue solver E3, whereas the type of each mode is determined by employing the
postprocessor P3. Three types of boundaries have been simulated.

L

CLCtffl JW &U*t!K UiM 1 2MH MM M X JO* HA >1WH 1UU1 X

(a)

MAFIA

L

ctcfio t** ttarn UM I MM KM KLT. J » W

(b)

I J 1

Fig. 8. (a) The geometry used in the 3-D simulations, (b) The cross section in the
x-y plane and five probes.
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(a) One half (the upper half) of the structure is used (Fig. 8(a)). The y = 0
plane is a metallic boundary (conductivity a = oo).

(b) Same as (a), but the y — 0 plane is a magnetic boundary (permeability
/x = oo).

(c) A quarter (the upper and front quarter) of the structure is used. The y = 0
plane is magnetic and the z = 0 plane metallic.

By making use of the symmetries embedded in this geometry, not only does one save
memory space, but also can one select the RF modes in which we are interested. [13]
The first few dozens of the lowest RF modes computed by MAFIA are listed in Tables
1, 2 and 3, corresponding to the three types of boundary conditions above. As an
illustration, Figs. 9 exhibits the field pattern of the TEwi mode.

\rvrzx

\m-*mji
• • * £ • • £ •
Itarc

" • " •

0

(c)/

7 \\
\

o

Z/H

. ; ~ - • •

, / :

\ / -

\ / 1
Fig. 9. The TEW2 mode of the vacuum chamber computed by MAFIA. The variation

of Ey component (a) along x-axis, (b) along y-axis, and (c) along z-axis.

It can be shown that, with boundary condition (a), the lowest modes of the vacuum
chamber are of TEmop type, 2 as seen in Table 1.

2In our notation, m, n and p are the number of half-waves in the i , y and z direction, respectively
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Table 1. The Lowest Modes of the Vacuum Chamber
with Metallic Boundary at the y-0 Plane

Mode No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Mode

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
3
3
1
3
3

Type

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
7
3
4
8
5
6
9
7
10
8
11
9
1
2
3
12
4
5

MAFIA(E3)/MHz

359
443
555
682
817
956
1019
1052
1098
1104
1173
1242
1256
1351
1386
1455
1532
1566
1678
1683
1758
1777
1808
1816
1851
1913

.636

.548

.921

.817

.490

.623

.999

.506

.494

.574

.566

.146

.692

.332

.989

.215

.664

.478

.908

.636

.072

.132

.281

.863

.398

.751

SUPERFISH/MHz{*)

362
445
557
684
818
957

1099

1243

1388

1534

1681

1876
1893
1923
1828
1963
2014

.174

.619

.603
-254
.794
.904

.853

.668

.770

.793

.498

.021

.901

.332

.721

.794

.624

Note: (*) The frequencies listed in this column are obtained by
using the 2-D SUPERFISH results and Eq. (1).

With boundary condition (b), the lowest modes are either T23bnP with Ex as the
major E component, or TMmip with Ex as the major E component. In our case,
the former have lower frequencies because the dimension of the structure in the z-
direction is larger than that in the x-direction. Neither Ex nor Ex could exist in
the narrow gap when frequencies are below its cutoff (about 15 GHz). Therefore,
the TEonp modes in the beam chamber and that in the antechamber would not be
coupled at low frequencies, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The Lowest Modes of the Vacuum Chamber
with Magnetic Boundary at the y-0 Plane

Mode

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

16

17
18
19

20

21

22

No. Mode

(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)
(b)

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TM

Type

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
10
5
6
11
7
12
8
9
10
13
10 (?
14
11

12
1 (?

MAFIA (E3)/MHz

3863.
3872.
3886.
3906.
3932.
3963.
4000.
4042.
4089.
4101.

500
222
726
884
660
926
531
354
279
189

(missed)
4122.
4141.

4165.
4195.

4247.

4267.
4313.
4335.

) 4364.

4426.

4479.
)

764
198

668
298

644

948
211
413

271

653

475

Notes: (a) The mode i s confined to the antechamber,
(b) The mode i s confined to the beam chamber.

With boundary condition (c), the total number of modes should be half of that
with (b), due to the symmetry condition imposed on the z = 0 plane. When com-
paring Table 2 with Table 3, we see small differences in the frequencies for the same
modes. This reflects the accuracy limit of MAFIA.
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Table 3. The Lowest Modes of the Half-Length Vacuum Chamber
with Magnetic boundary at the y»0 Plane
and Metallic Boundary at the z«0 Plane

Mode No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

Mode

(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(a)
(a)

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE

Type

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
4
6
8
2
4
10
6
8
10
12
14

MAFIA(E3)/MHz

3885.101
3919.639
3976.495
4054.668
4110.493
4142.887
4152.869
4196.297
4269.681
4362.483
(missed)
4403.322

Notes: (a) The mode is confined to the antechamber.
(b) The mode is confined to the beam chamber.

Table 4. Waveguide modes from SUPERFISH

Vacuum chamber

Beam chamber

Mode

TE
TE
TE
TM
TM

1
2
3
1
2

Type

0
0
0
1
1

SUPERFISH/MHz

329.698
(N/A)

1870.023
4476.278
6086.078

Notes: The calculations are done by J. Cook.

Certain missing modes are noticed and identified, e.g., TE012 of the beam chamber
in Table 2 and TE0112 of the antechamber in Table 3. For higher order modes, the
contamination of the fields becomes a serious problem. It is difficult to recognize the
types of these modes. This is why there are some question marks in Table 2.
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These 3-D results have been compared with that obtained from the 2-D code
SUPERFISH, which computes the TMZ and TEZ modes in the vacuum chamber when
it is treated as a waveguide, see Table 4. [14] The RF frequencies of a waveguide,
fmn, and that of a cavity with a length of L, fmnp, are related by the formula

fmnr, = [fL + (1)

Frequencies calculated using Eq. (1) and Table 4 are also listed in Table 1. It is seen
that these results are close to but a bit higher than that obtained directly from the
3-D simulations.

Network analyzer measurements have been performed on the 1-meter-long sector
of vacuum chamber. Fig. 10 shows the first few measured TEiop peaks. Compared
with the frequencies listed in Table 1, the agreement is to our satisfaction.

S 21 l o S
REF - 7 8 . 8 dB
1 18.8 dB/
V -74.352 dB

vv—r: _ i L 1 J
J"MAPXEALI T !

.S8S5 GHz
—•>• •

i !

1
1

. . , .

1

—j-
1

I

r

' JV I \

START e.ieseoeeeo GH>
STOP 2.eaeeaQee.a GHZ

Fig. 10. The TEiOp (p= 1,3,5,7,9,11) peaks of the vacuum chamber measured by
a network analyzer. The marked peak is TEwn.

3.2. Time-domain simulations: [8]

In these simulations, the 1-inch-diameter beampipes in Fig. 8(a) are infinitely long
(the so-called open boundary condition). A Gaussian bunch traverses this structure
along (or slightly above) the axis of the beampipes and generates wake potentials,
which are computed by MAFIA(T3). Five probes are placed inside the top of the
vacuum chamber along the horizontal direction, see Fig. 8(b). These probes record
the E and H fields at each location as a function of time t, which are then Fourier-
transformed. The spectra are compared with that obtained from the beam dynamic
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measurements. Four rounds of simulations have been carried out, each using the
upper half of the geometry but with different boundary conditions.

(a) The sector is 1-m-long. The bunch has an r.m.s. length <r& of 2 cm (67 ps).
The y = 0 plane is a magnetic boundary (permeability fj, = oo). The
1-inch-diameter beam holes are at the center of the beam chamber.

(b) Same as (a), but the beam holes are displaced horizontally by 1 cm.

(c) The sector is 10-cm-long, and crb 0.75 cm (25 ps). The y = 0 plane is
a metallic boundary (conductivity a — oo). The beam holes are at the
center of the beam chamber.

(d) Same as (c), but the beam holes are displaced horizontally by 1 cm.

Some of the results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, and are briefly explained below.

In round (a), the boundary conditions at the y = 0 plane allow of TMm\ modes
but eliminate TEm0 modes in the narrow gap. The cutoff frequency of the TM
waves of the gap (15 GHz) is much higher than that of the beam chamber (4.6 GHz).
Therefore, we do not see any significant field components in the gap, nor in the
antechamber, as shown in Figs. ll(a)-(c).

t - neua « A rwcnoH or TIBI

! • : i! s -:::: i: ;i

'•mi!HI!f|t

: - w a j A»' A fiwnm OF nne

Fig. 11. The E(t) fields (Ex, Ey and Ex) obtained from round (a). Its magnitude is,
respectively, (a) 1013V/m in the beam chamber, (b) lO'V/m in the narrow gap, and (c)
102V/m in the antechamber.
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In round (c), the boundary conditions at the y = 0 plane do allow of TEmo modes
in the gap. The cutoff of TEm0 is low (about 0.33 GHz). [15] When the bunch en-
ters the beampipe, TM waves are generated and propagate. These TM waves get
scattered at the discontinuous corner between the beam holes and the beam cham-
ber. The scatterance excites TE waves, which can then easily penetrate into the gap
as well as into the antechamber, see Figs. 12(a)-(c). All these are agreeable to the
measurements.
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Fig. 12. The E( i ) fields (E x , £„ and Ex) obtained from round (c). Its magnitude is,
respectively, (a) lO13V/m in the beam chamber, (b) 101 3V/m for Ey and 10 7 y /m for
Ex and Ez in the narrow gap, (c) the same as (b) in the antechamber, (d) The Fourier
transform of Ey in the narrow gap. The first peak appears at about 4.6 GHz.

Because the cutoff of TM modes in the beam chamber is about 4.6 GHz, it is
conceivable that the TE wave spectra will have its first peak around this frequency,
as is shown in Fig. 12(d). The measured frequency of this peak, though, is about 4
GHz, which is somewhat lower than our simulation results. This could be attributed
to either that the resolution of the measured spectra is relatively rough (about 0.5
GHz), or that the results of MAFIA output are not accurate enough.
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In round (c), the fields at probes 2, 3, 4 and 5 are all of the same magnitudes.
This is in contrast to the measurements, which show that the fields at probes 2, 4
and 5 are much weaker than that at probe 3. The reason is unknown.

4. STUDIES OF RF MODES IN A CAVITY

The IIF cavity of the APS storage ring is a single cell semi-spherical structure,
with a fundamental frequency of about 353 MHz. (Fig. 13) The RF modes of this
cavity have been studied mainly using the 2-D codes URMEL and SUPERFISH. The
3-D MAFIA has found itself useful in the following calculations. [10]

PUT POWER COUPLER

TUNING ASSEMBLY
r— COAXIAL VACUUM
/ WINDOW

"H" PROBE
P I — T H C M " ABSORBER
J / i / 2 WAVELENGTH STUB

"E" PROBE

VACUUM PUMP

Fig. 13. The RF cavity of the APS storage ring.

4.1. Frequency shift:

This is due to the existing of several holes on the cavity. These holes are necessary
for various purposes - input power coupler, vacuum pump, tuner, fixed tuner, etc.
They break the rotational symmetry and, hence, shift the frequencies of the funda-
mental mode as well as the high order modes. Fig. 14(a) shows the fundamental mode
frequency shift.

4.2. Tuning range:

The tuner in the cavity is used to compensate for thermal and beam loading ef-
fects. Fig. 14(b) shows the effect of this tuner when it travels both into and out of
the cavity. The tuning range appears to be adequate. We have also employed the
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Slater perturbation theorem to compute the tuning effect, which is analytic in its na-
ture (although we have to invoke the numerical data obtained from the unperturbed
structure). It turned out that the analytic results are several times greater than the
numerical ones. The reason is not known.

(a)

3S2.0

(b)

HAOWSOF HOLE ( O" )

- * -2
INTO CAWTY — - « —

2 * f • 10
- * — our OF C « « T (<•>

1UHCM P09D0H AT MAJOR 0MMC1ER

Fig. 14. (a) The fundamental mode frequency shift for varying hole size, (b) Effect
of tuner.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated three types of applications of the 3-D Maxwell solvers.
Each of them is indeed beyond the capability of any 2-D code. Among the results
that we have obtained from a number of 3-D simulations, many seem to be reasonable,
whereas some are confusing or even doubtful. We plan to perform a series of tests on
these 3-D codes (code us. code, 3-D vs. 2-D, code vs. analytical approach, etc.). The
results will be reported in future conferences.
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The AMOS Wakefield Code*
J. F. DeFord, G. D. Craig, and R. R. McLeod

LLNL, Livermore, CA 94550

Abstract
AMOS (Azimuthal MOde Simulator) is a.u electromagnetic sim-

ulation computer program that has been developed to study and
design accelerator cavities. AMOS simulates the temporal evolution
of fields in rotationally symmetric volumes, using a harmonic ex-
pansion in the azimuthal coordinate (<j>) to project the fields onto a
two-dimensional, r — z, finite-difference grid. An interactive prepro-
cessor has been developed which allows the user to easily construct
AMOS grids from geometric models. A wakefield postprocessor has
also been developed to compute wake potentials and impedances
from AMOS time-domain data. Graphical postprocessing software
is presently under development. AMOS has been used to study ac-
celerating modules in several linear accelerators, including the Ad-
vanced Test Accelerator (ATA), the Experimental Test Accelerator-
II (ETA-II), SNOMAD, Dual Access Radiographic Hydrodynamics
Test facility (DARHT), and others. Ongoing AMOS development
objectives include the installation of an "open" boundary condition
(Lindman), an rf tensor ferrite model, and the extension of AMOS
to irregular, boundary conforming grids.

1. Introduction

AMOS (Azimuthal MOde Simulator) [1] is a 2|-D, finite-difference time-domain

(FDTD), electromagnetic simulation computer code used primarily in the design of in-

duction linear accelerator (linac) cavities. AMOS simulates the temporal evolution of

electromagnetic fields in rotationally symmetric volumes, commonly called "bodies of rev-

olution", by using the FDTD algorithm on fields distributed on a 2-D (r - z) grid (Fig. 1).

The projection of the fields in the volume onto this 2-D grid is accomplished by expanding

the fields in a Fourier series in the third cylindrical coordinate (*f>) (see Section 2). AMOS

solves for the temporal evolution of each mode, or term in the series, independently. For

this reason, AMOS is referred to as a "2|-D" simulation code. AMOS considers the sim-

ulation grid to be composed of a set of rectangular subgrids, each having a single set of

* Work performed jointly under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under contract W-7405-ENG-48, for the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization and the
V. S. Army Strategic Defense Command in support of SDIO/SDC-ATC MJPR No. W43-GBL-0-5007.
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Fig. 1. AMOS simulation volume and corresponding field grid. AMOS models the fields in
a cylindrical volume by distributing the field components (Er, JE ,̂ Ez> Hr, H+, and
Hz) in each rectangular cell in an r - z grid, and assuming the fields have a harmonic
^-variation.
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electrical properties (e, a, and p) which apply to every cell within the subgrid. Radiation

or impedance boundary conditions can be applied on the boundaries of the simulation grid

as necessary. Both electric and magnetic currents (J and K) may be used as sources for

the electromagnetic fields, or the E and H fields may be driven directly. The user can

request output on any field component at any specified time interval at any position within

the simulation volume. Desired output positions that do not correspond to a node on the

grid or to a particular time step are interpolated from adjacent values.

An interactive, window-based preprocessor (called DRAGON) has been developed

to simplify the user definition of the simulation grid. It allows the user to define the

problem geometry by entering a series of points, either by moving a cursor around on

the graphics screen, or via an input file, or even directly from a CAD system (Fig. 2).

The program connects the points with line segments as they are entered. The user may

then edit the geometry through a variety of operations such as moving points, moving line

segments (collections of points), rotating line segments, adding and deleting points, etc.

The final model is composed of a set of closed polygons, each made up of three or more line

segments. Once the model geometry is complete, the user specifies the material type in each

polygon. The preprocessor then constructs a FDTD grid which closely approximates the

model geometry. This grid is subsequently divided into a set of subgrids, and the subgrid

definitions are written to a file which becomes part of the AMOS input specification.

A computational postprocessor has also been developed, which allows the user to

carry out a variety of operations on the field data generated by AMOS. The purpose of

this program is to act as an interface between binary data file dumped by AMOS and a

graphical postprocessor still under development. One simple example of the operations

performed by the postprocessor is the extraction of a time history of a particular field

component from the AMOS output file, which may then be output in standard ASCII

to a file for plotting. A time series may also be manipulated before being output. The

supported manipulations include Fourier transforms and algebraic operations. The latter
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(a)

(c)

Fig. 2. Model development example using AMOS preprocessor DRAGON, (a) Line segment
definition of the model boundaries. The points are entered via mouse, keyboard, or
input file. The resulting figure may be edited as necessary, (b) Material specification
is made by placing the graphics cursor in each region and entering the material type
for that region, (c) Finally, the finite-difference grid is generated to fill the simulation
area. The grid is composed of rectangular subgrids, each with a particular material
type (e, ft, <T). The specification for this grid is then written into a data file, and this
file is included as part of the AMOS input file.
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include multiplication by a constant or another series, addition and subtraction of series,

etc. More sophisticated operations may be performed involving several time series at once,

including the calculation of wake potentials and impedances (see Section 3), two quantities

that are important for understanding the interaction of a charged particle beam with a

structure such as an accelerator induction cell [2,3,4].

2. Field Equations

The following equations are solved in the time domain by AMOS:

Vx # = /+£ + /„ (1)

VxE = -B-Ka, (2)

V-B = Pm, (3)

VD = Pt, (4)

where J, is the impressed electric source current, K, is the impressed magnetic source

current, pe is the electric charge density, and pm is the (fictitious) magnetic charge density.

All units are MKSA. The linear, scalar, frequency independent constitutive relationships

are

B = pH, (5)

D = eE, (6)

/ = *£, (7)

where fj. is the permeability, e is the permittivity, and a is the conductivity. The impressed

sources are prescribed by the user.

AMOS solves Maxwell's equations in cylindrical coordinates for problems involving

rotationally invariant geometries. An explicit azimuthal (<j>) dependence is assumed to

project the fields in the 3-D geometry onto the 2-D, r - z plane. Specifically, the <f>-

dependence of the fields is expanded in harmonic multipoles, and AMOS may be used
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to simulate the temporal evolution of the particular multipole of interest. Let the field

components all have expansions of the form

/ = x ; ( A <*><m<t>)+fi MM)) , (s)
m=0

where /represents any of the simulated fields, and the amplitudes / £ and / £ , which are

both functions of r, z, and t, are real,. To obtain the equations that AMOS solves, we

substitute (8) into (1) and (2), which yields four equations that must be satisfied for each

multipole number m:

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Writing out the individual components of Eqns. (9)-(12) yields twelve equations that must

be satisfied. However, for problems involving linear, scalar constitutive relations, these

twelve equations may be written as two independent sets of six equations each. The solu-

tions of each independent equation set are themselves separate components of a particular

azimuthal mode, in the same sense that each azimuthal mode may be decomposed into its

TE and TM components. However, these solutions are different from TE and TM modes

in that they each contain Ez and Hx, making them hybrid modes. The equations are

shown below:
± m dH
~Hq

z'
p - —^- = <TE™ + eE™ + J%?, (13)

(Hp^) ™Hy E™ + EJ* + J " (15)

= ^H - Kjf, (16)
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dr
_ ±p,q _ , , f ,

1 fi m

-—(rEl'P) ± —Ep'9 = -uHq'p - KVI- (18)

The new subscripts on the field quantities indicate which component is represented; r refers

to radial component, <j> refers to azimuthal component, and z refers to axial component.

That the fields are actually modal coefficients is implicit in Eqns. (13) - (18), and for the

rest of this section. One set of equations is obtained by selecting the upper sign (where two

signs are present), and also selecting the first superscript (p or q). The other set is obtained

with the lower sign and second superscript. Note that none of the field quantities appear

in both sets of equations. By restricting our attention, without loss of generality, to those

sources which may be represented purely in one set or the other, we may carry out the

simulation using only six equations, with the corresponding reduction in computer time.

Note also that if nonlinear constitutive relations were used, then the sets of equations may

be coupled through the material model.

The field components are distributed spatially in a computational cell as shown in

Fig. 3. Central differencing is used in both space and time to obtain the finite difference

equations, and these expressions are integrated explicitly. Because central time differencing

is used, the various fields must exist at different time points, just as they must exist at

different spatial locations. Specifically,

ali components of E and K, —> integer time steps, i.e., 0,1, 2,..., k, k +1,...,

all components of H and Ja —• half-integer time steps, i.e., ^, §,..., k — | , k + £,....

The given distribution of field components in time and space yields the following set of

field updating equations using the standard explicit leapfrog technique [5]:

±m

pk+1 _ A: ["rji+lj) ar{i,j) j Ar

(20)
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Fig. 3- Spatial distribution of field components in AMOS computational cell. Distribution
allows all spatial derivatives in curl equations to be central-difFerenced.
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(21)

r r * + l / 2 v 5 E * ( i ' J ) + ^ r ^ ( ) ~ g « < » ) j + t ^ ' H H i J ) 2 + K { i j )
Mr{i,j) ~

At

jfc+ 1 / 2

(j-lUr P^C^i) ~ 0—l)̂ (»,j—1)]

At
(23)

At

(24)

where a ( ± ) = • f^ i i ± ^f1. In Eqns. (19)-(24) we have replaced the superscripts p

and q with superscripts Jb — 1/2, Jb, k + 1/2, and fc + 1 indicating the time step, and a

parenthetical pair of subscripts has been added to indicate the spatial positions of the

various field components on the finite difference grid. The first subscript indicates the

component, as before in Eqns. (13)-(18), except in the case of the sources, where the

first subscript is an s indicating that the field is a source field, and the second subscript

indicates the component. Whether one is solving for the p ox q part of a given component

is determined by which equation set is being simulated, and this in turn is determined by

which set of signs are used in Eqns. (19)-(24). The choice of coefficients used in (19)-(24)

follows from the cell positioning shown in Fig. 4.

Initially, all fields are set to zero, or possibly some user defined initial field configura-

tion, and the simulation clock is zeroed. Solution proceeds by first solving for the fields

that exist at time step 1/2, H (Js is supplied by the user), then solving for the fields at

time step 1, E (K, is supplied by the user), then time step 3/2, etc.

3. Calculation of Wake Potentials and Impedances

Consider the geometry illustrated in Fig. 5. The geometry that we are interested in is

cylindrically symmetric, with the z-axis colinear with the axis of rotation. Let the source
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"Computational" cells

Fig. 4. Location and orientation of coordinate axes relative to the placement of the compu-
tational cells that make up the finite difference grid. The numbered pairs indicate the
(i,j) indices for each cell.
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v=c

v=c

Fig. 5. Geometry assumed in the derivation of Eqn. (23) from Eqn. (25). The structure is
assumed to be rotationally symmetric, aad it is homogeneous (usually vacuum) in the
region r <b. The distance s is positive for the test charge trailing the source charge.
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of all fields in the problem be a charge Q, which will be referred to as the source charge.

Assume that Q moves axially with a velocity of v = c = 2.998 x 108 (m/s), and let Q

have coordinates (r, <f>, z) = (TQ, 0, ZQ), where ZQ = ct. The impulse wake potential is then

denned as
oo

; rQ, r, <f>) = — / [£(r, <f>, z, t; rQ) + t}ok x H(r, <f>, z, t; dz, (25)

where ijo = 377J2 is the free space impedance, and k is a unit vector in the axial direction.

Thus, qQWs is the integral of the Lorentz force that a charge q would experience traveling

at a fixed position relative to the source charge, that position given by (r, <j>, ZQ — s). It

can be shown that Eqn. (25) may be written as a sum over azimuthal modes of the form

TJ5-1 \ \ ^ (r\™ (rQ\™ \fdwcm 2m . , ,- .m /]
Ws{s) = 2 ^ «m {jj \jjf-) k cos(m^) - <f>—wcm sm(m<f>) + r—wcm cos(m^) ,

m = 0 *•" J
(26)

where em = < _' ., '. The function wcm is called the characteristic impulse wake\2, otherwise. *
potential of multipole m, and is defined by the expression

dz, . (27)
- o o c

where JE7f (b, z, t; b) is the axial multipole electric field that appears in Eqns. (13)-(18)

evaluated at r = 6, and with the source charge Q at rg = b. Thus, the individual

multipole contributions to the total vector wake potential for any set of coordinates T*Q,

r, and <f> satisfying rq,r < b may be computed by evaluating wcm and its derivative using

Eqn. (27), and then using Eqn. (26).

To compute the total potential at a particular point in a charge bunch, we introduce

the concept of a bunch wake potential, which is simply a convolution of the impulse wake

potential with the charge distribution, i.e.,

oo 6 2JT

W f l ( s ; r , <j>)= I I I Ws(s — s';r',r,<f> — <f>')p(s',r',4>')r'dr'd<f>'ds', (28)
J J J

V=-oor'=0A'=0
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where p is the spatial charge density in the bunch, as measured in the beam frame. The

definition of the parameter s is identical to that used in the original definition of the

impulse wake potential, if one measures s from some fixed point in the bunch. Thus, the

impulse wake potential is used as a Green's function to compute the bunch wake potential.

Taking the Fourier transform of WB over the variable s, and applying the convolution

theorem, yields

b 2x

WB(k) = J J Ws(k; r', r,<j>- j')p(k, r', <t>')r'dr'd<i>\ (29)
r'=0 V

where the Fourier transform is denoted by the use of the frequency domain variable k in

place of 5. Multiplying p by c, and dividing Ws by c, Eqn. (29) may be written in the

form
6 2 *

wB(k)= J J zik-y^t-^uky^'ydr'dt', (30)

where Jz is the ̂ -directed current density, with units of A/m because we have taken a

transform over the s variable, and Z is the vector impedance, with units of ohms. As

denned by Eqn. (30) the impedance is given by the relation

Z{u) = -Ws(u>/c). (31)

In the proceeding discussion, we have laid out the definitions of the wake potential

and impedance. In practice, the computation of these quantities is subject to a number of

difficulties which restrict the class of geometries for which they can be calculated accurately.

Although these difficulties will not be elaborated upon in this article, they will be discussed

in a later paper. In addition, although Eqns. (26) and (31) follow from the simple definition

in Eqn. (25), slightly different definitions of the impulse wake potential and impedance

may be found in the literature. In a concession to established convention, the impedance

that is computed by AMOS differs from Eqn. (31) in that the transverse components are

multiplied by — i. AMOS computes the spectral limits indicated by the mesh size and
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the source bunch width, and applies the most restrictive to limit the highest frequency at

which values of Z are output.

4. AMOS Applications

AMOS has been applied to a variety of problems involving accelerator cavities. The

typical questions that AMOS is used to answer concern the frequencies of cavity resonances

and the design variations that would reduce beam-resonance coupling. We will discuss

work on induction cells from three different accelerators: (1) ATA, (2) SNOMAD, and (3)

DARHT.

The ATA induction cell [6] (Fig. 6) was one of the first cells studied using AMOS.

The primary thrust in this investigation was to determine which of the cavity dipole

(m = 1) resonances could be expected to couple strongly enough to the beam to cause

beam oscillations. These beam breakup (BBU) modes can lead to beam loss on the walls

of the accelerator beampipe. It was possible to determine which cavity modes would be

excited by an electron beam transiting the accelerating gap by driving a short pulse of

current across the gap at the beampipe radius (see Fig. 6) and then taking the Fourier

transform of the resulting axial electric fields in the gap. Also, by computing the wake

potential and the cavity impedance, we were able to determine the strength of this beam-

cavity coupling. This procedure yielded the discovery of two dipole modes, both quite

near in frequency to the TEn cutoff frequency, which were not appreciably damped by

the ferrite in the cavity. In the absence of a high frequency ferrite model, the ferrite was

approximated by an impedance boundary condition.

The first mode may be expected in any perpendicular joint between a pipe and a radial

line, and it is located in the vicinity of the accelerating gap entrance into the beampipe.

A field plot for this mode is shown in Fig. 7a. Since this mode is localized near the joint,

and is evanescent into both the beampipe and the radial line, it follows that the placement

of ferrite pucks in the ATA cell shown in Fig. 6 will not damp this mode. Fortunately,
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Pulse power feed

Ferrite pucks for
rf absorption

Insulator

Ferrite toroid
(not included in
model)

Vacuum

Impedance
boundary condi-
tion to simulate
effect of main
ferrite toroid

Fig. 6. DRAGON rendering of azimuthal cross section of ATA cell (actual cell is rotationally
symmetric about the axis, except for the pulse power feed line). The electron beam
travels through the beampipe on axis, and experiences an accelerating voltage as it
traverses the gap. This voltage is induced on the gap by a pulse delivered by the pulse
power input cables. The large ferrite toroid acts as an inductive load to the pulse
power drive; it is required to match the cell impedance with the impedance of the
pulse power feed line. The ferrite pucks are placed in the cell at strategic points to
damp out undesirable rf resonances in the cavity.
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(b)

Fig. 7. Plots of two high-Q dipole modes produced by AMOS in simulations of an ATA induc-
tion cell: (a) mode localized near the joint between the beamline and the accelerating
gap, and (b; a mode evanescent in the oil behind the insulator. The plots show the
direction and magnitude (length of vector tail) of the electric field in an azimuthal
cross section of the cell. The symmetry axis is at the bottom of each plot. Note that
mode (a) does not couple strongly to a transiting electron beam, if the gap is narrow,
because the sign reversal of the axial electric field in the gap causes whatever energy
that is put into the mode while the beam is moving toward the gap to be removed
again as the beam passes and moves away from the gap. By the same argument mode
(b) should be strongly excited by the beam.
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because of the asymmetry in the axial field about the center of the gap, this mode does not

couple significantly to a transiting charged particle beam unless the gap is wide enough

that the transit time is significant as compared to the mode oscillation period.

The second mode of interest is possibly unique to the ATA cell geometry, and a field

plot of this mode is shown in Fig. 7b. This mode is also not damped by the ferrite in the

cell, as it is evanescent beyond the insulator. In principle this mode should couple strongly

to the beam because the axial field is of one sign (symmetric) in the gap; however, the

experimental evidence for this mode is inconclusive. It may be that the proximity of the

mode to the beampipe cutofF is allowing some of the mode energy to be carried out of

the cavity in the form of traveling waves in the pipe so that the mode amplitude cannot

reach an appreciable level. AMOS has been used to suggest modifications to the ATA

cell geometry and changes in the ferrite position which will reduce the effects of all modes

which may interact with the beam.

Another apph'cation that has yielded interesting results is the SNOMAD accelerator

cell [7] (Fig. 8). This cell is significantly smaller than the ATA cell. Since there was an

isolated cell available for testing, we have been able to compare AMOS predictions of mode

locations directly with experimental measurements. Modes up to m=4 (modes that have

a ^-dependence of the form cos(4^) or sin(4^)) have been computed and compared with

measurements, and these results are shown in Table 1. Agreement with experiment for

this case is excellent. When the ferrite is unmasked, agreement with measurement is more

qualitative. This is due to the use of an impedance boundary condition to simulate the

effects of the ferrite. Results of this type are important benchmarks for AMOS; they have

provided some of the earliest tests of the code against experimental measurements on a

complex geometry.

The last application that we will discuss is the DARHT induction cell [8]. The DARHT

accelerator is being built at LANL. It produces an electron beam that will be focussed on

a tantalum target to produce x-rays for photography of extremely dense materials. AMOS
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Impedance
boundary condi-
tion to simulate
ferrite load

Freon

Insulator

Vacuum

Accelerating gap

Beampipe

Fig. 8. DRAGON rendering of azimuthal cross section of SNOMAD induction cell. Experi-
mental measurements of the resonant mode frequencies were made for this cell, and
these values were compared to AMOS simulations. For the data shown in Table 1 the
ferrite was masked by a perfect conductor, and the oil and insulator were remove 1.
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Mode

TMOIO

TM020

TM030

TM110

TM120

TM210

TM220

TM310

TM32O

TM410

Calculated Resonant
Frequency

.66 (GHz)

2.52

3.72

1.35

2.66

2.20

3.10

2.82

3.73

3.35

Measured Resonant
Frequency

.674 (GHz)

2.539

3.736

1.341

2.696
2.721

2.185

3.130

2.833

3.756

3.36

Table 1. Comparison of experimental measurements and AMOS simulation results for the lo-
cation of resonant modes in the SNOMAD induction cell. For these comparisons, the
ferrite was masked with a perfect conductor, and the insulator and oil were removed.
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was used to assist in the design of the prototype DARHT induction cavity. The prelim-

inary DARHT induction cell design is shown in Fig. 9a. Several of the resonant modes

exhibited unacceptably high coupling impedances with the electron beam, and AMOS was

used to study the effects that geometric and material modifications would have on these

resonances. The optimal design as determined using AMOS is shown in Fig. 9b. The

final design differs slightly from the AMOS design because of pulse power and other con-

siderations. For instance, sharp corners were rounded off to optimize the cell performance

at high drive voltages. The corresponding longitudinal and transverse impedances for the

preliminary and AMOS designs are compared in Fig. 10. The impedance of a cell is

related to the strength of the interaction between the electron beam and the cell. The

longitudinal impedance measures the coupling of the axial motion of the beam to cavity

modes; the transverse impedance measures the coupling of beam motion transverse to the

beampipe axis with cavity modes. In general, one would like the coupling impedances in

both directions to be as small as possible to minimize the effects of cavity resonances on

the beam. During the process of optimizing the cavity design using AMOS, it was discov-

ered that the coupling impedances, especially for the high frequency modes, were affected

strongly by both the positioning and the dielectric constant of the insulator, as well as the

shape of the angular reflector at the top of the cell. Several parameters were varied over

a range constrained by the fabrication requirements until the corresponding impedances

were minimized.

In addition to the applications detailed above, AMOS has also been used to study

various aspects of other accelerators. These include SLIA (Spiral Line Induction Accelera-

tor), ETA-II, the relativistic klystron and HGA (High Gradient Accelerator), the dielectric

wakefield accelerator concept, and study of a proposed linac for heavy ion fusion, work.

5. Ongoing Development

In modeling objects with complex geometries, it may be important to represent the
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boundary condi-
tion to simulate
ferrite load

Dielectric
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Accelerating gap
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Fig. 9. Diagram of (a) preliminary design of DARHT induction cell, and (b) design after opti-
mization using AMOS. Design parameters such as shape of the reflector and the shape
and material properties of the insulator were varied to optimize the rf characteristics
of the cell for accelerator applications.
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Fig. 10. (a) Longitudinal, monopole (m = 0) and (b) transverse, dipole (m = 1) coupling
impedances are compared for the original and optimized DARHT induction cells. The
impedance is a measure of the coupling between modes in the cell and the electron
beam. It is desirable to have all components of the impedance as low as possible over
a broad frequency range.
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boundaries of simulation space more accurately with the elements of an irregular grid. We

are currently upgrading AMOS so that one may, if necessary, capture the essence of these

details.

The thrust of the development work is in directly implementing an update scheme to

an irregular grid using the integral form of Maxwell's time dependent curl equations. This

involves the placement of field components on a body fitting non-orthogonal grid and on

a dual grid, orthogonal to the first grid. This appears to be an efficient method since one

may localize the irregular portion of the grid to the boundaries, allowing one to vectorize

significant subregions of the body and to update on finite difference cells. This procedure,

in effect, retains all of the computational advantages of the present code. Further, since

absorbing boundary conditions (Mur [9]) work well for d$ near normal incidence to a cell

face, the elements of the irregular grid are a more natural choice than finite difference cells

for modeling radiation conditions on an oblique surface boundary.

The authors are also involved in the development of ferrite models that are suitable for

time-domain simulation. Most of the current effort is focussed on a linear, high frequency,

tensor permeability model. An experimental program has been undertaken to measure

the frequency dependent coefficients of the tensor for various soft ferrites under a variety

of bias conditions. These expermentai data are being used to determine parameters in

a theoretical model, and this model is being implemented as a module in AMOS. A low

frequency, nonlinear, ferrite switching model has also been installed in AMOS. This model

will be used to study the pulse power response of accelerator induction cavities, and it

is currently undergoing extensive testing against experimental data taken on small cores

of ATA and ETA-II ferrite. Both of these models will be in module form and will be

removable from the code. This will ensure that problems which do not involve ferrite will

not be slowed down by the additional calculations that are required by the ferrite models.

Various support software is being developed for AMOS, including output graphics and

a more complete front end, or preprocessor. The completed user interface to AMOS will
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simplify the generation of the entire input file (not just the geometry section as is currently

the case), and will also automate the concatenation of the necessary AMOS modules to

construct an executable version of AMOS which is suitable for any given problem.

6. Conclusions

AMOS is a FDTD electromagnetic simulation computer code for use in designing and

studying accelerator cavities and other rotationally symmetric structures in beamlines.

The code has a preprocessor for generating simulation grids from model geometries, and a

computational postprocessor that computes wake potentials and cavity impedances from

the AMOS field time histories. A graphical postprocessor that will plot time histories

and vector field data is under development. AMOS has been applied to a variety of test

problems involving simple canonical structures as well as to design problems with very

complex geometries. As of the date of this conference the code had not yet been released

into the public domain. However, we are interested in seeing the code used in a variety of

accelerator applications, and interested persons are invited to contact the authors.
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SOME INITIAL RESULTS FROM THE NEW SLAC PERMEAMETER

J. K. Cobb and R. A. Early
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,

Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309

ABSTRACT

A new permeameter has been built and is now available for testing samples of

steel and other ferromagnetic materials for their magnetic characteristics such as per-

meability, remanent induction, coercive force and saturation induction. The present

range of operation for the permeameter is from 0.5 Oe to 1250 Oe. Results are pre-

sented for two samples of low-carbon steel as well as some preliminary results for

Vanadium Permendur.

INTRODUCTION

Our initial motivation for building this new permeameter was to generate new,

more accurate permeability tables for the magnet design program POISSON, which

has been in use here at SLAC for many years. More recently, the magnet design

programs TOSCA and PE2D have become available here and they also require that

permeability tables be supplied. It also was felt that it would be useful to be able

to measure the magnetic properties of materials being used at SLAC on a routine

basis. It is well known that these properties can vary in important ways for the

same nominal material. One of the tables in use at SLAC (POISSON material 2)

was known to be too optimistic. This is the old original default table from LBL and

corresponds to annealed pure iron on the G.E. chart.

We became interested in Vanadium Permendur, when in 1988 several of the South

LTR bend magnets were modified to have steel yokes and Permendur poles. This

Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.
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allowed us to widen the pole for a required larger good field width and maintain

the same induction at a given excitation current as before modification/1^ Questions

were raised about the permeability tables for the Permendur, with many questions

about how to heat-treat the Permendur to achieve maximum induction. The available

information on this subject from vendors and the literature has been unclear and

contradictory. We decided to solve this problem, for the future at least, by building

a permeameter that would utilize easy-to-manufacture samples upon which we could

perform heat treatment tests, measure the magnetic characteristics, and then use

the data obtained to make the tables of magnetic induction versus magnetizing force

suitable for POISSON and other magnet codes. As previously mentioned, the present

range of operation for the permeameter is from 0.5 Oe to 1250 Oe, and while this

is enough to drive most materials into saturation, higher values would improve the

precision of saturation induction measurements. Therefore we plan to extend the top

value of magnetizing force to 2500 Oe by installing a modified set of coils.

THE P E R M E A M E T E R

The configuration for the permeameter is shown in Fig. 1. A somewhat similar

device was built at LBL several years ago/2) It is a C-type electromagnet with a

single excitation coil of 324 turns (6 layers of 54 turns) of No. 14 square copper wire

insulated with polyamide GP-200. The coil form itself is made of low-carbon steel to

minimize the reluctance of the apparatus. Bolted to the excitation coil are the two

yokes of 2-in. by 4-in. low-carbon steel bars 12 in. long. The pole pieces are threaded

into the yoke bars so that the sample under test can be clamped into position by

screwing the pole pieces down tightly against the ends of the sample. The samples

to be tested are cylindrical with a 0.191 in. hole (No. 11 drill) drilled on the axis.

The hole allows the introduction of a Hall probe which measures the magnetization

force H in the center of the sample. This method utilizes the fact that the tangential

component of H is constant across the metal/air boundary. The outside diameter of

the sample is 0.749 in. and the length is 2.000 in., although other lengths also can be

used because of the adjustment range of the threaded poles. The magnetization force

is inversely proportional to the sample length, but POISSON runs show that short
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the SLAC Permeameter.

samples have nonuniform fields. These runs also show that the pickup coil should be

wound as close to the sample as possible and also close to the sample center.

The induction pickup coil, which measures B is made of Dehrin and has 180 turns

of No. 40 copper wire with Isonel insulation. The wire diameter is 0.005 in., including

insulation. The coil length is 0.250 in. and the average diameter of the windings is

0.780 in.

A diagram of the permeameter measurement system is shown in Fig. 2. De-

tails of the measurement system and associated computer programs have been given

previously. (3)
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Fig. 2. The Permeameter measurement system.

FITTING THE DATA

Splines and polynomials of various orders were considered for fitting the data.

The best method for our purposes was to use a seventh degree polynomial of the

induction as a function of the logarithm of the magnetizing force. The resulting

functional relationship can then be used to calculate the induction for many values of

the magnetizing force, and this results in a table which can be entered directly into

POISSON. Care was taken to assure that both first and second differences of B with

increasing H were always smooth and did not change sign. The problem of proper

fitting for magnetization tables has been studied by Pissanetzky.M

The latest version of POISSON at SLAC has been modified to accept tables of up

to 199 points. There is aiso an option to change the internal interpolation method

from one varying with B2 (the old method) to one linear in B. This removes a
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serious problem with the variation of magnetization with H. The B2 interpolation

causes cusps in the relationship between magnetization and H. This in turn can

cause convergence failure, especially at high fields where the BH curve flattens out.

Whatever external or internal table is selected, POISSON does its own interpolation

in order to reduce B, or B2 to an index by dividing by a step size. Corresponding

values of reluctivity (H/B) are then stored in an array with corresponding indices.

So in operation, the program does not do a table search, but merely divides B or B?

by a proper step size. This becomes the index for the reluctivity array. A further

refinement is done on the slope. Linear interpolation increases the running time

about 20% since a square root must now be taken for every mesh point at every

cycle. However, the number of cycles to convergence is less because of the improved

stability, so this has been left as an option for users with convergence problems. We

have found that a 50 point table is generally satisfactory. Test cases have converged at

high fields with the program default conditions set, and with reasonably short running

times. When materials are driven well into saturation, special constant settings may

be necessary. This is generally the case with Vanadium Permendur.

RESULTS

For the steel samples, the final heat treatment in each case was to hold for two

hours at 750° C in a hydrogen atmosphere, with a slow cooldown of 60° C/hr. Any

previous heat treatment for the steel samples is unknown. Hardness tests and grain

size indicate that the 1010 sample had been previously annealed. The second anneal

produced only a small change in magnetic characteristics. This was also true for the

1004 steel sample. Both samples were chemically analyzed to confirm carbon content.

Figure 3 is a graph of intrinsic induction (B-H) versus magnetizing force H for

the 1010 steel sample compared to low-carbon steel from the G.E. chart. Figure 4

shows the old POISSON table compared to the results for 1010 steel.

The results for Vanadium Permendur should be considered to be preliminary. The

cooling rate for the oven used could not be controlled. Cooling rates were very slow

(60° C/hr) and the samples were cycled through several annealing temperatures. We
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have no way of quenching the samples between the various heat treatments at this

time.

The first Vanadium Permendur sample was machined from a larger piece which

had been heat-treated for four hours at 1120° C in a hydrogen atmosphere, with a

slow cooldown of 60°/hr. This sample was later annealed after machining at 750° C

for two hours and oven, cooled. This produced our best results so far for Permendur.

i 1 1 1 1 r i f |
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Fig. 5. Intrinsic induction (B-H) versus mag-
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Fig. 6. Permeability versus magnetizing force H
for annealed 1010 steel and Permendur.

Figure 5 is a graph of intrinsic induction versus magnetizing force for the steel

and first Permendur samples which were measured. This is shown in terms of per-

meabilities in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the demagnetization curves for 1010 steel and

Permendur.

Two more samples were machined from a larger piece which had been forged. They

were later heat treated at several different temperatures, but in different sequence; the

results were virtually identical. One of the problems which we encountered in Ref. [1]

was that while the LBL work had recommended an anneal at 1120° C, manufactur-
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ers warn against temperatures above 900° C. The Curie temperature for Vanadium

Permendur is 932° C, and we found that an anneal at 950° C did indeed produce

poor magnetic properties. However, subsequent heat treatment at temperatures of

885° C and 1060° C restored the samples to the characteristics previously obtained

by heat treatment at those temperatures before the 950° C anneal; these results are

summarized in Fig. 8.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF
CROSS FIELD AMPLIFIERS*

Kenneth Eppley
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

PO Box 4349, Stanford, California, 94309

ABSTRACT

Cross field amplifiers (CFA) have been used in many applications where high power,
high frequency microwaves are needed. Although these tubes have been manufactured
for decades, theoretical analysis of their properties is not as highly developed as for other
microwave devices such as klystrons. One feature distinguishing cross field amplifiers is
that the operating current is produced by secondary emission from a cold cathode. This
removes the need for a heater and enables the device to act as a switch tube, drawing no
power until the rf drive is applied. However, this method of generating the current does
complicate the simulation.

We are developing a simulation model of cross field amplifiers using the PIC code
CONDOR. We simulate an interaction region, one travelling wavelength long, with peri-
odic boundary conditions. An electric field with the appropriate phase velocity is imposed
on the upper boundary of the problem. Evaluation of the integral of E • J gives the power
interchanged between the wave and the beam. Given the impedance of the structure, we
then calculate the change in the travelling wave field. Thus we simulate the growth of
the wave through the device.

The main advance of our model over previous CFA simulations is the realistic tracking
of absorbtion and secondary emission. The code uses experimental curves to calculate
secondary production as a function of absorbed energy, with a theoretical expression for
the angular dependence.

We have used this code to model the 100 MW X-band CFA under construction
at SLAC, as designed by Joseph Feinstein and Terry Lee. We are examining several
questions of practical interest, such as the power and spectrum of absorbed electrons,
the minimum travelling wave field needed to initiate spoke formation, and the variation
of output power with DC voltage, anode-cathode gap, and magnetic field.

Introduction

The crossed-field amplifier (CFA) is an outgrowth of the magnetron. Like mag-
netrons, it is capable of producing very high peak powers with reasonable efficiencies.
Unlike magnetrons, the CFA is a true amplifier; however, it is difficult to obtain both
high gain and low noise operation. In the CFA, electrons drift in the crossed electric
field between anode and cathode and an external transverse magnetic field. A periodic

* Work supported by the US Department of Energy, contract DE - ACG3 - 76SF00515.
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structure on the anodes supports a travelling wave whose phase velocity is designed to
be equal to the E x B drift velocity. RF power is injected into an input cavity, setting
up a travelling wave in the anode-cathode region. With proper choice of DC electric and
magnetic fields, the wave bunches the beam and produces electron spokes which interact
with the field to transfer energy to it.

Either forward or backward wave modes can be used. The backward wave CFA
has the advantage that the beam sees the output cavity with its high fields first, and
forms spokes quickly, while in the forward wave device a much longer distance is required
before a stable spoke is produced. Also, the modulation of the reentrant beam has a
much smaller effect in the backward wave CFA.

Simulation Model

Because CFA's are inherently 2D, non-linear devices, numerical simulation is impor-
tant for accurate design. We are developing a simulation code based on the PIC code
CONDOR [1] which can calculate the gain and efficiency of a CFA tube, for forward or
backward wave modes, including reentrancy of the beam and secondary emission from
the cathode. The main advance of our model over previous CFA simulations is the realis-
tic tracking of absorbtion and secondary emission. The code uses experimental curves to
calculate production of secondaries as a function of absorbed energy, with a theoretical
term (basically l/cos(0)) giving the angular dependence.

We simulate an interaction region, one travelling wavelength long, with periodic
boundary conditions. Time in the simulation corresponds to progression in space around
the circumference of the CFA. When the beam passes out one end of the simulation box
and reenters the other side, this corresponds to shifting the box one wavelength forward.

An electric field with the appropriate phase velocity is imposed on the upper boundary
(port) of the problem. We assume adiabatic change so that the port voltage V and phase
(f> depend only on the time t. We solve Maxwell's equations to obtain a self-consistent
charge and field distribution.

Our calculation of the interaction between the beam and the wave is similar to that
described by Yu, Kooyers, and Buneman [2]. Evaluation of the integral of E • J gives the
power interchanged between the wave and the beam. From this power, and the impedance
Z of the structure (where the energy is .5V2/Z), we calculate the time derivative of the
travelling wave:

dVjdt = (Z/V) • P

d<t>(dt = (Z/V2) • R

where P is / (E • Jd3x) using the E field corresponding to phase <£, and R is the

integral using phasel <j> + ir/2.

For a backward wave mode, the beam enters at the high power output and proceeds
to the input. In simulating the backward mode, power is extracted from the wave as
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the beam progresses from output to input. We assume some output power level, and
calculate what input level would be needed to produce this. Steady state is assumed,
so that we can ignore the fact that the group velocity is different from the particle drift
velocity.

The beam is reinjected after passing through the sever to determine the effect of
starting with an initially modulated beam. Generally, successive passes will not exactly
reproduce, especially in the low voltage section, due to space charge oscillations which
are at a different frequency than the operating frequency. Real devices tend to average
out phase variations over the third dimension, so our calculations tend to overestimate
the phase jitter in the low voltage section.

Application to SLAC 100 MW CFA

We have used this code to model the 100 MW X-band CFA under construction at
SLAC, designed by Joseph Feinstein and Terry Lee. We list the nominal specifications
and the simulation results (for constant impedance and magnetic field, including the
synchronous harmonic only):

Frequency: 11.424 GHz

Peak Power Output: 100 MW

RF Pulse Width: 400 ns

Pulse repetition rate: 360 pps

Anode Voltage: 120 kV [Simulation: 140 kV]

Anode Current: 1700 Amp [Simulation: 1200 Amp]

Efficiency {rje • r)c): 0.7 • 0.7 = 0.5 [Simulation: 0.74 • 0.9 = 0.67]

Gain: 20 db [Simulation: approx. 20 db]

RF Drive Power: 1 MW [Simulation: approx. 1 MW]

Emitter: Platinum cold cathode

Cathode dimensions: 5.50 cm radius by 1.65 cm high

Cathode current density: 29 A/cm2 [Simulation: 21 A/cm2]

Anode dimensions: 5.82 cm radius (336° of circumference) by 1.65 cm high

Anode-Cathode gap: 3.175 mm

Number of anode resonators: 85

Average anode dissipation: 134 W/cm2 at 400 ns [Simulation: 88 W/cm2]

Peak anode dissipation: 4.7 MW/cm2 [Simulation: 7 MW/cm2 instantaneous peak]

Phase shift per section: 225 degrees

Phase velocity: 7.428 -107 m/s

Synchronous voltage: 16.4 kV
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DC magnetic field: 5-6 kGauss [Simulation: 6 kGauss]

We are examining several questions of practical interest, such as gain, efficiency, phase
jitter, and the power and energy spectrum of intercepted electrons at various power levels.

Minimum RF Field Needed for Start-Up

The DC field gradient is below the threshhold for field emission, but a small number
of electrons will be present due to quantum tunnelling. Simulations show that in the
absence of drive these electrons do not produce secondaries, but RF power of a few
hundred kW is sufficient to initiate secondary emission and form a hub.

Maximum RF Field Limitations

Calculations by Feinstein [3] using a model assuming Brillouin flow in the hub (rather
than self-consistent space charge) indicated that for high RF fields, the cathode bom-
barding energy would become so large that the secondary emission ratio would go below
unity. This occurs at 6 keV for platinum. (See Skowron [4]). If most of the deposited
electrons are above this threshold, secondary emission will not maintain the hub current.
Thus, it might be necessary to use a larger anode-cathode gap than would be optimal for
maximum power. (A larger gap results in lower RF field strengths at the hub and thus
lower anode current.)

This does not appear to be a problem when only the synchronous wave is included
in the simulation. However, when the backward wave fundamental is also included, the
conclusion changes (see below). With only the synchronous wave, the space charge oscil-
lations in the hub contribute as much or more to secondary production as the travelling
wave. With an initial space charge of about .004 of the steady state value (at our operat-
ing point), these oscillations are sufficient to initiate secondary production and formation
of a hub. The mean absorbtion energy on the cathode changes from 300 eV with no trav-
elling wave field to 700 eV (for our circuit) with 100 MW of RF power. The distribution
is peaked at low energies (a few tens of eV) and falls off monotonically with energy,
with the median absorbed energy being roughly half the mean value. These findings
suggested that an oxide cathode (e.g., BeO) might perform better than platinum, since
such cathodes have higher secondary yield and lower peak energy. Simulations verified
that a BeO cathode allowed higher peak power than Pt when only the synchronous mode
was included.

Initially the simulations included only the synchronous harmonic. The wavelengths
of the other harmonics are, in general, not simply related to the synchronous wavelength,
and would not be correctly modelled by the periodic boundary conditions in the simu-
lation. However, for certain specific phase shifts, where the ratio between wavelengths
is a simple fraction, e.g., 1/2 or 2/3, it is possible to model both fundamental and syn-
chronous waves with a longer simulation region and still use periodic boundaries. For
example, consHcr a fundamental wave with -120 degree phase shift per resonator. The
synchronous wave is -120 + 360 = +240 degrees. One can model both harmonics using a
simulation region of one fundamental wavelength (three resonator lengths). Because the
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simulation covers an integral number of resonators, one can model all harmonics, either
as separate terms or modelling the voltage across the vanes with RF ports. Another
possibility is to use a fundamental with phase shift of -144 degrees, with a synchronous
wave of +216 degrees. The fundamental wavelength is 3/2 the synchronous wavelength,
and one can model these two modes in three synchronous wavelengths.

In the SLAC CFA the fundamental mode is -135 degrees, which has longer wavelength
than the synchronous mode of 225 degrees. The fundamental amplitude at the anode is
about the same as the synchronous wave, but at the cathode it is considerably stronger,
since the decay constant is proportional to wavelength.

We have studied the effects of the fundamental mode for the combinations -120, +240
and -144, +216 degrees. At low power there is not much change from the synchronous
only case except a small drop in efficiency. However, at higher power levels, the higher
transverse fields at the cathode from the fundamental can increase the cathode bombard-
ment energies above the maximum threshold for sustainable secondary emission. This
cutoff occurs at a much lower RF power level than was found for the synchronous wave
alone. For the present CFA design, the code predicts a maximum power level of about
40-60 MW, above which the cathode cannot sustain secondary emission.

A cutoff of secondary emisssion can also occur when only the synchronous mode is
included, from a different mechanism. When the RF field exceeds a critical threshold,
which depends on the DC voltage, gap width, and DC magnetic field, the spoke draws
so much current that the hub is depleted and secondary emission ceases. For the initial
SLAC design, the threshold for this effect is slightly above 100 MW at the operating
point used in the simulations.

These mechanisms may account for the upper mode current cutoff observed experi-
mentally in CFAs. These observations suggest the desirability of tapering the impedance
lower near the output. They also suggest that a synchronous fundamental (generally
requiring a forward wave) might allow higher peak power, since the harmonics then are
weaker at the cathode than the synchronous wave.

Parameter Study

We have begun a parameter study to find the best operating point, by varying DC
voltage, anode-cathode gap, and magnetic field. Simulations indicate that maximum
RF power is produced with a DC voltage about 15 to 20% above the Hartree value,
consistent with observations of actual CFA's. We are studying the effects of tapering the
impedance and magnetic field profiles along the circuit to maximize the output power
and minimize phase jitter. Simulations indicate that with constant magnetic field and
impedance, power production from the second half of the tube is very small, because the
RF falls below the minimum (about 107 V/m at the anode) needed to hold the spoke
in place. This limits the maximum gain and contributes to phase jitter, because the
reactive component of induced current can produce a large phase shift even though it
adds no power to the beam. Increasing the magnetic field when the voltage falls below
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this threshold brings the beam closer to the Hartree condition and increases the gain by.
several db in some, but not all, cases.

Tapered Impedance

A taper on impedance, highest at the input, should reduce problems with current
depletion, anode heating, and breakdown at the high power end, as well as improving
power production and phase stability at the low power end. In practice, large impedance
variations can only be attained if the phase velocity is also varied. We modified the
code to permit variable phase velocities. To keep the simulation region equal to one
wavelength, the zone size had to be varied continuously, and all the quantities related
to the zone size had to be recalculated on every timestep. The particle coordinates do
not change, so there may be either too many or too few particles at the left and right
boundaries when the mesh is altered. This does not seem to create a problem as long as
the change per time step is small.

We specify the taper by giving /?, the phase shift per resonator, as a function of
time. Empirical measurements determined the scaling of the group velocity vg to be
proportional to /?7 5 . From this we calculate the scaling in the impedance and attenuation,
which vary as U71, or as /?~7 5 . If we define the impedance with respect to the voltage
across a wavelength rather than the voltage across the resonator vanes, the change in
mesh size varies as /52 so the impedance then varies as /?~5 5 . The RF voltage must
change as the impedance is varied so as to conserve energy:

SVrf = Vrf • 6Z/(2Z)

For the SLAC CFA, initially designed for a (3 of 225 degrees, the limits on /? lie
approximately between 210 and 250 degrees. This allows a variation in the structure
impedance by a factor of 2.7. We simulated several tapers between these limits for
a backward wave CFA with a BeO cathode, with 145 kV DC, 3.2 mm anode-cathode
spacing, and 6 kgauss magnetic field (synchronous mode only). The best simulation
result was 300 MW output power, a gain of 18.6 db, electronic efficiency 74%, circuit
efficiency 87%, net efficiency 64%. Peak anode dissipation was about 10 MW/cm2.

Anode Dissipation

One limitation on the peak power level is due to absorbtion of power by the anode.
If the anode temperature goes above its melting point during the duration of the pulse,
the surface will be damaged and the lifetime of the tube will be short. The temperature
rise for a copper anode is given by

AT=. 311 -P-T1'2

where T is in degrees C, P is power absorbed in watts/cm2, and r is the pulse width in
seconds. For copper the melting point is about 600 degrees C. For a 100 ns pulse the
power must be less than 6 MW/cm2 for AT to be below 600 degrees. If the anode vanes
are tipped with tungsten, the temperature rise will be higher, but the melting point is
also higher, and the allowed dissipation will be about 10 MW/cm2 over 100 ns.
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One disadvantage of the backward wave device, according to the simulations, is that
the first spoke which forms carries about twice as much current as subsequent spokes,
with correspondingly higher anode dissipation. Here again, tapering the impedance helps.
With the untapered design, the dissipation reaches the limit for tungsten tipped vanes at
about 100 MW, while tapering the impedance can allow powers of up to about 300 MW
before melting. We are also studying whether, as McDowell found [5], proper shaping of
the anode vanes may further reduce dissipation.

We are examining the spatial and temporal pattern of anode absorbtion in finer
detail. The values reported in this paper as peak values of dissipation represent averages
over one RF period. An examination with finer time resolution suggested that the true
values might be higher in some cases by as much as a factor of two, because the deposition
was not uniform over a cycle. However, this would depend also on how reproducible the
current pattern was from spoke to spoke. An accurate model will require simulation of
the actual vane structure (see below).

Modelling the Output End of a Backward-Wave CFA

We devised a model allowing simulation of the real vane structure, for arbitrary phase
shifts. We modelled the vanes for six resonators with the SLAC design, plus a drift space
at each end, and quarter-wave choke cavities in cathode and anode to prevent propagation
of the wave through the drift space. The voltages on the slots were constant, with a phase
shift of 135 degrees between each. The voltages on the end slots, were reduced for better
matching of the transverse wave. The output port in the actual device causes a reduction
in voltage of similar magnitude. This simulation gives a fairly good model of the fields
in the drift space and should give a good idea of the anode deposition near the output.
The main error in this short model is that the beam has more modulation entering the
drift space than it would in the actual device. Even so, the spokes are seen to collapse
almost immediately after the last slot.

This model gave an upper limit on power due to current depletion that agreed fairly
well with the two-harmonic simulations described above. At a power of 40 MW, the peak
anode absorbtion was 14 MW/cm2. This assumed that the absorbtion was over the tip
of the vane only, and is probably an overestimate, since some of the current is observed
to go between the vanes. We wish to redo these calculations with a finer subdivision of
the vanes to get a precise determination of the area of deposition.

Forward Wave Design

We modelled a forward wave circuit where the vane width and separation were re-
duced so that the fundamental harmonic could be used as the synchronous wave. The
other harmonics are then all weaker at the cathode, and do not significantly increase the
bombardment energy. Thus it is possible to use an oxide cathode and sustain peak pow-
ers of several hundred MW. There are, of course, engineering difficulties in fabricating
a circuit with smaller dimensions. There is also a potential problem because the tube
passes through resonance with the TT mode as the voltage rises. For a backward wave,
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this mode lies at voltages above the operating point and is never encountered. If the
modulator rise time is fast enough, it may be possible to avoid this mode.

We scaled a structure with a fundamental at +144 degrees phase shift. The first
harmonic is at -216 degrees. In the backward wave design this would have been the
synchronous mode. If one shrinks the anode structure by a constant factor in the lon-
gitudinal direction, then to first order the impedance (measured with respect to the RF
amplitude rather than the slot voltage) is unchanged. The circuit attenuation increases
inversely with the size reduction factor.

The simulation took the 144 degree mode as the synchronous wave, reducing the
resonator spacing by 2/3 to keep the same phase velocity. Thus the DC voltage, magnetic
field, and anode-cathode voltage could remain as before. The circumference was left
unchanged, though this could be increased if needed for higher power.

Simulations with fixed RF voltages, including the lowest two harmonics, showed that
with the synchronous fundamental the cathode bombardment energies were again of the
order of several hundred eV. Thus an oxide cathode could work well. Using BeO, the peak
power reached about 300 MW before current depletion occurred. The anode deposition at
this level was close to the limit with tungsten coating. These limits assumed the nominal
circuit impedance, and both could be increased if the impedance at the high power end
were reduced. At the low power end, it was found that about 3 MW input was needed to
initiate spoke formation. A simulation of the entire circuit, including reentrancy, found
an output power of 280 MW from an input of 3 MW, a gain of 18.4 db. The electronic
efficiency was 64% and the circuit efficiency was 78%, for a net efficiency of 50%. The
peak anode absorbtion was 14 MW/cm".

Future Work

We wish to expand our model to allow higher space harmonics for arbitrary phase
shifts. We are planning to use a comoving mesh with quasi-periodic boundaries. The
Poisson solver will assume exact periodicity of the charge. The electric field extrapolation
across the boundaries, however, will use the analytic form of the higher harmonics, which
are not periodic in the simulation region. Thus there will be a discontinuity in the fields
across the boundaries but not in their calculated finite differences. The comoving mesh
will keep the spokes centered so they do not cross the discontinuity. Some charge will
cross between the boundaries, but hopefully this will be small enough that it does not
cause problems.

We are engaged in benchmarking our simulations against existing CFA's. We wish
to develop estimates of amplitude and phase jitter based on the fluctuations in the power
generation and in the pass-to-pass stability. We are also examining the effects of the
shape of the vanes on the anode dissipation and efficiency. We are studying whether
adding slots to the cathode to increase the synchronous field near the hub will increase
the gain and improve phase stability. We are continuing to study the effects of varying
gap spacing, DC voltage, and magnetic field.
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Figure 1. Simulation of one (slow wave) wavelength of electron position-space dis-
tribution showing electron hub and spoke. DC plus RF field vectors are plotted at the
anode. The boundary conditions are conducting on the bottom, metal with imposed
travelling voltage on top, and periodic on the sides. The top picture shows a strong RF
field which holds the spoke tightly, while the second shows a weaker field where the spoke
undergoes tumbling.
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Figure 2. Schematic of a CFA showing vanes, input, output, and sever (drift space
with no RF which isolates input and output).
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Figure 3. Onset of current depletion. Peak RF field was 77 MV/m (power level,
220 MW). DC voltage 140 kV, magnetic field 6 kGauss, anode-cathode gap .32 mm.
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Figure 4a. Simulation of the initial SLAC CFA design, constant impedance and
magnetic field. Power level (MW) versus distance (one wavelength = 6.5 mm). For a
backward wave device we begin the simulation with an assumed output level and remove
power from the beam to find the level that would have been needed at the input for
consistency.
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Figure 4c. Relative phase between voltage and current versus distance.
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Figure 4d. Rate of power generation (MW per wavelength) versus distance.
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Figure 4e. Anode current versus distance.
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Figure 6a. Backward wave calculation with tapered impedance. BeO cathode, DC
voltage 145 kV, 6 kGauss, .32 mm gap. Phase shift varied from 250 degrees per resonator
at the output to 210 degrees at the input. Power level versus distance. The wavelength
is the average value of 6.5 mm.
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Figure 7. Simulation of output end of backward wave design. Electron position space
distribution. The beam travels from left to right. Note the choke cavities which prevent
RF from entering the drift space.
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Figure 8a. Forward wave simulation. Synchronous fundamental, 144 degree phase
shift. BeO cathode, DC voltage 140 kV, 6 kGauss, .32 mm gap. Phase velocity was
7.74 • 107 m/sec. Power level versus distance. The wavelength is 6.8 mm.
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SIMULATION OF IFR TRANSPORT IN THE SANDIA RECIRCULATING LINEAR

ACCELERATOR USING ELBA

R. F. Hubbard, G. Joyce and S. P. Slinker

Beam Physics Branch
PLasma Physics Division

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375-5000

ABSTRACT

The bean simulation code ELBA has been used to study beam transport in

the Recirculating Linear Accelerator (RLA) at Sandia National Laboratories.

This device employs an ion focused regime (IFR) channel to guide the bean and

vill recirculate the beam several times through the same accelerating

cavities, thus potentially reducing the cost, weight and volume of high

current, high energy accelerators. The simulations treat bean and plasma

electron dynamics in both straight and curved sections of the accelerator.

The simulation results generally show little degradation of the beam during

the first pass because the ion channel pinch force is strong. However, ion

channel expansion after the beam passes will substantially weaken the

channel, and simulations with a broad, weakened channel often exhibit serious

off-axis drifting and beam loss.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Recirculating Linear Accelerator (RLA) currently being developed at

Sandia National Laboratories vill utilize ion-focused regime (IFR) transport

in both straight and curved sections of the accelerator. Ion-focused

transport employs a column of plasma created by a laser or low energy

electron beam. A high current, relativistic electron beam whose charge

density exceeds that of the plasma will expel plasma electrons, leaving

behind an ion column which electrostatically pinches the beam. The ion

channel removes the need for a strong solenoidal guide field and provides

strong focusing to inhibit the growth of the beam breakup instability
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2 3(BBU). ' This technique was used for many years on the Advanced Test
2

Accelerator (ATA) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

As originally conceived, the RLA would- employ a racetrack, geometry with

one or more accelerating cavities in the straight sections. The ion channel

will be created by a low energy electron beam guided by a weak (100 gauss)

solenoidal field. The channel will be created prior to the injection of the

high current electron beam and will thread the entire beamline including the

accelerating cavities. The beam will circulate four times around the

racetrack. In the curved sections, a vertical field approximately matched to

the nominal beam energy and major radius of curvature of the bend will

augment the IFR channel. Because of concerns about injection, extraction,

and long-time-scale ion channel motion, alternative designs are being

considered which would replace the racetrack configuration with an open-ended

spiral.

In this paper, we describe ELBA simulation studies of beam transport and

erosion in the RLA. The purposes of these studies are to determine beam head

erosion rates for the RLA in both straight and curved sections, to estimate

beam drifts in bends arising from such sources as local vertical field

mismatch and hoop forces, to estimate emittance growth during transport and

to study beam degradation in the broad, weak channels expected after the beam

recirculates. This is the first application of the curved beamline option in

ELBA described in the accompanying paper. ELBA simulations .of beam

transport and stability in the Spiral Line Induction Accelerator (SLIA) are

described by Krall and Joyce.

II. METHODOLOGY

ELBA simulation code description; ELBA is a 3-D version of the FRIEZR

axisymmetric particle simulation code. It is fully electromagnetic and

solves the field equations in r, 8, Z, = ct - z and t. This doppler-shifted

coordinate system is particularly well suited to treating IFR transport since

it moves at the speed of light, making the coordinate C an approximate

constant of the motion for beam electrons. Although z is not a dynamical

variable, diagnostics are usually transformed to the frozen (z, C) coordinate

system to facilitate comparison with experiments. The field solver in curved

sections assumes a small aspect radio r/R where r < a is the distance from
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the axis, a is the pipe radius and R is the major radius of the bend. ELBA
6employs an elegant mapping algorithm developed by Friedman for treating beam

dynamics in the bends. The implementation of this method in ELBA is

described in more detail in Ref. 4. Beam and plasma electron dynamics are

treated fully relativistically, and ion motion is neglected since we are

concentrating on beam head effects. The ratio of the bending field B to its
2matched value B = &rQmc /eR can be specified arbitrarily.

Erosion Rate Diagnostics; In the RLA, the wall radius is not much

larger than the beam radius a, , so the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the

beam current Iu(C» z) is a convenient diagnostic for calculating the

simulation erosion rate g . If C (z) is defined by I(£ ,z) = I /2, then

" aw / R* The last term a d J u s t s for slippage
of the coordinate system in bends. This slippage is peculiar to the ELBA

code and occurs because the z coordinate in the bends is an arc length along

the inside edge of the beamline rather than along its center. This prevents

information from propagating forward in C. Results can be compared with the

theoretical inductive erosion rate: P (th) * fLv/y- Here f is the ion-to-

beam density ratio, v * I,/(17 kA) and the inductance L * 21n(a /a. ) .

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Beam and channel parameters; A series of simulations were run with

Yo = 10, afa = 1 cm, ay = 4.5 cm, R = 84 cm, T-max = 10 kA and channel radius

a . * 1 cm. A 128 cm long beam was transported 500 cm in straight or curved

sections. The 500 cm in a curve corresponds to 340° although a single bend

in the experiment is only 180° Results from the various simulations are

summarized in the table below.

Erosion results for fast rise cases; In order to facilitate comparison

with analytical results, a series of simulations with a very short (5 cm)

current rise length were carried out. For a channel-to-beam density ratio

f - 0.5 (Case Fl), the erosion rate in a straight section simulation agreed

with the analytical estimate 3 = 0.079. The rates in the curved section

f = 0.5 simulations (Cases F2,F3 F5 and F7) were typically 40£ higher than in

the straight case. As expected, the erosion rate dropped by almost a factor

of two when f was reduced to 0.25 (Cases F4 and F6), Some cases included a

mismatch between the vertical field B and the matched value B .
y m
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Case f B /Bm

Table 1. Summary of ELBA Simulation Results

Transport
0 Efficiency £ Comments

Fl
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
SI
S2
S3
S4

aWla

W2a

V3a

w4a

W6a

W6a

aWeak

0
0
0
0,
0,
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

.5

.5

.5

.25

.5

.25
,5
.25
25
,25
25
10
10
10
10
10
10

N
1
1
1.
1
1.
0.
1.
N.
0.
1.
N.
1.
1.
1.
0.
1.

: channel
emittance t

Erosion

.A.

.0

.0

.0

.1

.1

.9

.0

.A.
,9
1
A.
0
0
0
9
1

0
0
0
0
0,
0.
0,
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

.079

.119

.110

.063

.121

.063

.106
,041
.030
042
059
010
013
014
030
022
007

>0.99
>0.99
>0.99
>0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.96
0.95
0.89
0.96
0.84
0.84
0.69
0.48
0.29
0.86

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

"recirculated" beam case; a .
matched

and beam

for f.

loss

•0.25 and ro-l<Hf

Straight section, 0_(th)«O.O79
Curved;
Curved;
Curved;
Curved;
Curved;
Curved;
Curved;

no sector magnet corr.
sector magnet on
lower f
stronger vertical field
lower f and higher B
weaker vertical field
std. moderate rise case

Straight; 3_(th) « 0.040
Curved;
Curved;

weaRer vertical field
stronger vertical field

Straight; 3_(th) « 0.008
Curved;
Curved;
Curved;
Curved;
Curved;

« 3.5 i

std. weak channel case
assumes 40% inc. in e
Y0 - 10

 n

weaker vertical field
stronger vertical field

cm, Yn * 21; normalized
as in previous cases).

in moderate rise-rate cases: These cases (S1-S4)

are similar to those above except that £ * 60 cm. Erosion rates are

somewhat lower than those produced in the previous cases. Figure 1 plots the

displacements X(C) and T(C) for a matched bending field simulation (Case SI).

Ohmic energy loss cases the beam head to drift inward (X < 0) while

displacements in Y remain small. We believe that the small positive x-

deflection in the beam body seen in Fig. 1 is due to the hoop force.

Choosing B /B - 0.9 instead of 1.0 (Case S3) results in a smaller inward

drift in the beam head and a larger outward drift in the body.

Figure 2 plots the position of simulation particles at z * 318 cm and C

* 64 cm. Beam electrons are mostly confined to the area near the center,

while the vertical "column11 of particles consists of plasma electrons

escaping along the vertical field lines.
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•JJ-

XI*

Fig 1. Beam displace-
ment X(O (solid) and
Y(O (dashed) at
z-300cm: Case SI

Fig 2. Pinched bean
and escaping plasma
electrons at z*318cm
and C~64cm: Case SI

Fig 3. Beam displacement
X(C) and Y(z) at z«300cm
for Case V2 (Weak ion
channel; B -B^).

Erosion and beam loss in a veak ion channel: Ion channel expansion

betveen recirculations is a major concern for the racetrack design. Cases

V1-W6 mimic this effect by using a higher energy beam and a broader, weaker

ion channel. As expected, these cases have substantially lover erosion rates

but more particle loss to the vail. Particle loss is primarily due to

evaporation and drifting; it is particularly severe in Cases VA (low beam

energy) and W5 (low vertical field). In addition, the ion channel is much

less effective in centering the beam, as can be seen in the matched bending

field case W2 in vhich the beam centroid is displaced by more than 1 cm (Fig.

3). This outvard drift is due both to the hoop force and to a small increase

on beam energy arising from inductive fields produced by rapid beam expansion

just after the beam is injected.

There is very little grovth in rms emittance even though the beam is not

veil matched to the channel strength. Particles vhich vould normally

contribute to emittance grovth are generally lost to the vail instead. The

results are consistent vith end-to-end BUCKSHOT simulations by Wagner.

Transition from a curved to a straight section: In the actual

experiment, the beam passes from a 180° degree curved section back to a

straight. Simulations SI, S3, S4 and Ml vere repeated taking the beam

through a 180° bend and then onto a straight section. In general, the beam

is off-axis vhen it makes this transition, and its centroid subsequently

oscillates about the channel axis. In the presence of a moderately strong ion

channel (Cases SI, S2 and S4), the oscillations quickly damped avay, and
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there vas essentially no increase in beam emittance. However, the beam in

the weak, channel simulation (Case W2) was 1 cm off-axis when it exited the

bend, and the subsequent large amplitude oscillations were slow to damp away.

In addition, there was a 152 increase in rms emittance and a small loss of

beam current.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Simulations of the RLA using ELBA generally produce erosion rates 6 in

the straight sections which agree with the standard inductive erosion

formula. In curved sections (3 is generally 30-50Z higher than in straight

sections. A 10% mismatch in B cases a small shift in the beam centroid and

has a modest effect on 0 . Weak channel ("recirculated") beam simulations

show little erosion or emittance growth, but often exhibit large drifts from

the axis and substantial current loss. Simulations of beam transport in a

straight section following the bend exhibit little degradation provided the

channel is reasonably strong.
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Architecture and Computing Philosophy of the

QUICKSILVER, 3D, Electromagnetic, Particle-In-Cell Code

M. L. Kiefer, D. B. Seidel, R. S. Coats, J. P. Quintenz,

T. D. Pointon, and W. A. Johnson

Sandia National Laboratory

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Overview of QUICKSILVER

Charged-particle simulations in three dimensions are now performed routinely in the Pulsed

Power Sciences Directorate at Sandia with the QUICKSILVER suite of codes. QUICKSILVER

is a multitasked, finite-difference, three-dimensional, fully relativistic, electromagnetic, particle-

in-cell code developed at Sandia. It is targeted for use on current and near-term supercomputers,

such as the Cray X-MP/416, which are characterized by large, shared central memories and

multiple processors. QUICKSILVER has already been used to simulate ion diodes, magnetically

insulated transmission lines, microwave devices, and electron beam propagation.

QUICKSILVER is actually a suite of codes; in addition to the main simulation code there

are several support codes. The problem geometry is generated with a preprocessor and the

simulation results are examined with one or more postprocessors. The MERCURY preprocessor

assists ihe user in defining the mesh, boundary conditions, and other input parameters. The

FLASH and AVS' ^ postprocessors are used to examine a wide variety of simulation output,

including 3D rendering of particle positions, conductor surfaces, and scalar and vector quantities.

The PLOTPFF postprocessor displays 2D slices and ID pencils derived from 3D scalar and

vector quantities. Additionally, time histories of various simulation quantities can be examined

and manipulated with the IDR- postprocessor. Each code in the QUICKSILVER suite may be

run on the hardware platform for which it is best suited. Currently, QUICKSILVER is run on a

Cray X-MP/416, FLASH and AVS on a Stardent 3D graphics workstation, and MERCURY,
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IDR, and PLOTPFF on a VAX computer. A robust and functional computer network then ties

the suite together. All codes in the suite adhere to standards as much as possible in order to ease

porting to different hardware platforms.

Before describing the suite in detail, it is worthwhile to highlight some salient architectural

features of the QUICKSILVER simulation code. All grid-related quantities (electromagnetic

fields and current density, for example) are stored in central memory and particle information may

be stored out of memory if there is not sufficient central memory. In order to squeeze the largest

possible simulation into central memory, large conductor volumes in which fields are always zero

must not be stored. This necessitates constructing the simulation region from "blocks" logically

connected along arbitrary planes. The overhead required to accomplish this block connection in

the field-solving routines uses a very small percentage of the total processing time. After the

grid-related arrays have been allocated in memory, the remainder of the memory is used to cache

particle information. When this cache is full, it is necessary to shuffle particle information in and

out of the memory cache and onto disk or other out-of-memory storage.

The MERCURY Preprocessor

The process of generating input data for three-dimensional simulations is difficult and

error-prone. MERCURY is a menu-driven preprocessor that is used in defining the variably-

zoned, finite-difference mesh, the problem geometry, the boundary conditions, the dielectric

volumes and other input parameters. MERCURY allows free-format input and provides on-line

help. All input for a QUICKSILVER simulation is processed and checked for errors and

inconsistencies.

QUICKSILVER uses a nonuniform, multiple-block, finite-difference mesh with staggered

full and half grids. A nonuniform mesh defined by the relationship between the grid index i and

the physical grid location x

x(i) - xQ + ai + bi2 + ci^

is supported by MERCURY. Different regions of the mesh can have different descriptions of the

relationship between i and x. Across any interface between such mesh regions, the function x(i)
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must be continuous in order to retain accuracy in the field solution. The MERCURY mesh

generator ensures that this condition is met as the mesh is produced. Logically connected blocks,

i.e., multiple conformal regions of space with a local mesh, are also supported. MERCURY can

also interactively plot the generated mesh. Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical coordinate system

meshes can be generated by MERCURY. Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional slice of a multiple-

block, variably-zoned, finite-difference mesh. The MERCURY mesh generator is also used to

generate meshes for other finite-difference simulation codes at Sandia.

Conducting surfaces and volumes and dielectric volumes are easily generated with

MERCURY by adding or removing objects, such as a cylinder, from a library of simple, solid

objects. MERCURY then fits the object to the finite-difference mesh. The generated surfaces can

then be viewed interactively. Figure 2 shows a coaxial conductor generated on a Cartesian mesh.

MERCURY also allocates memory for arrays in QUICKSILVER so that only the minimal

memory required for a simulation is used. This is accomplished using FORTRAN parameter

statements and requires recompilation of some QUICKSILVER modules for each simulation.

This memory-conservation feature reduces memory charges, which for some simulations, can

exceed CPU charges.

The QUICKSILVER Fields Solver

The minimization of the central memory required to store grid-related arrays is further

enhanced in the electromagnetic fields solver by storing each multiple-block array in a single,

one-dimensional array. Each of these one-dimensional arrays is partitioned, by the use of simple

offsets, into arrays containing the component for the various blocks. At the highest levels of

QUICKSILVER, these one-dimensional arrays, which have three dimensions implicitly

embedded, are used. At the lower levels of the field-solving routines, where the bulk of

computations are performed, these grid-related components are referenced as local, single-block,

three-dimensional arrays. This simplifies the coding in QUICKSILVER, and greatly improves its

readability. After the grid arrays have been allocated in memory, the remainder of the memory is

used to cache particle information. A buffer surface, one cell in thickness, is used for each mesh
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block to ease connectivity of blocks in the field-solving algorithms. Any grid-related array not

needed in a simulation (for example, charge density in a fields-only simulation) has its length set

to one to further conserve memory.

The QUICKSILVER fields solver utilizes explicit^ and implicit5 finite-difference, leap-

frog algorithms. Multiple dielectric volumes are allowed for regions with no particles. Available

boundary conditions include conductors, inlet and outlet boundaries, mirror symmetry and

periodic symmetry. Simulations can be performed in Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical

coordinate systems. Currently, the inlet boundary condition will drive multiple, independent

TEM modes and the outlet boundary condition will handle all modes with a fixed wave velocity.

More general inlet and outlet boundary conditions are being developed. Conductor boundary

conditions are implemented directly in the fields solver using bit-wise operations. The fields

solver has been optimized for the vector hardware of the X-MP/416 which can overlap I/O from

central memory as well as overlap floating point operations. No nonstandard FORTRAN is

necessary for this optimization, only for the bit-wise operations. The algorithms operate at an

average rate of 130-140 MFlops. This is slightly more than one floating point calculation per

clock cycle, on average. The nesting order of do-loops is set internally for optimal vector length

and to avoid memory bank conflicts.

To fully utilize the capability of a multiple-processor supercomputer such as the X-MP/416,

multitasking of the fields solver is employed. The Los Alamos Autotasking Library"'' is used to

implement multitasking on the Cray X-MP. This library is based upon a multitasking model in

which indistinguishable tasks (processors) subdivide the work of a single program in a self-

scheduling manner. Ail multitasking is incorporated into the code via directives to the Autotask

pre-compiler. In the field-solve algorithms, processing is done block-by-block. All processors

work on each block simultaneously using a "concurrent-outer-vector-mner" method (COVT) on

the do-loops. In this parallelization method, the outer loop is performed in parallel and the inner

loop is vectorized. To facilitate load balancing in the fields solver which has 3 levels of loops, the

two outer loops are combined into one to increase the number of concurrent iterations. Another

way to visualize this multitasking approach, is to to think of the three-dimensional field arrays in

each block as two-dimensional arrays of vectors (ID arrays). The algorithm is parallelized by

requesting that the available tasks individually and exhaustively process the entire array of vectors
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in a self-scheduling manner. When all the vectors are processed in one block, the tasks are

synchainized and then proceed to the next block. The only multitasking overhead required is the

task synchronization between blocks. Algorithms for treating boundary conditions, which are

over two-dimensional surfaces, employ an analogous COVI approach by treating 2D arrays as ID

arrays of vectors. Correspondingly, task synchronization is required between each surface

processed.

The most pessimistic measure of multitasking speedup is defined as the CPU time for a

unitask job with no multitasking constructs divided by the CPU time for the multitasked job.

Using this measure, speedup of the fields solver on a Cray X-MP with 4 processors is 3.2. This

speedup takes into account overhead due to serial calculations as well as system overhead for

implementing multitasking. Measuring speedup as CPU time for a multitasked job using one

processor divided by CPU time for a multitasked job using multiple processors, the speedup on a

Cray X-MP with 4 processors is 3.66. This implies that over 97% of the calculations in the fields

solver are performed in parallel. This also implies that the autotasking library introduces

approximately 10-15% intrinsic overhead to coordinate the scheduling of tasks to do parcels of

work. On an Alliant computer using 4 processors, speedup was 3.4 by either measure.

The QUICKSILVER Particle Handler

The physics features of the QUICKSILVER particle handler include advancing particle

positions with three-dimensional, fully-relativistic kinematics. Multiple particle species with

particle creation via preloading, beam injection and space-charge-limited field emission are

allowed. The particle handier supports the same boundary conditions and coordinate systems as

the fields solver. For most applications of the code, the particle handler will consume by far the

most resources; consequently, it has been written to be fast and efficient while retaining as much

clarity and ANSI-standard coding as possible. Particle I/O to and from central memory employs

multiply-buffered memory caching for high efficiency. In addition, a low overhead scheme for

packing particle information is used in order to reduce the large amount of storage required for

particle data. The particle handler operates at an average rate of 35-40 MFlops on an X-MP.
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Multiple algorithms for charge conservation will be available, including a local exact

conservation algorithm and a pseudo-current algorithm0 which diffuses errors in the charge to the

simulation boundaries.

In the particle-handling algorithms of QUICKSILVER, multitasking is less straightforward

to implement than in the fields solver, primarily for two reasons. Every particle can be advanced

("pushed") independently of all others. Thus, at the most basic level of multitasking, the entire set

of particles is segregated into a large number of bins typically with a only a small number of these

bins in central memory at one time. Then each processor pushes all particles in the bin, allocates

their motion to the current density array, allocates their charge to the charge density array, and

then puts them into a cache for output back to disk. The first multitasking difficulty arises

because accessing particle data is complicated when much of the data are stored out-of-memory.

This introduces problems because the inflow and outflow of particles to and from disk is not

synchronized due to particle attrition during the particle-pushing stage. The second difficulty is

that shared memory in a Cray X-MP computer introduces fundamental obstacles to rigorous

multitasking; multiple tasks processing independent particles can potentially attempt to increment

the same location in the charge and/or current density arrays simultaneously (collide), with the

result that all but one of the particles' contributions will be lost.

The first difficulty mentioned above can be circumvented by forcing synchronization of

particles moving to and from disk. This requires implementing one additional memory cache

layer in the particle-caching algorithm. Several solutions to the second difficulty suggest

themselves; we have chosen to implement four in QUICKSILVER. First, particles can be

partially sorted in such a way that particles processed by simultaneous tasks cannot collide in the

density arrays. The sort used is an efficient bucket sort which scales linearly in the number of

particles. Although this approach preserves simulation integrity, we incur the overhead of the sort

and the possibility that we can't sort enough to safely utilize all of the available processors. A

second solution is to provide separate current density arrays for each task, and then sum them

after all particles have been pushed. This approach is guaranteed to safely utilize all available

processors but often entails prohibitive memory costs. A third solution is to ignore collisions in

the hope that they are rare and thus have a negligible effect. While this is certainly the most

efficient approach, it has inherent integrity problems. Finally, the fourth solution is to allow all
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processors to push particles, but only allow one to allocate the current and charge density arrays.

This entails a fixed memory overhead, which for a large grid can be much less than providing

separate current density arrays, while eliminating the need for sorting. This method, which is not

yet implemented, is an alternative to the second one and the choice of this method or the second

one would be dictated by memory cost and availability.

In tests of the particle multitasking algorithms, we have made several interesting

observations. We have found that the overhead required to partially sort particles is typically less

than 1 %. However, if the grid is not sufficiently large, it is often not possible to sort enough to

safely use all available processors in a load-balanced fashion. In our tests of the option that

ignored particle collisions in the density arrays, we have never observed a resultant significant

error. In fact, the errors we have seen were in all cases smaller than variations introduced by

standard statistical techiques for allocating current and charge. We have made an initial

measurement of speedup in the particle handler on a Cray X-MP using 4 processors and found it

to be 3.0 by the more pessimistic measure. In that simulation, the number of particles was quite

small compared to the number expected in a production multitasked simulation. Also, the

number of emitted particles per timestep was unrealistically large compared to the total number in

the simulation. This added atypical serial overhead since the emission algorithm does not execute

concurrently.

Given the inherent difficulties described above in multitasking the particle handier, it might

seem best to just forego concurrency in favor of the simpler, serial algorithms. However, there

are two basic reasons that multitasking is necessary. First, multitasking when a single job can

acquire dedicated use of more than 1 processor will give the user an answer as quickly as

possible. Second, if a single job requires all of a resource on a computer, then multitasking will

reduce the cost. Such a monopolizing job will undoubtedly be charged for use of the entire

machine since no one else can make simultaneous use of it. It is for this second reason that

multitasking has been implemented in QUICKSILVER. QUICKSILVER simulations will often

require nearly all of the memory on a computer and so multitasking will reduce charges, as well

as reduce the amount of time the machine is monopolized.
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Postprocessors and Data Visualization

"Visualizing" (that is, comprehending through visual renditions) the data produced by

QUICKSILVER has proven difficult, mainly because the data are defined on the four-

dimensional domain of space and time. These data are a nontrivial extension over what has been

regarded in the past as three-dimensional data, namely a scalar variable on a two-dimensional

grid. At the extreme, QUICKSILVER data can be as complex as three-vector data on the four-

dimensional domain. The software we use consists mainly of two applications: FLASH, a

graphics workstation based postprocessor written at Sandia as an integral part of the

QUICKSILVER suite; and AVS, a scientific visualization, three-dimensional graphics application

written by Stardent Computer, Incorporated. Both are built upon the PHIGS ANSI-standard

graphics package, the proposed ANSI-standard PHIGS+ extensions, and the market-standard

X Windows software, so they are fairly portable. Our techniques demand very fast computer

hardware. We are currently using a Stardent graphics workstation as our hardware platform.

Data from QUICKSILVER have five elementary forms, each with lime-dependence: scalar

values on the grid, such as charge density; vector values on the grid, such as current density;

unordered points with no grid dependence, such as particle positions; unordered vectors with no

grid dependence, such as particle momenta; and complex surfaces which are conformal with the

grid, such as conductor boundary conditions. The first difficulty in comprehending objects in

three-dimensions is representing the distance from the object to the viewer (depth) using visual

information. We use the following methods to represent depth: perspective-viewing; depth-

cueing, where the color of objects fades to the background color as depth increases; and

z-buffering, where an object will mask portions of objects behind it in the line-of-sight. Stereo-

viewing, where a stereoscopic image is produced using a color monitor and special viewing

glasses, will be employed in the future. Further, manipulation of objects with a high degree of

interactivity is required for the viewer to completely understand the three-dimensional structure of

the object. Real-time rotations, translations, and scaling utilizing a mouse or set of dials are

employed for this purpose. Finally, time dependence is displayed by showing consecutive time

snapshots of the same data type at a fast rate, typically 3 to 4 frames per second.
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The display of particle positions in space, unordered points with no grid dependence, is

perhaps the easiest to render. We display them as dots or as 3D spheres. Spheres give more

depth information, at the expense of reduced transformation speed, since they shrink as depth

increases due to the perspective viewing. Different particle species, such as electrons and protons,

are displayed with different colors. The particle density (the fraction of the total which are

actually visible) can be modified to accentuate gross features (low density) or fine features (high

density) of the particle field. By sorting the particle field so that only particles between two

closely spaced, parallel planes are visible, it becomes possible to "look inside" the particle field by

rapidly moving the location of the planes (like looking at each slice of a loaf of bread in rapid

succession). We plan to display particle momenta, unordered vectors with no grid dependence,

by attaching a line segment to each sphere. The orientation and length of a segment will

correspond to the direction and magnitude of the particle's momentum.

Conducting surfaces, which are quite complicated in the typical QUICKSILVER

simulation, are at the next degree of difficulty for visualization. We use multiple light sources

and smooth shading of a surfaces to show the interrelationships of the conducting surfaces.

Figure 3 shows a plot of a complex conductor. In addition, the viewer often wishes to display

data, such as a particle field, with the conductor data for a better frame of reference. Figure 4

shows a plot of about 10,000 electrons in a simulation represented as spheres overlaid on the

conductor shown in Figure 3. When overlaying data with conducting surfaces, the user can make

the surfaces nearly transparent. This allows the viewer to "see through" any surface that might

otherwise occlude data, such as particles, while leaving enough of the conductor image to provide

orientation information.

Scalar data defined on the finite-difference grid, for example, charge density, is displayed

using small objects at the locations of the data on the grid. These objects may be crosses, dots, or

spheres. The hue color assigned to each object is then tied to the corresponding scalar value.

Values at the lower end of the scale are blue, changing to cyan, green, yellow, and finally red for

values at the upper end of the scale. In this manner a field of objects in three dimensions is

presented to the viewer to represent the scalar field. Unfortunately, it is difficult to "look inside"

the field, as well as determine iso-surfaces (arbitrary surfaces upon which the scalar field is

constant). To "look inside" the field, the viewer can display individual planes of the scalar field.
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Iso-surfaces of the data are rendered by determining a set of points with scalar values equal to the

iso-surface value and then "tiling" the set of points with triangles to represent the iso-surface .

Vector data defined on the grid, for example, current density, can be displayed using the

scalar data techniques above if one wishes to view only one component of the vector field or its

magnitude. Visualizing all the information in the three-vector field at once on a color monitor is

extremely difficult since there are now three physical quantities at each point on the three-

dimensional grid. One technique we use is to display each vector quantity using short, equal-

length line segments at each grid point with the orientation of each segment corresponding to the

direction of the vector quantity. The vector magnitude is incorporated as the hue of each segment

instead of variations in the length of the segments. This is because long segments interfere with

others in the 3D vector field rendition. Also, the use of equal-length line segments allows the

viewer to apply the relative foreshortening of the line as a visual cue to a vector's orientation in

space. To "look inside" the volume of vector data, one can again pick out individual planes of

these line segments.

Many hardcopy formats from the Stardent workstation are available. We have the

capability to convert the video from the workstation to NTSC format, either composite, Y/C, or

RGB. These signals can then be recorded onto video laser disks or videotape. The laser disk

units can be controlled by the workstation for unattended, frame-by-frame recording. Hardcopy

can be produced on 300 dot per inch black and white or color plotters or as very high quality

35mm or 8* 10 slides on a Dicomed system.

The IDR postprocessor is a VAX computer-based application that allows manipulation and

display of the following time history data from QUICKSILVER: electromagnetic field values,

line, surface and volume integrals of field quantities, particle counts, charge and energy by

species, and various performance monitors. IDR has extensive tools for manipulating time

history data. These tools include addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, differentiation,

integration, filtering, Fourier transformation, time shifting, and overlays.

The PLOTPFF postprocessor is also VAX-based and allows manipulation and display of

two-dimensional slices and one-dimensional pencils of scalar grid data and magnitudes and

components of vector grid data. PLOTPFF also can apply Fourier transforms to these data,

integrate the data, display two-dimensional contour plots, and extract one-dimensional pencils
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from the two-dimensional slices. In the future we will merge the capabilities of PLOTPFF into

the AVS software and discard the VAX version.

Inter-Machine Transfer of Postprocessing Data

The transfer of the large data files generated on the Cray X-MP to the Stardent workstation

or VAX computer for postprocessing requires a file format that is portable among machines with

vastly different word structures and that is minimal in size. It is quite easy to generate millions of

64-bit words of data from a QUICKSILVER job that must be postprocessed. To address this, the

Portable File Format (PFF) and supporting library of modules has been developed. The PFF

module library consists of low and high level routines which write data into a file (and of course,

read it back) in a format which is easily passed between machines. Typically, only a few of the

low level routines must be modified when porting to new machines. The high level routines,

which are the only ones directly called by a user writing an application, are completely portable.

Both FORTRAN and C versions of the PFF library are available. Using the library, all data are

written to the PFF file as two-byte integers. The format of a PFF file is extensible to accomodate

most any data type desired. For instance, besides supporting the types of QUICKSILVER data

described in the section above, image-processed data formats are also supported. PFF is currently

undergoing a major modification to enhance its extensibility.
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Figure 1. An example of a nonuniform, two-block, finite-difference mesh generated by MERCURY



Figure 2. Sample MERCURY output showing a coaxial conducting structure overlaid on the mesh
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Figure 3. A sample plot of a conducting surfaces produced by the AVS software



Figure 4. A sample plot produced by the AVS software showing particle positions overlaid with conducting surfaces
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ABSTRACT

The ELBA 3-D particle code is used to simulate transport of a multi-

kiloampere beam through the strong focusing fields of the spiral line

induction accelerator. These fields consist of rotating quadrupole and

axial guide magnetic fields. Emittance growth associated with transitions

into and out of the strong focussing section of the beam line is measured

and discussed. Also simulated is the electromagnetic three-wave

instability, which results from an interaction between the beam motion in

the external magnetic fields and the T E ^ mode of the drift tube in which

the beam propagates. Numerical issues, including the generation of

"matched" beam equilibria in these external fields, are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Transport of the long pulse, high current beams that are

characteristic of induction accelerators is a problem of some importance.

The possible problems of beam instability and emittance growth can be

particularly acute in compact recirculating or spiral line accelerator

configurations in which strong focusing must be added to allow for energy

mismatches in the curved sections of the beam line. In this paper ve

consider the spiral line induction accelerator (SLIA)*, which is currently

under development. The SLIA uses solenoidal focusing in the straight

sections and both solenoidal and stellarator (helical quadrupole) focusing

in the curved sections. A SLIA schematic is shown in Fig. 1.

*Work supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
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CAVITIES

Fig. 1 Schematic of the proposed SLIA experiment.

A potential difficulty with this scheme arises from the need to

transport the beam through transitions from solenoidal to stellarator

focusing on each turn. The need here is to minimize or eliminate emittance

growth through each transition. A second potential problem, also

associated with the strong focussing fields, is the three-wave

instability*"^ in which the beam motion in the external magnetic fields

drives the growth of the T E ^ mode of the drift tube in which the beam

propagates. Note that the structure of the external fields, the high

current, and the electromagnetic nature of the instability suggest that any

accelerator simulation that does not include all three dimensions and the

full set of Maxwell's equations will not adequately address the appropriate

physics issues.

The recently developed ELBA5 code will be used to simulate bean

transport through external focusing fields that are characteristic of the

SLIA configuration. The ELBA code (ELBA stands for ELectron Beam

Accelerator code) simulates an electron beam propagating within a

cylindrical metallic pipe. The full set of Maxwell's equations and the

full relativistic motion of the beam particles are included. The beam is

matched to the focusing field configuration to minimize initial

oscillations. The parameters for this matched configuration are calculated

by STELMAT6, which was adapted for use in ELBA. The algorithm for
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generating a matched distribution of beam particles is discussed in the

appendix.

BEAM TRANSPORT THROUGH STELLARATOR FIELDS

Previous studies of beam transport in stellarator-focused accelerators

have been primarily concerned with stellarator-betatron' configurations,

where transitions from stellarator to solenoidal focusing are not required

as in the SLIA. This matching problem is ideally solved through the use of

focusing elements which somehow convert a matched beam in solenoidal fields

(circular cross section) into a matched beam in the stellarator fields

(elliptical cross section). Intuitively, we expect configurations for

which the matched beam ellipse has a high eccentricity to cause the

greatest emittance growth.

In our preliminary study we used the ELBA simulation code to transport

a short slice of beam, initially matched to a solenoidal field, into and

out of a stellarator field typical of those that will be used in the SLIA

experiment. No additional focusing elements are used to match the beam

onto the stellarator fields. Two significant approximations are used.

Firstly we ignore curvature effects by performing the simulations in

straight cylindrical geometry. Secondly we idealize the external fields,

ignoring fringing fields and other realistic corrections. In each case

quadrupole fields are ramped smoothly with an envelope given by

F(z) = Ml + tanh — M) (1)
iK L zramp J;

where the entrance to the stellarator section is located at z = zj and
zramp *s a s c a l e length over which this function increases from 0.12 to

0.88. The quadrupole fields are "ramped down" in a similar fashion at the

exit. In all cases we chose zramp = 6 cm, and fixed the length of the

stellarator section at JtR = 251.33 cm, where R = 80 cm is the radius of

curvature of the SLIA bends.

In this study, we will use an emittance definition for beams with

coupled x-y motion**:
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e * U|1M (2)
xy,rms ' ' x '

where the matrix £ is given by

Ej. = <UjU.> - <UjXu.> . (3)

Here, "<>" signifies an average over the beam particles and i,j = 1,2,3,4

with uj = x, U£ = dx/dz, U3 = y and 114 = dy/dz. The normalized, RMS

emittance is €^>rBIS = P Y ^ m i s -

As an example, we consider a high eccentricity case. The parameters

are beam current 1^ = 10 kA, relativistic factor y = 7, s,, rms = 0.158 cm-

rad, axial field Bz = 5 kG, quadrupole gradient vB_ » 198 G/cm and

quadrupole pitch length \, = 125.7 cm. In this case the matched beam

parameters in the stellarator section are R m a j o r = 1.796 cm and R mi n o r =•=

0.514 cm so that the eccentricity, given by

.

is a = 0.958. The major and minor radii for this case are plotted versus z

(propagation distance) in Fig. 2. The normalized emittance, plotted versus

z in Fig. 3, shows a 472 increase.

The equilibrium beam eccentricity for these parameters can be lowered

by decreasing either the pitch length or the quadrupole gradient. In

further simulations, which have been presented elsewhere', we found that as

the eccentricity was lowered to a = 0.65, the change in emittance fell to

the 1% range, below measurable levels. These studies also suggested that

at higher eccentricities, emittance growth could be avoided by sufficiently

decreasing the pitch length relative to the ramp-up length for the

stellarator fields. Finally, we considered a beam transported into and out

of three stellarator sections, corresponding to the three curved sections

of the SLIA experiment, with idealized beam accelerations between each

section. Parameters for this run were selected for low eccentricity and to
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Fig. 2 Major and minor radii of
the beam cross section are
plotted versus propagation
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110 cm < z < 361.33 cm.
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Fig. 3 Emittance versus propagation
distance for the beam
pictured in Fig. 2 shows
emittance growth of 47Z.

avoid the three-wave instability.^ We found no measurable emittance

growth in this case, suggesting that emittance growth, if any, will result

from energy spread in the beam, curvature effects from the beam line

geometry, or non-ideal focusing fields. With the exception of non-ideal

external fields (for which a magnet code would have to be used) ELBA is

currently equipped to simulate each of these cases.

ELECTROMAGNETIC THREE-WAVE INSTABILITY

The electromagnetic three-wave instability has been studied by various

authors.^"^ Of interest are theoretical predictions of three-wave stable

field configurations.-^* in the limit of low current (1^ -» 0), analytic

expressions for stability boundaries in (k_,Bz) space have been obtained
4,

where k» » 4n/Ap is the v^venumber of the helical quadrupole fields, \, is

the quadrupole pitch length, and Bz is the axial magnetic field. These

boundaries are functions only of the amplitude of the quadrupole gradient,

Bqkq, the relativistic factor for the beam, y, and the waveguide (pipe)
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radius, rg. Stability boundaries are plotted in Fig. 4 for parameters of

interest for the proposed SLIA proof-of-concept experiment: Bqkq = 200

g/cm, Y = 7, and rg = 3 cm. The diagram encompasses two three-wave

unstable regimes, which are physically distinct, an orbit unstable regime

and two stable regimes. Note that the condition for orbit instability in

this limit, which recovers an earlier result^, is identical to the

condition for unstable beam envelope oscillations, derived for such beams

in Ref. 8. Note also that we consider only k_ > 0, which indicates right-

handed helicity in the quadrupole windings. By symmetry, (kq,Bz) is

equivalent to (-kq,-Bz).

Simulations have been performed for parameters typical of the SLIA:

Ij, = 10 kA, normalized RMS emittance, £n t r m s = .158 cm-rad, rg -- 3 cm, Bqkq

= 200 G/cm, kq = 0.1 and Bz = 5 kG. We considered a range of beam energies

appropriate for the SLIA experiment by considering 7 < y < 13. For these

parameters, which reside in the stable regime, no instability was observed.

In order to study the physics of the instability, which becomes more

difficult to avoid as the beam energy increases, we set k_ = 0.5 cm~* and Y

= 7 and considered various values of Bz.

Growth rates were measured by analyzing the TEj^ mode, for which the

Bz and E r components may be "projected out" from the electromagnetic

spectrum in a straightforward manner. The Bz component of the T E ^ mode is

then decomposed via FFT into discrete wavenumbers, k. The growth rate is

then obtained as a function of k for those cases where an unstable mode

grew above the background "noise". Similarly, growth rates may be obtained

as a function of frequency, w. Because our simulation takes place in a

coordinate system, (r,9,t=ct-z), that moves with the beam, the growth rates

that result from this analysis of the data are T = Im(«/c - k).

As an example, we consider a simulation in unstable region I with B z =

1 kG. Plots of the beam centroid (x-component) and beam envelope (major

and minor radii of the beam cross section) are shown for this case in Fig.

5. Ve see that the beam develops a macroscopic transverse motion,

qualitatively similar to that assumed in the analytical model (pencil beam,

rigid displacements). When the transverse displacement reaches a peak

(saturated) value of approximately 0.5 cm, both the emittance and the

cross-sectional area of the of the beam increase and current loss sets in.
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The Fourier spectrum of the B2 component of the TEJJ mode, plotted versus k

in Fig. 6, compares favorably to the growth rate versus k in Fig. 7.

Further runs, which we will not present here, showed several

interesting phenomena. One of these was the saturation of the instability,

without emittance growth or current loss, in unstable region II. We find

that in this region the instability quickly deviates from linear behavior,

showing multiple, apparently competing unstable modes. A second

interesting result was the extension of the orbit-unstable region into

three-wave unstable region II at high current. Both results appear to be

related to the wide bandwidth of the instability in three-wave unstable

region II. According to the linear theory, this bandwidth increases as the

current is increased. A more complete set of results is reported in Ref. 9

and will be published elsewhere.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have used the ELBA 3-D particle code to simulate

transport of a multi-kiloampere beam through the strong focusing fields of

the spiral line induction accelerator. Emittance growth associated with

transitions into and out of the strong focusing section of the beam line

was measured and found to be significant for some worst-case situations.

Such cases involve the transport, without additional focusing elements, of

a cylindrical beam into a region of strong focussing fields for which a

matched beam would have a highly elliptical cross section. Also simulated

was the electromagnetic three-wave instability, which results from an

interaction between the beam motion in the external magnetic fields and the

TE|} mode of the drift tube in which the beam propagates. Simulation

results confirmed the linear theory, showing that stable propagation of

such a beam is possible for appropriate parameters. Additionally,

nonlinear behavior, such as mode saturation, was observed. These examples

demonstrate the ability of multi-dimensional particle codes, such as ELBA,

to address problems that are relevant to the design of high current

accelerators.
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APPENDIX: Matched Beam Distributions

A high current electron beam propagating through a combination of

helical quadrupole (stellarator) and solenoidal fields will undergo

envelope oscillations, eventually causing emittance growth, unless the beam

is "matched" to the field parameters. A method for generating these

matched solutions has been presented in Ref. 8. The parameters for a

matched beam are given therein in terms of a matrix Z, given by

Zj. = <u4u.> - <u.Xu.> , (Al)

vhere "<>" signifies an average over the beam particles and i,j = 1,2,3,4

with uj = x, U£ = dx/dz, U3 = y and U4 = dy/dz. A typical matched beam in

these fields has an elliptical cross section that rotates with the period

of the helical quadrupole fields, maintaining constant major and minor

radii. In ELBA, the matched Z matrix is generated by the STELMAT6 code.

To initialize the beam particles, we require a method for generating a

Gaussian beam with appropriate rotations so as to reproduce this matched Z

matrix when the sums indicated in Eq. (Al) are performed.

Using standard techniques (see, for instance, Ref. 11) we can generate

particles in the following way:

Xrr cosSj (A2)

(A3)

x = X v cos §, + yV (A4)

y' = Y^ v cos §2 - xVry (A5)
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where ' denotes d/dt, f and v" are position and velocity magnitudes

corresponding to two-dimensional Gaussian distributions, 0j and @2 are

uniformly distributed angles in the range 0 < 9 < 2n, and Xr, Yr, X̂ ., Ŷ .,

V r x and Vry are parameters. Note, for instance, that setting Xr = Yr, Xr =

Ŷ . and V r x = V r y will result in a rigidly rotating beam of circular cross

section. Here we normalize our velocities to the speed of light, c, by

defining x = ct. For mathematical simplicity, the distributions for f and

v* are defined such that

<f2cos2§1> = <r
2sin2ei> = <v

2cos2§2> = <v
2sin2§2> = 1 . (A6)

With our particle generation scheme given by Eqs. (A2)-(A5), we can express

the parameters Xr, Yr, X̂ ., Yr, V r x and V r y in terms of the matched E matrix

through Eq. (Al).

Matched Z matrices, as generated by STELMAT, have nonzero values for

^22' ^33» ^44' "̂14 an<^ "̂23 an(^ have

E12 " E13 = Z24 - E34 = ° ' <A7>

Substituting (A2) into (Al) for E ^ , we have

Xr = l\[
2. (A8)

Similarly,

^ 2 . (A9)

Substituting for I ^ an^ making the approximation that d/dt = pzd/dz, where

Pz = <z'>, we find

rx

Similarly,
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vry

Finally, we substitute for £22 an^ ^44 to obtain

Xr - ̂ Z
Z22 " TO = Pz^22 " fg ' <A12>

and

<A13>
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ABSTRACT

The programs SCARPIA-TOSCA-OPERA(l) have been used to calculate the

three dimensional fields produced by a clamshell dipole magnet. Results are

presented for models of the complete magnet, for models of the entrance and

exit regions and for models of the entrance and exit regions including field

clamps.

INTRODUCTION

The design of the TRIUMF Clamshell Second Arm Spectrometer Magnet (SASP)

and the associated field clamps have been reported in references (2) to (5).

Since this magnet cannot be well approximated by two dimensional models due

to the greatly different median plane (y*0) cross sectional area of the two

yoke spacers and due to the curvature of pole edges at the bean entrance and

exit, three dimensional calculations are needed.

Results from five different models are presented: models of the complete

magnet (SASP), of the exit region (EXIT), of the entrance region (ENTR) and

models of the exit and entrance regions including field clamps. Construction

of the magnet is not complete so comparisons of calculated and measured field

values are not yet available.
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MODEL OF THE COMPLETE MAGNET

1.250
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-THEO = 1.236/(1.0 <• 0.00591x)
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Figure 1. The outline of the various

elements of the clam shell magnet

(SASP model) as viewed looking

perpendicular to the median plane

(y»0). The positive y direction is

out of the plane of the diagram.

By (40.0.0)
(TESLA)

30 000
50 000
60 000
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70 000
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Figure 2. The B (x,0,0) fields,

separately normalized to unity at

x=40 cm <BYNO) for various coil

current values compared to the

theoretical result obtained for the

pole surfaces lying in planes of

magnetic equipotential (THEO).

40

A view of the outline of the various magnet elements is presented in fig. 1.

The y«0 plane is a plane of midplane symmetry. The pole surfaces are plane

surfaces inclined with respect to the median plane by angles of ± 1.71°; the

extended pole surfaces intersect in a line parallel to the z axis. The air

gap is 10 cm at x"0 and 15 cm at x=83.78 cm. The surfaces of the 45.7 c<a

thick yoke are parallel to the median plane; the yoke spakers are 65.0 cm

high.

The pole edges chamfers are specified by distances measured parallel to

the median plane and perpendicular to the unchamfered pole edge; the chamfer
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angle is expressed with respect to the y direction. The exit and entrance

edges (see figs. 3 and 4) have two chamfers: a 5 cm chamfer at an angle of

18° and a 10.5 cm chamfer at an angle of 60°. The region of the inner pole

edge between the exit and entrance regions has two chamfers: a 3.5 cm

chamfer at an angle of 77.5° and a 6.5 cm chamfer at an angle of 56.3°. The

outer pole edge (the pole edge adjacent to the outer yoke spacer) has a

single 0.87 cm chamfer at an angle of 27.6°.

Each of the total of two coils is made up of a combination of 7

circular arcs and 3 straight bars. Each coil is tilted so that the coil

median plane is parallel to the pole surface of the adjacent pole.

The model of the air and Iron consists of the half of the magnet above

(y>0) the midplane. There are air regions beyond the magnet geometry so that

the boundary of the mesh Is well removed from the magnetized iron. The

boundary condition on the median plane is an equipotentlal surface with a

potential value of zero. A magnetization curve corresponding to 1010 steel

was used for for all iron regions including the field clamps. The model

consists of 33140 nodes; the TOSCA magnetization calculations for 15

magnetization iterations required 1.23 hours of CPU time on an IBM 3090

computer.

In fig. 2 we present B (x,0,0) field values, normalized to a value of

unity at x**40 cm, obtained for various coil ampere turns. If the plane

surfaces that contain the pole surfaces were magnetic equipotentials, the

field strength would be Inversely proportional to the length of the circular

arc normal to the pole surfaces in the air gap at the particular value of x

considered; for the small angles of inclination of the surfaces being

considered this, to a good approximation, is the same as the y separation of

the surfaces at that value of x. This theoretical behavior (THE0) is also

presented in fig. 2. The required field level is 1.3 Tesla at x«40 cm

(1.6 Tesla at x*0); the calculated field for 70000 Ampere-turns per pole

exceeds this required level. The falloff of the actual field values fron the
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desired behavior near x*0 Is due to the higher fields, hence greater

saturation, produced by the closer pole spacing compared to the spacing

further from x~0 and also due to the smaller median plane cross section of

the Inner yoke spacer compared to that of the outer yoke spacer.

MODELS OF THE EXIT AND ENTRANCE REGIONS OF THE MAGNET

BOUNDARY
+ (KK),O.O)

Figure 3. The EXIT model: cuts have

been made along planes perpendicular

to the median plane to define the

partial geometry indicated. The

coil is the same as for the SASP

model.

Figure 4 The ENTR model: cuts have

been made along planes perpendicular

to the median plane to define the

partial geometry indicated. The

coil is the same as for che SASP

model.

The model of the complete magnet presented above used 33140 of the

maximum allowed 50000 nodes. To pr ovide finer discretization in the region

of the beam exit and entrance it was decided to model only portions of the

magnet: these models are presented in figs. 3 and 4. Along the cuts through

the magnet and adjacent air regions (the cut planes are normal to the median

plane) the magnetic field components normal to the cut planes are set equal
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to zero by the default boundary condition. The finite element meshing

is exactly the same as that used for the models in which the field clamps

are included (see the next section): the material in the regions occupied by

the field clamps is set to be air. The EXIT model consists of 22540 nodes,

the ENTR model consists of 19390 nodes.

COMPLETE MASNET

OOOOL
30J5OO I»OOO SOOO -tOOO -MOOO

-B42OO -»«JOO -1O«ZO0 -120 JOO -I3Z.2O0

-30.000 « Icm)

-M4J0O Z Icm)

Figure 5. The B field at y-0 along

the exit beam axis. The two curves

have been normalized separately to

unity at x«-92.99 cm, z-21.21 cm:

at this location the field

calculated for the EXIT model is

1.346 Tesla compared to the value of

1.436 Tesla calculated for the SASP

model: a ratio of 0.938.

COMPLETE MAGNET

-2C413 X tan)

141.033 Z (cm)

Figure 6. The B field at y«0 along

the entrance beam axis. The two

curves have been normalized separately

to unity at x-36.99 cm, z-77.28 cm:

at this location the field calculated

for the ENTR model is 1.360 Tesla

compared to the value of 1.368 Tesla

calculated for the SASP model: a

ratio of 0.994.

From figs. 5 and 6 it can be seen that, after the median plane B field

along the relevant beam axis is normalized to unity at some location along

the beam axis roughly midway between the cut plane and the pole edge, the

normalized fields obtained for the different models agree quite well in a

region away from the cut plane and away from the pole edge. The different
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ratios of yoke spacer median plane cross section to pole surface area (1.12

for SASP, 0.77 for EXIT and 1.39 for ENTR) produce different saturation

effects when corresponding field values for the different models are

compared.

In the region of the pole edge the SASP results differ from the

EXIT/ENTR results due to the coarser discretization of the SASP model.

THE FIELD CLAMPS

—|- 10,0,01-

Exit Field Clamp

(0.0,200) +

Entrance Field Clamp

Figure 7. The field clamps. The finite element meshing is identical to that

of the EXIT and ENTR models respectively.

In fig. 7 we present the outline of the field clamps as viewed looking

normal to the median plane. Parts A and E of the clamps surround the beam

line vacuum vessel: a 5 cm thick flange rising to a height of 27.5 cm from

the median plane. Parts E, D and C have the same lower surface parallel to

the plane of the pole surface; part C is a 2 cm thick plate between the coil

and the beam line vacuum vessel; part D is a thicker (5 cm) continuation of

part C. Part B extends from the median plane to the same height as the upper

surface of part C.
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For studying the fringe field, a convenient normalization location is

the intersection of the relevant beam axis with the z axis: x-0, y-0,

z-±114.2 cm. For this choice, the equation for the normalized theoretical B

field is

THEO - 1.0/(1.0 + 0.00591x) (1)

and we define R to be the ratio of the normalized calculated B field to this

theoretical value

R - BYNO/THEO (2)

Contour plots of R, together with the relevant pole profile, are presented

in fig. 8; it can be seen that these contour lines follow the shape of the

pole edge quite closely.

+ (0,0,50)

(0,0,-200) +

ENTRANCE

(0,0,100)

EXIT

Figure 8. Contour plots of R (the

ratio of the normalized B field in
y

the median plane to the normalised

theoretical result) superposed on

outlines of the pole side profile

(dashed line). (The two plots have

different scales.)

'+ (0,0,-100)

(0,0,150) +
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Comparison of Results Between Different
Precision MAFIA Codes

David Farkas & Bernie Tice

January 16, 1990

In order to satisfy the inquiries of the Mafia Code users at SLAC, an evaluation of
these codes was done. This consisted of running a cavity with known solutions. This
study considered only the time independent solutions. No wake-Reid calculations were
tried. The two machines involved were the NMFECC Cray (e-machine) at LLNL and
the IBM/3081 at SLAC. The primary difference between the implementation of the codes
on these machines is that the Cray has 64-bit accuracy while the IBM version has 32-bit
accuracy. Unfortunately this study is incomplete as the Post-Processor (P3) could not be
made to work properly on the SLAC machine. This meant that no "q"s were calculated
and no field patterns were generated. A certain amount of "guessing" had to be done
when constructing the comparison tables. This problem aside, the probable conclusions
that may be drawn are:

• 1. Thirty-two bit precision is adequate for frc :ency determination;

• 2. Sixty-four bit precision is desirable for field determination. This conclusion is
deduced from the accuracy statistics.

The cavity selected for study was a rectangular one with the dimensions (4,3,5) in
centimeters. Only half of this cavity was used (2,3,5) with the x dimension being the one
that was halved. The boundary conditions (B.C.) on the plane of symmetry were varied
between Neumann and Dirichlet so as to cover all possible modes. Ten (10) modes were
ran for each boundary condition.
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Machine

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Extra

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Mode

TEl0

TEQH

TMno

TMni

TEm

PEl02

Frequency

i 4799.02

4797.308

4788.327

4790.512

4788.391

5826.92

5823.085

5802.985

5820.383

5802.902

6245.68

6242.677

6226.954

6239.020

6226.758

6927.92

6924.359

6905.710

6914.816

6905.180

6927.92

6924.359

6905.710

6919.262

6905.602

6927.559

6941.859

7070.59

7056.897

6985.495

7052.684

6985.086

Mesh Pis.

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

Timt

6.95

0.42

14.18

0.87

9.57

0.56

22.0

0.90

6.95

0.42

14.18

0.87

6.95

0.42

14.18

0.87

6.95

0.42

14.18

0.87

14.18

0.87

6.95

0.42

14.18

0.87

VD

9.5e-13

3.7e-13

l.le-05

3.0e-06

2.7e-ll

3-le-ll

5.8e-06

1.8e-06

1.5e-12

1.8e-13

9.0e-04

7.0e-05

8.8e-02

1.0e-01

3.4e-02

1.6e-01

1.0e-01

5.0e-01

9.2e-02

4.1e-01

2.6e-01

.6e-01

.5e-12

.2e-13

.7e-04

.8e-03

Vx(Vxff)

2.2e-10

1.2e-ll

4.2e-03

6.9e-05

5.2e-09

9.0e-10

l.le-03

7.3e-05

9.2e-ll

2.2e-12

3.6e-03

2.9e-04

2.0e-01

3.0e-01

2.1e-01

2.1e-01

6.0e-01

7.0e-01

3.8e-01

6.7e-01

6.3e-01

4.4e-01

1.2e-10

1.2e-12

3.8e-03

3.2e-03

V B

5.6e-12

-4.1e-l

-2.6e-0

1.9e-05

1.2e-13

-3.4e-14

1.9e-06

-8.6e-07

-1.9e-13

3.5e-14

-5.1e-04

-l.le-04

-1.3e-13

-7.1e-15

2.5e-05

-2.0e-07

-2.2e-13

-3.7e-14

-7.2e-06

-6.4e-07

2.3e-05

6.6e-07

-5.2e-13

-7.2e-14

-4.7e-05

-2.9e-06

1

13197

13250

13520

13652

13740

14210

14824

14880

15200.

12511.

14390.

16550.

11166.

29420.

33320.

6710.

6890.

7860.

B.C.

f?t =

Ht =

Ht =

Ht = 0

H, = 0

Et =

Et —

Et =

E,=

Et =

Ht = 0

Ht = Q

Ht = Q

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

ift=o
Ht = 0

Ht = 0

ff, = 0

ff« = 0

Ht = Q

H, = 0

Ht = Q

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

H, = 0

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

H, = 0

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

Notes

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2
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Machine

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBxM/3081

Mode

TE012

TE201

TMin

TEU2

TM31Q

TM2n

Frequenc

7804.85

7790.633

7716.457

7782.027

7716.828

8072.16

<•" (56.849

8039.004

8064.680

8038.684

8657.87

8644.790

8576.591

8643.762

8576.434

8657.87

8644.790

8576.914

8909.562

8628.895

9007.65

9001.717

8970.646

9005.320

8970.535

9493.43

9487.183

9454.436

9486.480

9454.422

Mesh Pis.

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

Timt

9.57

0.56

22.02

0.90

9.57

0.56

22.02

0.90

6.95

0.42

14.18

0.87

6.95

0.42

14.18

0.87

9.57

0.56

22.02

0.90

9.57

0.56

22.02

0.90

V-D

1.7e-10

1.7e-12

1.8e-03

1.4e-05

3.3e-10

1.5e-ll

8.2e-04

2.2e-05

2.0e-01

3.0e-01

2.0e-01

3.3e-01

1.0e-01

7.2e-03

1.4e-01

1.5e-01

2.9e-09

1.4e-12

1.0e-02

4.5e-05

8.3e-02

3.0e-01

1.2e-01

2.9e-01

Vx(Vxff

1.8e-08

3.1e-ll

1.3e-01

2.1e-04

2.1e-08

1.6e-10

2.7e-02

1.6e-04

7.0e-01

4.0e-01

6.6e-01

4.3e-01

2.0e-01

1.4e-02

4.7*01

3.0e-01

7.9e-08

8.3e-12

2.2e-01

1.4e-04

2.0e-01

6.0e-01

4.1e-01

2.2e-01

VB

2.3e-13

3.2c-14

-3.0e-06

-1.6e-06

l.le-13

1.5e-14

-1.3e-06

l,2e-06

-2.3e-14

6.3e-14

-1.4e-05

6.4e-07

-2.3e-13

-1.9e-15

5.1e-06

3.2e-06

2.8e-14

1.5e-14

1.2e-05

3.8e-07

1.5e-14

1.2e-14

2.8e-06

6.6e-07

1

17606

17870

19340

16588

16690

17220

13986

14670

14700.

13188.

16570.

74310.

19115.

19240.

19910.

15498.

16320.

27130.

B.C.

Et = 0

Et = 0

E, = 0

Et=0

Et = 0

Et = 0

Et = 0

Et=0

Et = 0

Et=0

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

tf, = 0

^ , = 0

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

Ht=O

£« = 0

Et = Q

Et = 0

Et = Q

Et = 0

Et = Q

Et = 0

Et=Q

E, = 0

£ = 0

Notes

1

1

1

1

1

1 :

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Machine

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Mode

TE211

TE202

TE103

TEQ\3

TE021

TM120

TM212

Frequency

9493.43

9509.847

9512.868

9582.934

9512.781

9598.05

9584.346

9799.270

9991.422

9743.26

9693.963

9438.706

9688.867

9438.270

10288.52

10240.463

9991.783

10235.461

10272.980

10433.08

10407.347

10272.934

10408.762

10672.62

10647.797

10518.248

11114.492

10583.961

10820.72

10807.047

10735.708

10801.551

10735.219

Mesh Pis.

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576.

1331

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

17576

1331

Time

9.57

0.56

22.02

0.90

9.57

0.56

0.90

6.95

0.42

14.18

0.87

9.57

0.56

22.02

0.90

9.57

0.56

22.02

6.95

0.42

14.18

0.87

9.57

0.56

22.02

0.90

VD

2.0e-0

7.5e-l

2.4e-0

4.9e-04

1.2e-08

3.0e-01

1.8e-04

8.6e-ll

1.3e-10

5.8e-04

4.4e-04

3.9e-09

i.le-10

2.5e-03

1.4e-03

3.9e-09

6.1e-10

5.9e-04

l.le-04

3.4e-03

2.5e-01

3.6e-01

1.0e-01

3.0e-01

1.3e-01

3.2e-01

V x ( V x H

8.0e-01

1.5e-12

1.9e-02

6.6e-04

4.9e-07

4.0e-01

3.3e-04

2.7e-09

1.7e-10

3.3e-03

6.7e-04

2.3e-07

2.2e-10

l.le-01

2.7e-03

2.1e-07

1.4e-09

5.7e-03

2.1e-04

2.6e-03

7.7e-01

4.7e-01

2.0e-01

5-Oc-Ol

4.8e-01

4.8e-01

V B

-4.3e-l

2.0e-16

4.0e-08

-3.8e-07

2.1e-14

-1.8e-14

-3.9e-07

3.3e-14

-5.6e-14

-2.5e-06

-1.6e-06

-2.5e-13

-1.5e-15

-1.9e-07

-9.9e-07

-1.3e-13

3.0e-14

1.4e-06

3.1e-13

3.8e-14

8.4e-05

3.1e-06

2.3e-14

1.5e-15

5.0e-06

2.1e-06

i

12802.

143600

20560.

18663.

18950.

23250.

19964.

20370.

22660.

21529.

22110.

25480.

17275.

17530.

-18920.

18475.

18710.

19980.

16546.

16040.

21660.

B.C.

£, = 0

Et = 0

£, = 0

E,=Q

Et = 0

Et = Q

Et = 0

£ = 0
E% ̂  (

Ht = Q

Ht = O

Ht = Q

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

Et = Q

Et = 0

Et = 0

E, = 0

E,z=Q

Et = Q

Et = Q

Et = 0

E, = 0

Ht = 0

Ht = 0

^, = 0

^ , = 0

5, = 0
£« = 0

Et = 0

^ = 0

Et = Q

£, = 0

Notes

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Machine

Analytic

Cray/XMP

Cray/XMP

IBM/3081

IBM/3081

Mode

TEn3

Frequency

10949.73

10904.674

10670.059

11620.656

11460.402

Mesh Pts.

17576

1331

17576

1331

Time

6.95

0.42

22.02

0.90

V D

1.0e-01

1.0e+00

2.4e-03

2.1e-02

Vx(Vxff)

7.0e-01

9.0e-01

1.6e-02

4.1e-02

VB

-1.4e-13

1.2e-13

-7.4e-06

-6.3e-07

1

15414.

19890.

69050.

B.C.

ift = o

Ht = 0

Ht=0

ff« = 0

Ht = 0

Notes

1

1

1

1

TABLE DEFINITIONS

Machine:
Analytic
Cray/XMP
IBM/8081

Frequency
Time
VD
Vx(VxH)
V-B
1
B.C.
Notes:

1
2

The closed form solution for the cavity
The Cray/XMP (e-machine) et LLNL
The IBM/3081 at SLAC
Cavity frequency in megahertz
CPU time in minutes for ten (10) modes
Accuracies to which Maxwell's equations are satisfied
Accuracies to which Maxwell's equations are satisfied
Accuracies to which Maxwell's equations are satisfied
The quality factor of the cavity
The boundary conditions for the plane of symmetry

Accuracy figures indicated that this is a poor solution.
Incorrect solution - no corresponding analytic solution.
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Space Charge Models and "PATH"*

H. B. Wald
McDonnell Douglas Missile Systems Company, St. Louis, MO 63166

ABSTRACT

The "PATH*1 codes are used to design magnetic optics subsystems for neutral particle
beam systems. They include a 2-1/2D and three 3-D space charge models, two of
which have recently been added. This paper describes the 3-D models and reports on
preliminary benchmark studies in which these models are checked for stability as
the cloud size is varied and for consistency with each other. Differences between the
models are investigated and the computer time requirements for running these
models are established.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of high-current beams, non-linear space charge becomes a major
source of emittance growth, rivaling third-order aberrations. Most current design
work utilizes a 2-1/2 dimensional average field model (i.e., PARMILA's subroutine
"SCHEFF") for predicting space charge effects. A three-dimensional model,
"CLASCH"1, has been available in "PATH" since 1983, but it was rarely used because of
the computational time involved. Since then, additional models have been developed
along the lines of "CLASCH."

By utilizing the vectorization capabilities of modern supercomputers, we have
reduced the CPU time required to run 3-D space charge models enough to make them
competitive with the 2-1/2D approach. This has enabled us to benchmark our codes.
This study examines the stability of the models as the cloud size is varied, investigates
the differences between the models, and compares the 3-D models with the 2-1/2D
approach.

CHARGE CLOUDS

A typical linac beam may contain - 1 0 ' particles per bunch. Since calculating
Coulomb's law forces is an n 2 process, tracking more than ~10^ rays becomes
prohibitively expensive. Each macroparticle must, therefore, represent a charge
cloud containing - 1 0 6 real particles. For simplicity, the distribution of particles
within a cloud is assumed to be uniform. The electrostatic force exerted on a particle
of charge f by a cloud of charge Q is

* Supported by McDonnell Douglas Independent Research and Development Program.
' R. Ryne, private communication, 1983.
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where Qeff only includes the part of the cloud closer to its center than the particle.
If the particle lies outside the cloud, Qeff -Q- Otherwise, Qeff =Q (r/Rft, giving:

* - 3 '

max (r, R)

Realistic particle distributions may be simulated if the selected cloud radius is large
enough to permit the clouds to overlap, yet small enough to model all significant
changes in the distribution.

PATHJTRAVELS SPACE CHARGE MODELS

The "PATH" codes currently include four space charge models. "SCHEFF", a 2-1/2D
model based on average forces on an elliptical grid, was described previously.2 It
includes neighboring bunches and runs very quickly. "CLASCH," written by R. Ryne
in 1983, is the oldest of the 3-D models. It calculates Coulomb's law forces between all
pairs of macroparticles directly and includes relativistic corrections. It's major
drawback is that it runs quite slowly.

Two new models have been added recently: "SCHBW," a computationally fast,
relativistic Coulomb's law model in three dimensions, and "SCHEFG", which is similar
to "SCHBW" but non-relativistic. "SCHEFG" was written by F. Guy for PARMILA and
was added to "PATH" to facilitate the comparison between the models.

Each- space charge routine takes, as its input, x, x', y, y', 4>, and Aplpo for each
macroparticle at a common z-position in the lab frame Revised values of x', y' and
Aplpo are calculated for each macroparticle as described below.

CLASCH: The first step in the "CLASCH" calculation is to determine r-positions for
each particle at a common time in the lab frame. The change in x' (and y' ) for each
particle pair is computed as follows:

,-3/2

ij, b ij, L

The change in (p-po ) I po is given by:

2 R. J. Kashuba, R. J. Schmitt, and P. F. Meads, Jr., "Status of the 'PATH' Magnetic Optics
Design Code," in Proc. of the Conference on Linear Accelerator and Beam Optics Codes
(La Jolla Institute 1988). In AIP Conf. Proc. 177, 59-73 (1988).
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At,

Here, the prefixes b and L refer to the beam and lab frame, xy = x/ - x/ , and r/y is the
distance between the /'* and y'* particle.

SCHEFG: Since "SCHEFG" was originally written for PARMILA, PARMILA units and
coordinates are used throughout this subroutine. In particular, (p - po)/po is
replaced by kinetic energy W. "SCHEFG" also reassigns particles which have drifted
out of bunch.

The non-relativistic impulse calculation is quite straightforward once all macro-
particles are drifted to a common point in time. The Coulomb's law forces are
calculated, and x', y', and W are adjusted as follows:

A W = (dW/dp) Ap ~ (Po ' m ) Apz ~ (2 Wo A t ' Po) fz

The charge cloud radius is selected by the user (in Debye lengths) at the start of the
run. The user may also elect to include neighboring bunches, in which case each
macroparticle is assumed to represent a cloud in the current, leading, and following
bunches. The option to include neighboring bunches at opposite x-coordinates is not
currently implemented in "PATH."

SCHBW: "SCHBW" is essentially similar to "SCHEFG," except that its internal coor-
dinate system tracks simultaneous values of x, y, z, px, py, and pz in the beam frame
(i.e., the frame in which a synchronous particle is at rest). The length of time the
forces interact is also given in this frame. This is done by Lorenz transforming the
four-vectors, giving the time and position of each ray at the entrance and exit of the
region in which these forces act. The position and momentum of each ray at a
common time in the lab frame is determined by transforming the corresponding
four-vectors at a common z-coordinate in the lab frame and then applying a drift in
the beam frame. Here, the user selects the cloud volume at the start of the run in
units of 4iiaxGy<jz/3n, where crx is the rms spread in x in the beam frame and n is the
number of macroparticles. Corrections for out-of-bunch particles and forces due to
neighboring bunches are not available at present.

THE TESTS

We checked our three 3-D space charge models for consistency with each other and
for stability as cloud size is varied by simulating a 2 MeV proton beam passing
through a single period of a focusing-defocusing lattice, using all three models and a
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variety of cloud sizes. "SCHEFG" is a non-relativistic model. To see what type of error
this produces, we ran two simulated relativistic beams through the lattice. Due to the
high beam rigidities, this should not produce a large space charge kick, so we were
looking for a large error in a small effect. This also permitted us to compare
"CLASCH" and "SCHBW." One of the relativistic beams was very long in the
z-direction, severely stretching some of the approximations in "CLASCH." We
repeated the same simulations with the 2-1/2D model, "SCHEFF", to see how it com-
pares. We also timed the execution step for each of our computer runs.

NON-RELATIVISTIC STABILITY CHECKS: To test for stability as the size of the
charge cloud is varied, we used "SCHBW" to calculate space charge as we simulated an
experiment in which a 2 MeV, 25 milliamp proton beam (shown in Figure 1) is
transported through a single period of a focusing-defocusing lattice. Our sample
consisted of 1000 macroparticles. The volume of the charge cloud was varied from 1
to 100 scaling units as defined above. (One unit is roughly the rms volume of the
beam divided by the number of macroparticles.) The volume of a Debye sphere, in
this case, was 32 units. We also ran "CLASCH", which has a fixed cloud volume, which
turns out to be two of our units, and "SCHEFG" with a cloud radius of one Debye length.
For these runs, we compared the difference between the predicted rms spread of x', y'
and bplpo with and without space charge. We also looked at emittance growth, but
this turned out to be smaller than the jitter in the emittance calculation. The results
are shown below:

Cloud volume

1
2
5
10
32
50
100

Model

SCHBW
CLASCH
SCHBW
SCHBW
SCHEFG
SCHBW
SCHBW

xl
(microrad)

-573
-574
-578
-583
-592
-592
-598

x:
(microrad)

-332
-334
-335
-337
-336
-336
-335

AB/Efl.
(microra
d)

714.2
715.4
717.0
717.3
714.0
707.4
698.7

"SCHBW" was also run with a cloud size of 30 units, with results identical to those
quoted for "SCHEFG." The magnitude of these space charge kicks is also shown in
Figure 2.

As the cloud size is varied from the minimum size required to insure overlap to the
Debye volume, the predicted space charge kick remains stable within a few percent.
Furthermore, for this beam, the predictions of the three models are indistinguishable
within the accuracy of the calculation.

TESTS WITH RELATIVISTIC BEAMS: We ran two separate simulated 1 GeV proton
beams through the lattice described above. The profiles of these beams are shown in
Figures 3 and 4. The cloud size for the "SCHBW" and "SCHEFG" runs was adjusted to be
consistent with "CLASCH." Excellent agreement between the two relativistic models
was obtained for the narrow-z beam. However, "SCHEFG", which is non-relativistic,
yielded significant errors by vastly overestimating a small effect. The space charge
kicks observed for the wide-z beam were extremely small, but there was widespread
disagreement as to how small. The reason for the disagreement between the two
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relativistic models in this case is that, in the process of obtaining all macroparticle
coordinates at a common time (instead of a common z), "CLASCH" ignores the direc-
tion of travel. The results are shown below:

Beam Model x_! yj
(microrad) (microrad) (ppm)

1 GeV Wide z CLASCH 0.3 0 0.165
1 GeV Wide z SCHBW 0.2 0 0.085
1 GeV Wide z SCHEFG 0.9 0 0.212
1 GeV Narrow z CLASCH 14.3 -0.8 24.65
1 GeV Narrow z SCHBW 14.3 -0.8 24.31
1 GeV Narrow z SCHEFG 56.3 0.9 93.31

AGREEMENT WITH SCHEFF (2-1/2D): Estimates of the space charge kicks for
each of the simulated experiments described above were obtained from our 2-1/2D
space charge model "SCHEFF." These are shown below:

Beam x_l jJ
(microrad) (microrad) (ppm)

2 MeV -612. -329. 719.9
1 GeV Wide z 0.1 0. 0.305
1 GeV Narrow z 13.7 -1.1 10.96

These were obtained using the default values of all the parameters which this model
accepts (except the current, which was fixed at 25 milliamps). Discrepancies between
this model and our 3-D models amount to only a few percent of the total effect;
although, in many- cases, the 2-1/2D predictions are outside the bounds predicted by
the 3-D models.

COMPUTER TIME: The execution time required to simulate the passage of a beam
containing 1000 randomly-generated macroparticles through a single period of a
focusing-defocusing lattice on a CRAY X-MP/18 is tabulated below:

Model CPU seconds

No space charge 1.7
SCHEFF (2-1/2D, non-vectorized) 2.1
SCHBW (relativistic 3-D) 3.9
SCHEFG (non-relativistic 3-D) 10.5
CLASCH (relativistic 3-D) 37.

All of our 3-D models were optimized to facilitate vectorization. "SCHBW" was further
optimized by removing all unnecessary calculations (including the implicit
multiplication involved in indexing matrix elements) from the loop over panicle
pairs, leaving only one square root, four multiplications, one division, and a few
additions. The result is that the additional computation time required to go from a
2-1/2D non-vectorized model to a 3-D vectorized model is less than a factor of two.
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CONCLUSIONS

Our results are preliminary. Nevertheless, the following conclusions may be drawn.
The predictions of the 3-D models are consistent within a few percent, provided one
stays within the regime in which they are valid. However, significant errors can
result if one uses a non-relativistic code to model a relativistic beam. Otherwise, the
major source of error is the distortion of the distribution introduced by attempting to
fit a relatively smooth distribution with a limited number (in this case, 1000) of
uniform charge clouds and by statistical fluctuations, with neither effect
dominating. Furthermore, one of our 3-D models runs fast enough, on a vector
processing computer, to be competitive with our 2-1/2D "SCHEFF."

"SCHEFF", our 2-1/2D model, is the fastest space charge routine within the "PATH"
design codes. Although it is less accurate than our 3-D models (based on consistency
checks—we do not have experimental data), the difference in precision is only a
factor of two or three. This should make it a good choice for a first pass attempt to
design a beamline. Such an effort should be checked against an appropriate 3-D
model (such as "SCHBW"), and reoptimized if necessary. If more precision is
required, the parameters obtained by this method may be fine-tuned using non-
Monte Carlo methods.3

As a final note of caution, our 3-D space charge models calculate magnetic field
effects as electrostatic forces in the beam frame. This may not be valid for highly
relativistic beams with large momentum spreads.

3 See for example, R. D. Ryne, "Self Consistent Transfer Maps for Beams with Space
Charge Using Lie Algebraic Methods", AIP Conf. Proc. 177: Linear Accelerator and
Beam Optics Codes (La Jolla Inst., 1988, pp. 265-274), and papers presented in this
conference; and M. Berz, "Differential Algebraic Treatment of Beam Dynamics to
Very High Orders Including Application to Space Charge", Ibid., pp. 275-301, and
papers presented at this conference.
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WAKEFIELD CALCULATIONS ON PARALLEL COMPUTERS

Paul Schoessow*
High Energy Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Abstract: The use of parallelism in the solution of wakefieid

problems is illustrated for two different computer architectures

(SIMD and MIMD). Results are given for finite difference codes

which have been implemented on a Connection Machine and an Alliant

FX/8 and which are used to compute wakefields in dielectric loaded

structures. Benchmarks on code performance are presented for both

cases.

Introduction

Presented here are two case studies in parallel processing of interest to

the accelerator physics community. The first of these involves a new code

(ARCHON) specifically designed for a high performance SIMD (Single Instruction

Multiple Data) architecture, the Connection Machine. For the second case an

existing Fortran code (ARRAKIS) is ported to and parallelized on a MIMD

(Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) machine, the Alliant FX/8.

+Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of High Energy
Physics, under contract # W-31-1O9-ENG-38.

Talk presented at the Workshop on Accelerator Computer Codes, Los Alamos
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ARCHON

ARCHON is an explicit time domain finite difference code based on a

leapfrog algorithm. A standard azimuthal Fourier decomposition allows the

fields for each mode number m to be calculated on a 2-D mesh. The device

geometry is at present restricted to be a dielectric tube of outer radius a

and inner radius b. Conducting boundary conditions are applied at the outer

radius of the tube and at the endcaps. The drive beam is assumed perfectly

rigid, with radial and longitudinal Gaussian profiles. This algorithm is

naturally suited for implementation on the Connection Machine.

The Connection Machine model CM-2 [1] is a large, massively parallel SIMD

computer. A fully loaded CM-2 possesses 6UK processors, each with 8KB of

local memory. The machine used for the present work has a total of 16K

processors installed. Groups of 32 processors share a floating point

accelerator chip.

The Connection Machine is controlled by a front end computer, such as a

VAX or Sun-^4. Several front ends may access the CM-2 through a switch called

the Nexus. Instructions are sent from the front end through the Nexus to one

or more sequencers which in turn broadcast to the 8K or 16K processors under

their control. A simplified block diagram of the CM-2 architecture is shown

in Fig. 1. Some of the features of the CM-2 which permit efficient parallel

implementation of finite difference codes include:

• Virtual Machine Architecture. One physical processor can simulate many

virtual processors (up to the 8KB memory size) in a user-transparent

manner. The ARCHON code assigns one mesh cell to each virtual processor,

so the actual number of cells used may exceed the number of physical

processors.

• Fast Interprocessor Communication. As part of the initialization

procedure, a geometry is defined, in this case a rectangular coordinate

system corresponding to the r-z mesh. The CM-2 supports fast data

transfer between nearest neighbors in the geometry, used here for
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computing differences of fields on adjacent mesh cells. More general

interprocessor data transfers are possible, but are not necessary in

ARCHON.

Individual processors may be active or inactive depending on the state of

the context flag, a 1 bit field on each processor. This feature is used

to mask off cells requiring special handling, as in the treatment of

boundary conditions.

Several languages are supported on the CM-2. Dialects of LISP, C, and

Fortran with machine-specific parallel extensions and Fortran 8x are

available. In addition, the PARIS language [2], which is the CM-2

macroinstruction set, is callable directly from Fortran and C. ARCHON is

written in C/PARIS. With the possible exception of those written in Fortran

8x, codes on the Connection Machine would not be portable to any other

computer, and it was felt that optimal performance could be obtained through

the use of the lower level language.

Timing results are given in Table 1 for the calculation of the m = 1 wake

in a dielectric device with a = 2.22 cm, b = 1.27 cm, bunch length az = 3.5

mm, and dielectric constant e = 2.55 on a 64 x 2018 mesh. Wall clock times

were used. A comparison of the longitudinal and transverse wakes for this

device with the approximate analytic solutions is shown in Fig 2.

Implementing ARRAKIS on the Alliant

This code was originally developed on a VAX, and is also designed to

study wakefields and electromagnetic wave propagation in media loaded

devices. Nearly arbitrary constitutive relations D(E) and B(H) may be

specified. In order to handle problems involving nonlinear media, ARRAKIS is

based on a two-step Lax.Wendroff algorithm. The scalar version of this code

has been described in detail previously [3].

The architecture of the Alliant FX/8 [4] is shown in Fig. 3. A

parallelized code is executed on the eight computational elements (CEs), each
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of which possesses floating point and vector capabilities. The CEs operate

essentially independently on the data in memory. It is the job of the

compiler (and programmer) to ensure that these operations are properly

synchronized.

The Alliant compiler will parallelize code written in standard Fortran-

77. For a 2-D finite difference algorithm the most important optimization

involves concurrentizing outer loops and vectorizing inner loops, the so-

called COVI technique. The compiler attempts to identify data dependencies

inside loops which would give rise to erroneous results if optimized, and in

general tends to err on the side of safety. The compiler also produces a

listing which indicates which optimizations have been performed. The

programmer may override the compiler by inserting directives into the code,

for example to force or inhibit optimization of a given loop.

ARRAKIS timing results on the Alliant are given in Table 2. (Note that in

this case CPU time rather than wall clock time is used.) It is also

interesting to compare these results with those obtained for the same program

on the VAX 8700. The speedup factor on the parallel machine is « 18 for the

full eight-processor configuration.

Discussion and Swnary

It is worth noting that the performance of a computer depends on the code

being run, and that the number of floating point operations/second reported

here for each machine represents an average for a (presumably) realistic

problem rather than the ultimate performance possible. For example, a 64K CM-

2 is capable of 4 billion floating point multiplications/sec, provided that is

all it is doing.

For a finite difference algorithm, extremely high performance levels may

be attained on the Connection Machine, at a cost of learning new languages or

nonstandard extensions to existing languages. It is not presently a simple

procedure to port a program to the CM. This will continue in the future

unless Fortran 8x (or some other language which implements parallel

constructions) becomes a real standard. "Minisupercomputers" like the Alliant
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offer a reasonable speedup and also software tools which permit relatively

easy parallel conversions of existing Fortran-77 codes.

The author thanks the ANL MCS Division- Advanced Computing Research

Facility for the use of the Connection Machine and Alliant FX/8, and Dave

Levine, Mike Minkoff, and Mike Rosing for useful discussions and comments.

Wei Gai supplied the analytic solutions plotted in Fig. 2, and also aided in

the preparation of the manuscript.
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Table 1
ARCHON performance benchmarks on the CM-2, for a 64 x 2048 mesh
and azimuthal mode number m = 1.

# of Processors us/Time Step/Mesh Cell MFlops

120

210

750

8K
16K

64K (extrapolated)

0.5
0.3

0.08
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Table 2
ARRAKIS performance benchmarks on the Alliant FX/8, for a 50
250 mesh. Also shown are results for the identical code
running on a scalar machine.

I of Processors Avg. ms/Time Step MFlops

2

4

6

8

VAX 8700

103

57

43

35

629

3.7

6.4

8.5

10.2

0.6

Figure Captions

Figure 1. Simplified block diagram of the Connection Machine. Not shown are
the actual interprocessor connections and floating point hardware.

Figure 2. Comparison of the longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) wakes as
calculated by ARCHON (solid lines) for the dielectric structure
described in the text, along with the corresponding approximate
analytic solutions (dashed lines).

Figure 3. The architecture of the Alliant FX/8. The interactive processor
(IP) handles communications with the terminal, disk, etc. Programs
are executed in parallel on the eight computational elements (CEs).
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ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
RESONANT CAVITIES AND

WAVEGUIDES USING MSC/EMAS

B. E. MacNeal, J. R. Brauer, and L. A. Larkin1

The MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation
815 Colorado Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90041

ABSTRACT

The general finite element electromagnetic field analysis program MSC/EMAS is used to
analyze resonant cavities and waveguides without spurious mode difficulties. For the most
general applications, MSC/EMAS solves Maxwell's equations in their complete and general
form for three components of the conventional vector potential and the time-integrated elec-
tric scalar potential. For the special case of loss-free cavities with homogeneous dielectrics,
Maxwell's equations reduce to an eigenvalue problem involving only the vector potential.
Normally, solutions contain a number of nonphysical, spurious modes with nonzero diver-
gence. MSC/EMAS eliminates these modes by first representing the solution vector {A}
as a sum of modal basis vectors {<j>}, which are approximate, divergence-free solutions to
the eigenvalue problem. Basis vectors are obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem us-
ing standard divergence penalty function methods. The original eigenvalue problem is then
transformed into modal coordinates and re-solved without the divergence penalty. Once
modal solutions are obtained, the direct vector potential solutions are reconstructed as lin-
ear combinations of the basis vectors. Since the expansion basis is divergence-free, the
resulting vector potential solutions are free of spurious modes.

Modal analysis techniques are demonstrated by first solving two problems with known
solutions: 1) a circular waveguide operating at cutoff, and 2) a spherical resonant cavity.
A third problem, an inhomogeneous dielectric waveguide, is also solved to demonstrated
more advanced capabilities. MSC/EMAS has an extensive eigenvalue analysis capability,

1Drs. Brauer and Larkin are with the Engineering and Electromagnetics Applications Department of The
MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation, 9076 North Deerbrook Trail, Milwaukee, WI 53223-2434.
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including six eigenvalue extraction algorithms. The circular waveguide was modeled with a
fine mesh. Solutions, which agreed with theory to within 0.01%, showed no difficulties with
spurious or degenerate modes. The spherical cavity, solved using a coarse mesh, showed
agreement to within 1%, again with no spurious or degenerate mode difficulties. The inho-
mogeneous waveguide analysis showed mode shapes similar to those calculated with another
code URMEL-T, but direct comparisons at cutoff were not possible.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of electromagnetic cavities and waveguides is still plagued by numerical
difficulties. These high-frequency resonating devices are found in applications such as radar
systems, communications systems, and particle accelerators. Because of the complicated
geometries involved, finite element and finite difference numerical methods are typically used.
Spurious modes, i.e., nonphysical solutions, are still a problem. These modes arise because
Maxwell's equations do not uniquely define the solution vectors (E, B, or A). Attempts
to eliminate these modes have thus far met with limited success [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The
purpose of this paper is to describe how such calculations are performed in MSC/EMAS,
and to show how spurious modes are eliminated using a relatively simple and efficient modal
transformation method.

MSC/EMAS, The MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation's ElectroMagnetic Analysis
System, is a general purpose computer program which analyzes electromagnetic fields us-
ing the finite element method. The unique formulation of MSC/EMAS reduces Maxwell's
equations in their general form to a single matrix equation [8]:

[M]{u] + [B){u] .+ [*]{«} = {/>}, - (1)

where [M], [B] and [K] represent dielectric, conduction and reluctivity properties, respec-
tively. The column vector {«} represent unknown vector potential and time-integrated elec-
tric scalar potential degrees of freedom, while {P} represent excitations (loads). This single
equation is solved using a variety of techniques, including static analysis, nonlinear statics,
frequency response, linear transient analysis, real and complex eigenvalue analysis, and non-
linear transient analysis. First and second order isoparametric elements representing one,
two, three dimensional, and axisymmetric regions may be intermixed to simplify modeling.
Novel scalar elements may also be used to model drive circuits connected to finite element
models. Material properties may be linear, nonlinear, isotropic, or anisotropic. With its
general capabilities, MSC/EMAS has been used in a wide range of applications, including
the design of large magnets, power supplies, resonant cavities, antennas, and electromag-
netic launchers. This paper focuses on one particular appiication-the analysis of loss-free
resonating cavities and waveguides.
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THE FORMULATION OF MSC/EMAS

The formufation begins with Maxwell's equations in their general form:

V-D = P}Tee^ (2)

Vx£ = - § , (3)
VB = 0, (4)

VxH = J L J + ^ . (5)

These equations are not solved directly for the six unknown vector components in E and
B, but are instead solved indirectly through the use of potential functions. These potential
functions are simply the standard vector potential A and a novel time-integrated electric
scalar potential, rft = <j>;

B = V x A , (6)

E = - W - A. (7)

The use of the time-integrated electric potential produces sparse, banded, symmetric, positive
semi-definite matrices in the final equation, Eq. (1). These matrix properties allow the use
of highly efficient sparse matrix techniques throughout the program.

It is well known that vector potential solutions to Maxwell's equations are not unique.3

It is sometimes convenient to think of A as representing physical displacement (Fig. (1))
[9]. In this interpretation, there are four basic types of "motion" that A (or any vector field)
can describe. Of these four, only rotation (curl) is determined by Maxwell's equations. The
other three types-translation, expansion (divergence), and shear-are all singular, and must
somehow be eliminated. Divergence is eliminated by an element-by-element penalty energy,
Q ( V • A)2, which is added to the curl energy in the [K] matrix, a, the penalty parameter,
has units of reluctivity. Shear and translation are eliminated by constraints (much like rigid
body constraints in mechanics) [10]. Sufficient shear and translation constraints are usually
supplied by boundary conditions representing perfectly conducting cavity walls.

The final matrix equation, Eq. (1), is derived from a variational principle that is equiv-
alent to Maxwell's equations. The expression for virtual wor& is shown in Fig. (2). Two
of the Maxwell equations are satisfied by the form of the potential substitution, Eqs. (6,7).

2Similar problems arise when using E or B in resonant cavity problems.
3Virtual work principles are preferred because they provide useful information on natural boundary

conditions.
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Figure 1: The vector potential is not uniquely determined by Maxwell's equations. If A
is thought of as representing movement, then Maxwell's equations only define the curl (or
rotation) of A. Translation, divergence and shear are all singular.

The variational principle reproduces Ampere's law, Eq. (5), exactly, but produces the first
time derivative of Eq. (2) (the continuity condition) instead of Gauss's Law. Electrostatics is
described by a separate initial condition, which is generated (formally) through integration
by parts.

The natural boundary conditions on A are of interest here. The variational principle
shows two types of boundary conditions:

Dirichlet Boundary Conditions - the components of A tangent to the surface are con-
strained to some known function of time, or

Neumann Boundary Conditions - a load is placed on the tangent components of A.
This load represents the value of H as a function of time.

Both types of boundary conditions are implemented in MSC/EMAS. In cavity analysis,
Dirichlet conditions (Atun = 0) are used to simulate perfectly conducting walls, where the
tangent component of the electric field must be zero.

Once a variational principle is established, the final matrix equation is derived using
standard finite element methods. The potential functions are expanded in terms of time-
independent, low-order polynomial shape functions and time varying parameters, degrees of
freedom (DOFs), which represent potential values at various grid points. Shape functions
and volume integrals are combined into individual element matrices, and then summed, or
assembled, into global matrices representing ail elements. Generalized forces obtained from
the variation principle are then set to zero (the principle of dynamic equilibrium). In order

f A]
to satisfy this condition, the unknown degrees of freedom, {u} = < >, must satisfy the
matrix equation given in Eq. (1).
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Figure 2: The formulation of electromagnetics used in MSC/EMAS is obtained from this ex-
pression for electromagnetic virtual work. The role of each term in the final matrix equation,
Eq. (1), is indicated.

ANALYSIS OF CAVITIES AND WAVEGUIDES

Resonant cavities are closed regions in which standing wave patterns are created by
electromagnetic waves reflected from conducting walls. These patterns are often of interest
in themselves, as in the design of resonating cavities. Since the patterns are obtained without
loads, they also represent the fundamental dynamic properties of the system, and form a
basis for further dynamic analysis. It is assumed for this discussion that cavities contain
loss-free dielectrics.4 Waveguides operating at cutoff are treated as a special case of cavity
resonance in which the potentials only vary in two dimensions, within special two dimensional
elements.

Cavity resonance is analyzed by solving an eigenvalue problem derived from the general
matrix equation. Assume that the unknown potentials have a time dependence proportional
to expiiui). In loss-free cavities, [B] = 0. Assume for the moment that dielectrics are
homogeneous, so that V • E is zero, and the fourth DOF ij> is not required. Since loads are
not allowed, {P} = 0, and the following is obtained:

[-JfM + K]{Ai} = 0, (8)

where [Kj contains contributions from curl and divergence:
4Cavity resonance in loos-free media a anociated with ml eigenvalue analyua. When Iowa are included.

complex eigenvalue problems result. Complex eigenvalue problems are abo treated by MSC/EMAS.
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[K] = [K^1] + \Kdiv). (9)

The eigenvectors {Ai} are paired with corresponding eigenvalues a;,-. Degenerate eigenvectors,
i.e., distinct eigenvectors with the same eigenvalue, occur frequently in symmetric cavities.

SOLUTION ALGORITHMS

MSC/EMAS uses several different eigenvalue extraction algorithms depending on the na-
ture of the problem. Available methods are conveniently grouped into three basic categories
(see Table (1)):

Transformation Methods - Convert the original matrix into tridiagonal form using a
series of "coordinate rotations."

Tracking Methods - Iterate the basic inverse power algorithm until trial vectors become
rich in solution eigenvectors. Augmented by various shift strategies. Tracking of eigen-
values is checked by Sturm sequences.

The Lanczos Algorithm - A blend of transformation and tracking methods. Also uses
shift strategies and Sturm sequences.

Transformation methods (GIV, MGIV, HOU, MHOU) are used is small, dense matrix prob-
lems in which a large fraction of the eigenvectors are desired. The other methods (INV,
SINV, and LANCZOS) are better suited to large, sparse matrix problems in which a small
fraction of the total number of eigenvectors is desired. The results reported here were all
obtained with the Lanczos algorithm.

THE MODAL TRANSFORMATION METHOD

MSC/EMAS addresses the problem of spurious modes through a novel modal transfor-
mation technique [11]. The nature of the spurious mode problem is shown in Fig. (3).
Without the penalty energy (or = 0), spurious divergence modes should, in principle, all
have exactly zero frequency. Because of element limitations, these modes often have nonzero
frequencies, resulting in a mixture of real and spurious modes within the frequency range of
interest. This mixing of modes causes two problems:

1. Effort is wasted on finding solutions that are of no use to the analyst, and
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S. C.

[L/d* ^(n-^-Anf1 -< initial condition

Figure 2: The formulation of electromagnetics used in MSC/EMAS is obtained from this ex-
pression for electromagnetic virtual work. The role of each term in the final matrix equation,
Eq. (1), is indicated.

ANALYSIS OF CAVITIES AND WAVEGUIDES

Resonant cavities are closed regions in which standing wave patterns are created by
electromagnetic waves reflected from conducting walls. These patterns are often of interest
in themselves, as in the design of resonating cavities. Since the patterns are obtained without
loads, they also represent the fundamental dynamic properties of the system, and form a
basis for further dynamic analysis. It is assumed for this discussion that cavities contain
loss-free dielectrics.4 Waveguides operating at cutoff are treated as a special case of cavity
resonance in which the potentials only vary in two dimensions, within special two dimensional
elements.

Cavity resonance is analyzed by solving an eigenvalue problem derived from the general
matrix equation. Assume that the unknown potentials have a time dependence proportional
to exp(iut). In loss-free cavities, [B] = 0. Assume for the moment that dielectrics are
homogeneous., so that V • E is zero, and the fourth DOF V» is not required. Since loads are
not allowed, {P} = 0, and the following is obtained:

[-iJM + K]{Ai} = 0, (8)

where [K] contains contributions from curl and divergence:

< Cavity resonance in lose-free media is associated with real eigenvalue analysis. When losses are included,
complex eigenvalue problems result. Complex eigenvalue problems are also treated by MSC/EMAS.
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obtains
eigenvalues...

takes advantage
of bandwidth

number
calculations

LIMITATIONS

singular [M]?

find all
roots
reliably?

large capacitance
allowed

best
application

tridiagonal
method

all at
once

no

O(N3)

HOU
GIV

no

yes

watch
out

MHOU
MGIV

yes

yes

watch
out

small, dense
matrices

many vectors

tracking method
with shifts

nearest shift
point

yes

0{NB2E)

INV

yes

no

yes

SINV

yes

yes

yes

large, sparse
matrices

few vectors

Lanczos

nearest shift
point

yes

0{NB2E)

LANCZOS

yes

yes

yes

very large
sparse matrices

few vectors

Table 1: MSC/EMAS offers several different eigenvalue algorithms. Each algorithm has
its own particular strengths and limitations. N represents the order of the problem; B
represents the matrix bandwidth; and E represents the number of vectors calculated.
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Figure 3: The penalty function method is used to separate divergence and curl modes. This
produces a set of divergence-free basis solution vectors, which are then used to solve for
resonant cavity modes.

2. Effort must be used to sort spurious and physical modes.

If a large penalty energy (a ss 10*vo, where v0 is the reluctivity of vacuum) is included in
[K], spurious modes are automatically shifted out of the range of interest. But the physical
modes are also shifted, again due to element limitations. This shift, which is related to the
choice of or, causes unpredictable errors in the calculated eigenvalues.

The modal transformation method used in MSC/EMAS provides a rigorous, economical
solution to this spurious mode problem. In the direct formulation, with the DOFs {.4}
representing values of the vector potential at grid points, solutions are expanded in terms
of element shape functions. When expressed in terms of shape functions, spurious modes
are awkward to deal with. This problem is solved by transforming Eq. (8) into modal
coordinates, in which spurious modes are easily manipulated. Assume that the vectors {<?}
represent a set of approximate5 solutions to the basic eigenvalue problem, Eq. (8). Expand
{A} in terms of these approximate solutions,

= mi (ID
where the matrix [<f>] contains the modal vectors as columns; and {£} is a column vector of
modal amplitudes. The basic eigenvalue problem is now expressed in modal coordinates by
substituting the results of Eq. (11) into Eq. (8), and by pre-multiplying by [4>)T:

[ -v*Mm + Km ]{&} = 0. (12)
5It is helpful if these vectors represent approximate solutions to the eigenvalue problem, but it is not

absolutely required. In principle, they need only represent a complete set. The number of vectors used and
the degree of approximation is a modeling consideration.
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The subscript "m" denotes quantities that have been transformed to modal coordinates, e.g.,
[Mm} = [<j>]T[M][<f>]. Note that if the basis [<f>] is somehow made divergence-free, then the
direct solutions {A} will also be divergence-free, and will not contain spurious modes. If this
is the case, then the divergence penalty is not needed in [Km].

The standard penalty method is used to generate divergence-free basis vectors. As noted
earlier, the penalty method generates a set of solutions to Eq. (8) with no spurious modes
present; but the associated eigenvalues are incorrect. However, the modal method only
requires approximate eigenvectors, and makes no use of the eigenvalues. Therefore, the
standard penalty method produces a suitable divergence-free basis. In practice, only those
eigenvectors in the frequency range of interest need be extracted. A majority of the effort is
spent in constructing the basis through the full solution of Eq. (8) with the penalty function
present. Once the basis is found, the modal eigenvalue problem, Eq. (12), is very small, and
is easily solved with little effort.

The choice of the penalty parameter in Eq. (8) is not a significant issue. Since this
equation is only solved in order to construct a divergence-free basis, a must be large enough
to shift spurious modes out of the range of interest, yet small enough to keep physical modes
in the range of interest. Typically, this means 108 > f- > 103; but the actual limits depend
on the finite element mesh, and on the range of interest.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Four example problems are discussed. The first problem involving a simple rectangular
cavity shows that modal transformation results are independent of the penalty parameter
over a large range. Two problems, involving a circular waveguide and spherical cavity,
demonstrate good agreement with theory, and the absence of spurious modes. The last
problem, involving nonuniform dielectrics in waveguides, demonstrates the use of the fourth
DOF tj> in real eigenvalue analyses. MSC/EMAS allows the user to work in (default) MKS
units, or in any other consistent set of units.

DEPENDENCE ON a

Consider a rectangular cavity with the following dimensions: lx = 0.8 units, ly = 1.0,
and lz = 1.2. In the system of units used (v0 = 100, eo = 1), the theoretical resonant
frequency for the first mode is 6.25. The cavity was modeled with an irregular 4x4x4 mesh
of isoparametric hexagon elements. The elements were deliberately distorted in order to
accentuate the a-dependence of the resonant frequency.
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Figure 4: Relative error in the first mode of a rectangular cavity. The standard penalty
method (PF) produces enormous errors, while the modal solutions (MODAL) are indepen-
dent of the penalty parameter over at least five orders of magnitude.

Figure (4) compares the results obtained from the modal transformation method with the
results obtained from the standard penalty function method (used to obtain the divergence-
free basis). The standard method produces acceptable results only over a very small range,
uo < a < I0v0- For smaller values, the divergence condition is not adequately enforced, while
for large values, the coupling between divergence and curl (due to element limitations) shifts
the resonant frequency to higher values. In contrast, the modal transformation technique
shows consistent results for all values of a greater than 10PO, over at least five orders of
magnitude. Results are about 7% above theoretical values because of the coarse mesh used.
As is shown below, much more accurate results can be obtained with finer meshes. The
reason that the modal transformation method gives poor results below o = vo is that the
spurious modes are not swept out of the range of interest. With spurious modes still present
in [<j>] and with a = 0, solutions of Eq. (12) represent a mixture of spurious and physical
modes. Results in such cases are unpredictable.

CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE

In the second example, a 1 cm diameter circular waveguide operating at cutoff (no vari-
ation in the propagation direction) is analyzed. The guide is modeled with two dimensional
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Figure 5: The finite element mesh used to solve the circular waveguide problem, along with
an arrow plot of the electric field in the TE21 mode.

six-node triangular elements, as shown6 in Fig. (5) (e0 = v0 = 1, and a = 104). Three
degrees of freedom (Ar, A$ and Az) are present at each grid point so that both TE and TM
modes can be obtained in a single analysis. An optional diagnostic, which calculates the
ratio of divergence to curl in each mode,

D v0 j X
C a

was also selected. In physical solutions, this ratio is typically less than 10~8.
Results for the first six modes are shown in Table (2). The first three modes (two

degenerate TE modes and one TM mode) agree with theoretical frequencies to within 0.02%.
Higher order modes show less accuracy due to more rapid spatial variations. It should be
emphasized that the only modes calculated were the six modes shown here; no spurious
modes were calculated. Normally, there is no problem with degenerate modes. Special
measures are required if the order of degeneracy is high (> 15).

SPHERICAL CAVITY

A one-meter-diameter spherical cavity was analyzed to demonstrated three dimensional
analysis of a problem with known solutions. The finite element mesh, shown in Fig. (6),
consisted of 1112 eight-node hexagon and six-node prism elements. No advantage was taken
of symmetry. Some elements have been removed from the figure to show the internal mesh.
As with the two dimensional analysis, three vector potential DOFs (Ap, At and A*) were

6Graphics is a key part of any analysis program. The results shown in this paper were generated using
MSC/XL, a graphic pre/postprocessor designed specifically for electromagnetic analysis. Capabilities include
automatic mesh generation, full model display and checking capabilities, and extensive data recovery and
results analysis.
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no.

1
2
3
4
5
6

frequency
(GHz)

17.57247
17.57282
22.95069
29.17713
29.20100
36.58077

relative
error(%)

0.015
0.02
0.01
0.11
0.18
0.04

D/C

7.1xlO-10

5.7xlO-10

8.7xlO~33

l.lxlO-7

l.lxlO"8

1.2xlO"24

type

T E n

T E n

TM01

TE21

TE21

TM n

Table 2: Calculated resonant frequencies for the first six modes of a circular waveguide
operating at cutoff. The error in frequency (relative to theoretical), the divergence/curl
ratio, and the mode designation are also shown. This problem, involving 168 six-node
triangle elements, took 100 sec. to solve on a VAX 8700 computer.

used at each node to obtain both TM and TE modes in a single analysis. The calculation
was performed with e0 = v0 = 1, and a = 104.

Resonant frequency results are shown in Table (3). In general, results are less accurate
than in the waveguide analysis because of the coarse mesh used. The first three modes form
a degenerate triplet of TMioi-type modes [12]. The three resonant frequencies are slightly
different because the mesh itself is not isotropic. The next four degenerate modes are second
order TM2oi-type modes. The precise designation of the eighth mode is not known, but it
resembles a second-order TM mode found in cylindrical cavities [12]. The last two modes
are a degenerate pair of TEioi-type modes. As before, the algorithm has no difficulty with
degenerate modes or with nonphysical spurious modes.

INHOMOGENEOUS DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE

In cases where cavities contain inhomogeneous dielectrics, V • E is not necessarily zero,
because the divergence of the polarization P can be nonzero at dielectric boundaries. Since
V • A is always zero (due to the penalty energy), 0 DOFs must be included. Because the
i/> rows and columns of [K] are always null, electrostatic modes associated with 0 only have
exactly zero frequency, and are easily excluded from the modal basis [</>]. The remaining
coupled A — ip modes in the frequency range of interest are divergence-free. To simulate
perfectly conducting cavity walls, the additional boundary conditions V" = 0 is imposed.

A 3 cm-diameter cylindrical, air-filled waveguide containing a 1 cm-diameter concentric
rod of relative permittivity, c = 10, was analyzed to demonstrate the effects of inhomogeneous
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no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

frequency
(MHz)

262.6628
264.3337
265.4449
372.5075
375.9290
376.8883
376.8883
391.3003
437.6686
464.1133

relative
error(%)

0.18
0.82
1.2

0.86
1.7
2.0
2.0
?

2.1
8.2

1.0
1.3
1.0
1.5
1.1
6.5
6.5
7.5
2.4
5.3

D/C

xlO"*
xlO"8

xlO"8

xlO"7

xlO~r

xlO"8

xlO"*
xlO"7

xlO~8

xlO"T

type

TM1Oi
»

TM201
n

n

n

TM
TE101

n

Table 3: Calculated resonant frequencies for the first ten modes of a spherical resonant
cavity. The error in frequency (relative to theoretical), the divergence/curl ratio, and the
mode designation are also shown. This problem, involving 1112 linear hexagon and prism
elements, took 902 sec to solve on a VAX 8700 computer.
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Figure 6: The finite element mesh used to solve the spherical cavity problem, along with a
contour plot of the electric field magnitude, \E\, in the first TM101 mode.

dielectrics in resonating cavities. The waveguide was modeled with 240 quadrilateral and
triangular elements. The calculation was performed in standard MKS units.

Table 4 lists the calculated cutoff frequencies, divergence/curl ratios, and mode designa-
tions for the first eight modes. HE-type modes are special TE modes with fields confined
either within the dielectric (diel), or in the space between the dielectric and the cavity wall
(guide). As can be seen, many of the modes found in the analysis of a homogeneous cylin-
drical guide are still present in the inhomogeneous case, but the the mode order has been
changed due to the presence of the dielectric rod. Figure 7 shows the finite element mesh,
an arrow plot of E for the second mode, and a contour plot of tp for the second mode. As
can be seen, the solution shows a marked reduction of E inside the rod due to the effects of
V • P at the dielectric boundary. Large values of ^ on this boundary indicate the presence
of electric charge.

Comparisons with results calculated using another code URMEL-T [13,14] show apparent
agreement. URMEL-T does not calculate cutoff frequencies, so direct comparisons cannot
be made. However, URMEL-T shapes are in good agreement with MSC/EMAS shapes for
the first six modes.

CONCLUSIONS

The general electromagnetic field analysis program MSC/EMAS provides an efficient
means of analyzing resonant cavities and waveguides, while overcoming the persistent prob-
lem of spurious modes. In its most general applications, MSC/EMAS solves Maxwell's
equations in their complete form using four degrees of freedom at each grid point. Loss-free
cavity resonance is analyzed by solving an eigenvalue problem involving three or four DOFs,
depending on whether inhomogeneous dielectrics are present. Solutions are first expressed
as a sum of modal basis functions, which represent approximate, divergence-free solutions.
The original eigenvalue problem is then transformed to modal coordinates with no special
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no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

frequency
(GHz)

3.525
4.934
4.934
7.189 .
7.209
7.209
9.255
9.255

8.6
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.6
3.3
3.9
3.9

D/C type

x 10-34 TM01

x lO"12 HEnA-ri
x 10"12 HEuA-rf
x 10"12 TEoi
v- in-32 WP1

A l\j **• *-*l\gutdev i n-32 tii?
X 1U *l*->\lgvidev 1fl~12 IJ1?

•«• in-12 HI?X JU '^•l-'Tlguide

Table 4: Calculated cutoff frequencies for the first eight modes of a circular waveguide
containing a concentric dielectric rod. The divergence/curl ratio and mode type are also
indicated.

provisions made for spurious modes. The resulting (very small) modal eigenvalue problem
is then re-solved. Since the expansion basis is divergence-free, the resulting vector potential
solutions must also be divergence-free and contain no spurious modes.
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Figure 7: An arrow plot of E and a contour plot of if? for the first HEn<«e/ mode in an
inhomogeneous dielectric waveguide. The finite element mesh used in the analysis is also
shown.
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PARMILA DOCUMENTATION*

J. L. Merson
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract
This paper provides a description of a users and reference

manual for the AT-6 version of the code PARMILA.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory has produced a new manual1 for the program

PARMILA. This paper is about that manual and includes only a small amount of material

on the code itself. The manual is both a users and reference manual and will be of help to

a programmer who needs to modify the code, though perhaps not as much help as would

be desired. PARMILA has been in use for more than 20 years. It is widely used and there

are many Versions. The name PARMILA is an acronym for Phase And Radial Motion

In Linear Accelerators, (or, more recently, ... in Ion Linear Accelerators). The code is a

drift-tube linac ion beam dynamics code and does multiparticle simulations. A very good

description2 of one version of the code was given in 1988 by G. P. Boicourt, coauthor of

the manual being described. Here I will briefly describe the codes functions, refering the

reader to the earlier report for further detail.

The code generates a drift-tube linac based on data that is dependent on the

cell geometry chosen. The user obtains this data by running an rf cavity code such

as SUPERFISH.3'4 The user also provides synchronous phase and energy information,

information on type and magnitude of the accelerating field, and geometric information.

PARMILA determines cell length, gap length, and gap center displacement for each cell.

Enough cells are generated in each tank to meet the user-specified energy requirement. It

also sets quadrupole lengths and gradients based on user input.

The code can read in an externally generated beam or it can generate one internally,

A number of distributions are available and can be used singly or in combination. A beam

consists of a collection of particles, each having the coordinates X,X', Y, Y', <f>, and W.

After generating a linac and either reading or generating a beam, the code transports

the beam through the linac. The code can also include transport through low-energy beam

transport (LEBT) and high-energy beam transport (HEBT) elements. These elements are

specified one by one by the user, and can include drift, bending magnet, circular aperture,

Work supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics.
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thin lins, steering magnet, quadrupole, buncher, rectangular apertrue, solenoid lens, and

a special, user-defined element. Beam transport is fully six-dimensional except for the

treatment of space charge. Each particle is considered to generate a ring of charge at its

radial and longitudinal position. This treatment is sometimes called 2 1/2 D.

The new manual has some limitations. It documents only one of the many versions of

PARMILA, the Los Alamos AT-6 version. Other versions of the code differ in significant

ways. Noteworthy examples are the output that is available and the way it is requested,

as well as the details of storage organization.

The AT-6 version was developed for use on the Fusion Materials Irradiation Test

(FMIT) project. Beam spill was a major concern because the accelerator was expected to

have a 20-year life with hands-on maintenance. Even a small amount of beam spill would

cause enough radioactivity to be awkward. The AT-6 version was developed to do runs

with large numbers of particles and thereby get some picture of spill in the accelerator.

Since the initial set of modifications to permit these many-particle runs, the code has been

modified and enhanced many times.

This version is vectorized for the Crays and has run on Cray 1, Cray X/MP and Cray

Y/MP conputers. Array dimensions are parametrized to make it easy to scale the code

for accelerators of different sizes and for different numbers of particles, so that the user

doesn't have to use a field length larger than needed. The AT-6 version is faster than some

others because of the vectorization and also has more flexible output.

Even for the documented version, the user may find the level of detail provided by

the manual to be less than desired, especially on algorithms. There is some detail on the

algorithms used, but it is limited. Much more detail is given on input.

The manual contains chapters entitled Introduction, Examples, Input to PARMILA,

Output, Error Messages, Program Structure and Common Blocks. Each will be described.

There are also appendices containing a bibliography and a listing of the source code of the

documented version.

• The Introduction describes the AT-6 version of PARMILA. It also describes the

manual's organization and contents.

• The Examples chapter contains one input example and several output examples, which

are not discussed in this chapter, but are referred to from the appropriate locations

later in the manual.

• The Input to PARMILA chapter describes the various input files to PARMILA. It

then describes the file named INPUT in detail. This file is made up of card images,

consisting of a label followed by numeric data, or of continuations consisting of only

data. For each label that can occur in INPUT, the chapter gives the function, rlrfmes
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each data item associated with that label, and in many cases, identifies the internal

variables that those data items define. It specifies restrictions on order of appearance

of labels.

• Several labels affect the generation of PARMILA output and are listed in the Output

chapter. The chapter then gives brief instructions for obtaining each type of output.

For details, the user must consult the sections in the input chapter for the particular

labels that are to be used. The Output chapter is the one that is most specific to the

AT-6 version.

• Each error message is quoted in the Error Message chapter. The chapter cites the

routine from which the message is given and gives the conditions that can cause it to

be generated. The messages are given in alphabetical order.

• The Program Structure chapter describes the structure of the program and gives the

calling tree of the program. For each routine, the chapter then gives the routines by

which the routine is called, the routines it calls, a list of arguments, and a statement of

the purpose of the routine. For several routines, the chapter includes some discussion

of methods and algorithms used. The meaning of some arguments is also included.

• The Common Block chapter describes the general structure of common blocks having

variables with parametrized dimensions as well as some naming conventions used. The

catagories of variables that are stored in particular common blocks, for example, flags

in flagcom, are identified. For each common block, its contents are identified. The

chapter tells where some of the commom blocks are used. For most of the common

blocks, the meaning of the elements stored is given.

Appendix A contains a bibliography. Appendix B contains the source code on

microfiche. This listing defines the documented version. The routines are alphabetized.

Statement numbers have not been reordered as they can sometimes provide valuable

landmarks when comparing two versions of the code.

A third appendix will be published as a separate volume containing copies of, or

excerpts from, some of the references.

To obtain a copy of the manual, request the "PARMILA Users and Reference Manual"

from:

Los Alamos Accelerator Code Group

AT-6, Mail Stop H-829

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico, 87545
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The documented version of PARMILA can be obtained from the same address, by
requesting the AT-6 PARMILA.
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Aberrations of electrostatic lenses consisting of
rotationally-symmetric electrodes

J. TYotscher, H. Nestle and H. Wollnik

2. Physikalisches Institut der Universitat Giessen
6300 Giessen, W-Germany

Abstract
To determine the aberrations of electrostatic lenses consisting of rotationally-

symmetric electrodes the electrostatic potential is calculated as well as equivalent
charges on the electrodes. Prom these charges the potential on the axis of symmetry
is determined accurately by a proper summation over all charges and from this the
potential close to the axis of symmetry. Tracking an arbitrary particle through this
potential distribution using Differential Algebra a corresponding transfer matrix is
determined .

1 Introduction

To describe the optical properties of some electromagnetic device for charged particles
one must

1. determine the field distribution throughout the region of interest,

2. trace charged particles through this field distribution.

By observing the trajectories of many charged particles one then can see the effects of
the device directly. Alternatively one can derive a transfer matrix between an initial and
a final phase-space distribution of charged particles and describe the optical properties
of the system by the magnitudes of matrix elements. For this purpose the particle
trajectories must be given as power series around a reference trajectory. To systematize
this approach one advantageously uses the technique of Differential Algebra. 11]. We
will do this here for the case of electrostatic lenses consisting of rotationally symmetric-
electrodes, i.e. cylinders and cones, which all have a straight optic axis.
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2 The potential distribution caused by rotationally-symmetric electrodes

The electrostatic field E(x,y, z) in vacuum is governed by the equations div E{x,y,z) =
4irp(x,y, z) and curl E(x,y,z) = 0 where p(x, y,z) is the charge density and x,y,z a
Cartesian coordinate system the z-axis of which is assumed to coincide with the axis
of symmetry of the electrodes. Since E(x, y, z) is determined from a scalar potential
VE(x,y,z) as E — —gradVE one finds the Poisson equation AVE = — Airp.

Knowing the potentials on the electrodes one then can numerically determine the
potentials on points of a grid by transforming the Poisson equation into a difference
equation and solving this relation iteratively for all grid points. In the absence of free
charges the Poisson equation simplifies to the Laplace equation AVg = 0 which reads
for rotationally symmetric problems

d2VE

+ ° &
where r2 = x2 + y2. Thus the principally 3-dimensional problem has been converted to
a 2-dimensional one which can be solved by many numerical procedures.

Very generally we assume the potential VE at an arbitrary point r, z to be

r2k (2)
4=0

where use is made of the symmetry condition VE(r,z) = VE(—r,z). Introducing Eq. (2)
into Eq. (1) yields a relation for the coefficients VE2k which can be combined [2] to trans-
form Eq. (2) into

Here VE${z) is the potential distribution along the s-axis. Determining VE{T, Z) from
Eq. (3) fulfills Eq. (1) to the prescribed order k with machine precision.

To track a charged particle accurately through a given potential distribution requires
that the errors of the potentials are small. There are two types of such errors :

1. More or less statistically distributed errors due to the finitely accurate numerical
procedures used . Such errors cause Eq. (1) to only be fulfilled with limited accuracy
for neighbouring points which in turn causes the calculated particle trajectories to
statistically deviate slightly from the real ones thus blurring for instance a fine
focus point.
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2. Errors which leave Eq. (1) fulfilled accurately but result in such Vgo(z) and Vg(r, z)
that would be caused by slightly different electrodes. In this case the calculated
particle trajectories deviate systematically from the real ones, i.e. the focal length
of a lens is slightly different as well as higher-order aberrations. However, such
deviations can be compensated for by slightly modifying the strength of other
optical elements.

In any case one should note that VEO(Z) must be known precisely in order to allow the
d2kVEo/dz2k to be accurate and thus Vg(r, z) to be correct also at large values of r.

3 Determination of the potential distribution on the z—axis

To determine the potential VEQ{Z) numerically one advantageously determines the poten-
tials on all points of a grid knowing the potentials of those grid points which lie on the
surface of electrodes. To do this we have chosen the program POISSON [3,4] which uses
a triangular grid and assumes constant field strengths within each triangle. From this
and Gauss's Law §s E'XidS = 4IT JV p{x)dV reduced to two dimensions one can determine
the potential of each grid point knowing the potentials of its next 6 neighbours. In detail
[4] one finds the potential Vo of an arbitrary point of charge q0 as

\»=1 / 1=1

where the Vi are the potentials of the next neighbours of the chosen arbitrary point and
the w» are coefficients that depend on the relative positions of these neighbours. As a
start one assumes all q0 to vanish and the potentials of all grid points at electrode surfaces
to be known. Iteratively one then determines the potentials of all other grid points where
special precautions must be taken at boundary points which are not located on electrodes.

The advantage of this triangular grid of POISSON is that the shape of the electrodes
is described reasonably accurate. Its disadvantage is that a constant field is assumed
in each triangle, i.e. the potentials of intermediate points are only linear interpolations.
Since we are concerned that the potentials on points of a particle trajectory are very
accurately in agreement with Eqs. (1) we regard the POISSON calculation only as a first
step.

As a second step we could take the potentials of the grid points on the z-axis as calculated
by POISSON, fit a smooth-function through these potentials and assume this to be

as required in Eq. (3) so that Fjs(r, z) can be determined also for all points with
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Z-AXIS

Figure 1: An Einzellens consisting of three cylinders of equal diameter at potential Vi = V3 and
Vj. Note the indicated charge rings used for calculating the potential VEO{Z) from
Coulomb's Law [see Eqs.(5) and (6) ].

r ^ 0. However, a considerable more accurate procedure is to assign charges to grid
points on the surfaces of electrodes, i.e. charged rings the centers of which lie on the
z-axis. Such charge rings are indicated in Fig. 1 where the diameters of the cylinders are
shown as equal, though this is not necessary for the calculation. From these charges we
then determine the potential VEQ(Z) on the z-axis by Coulomb's Law

which determines the z-component of the field strength along the z-axis as

(Z-Zirf + Ri*
(5)

where tp is the azimuthal angle, c0 = 8.8541878 • 10~uAt/Vm is the dielectric constant
in vacuum and z,, is the z-cobrdinate of the charge ring of charge g, and radius Ri with
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the q{ being calculated by POISSON the potential V£0(z) is found as

(6)

The charges ft initially are unknown. To obtain their magnitudes we must look at the
points on the electrode surface and recognize that their potentials as well as that of their
neighbours in the interior of the electrode are all equal while all points off the electrode
surface are assumed to have the potential calculated by POISSON. Evaluating Eq. (4) for
each grid point i on the electrode'surface its charge 9,- is determined (see Fig. 1). Then
the VEO(Z) can be determined from Eq. (6). With this VEO(Z) we can determine VE{Z,T)

from Eq. (3). An example of such a potential distribution is shown in Fig. 2.

B.-AXIS

Figure 2: Potential distribution Vjg(z, r). This distribution signs with the initially by POISSON
determined potential distribution within ±0.1% for all r < D/4 (see Fig. 1).

4 The transfer matrix of an optical system

Assume a reference ion of charge qo, rest moo and kinetic energy Ko, as well as an arbitrary
particle of charge q, rest mo and kinetic energy K where

l+6m) and — = — (1 + 8L)



Assume further that one specific trajectory of a reference ion is called the "optic-axis"
and that we describe the trajectory of an arbitrary particle by its distances from this
optic axis and by its inclinations

x, a = (px/q)/(po/qO) and y, b = {py/q)/(po/qo)

where p0 is the momentum of a reference ion and where px,py and px are components of

the momentum p = Jpx
2 + py

2 + Pz2 of the particle under consideration with

If furthermore To is the flight time of a reference particle along the optic axis and if

T = To(l+6t)

is the flight time of the particle under consideration along its trajectory the quantities

n=x r3-y rs = 6t r7 = Sm

r2 = a rA = b r6 = 8K

describe the corresponding particle motion completely with z being the independent
variable [7]. The quantity r7 here is redundant and is used only when necessary. As an
alternative one may choose the time as independent variable. In this case the particle
motion is completely described by

n = x r3=y r5 = z r7 = 6m

r2 = a r4 = b r6 = c

with c = {pz/q)/(po/io) where this c should not be confused with the symbol for the
velocity of light.

The goal of our efforts is to describe all r,-/ = rt-(z/) at z — Zf for i = 1,2,3,4,5,6 or
all Tij = ri(tf) at t = t/ as functions of the initial r^ = r,(zo) at z = zo or T\0 = *\(<0)
where the functions depend on the detailed field distribution in the optical system under
consideration. As long as all ri0 describe small quantities the desired function can be
expanded in a Taylor's series around all r*o = Ho = rmo = rn0 = r^ = r^ = 0. In detail
one can describe these relations by [5] :
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where all k,l,m,... can take up the same value. Since all ri,rk,ri,rm,rnfr
values (with k,l,m,n,o,p € {1,2,3,4,5,6}) one can rewrite Eq. (9) as :

rp are small

where the coefficients (... | . ..) are abbreviations for the corresponding derivatives [5j.

These coefficients can be arranged in so called transfer matrices [6,7] determining the
final Tif from the initial r^ , rj0, rm0, rnQ, r^, r^. Taking only the first order coefficients of
Eq. (9) and choosing z as the independent variable, i.e. replacing the Ti,ri,,ri,rm,rn,ro,rp
by x, a,y, b, 6t,6ic of Eq. (7) one finds in general

• / \
af
Vf
h

6.4 ,

)

(» |x)
( V l * )

(*« I * )

(x |a)
(a | a)
(Via)
(6 | a)

(*« I »)

(vlv)

(«« I V)

(» l*)
(a | 6)
(vlfc)

(• I ft)

(V I <!)
(* I «•)

(«« I «t) (<t I *K-)
(«K I <JC)

v> (11)

Though z or t can be chosen as independent variables, final transfer matrices usually
relate the coordinates of Eqs. (7) at Z{ and Zf. Taking the first- and the second-order
coefficients of Eq. (9) the transfer matrix to second order becomes

*Kt

•!•)(•!•)

*Xi

\ «*,

Note that this transfer matrix contains four submatrices. The first one is the one of
Eq. (11), the second one contains the quadratic terms (rif \ r^rio), the third one is
zero, and the fourth one is the "square" of the transfer matrix of Eq. (11), i.e. each line
describes £*=i r w ( r i / | r w ) • £f=1 riO(rif \ rw) .

The third and fourth submatrices do not contain new information as compared to the
first two submatrices. Thus a computer program usually [8,9] stores only the first 6
lines of a second-order transfer matrix. The lower lines are only necessary for use in a
concatenation of two transfer matrices. Usually these non-zero terms are reconstructed
for each concatenation separately. Higher-order transfer matrices are built in the same
fashion. However, in all cases only the first 6 lines are stored since only those contain
non redundant information.
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5 How to obtain the coefficients of a transfer matrix

To obtain the coefficients of a transfer matrix one must establish equations of motion of
particles of interest in a given field distribution. Assume that the result can be expres-
sed as a power series in the coordinates of Eqs. (7) or (8), one can solve the equations
of motion by the perturbation method. This method requires n steps to obtain an
nt/l-order approximation. Alternatively one can replace the differential equations of mo-
tion by difference equations and solve those numerically for particles of different initial
rio>r20>r3o>**40I

r50>r«o finally determining the differentials

with N = n* +nj+n m +... by numerical differences in the final r^ [10]. The first method
has been used in hand calculations (see for instance [11,12]) and since computers became
powerful enough by arithmetic programs where the field distribution was assumed to be
given as a power series in x,y usually independent of z [9]. The second method is in
principle more general, but its results become less and less accurate with increasing order
of approximation. This effect is due to numerical extinction which is unavoidable once
one subtracts large numbers from each other.

To determine the trajectory of one particle of given charge q, rest mass m0 and kinetic
energy K one must solve the equations of motion. This can be done numerically for
example by using a Runge-Kutta method and starting the particle at the coordinate x, y
at angles a,b inside the electric field (Ex,Ey, Et). Doing this, one obtains the trajectory
of one particle throughout the ion-optical system and one calculates the final coordinates
of this particle. If the initial coordinates of the particle are altered, the whole integration
must be repeated.

Since there is only one solution-vector r*/(«) = f>i/jf2/ir3/)r4/>T"s/)**e/ for one initial
coordinate-vector fo(z) = riQ,ri0,'''ao,r40i'''so,1'to, v«ry generally the motion of particles
can be described by a transfer-function relating final coordinates f} to initial coordinates
TQ i.e. the system can be described by a map M

rt = M(ro)

Having described the system by this map M, one can now expand the map in a power
series around a reference trajectory. For an arbitrary arrangement of electromagnetic
fields the transfer-function can not be derived as a closed formula and for this reason the
expansion coefficients in the map M, i.e. the partial derivatives dN ri{ / (dr^dr^dr^ ...)
of the transfer-function, can not be obtained as a closed solution.
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To obtain these expansion coefficients we employ the method of Differential Algebra.
This method can be understood as a numerical ray tracing where the simple coordinate
ri of Eqs.(7,8) is replaced by a vector r\

OTi OTi OT\ OTf CTj OT{

dri drm drn dro drp

i d2ri d2rj d2r{

tdrhdrn
tm"t

Doing this for all r* 6 {i'k,'>'i,rm,rn,ro,rp} and replacing all mathematical operations,
i.e. all +,—,*,/ and function calls by appropriate vector operations one finally obtains
not only the values r^ but also all dr,//(#?•«)»• • •) at the same time. Though the orga-
nisational problem is complex, the systematic of this procedure is based on the so called
Differential Algebra and finally yields the desired coefficients ^^/(dr^dr^dr^ ...) =

5.1 Differential Algebra

The easiest way of understanding Differential Algebra might be to remember that we
must find rules how to add and multiply DA-vectors as introduced above. For the case
of only one variable and an expansion to first order DA-vectors are

/={[/(*)], [/'(x)]}

and we find the sum of two such vectors as

{[/(*)], [/'(*)]} + {W*)J, [*'(*))} = {[/(*) + 8(*)\, lf(*) + 9'(*)}}.

where use is made of

8
(/(.) + g(x)) = + ^ -f(x) + g (x).

In the same manner one could suggest for the multiplication of the same two DA-vectors

{[/(*)], [/'(*)]} - {[g(x)\, [g'(x)}} = {[/(*) • g(x)], [f'(x) • g(x) + /(«) . g'(x))}

where use is made of
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Replacing y(z) by a scalar value for which g'{x) = 0 one has a rule for the multiplication
of a DA-vector with a constant. Thus a new Algebra is defined [1]. Furthermore one
can define an ordering relationship [1] and use the chain rule for the concatenation of
functions.

For more than one variable and higher orders these rules must be expanded and
consequently become more complicated. However, the elementary idea is to obtain rules
of how to calculate partial derivatives by the new vector-algorithms.

Since all functions can be included in the Differential Algebra by their power series
expansions, one can find a set of rules how to replace operations in numerical calculations
by vector operations required for instance for the solution of the equations of motion. In
practice thus one uses a pre-compiler which substitutes all +,—,*,/ operations as well
as SQRT, SIN, EXP,... etc. functions in a FORTRAN program by appropriate
DA-subroutine calls.

6 The transfer—matrix of an Einzellens

To obtain the transfer-matrix of a specific system we first must define the geometry of
the electrode and set up an input for the POISSON mesh-generator AUTOMESH and
LATTICE [4]. When the potential is calculated by POISSON one knows the electrosta-
tic potential in a meridian plane of the lens at all mesh points of the triangular grid
generated by LATTICE. As a second step one then calculates the equivalent ring charges
with the program COULOMB [14] by taking the potential distribution obtained from
POISSON and determining an equivalent point charge g0

 o n every boundary mesh point
by using Eq. (4). The potential distribution along the z-axis can then be evaluated as a
superposition of the potentials of all ring charges

The last step to obtain the transfer matrix of the system is done by numerically
solving the equations of motion for a reference particle in this potential-distribution.
The matrix generator program TRADE [14] uses for this purpose an 8t;*-order Runge-
Kutta Integrator in which all numerical operations are replaced by DA-oper&tions. The
resulting transfer-matrix of the system describes not only particle trajectories in meridian
planes but also all skew trajectories. This transfer-matrix is in principle of arbitrary
order. However, the computing time for a fifth-order transfer matrix on a VAX 2000
computer is approximately 3 hours and increases drastically for higher orders. We have
checked the results of this method against the image abberations as given by Harting
and Read [13] for a three cylinder lens (see table 1).

The results of our calculations differed around one percent from the 3rd-order calculations
of Ref. [13] and thus are in reasonable agreement. However, we could only check some of
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image
aberration

(a- | aaa) • a|j
(x | xxx)-x%

Harting and
Read

9.905 • 10"8

3.203 • 10~6

TRADE

9.894 • 10"6

3.193 • 10"6

Table 1: Third-order aperture aberrations for a three cylinder Einzellens as calculated by
TRADE [14] or taken from Ref. [13]. Here x is measured in m and a in rad with
x0 = 0.001 m and a0 = 0.001 rad.

the 3r</-order and none S'^-order aberrations though they were calculated. For a more
general comparison we therefore calculated the final coordinates by the matrix method
and compared the result with the results of numerical ray tracing of single particles. For
the regions close to the optic axis the differences were less than 0.1%. This error is of the
same magnitude as the error of the field reconstruction used to calculate the potential in
space from the potential values on the axis of symmetry.
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CODES MAINTAINED BY THE LAACG AT THE NMFECC*

R. Wallace and T. Barts
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

The Los Alamos Accelerator Code Group (LAACG)
maintains two groups of design codes at the National
Magnetic Fusion Energy Computing Center (NMFECC).
These codes, principally electromagnetic field solvers, are used
for the analysis and design of electromagnetic components for
accelerators, e.g., magnets, rf structures, pickups, etc. In this
paper, the status and future of the installed codes will be
discussed with emphasis on an experimental version of one set
of codes, POISSON/SUPERFISH.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two sets of codes useful for the computer-aided analysis and design of two-
dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3O) electromagnetic structures are installed
at the NMFECC. The first set of codes are 2-D MAFIA codes in cylindrical and Cartesian
coordinates, and the 3-D MAFIA codes in Cartesian coordinates.1'2 The second set of codes
are the 2-D POISSON/SUPERFISH group for Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. A
brief description of the installation and access of these codes is described below (see Ref. 3
for detailed information).

The NMFECC provides a large-scale computational support to the magnetic fusion
energy community and the larger energy research community with four CRAYs and one
VAX.

II. CODES INSTALLED AT THE NMFECC

The LAACG has maintained electromagnetic field solvers at the NMFECC since June
1986. The first set of codes installed by the LAACG were the version 1.00+ MAFIA codes
developed during the 1980's by a collaboration of Thomas Weiland and his staff at The
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), Bernhard StefFen at Kernforshungs Anlage at
Jiilich, and Richard Cooper and his staff of AT-6 in the Accelerator Technology Division
of Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). These codes solve MA swell's equations using
the Finite Integration Algorithm. MAFIA, for the frequency and time domains for both two

Work supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics.
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(2-D) and three dimensions (3-D). The executable codes, called controllees in the CRAY
Time Sharing System (CTSS), are available for use by the accelerator community in non-
profit government or academic research, upon approval of Professor Weiland. The latest
version of controllees and test problems are stored in the Central File System (CFS) under
/lacc/maf ia subdirectories for execution on either the CRAY XMP, machine e, or the
CRAY-2's (machines b and f). Generally, the default size for these codes is 60,000 points,
but large size codes, generally for a million points, are also available for the CRAY-2s.

M3

mafm

R3 T3

mafr maft

E31
I

E32

mafe tnafe

W3COR

maft

W30UT

»f W3FLS

P3

Graphic*

Fig. 1. The 3-D MAFIA system on the CRAY computers at NMFECC.
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Prospective users of the MAFIA codes are required to obtain permission to use the
MAFIA codes from Professor Weiland at the following addresses:

via bitnet: ddl5@ddathd21
via post :

Prof. Dr.-Ing. T. Weiland
Institut fuer Hochfrequenztechnik
Fachgebiet Theorie Elektromagnetischer Felder
Schlossgartenstrasse 8
Technische Hochschule
6100 Darmstadt
Federal Republic of Germany.

User guides for the 2-D and 3-D MAFIA codes are available from the LAACG as
follows:"*"6

via email:
bitnet: laacg@lampf
hepnet: mpxl::laacg
internet: laacg@lanl.gov
mfenet: laacg@lmp

via post :
LAACG MS H829
LANL
P.O. Box 1663
Los Alamos, NM 87545

The second group of codes installed is the POISSON/SUPERFISH group written
during the 1960's by Ron Holsinger while at LANL and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
(LBL).

This group includes a preprocessor subgroup, the POISSON subgroup (magnetostatic
and electrostatic field solvers and postprocessors), the SUPERFISH subgroup (a frequency
domain solver and postprocessors), a subroutine library, and a graphics package.

Version 2.003 of these codes and test problems are stored at NMFECC in CFS
subdirectories / lacc/poicodes. User's guides and a reference manual are available from
the LAACG at the addresses listed previously.7"9

HI. EXPERIMENTAL VERSION 3.000 OF THE POISSON/SUPERFISH
CODES

An experimental version of the POISSON/SUPERFISH group is announced with this
paper. This revision includes changes for correcting and restructuring the codes. All these
changes have been made in conformance to the existing User's Guide as far as possible,
and are listed after this paragraph.
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POISSON

tape35

MIRT

tape35

FORCE

LATTICE

tape35

PANDIRA SUPERFISH

tape35 tape35

SFO1 PANT

SHY tape35

DISPLOT

Graphics

Fig. 2. The POISSON/SUPERFISH system for the CRAY machine e at
NMFECC.

Corrections affecting the POISSON subgroup of codes are:

1) The calculation of the stored energy has been corrected for a stacking factor less than
1.0.

2) The correct permeability /permittivity table is used for the indicated materials for the
stored energy calculations. Version 2.003 used the correct table only for material 2.
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3) The permeability table developed by Richard Early of Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center for 1010 steel is implemented as an option.10 This table is based on up-to-
date experimental data and should result in faster convergence, and should calculate
slightly smaller field values. The problem constant CON(14) is used for this option;
setting CON(14)=1010 in POISSON, PANDIRA, or MIRT will call in this SLAC 1010
permeability table for material 2.

4) The expansion algorithm for the permeability tables is changed to interpolate over
the entire range of the input table for materials 3 to 5.

5) The harmonic analysis can now be calculated around origins other than 0.0,0.0

The only correction for the SUPERFISH subgroup is a minor one in the postprocessor
SHY to print out the value of VSCALE correctly.

Restructuring changes that affect all POISSON/SUPERFISH codes are:

1) Files with source code contain FORTRAN statements strictly in upper case, a
FORTRAN 77 standard.11

2) All FORTRAN 77 PARAMETER statements are independent of the operating system.
In previous versions, there was a maximum value of 71 for the parameter IMX when
executing in the VMS operating system; that restriction is gone now.

3) Almost all lines of code dependent on the machine environment, which includes
machine architecture, operating system, compiler, and system libraries, are in the file
LIBSO. LIBSO is the source file for the POISSON/SUPERFISH library subprograms.

4) The only lines of code dependent on the machine environment not in LIBSO are in
the driver section in each main code. Typically this driver section contains less than
25 lines of code. Changes to this driver section are needed only when compiling and
executing in the CTSS operating system.

5) The library source file LIBSO now has three sections: first, the Dependent Section
for code with machine environment dependence; second, the General Section for the
general library; and third, the POISSON Section called by both POISSON and MIRT.

a) The Dependent section contains eight new subprograms:
ISL is an integer function for left shifts;
ISR is an integer function for right shifts;
LAND is an integer function for bitwise and;
LOR is an integer function for bitwise or;
SETMIL is a subroutine to set up the desired environment,
VMSCPU is a subroutine to get cpu time used for the VMS operating system;
DIN OLA is a subroutine for writing absolute familied files for the CTSS operating
system at LANL; and
DINOMF is a subroutine for writing absolute files for the CTSS operating system
at NMFECC. This section also contains code shared by all main programs for file
name queries and also contains all FORTRAN 77 OPEN statements.

b) The General section has four new subroutines:
BTRI is a subroutine calling either BTRIPA or BTRIPO;
BTRIPA is the BTRI subroutine for PANDIRA;
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BTRIPO is the BTRI subroutine for POISSON;
DIN0F7 is a subroutine for using FORTRAN 77 Direct Access Files;
EXIT is a subroutine providing for a graceful, documented abort; and
UPLOUP is a subroutine to convert from upper to lower or lower to upper
case. The subroutine DINO now calls SETMIL to call DIN0F7, or DINOLA,
or DINOMF.

c) The POISSON section contains all subroutines formerly contained in the
POISSON source code file.

These restructuring changes have been made for ease of maintenance and for enhanced
portability. Operating systems supported with this release are: CTSS, Unicos, UNIX (Sun
and Ultrix), and VMS.

Generally, input for this version can be either upper or lower case; the exception is
that NAMELIST input for AUTOMESH has special requirements in some environments.
In CTSS, for example, the NAMELIST input requires a lower case "e" for any exponent
that is input. Both ASCII and intermediate binary inputs from earlier versions can be
used with version 3.000.

Future development of the POISSON/SUPERFISH codes includes programming
versions for more than 32767 points, incorporating features found useful by the user
community, and making necessary corrections. The useful features may include calculating
the stored energy for electrostatic solutions, increasing the number of permeability or
permittivity tables which can be input, testing for input table smoothness, and replacing
all bit manipulations with integer divides and mods. Such revisions will be prioritized by
code correctness, usefulness to the accelerator community, and time constraints.
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TRIBO, a program to determine
high-order properties of intense ion beams

B. Hartmann and H. Wollnik

II. Physikalisches Institut der Universitat Giessen
6300 Giessen, W-Germany

M. Berz

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720 USA

Abstract

TRIBO is a new computer code which allows to determine the
properties of ion-optical systems for intense ion beams in which high-
order effects of external as well as of space-charge forces must be taken
into account. TRIBO is based on the numerical solution of the equa-
tions of motion in external and internal fields, where the internal fields
are calculated from two- and three-dimensional space-charge distri-
butions described by the "Gaussian Assignment Algorithm". Using
the method of Differential Algebra, transfer matrices of arbitrary or-
der are calculated.

1 Introduction

Once the field distribution in the plane of deflection of a particle beam
is given, the field distribution in space can be calculated from Maxwell's
equations [1,2]. To determine the trajectories of charged particles in space
one then must solve their equations of motion. In order to simulate the dy-
namics in accelerators, beam guidance systems and particle spectrometers
TRIBO uses Cartesian coordinates with time as the independent variable.
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This is in contrast to the common particle-optical coordinates used in com-
puter codes like GIOS [3,4,5] and COSY [6].

In addition to forces due to external electromagnetic fields an individual
charged particle experiences internal space-charge forces if the beam den-
sity of charged particles is high enough. These forces on one particular
particle depend on the positions, velocities and charges of all others in the
beam under consideration. Thus the computation of space-charge effects
usually is rather involved and time consuming. This computational effort is
proportional to N2 where JV is the number of charged particles in a beam.
Knowing the charge- and the current-density distribution in a beam one
often reduces this effort by using a "poisson-solver" for the determina-
tion of the electromagnetic potentials and fields at all points of a regular
computation mesh, and by calculating the forces on individual particles by
interpolation. As in the computer code BEAMTRACE [4] also in TRIBO
the ion beam is divided into beamlets all having "Gaussian" charge dis-
tributions since such "Gaussians" describe the overall distribution of the
space-charge density in a beam rather well [7] as is illustrated in Fig.l.
However, in TRIBO we avoid the use of a "poisson-solver" and calculate
directly the force of one "Gaussian" beamlet on another [7] and sum over
all such forces.

2 The Equation of Motion in normalized cartesian Coordinates

The final phase-space coordinates f/ can be obtained from the initial ones
?i by numerically integrating the equations of motion

^ = F ( r , , ) , (1)

where s is the independent variable, and where P describes all forces due to
external and internal electromagnetic fields. In TRIBO normalized Carte-
sian coordinates are used:

r, = x r2 = a = (px/q)/(po/qo)
rz = y rA = b = (py/q)/(po/qo) (2)
rs = z r6 = c = (Pz/q)/(po/qo).
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Here x,y,z denote the position and a, b,c the momentum-to-charge ratios
of an arbitrary charged particle normalized to po/qo the momentum-to-
charge ratio of a reference particle at the start time. Furthermore it is
useful to define an additional coordinate

m — trio c
rr = = omm

where m/q denotes the rest mass-to-charge ratio of an arbitrary particle
and mo/qo the mass-to-charge ratio of a reference particle. Note that the
coordinates x,y,z,a,b,c used in TRIBO can easily be transformed into the
common ion-optical coordinates x, y, €t, a, b, 6k of Ref. [1].

To solve the equations of motion it is necessary to know the spatial distri-
bution of the electromagnetic fields at any given time. In time independent
fields we find V x E = 0 and V x B = 0 so that to both the magnetic and
the electrostatic fields there are scalar potentials VE and VB which satisfy
Laplace's equation:

with V standing either for VE or for VB- Assuming that the potential
distributions VE and VB can both be written as power series in x, y and z
as: . . .

oo oo oo X* V3 Z

one obtains [2] by inserting Eq.(4) into Eq.(3) the simple relation:

(5)

Eq.(5) represents a recursion formula that allows to compute all field ex-
pansion coefficients Aijtk of Eq.(4) once the A^k and ^4^1,* are known.
Thus Maxwell's equations determine the spatial potential distribution as
soon as the potential as well as its first y-derivative are known along the
y-axis.

As in Ref. [9] the differential equations of motion are solved numerically
by an ^-order Runge-Kutta integrator in two ways.
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1. by tracking individual particles through the given field distribution
and

2. by determining the expansion coefficients of the non-linear transfer
function between the initial and the final phase space.

The second case is identical to the first one except that all arithmetic op-
erations are replaced by differential algebraic operations [8,9,10,11]

3 Direct Determination of two- and three-dimensional space-
charge forces

The initial charge distribution is modelled by a sum of "Gaussian" beamlets
where the center of each of them is located at a mesh point of a regular grid.
In the two-dimensional case these beamlets are infinitely long spaghetti-
like structures with circular cross sections, in the three-dimensional case
they have the shape of spherical clouds.

3.1 The field of a "Gaussian" in two dimensions

Let the charge density p(f) = p(r) be given at a distance r = |f| from the
center of one beamlet as

p{r) = A, • e-^°) a (6)

where 2a is the half width of the assumed Gaussian distribution and po
the charge density p(f) at r = 0. Then we can obtain the field strength
\E(r, <f)\ = ET{r) from Maxwell's Equations in cylindrical coordinates r, <j>
as:

I Eds = - f p(r) r drd<f> (7)

where c0 = 8.8541878 • 10"12 AsV^m'1 is the dielectric constant. One
finds explicitly [8]:

where Ex = ET • x/r and Ey = Er • y/r. If the center of the "Gaussian"
is located at rj = (£,77) instead of (0,0), then, of course, one must replace
r = \r\ in Eqs. (8) by r - r0 = \f - fo\.
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3.2 The field of a "Gaussian" in three dimensions

Let again the charge density p(r) = p(r) be given at a distance r = \r\ from
the center of one beamlet by Eq.(6). However, let this time r b e a three-
dimensional vector. Again we obtain \E(r,cf>,6)\ = Er(r) from Maxwell's
Equations, however, now in spherical coordinates r, 0, <j> as:

ETds = j (p/eQ)r2 sin(0) dfd<f>d9, (9)

where again e0 is the dielectric constant. One finds explicitly [8]:

where Ex = Er • xfr, Ey = ET • y/r and Ez — ET • zjr. Here er/(x) =
(2/^/TF) JQ e'** dx' is the error function.

4 Determining the space-charge forces to an individual particle
by the "Super-Gauss" method

To calculate all properties of the two- or three-dimensional space-charge
distribution in the beam, the "Gaussian" beamlets must be distributed
over the full four- or six-dimensional phase-space volume occupied by the
beam. Assuming beamlets on a four- or six-dimensional grid such that
each phase-space coordinate contains N beamlets, the number of beamlets
is NA or N*. Thus also N4 or iV6 forces as described by Eqs.(7 ,8) or (9,10)
must be added to obtain the space-charge force on one individual beam-
let. To obtain all space-charge forces thus JV4+4 or JV6+6 operations are
necessary. To reduce this effort, in TRIBO, in both cases a regular mesh is
generated in the three-dimensional xyz space and the charges inside each
cell axe summed to one new Gaussian charge distribution (see Fig.2). Thus,
assuming again that JV beamlets axe chosen along each phase-space coor-
dinate, only N2 or JV3 "Super Gausses" are determined (one for each cell).
Consequently the forces on one of the N4 or iV6 individual beamlets must
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Fig.l A number of equally spaced small "Gaussians" can rather well de-
scribe a given smooth intensity distribution.

be determined by only N2 or N3 calculations. Altogether thus only N4+2 or
N6+3 operations are necessary to obtain all space-charge forces in a beam.

The charge density p(r) of each "Super-Gauss" at r = |f| may be given as:

where 2a, is the half width of this "Super-Gauss" and p,o is the charge
density p,{r,). The three parameters Pto,rt,a, for each "Super-Gauss"
advantageously should fulfill the following conditions:

1. The center r, of the "Super-Gauss" distribution is not chosen to be
at the center of a given cell but rather at the position of the center-
of-charge of all the other "Gaussians" so that:

(11)

Here r~i and q, denote the centers and charges of all "Gaussian" beam-
lets inside the cell.

2. The charge density of the "Super-Gauss" distribution at r*,, i.e. p^,
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Fig.2 The charge distribution of a number of "Gaussians", the centers
of which are located within one cell of a mesh, are replaced by one "Su-
per Gauss". The center of this "Super Gauss" lies always in the cell under
investigation but usually not in the middle of this cell. Note that all "Gaus-
sians " are indicated by their center as well as by the circles indicating their
halfwidths and that the "Super Gauss" is denoted similarly, however, by
dashed lines. Note also that in this figure the magnitudes of the charge
distributions are not shown.

is the same as the charge-density of the sum of the individual "Gaus-
sian" beamlets at f*«:

3. Since the overall charge must be conserved, the halfwidth 2a, of the
"Super-Gauss" in question should be

o r

for the two- or the three-dimensional cases, respectively.

Prom the charge-density distributions p,k(r) of the kth "Super-Gauss" then
the electrostatic field is computed on the grid points of the mesh, and the
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field at the position of an individual beamlet inside this cell is obtained
by interpolation. Since the charge-density distribution of the individual
particle was assumed to be "Gaussian", this field is determined as:

„

Here p(r\) and E{f{) denote the charge-density and the space-charge fields
at the corners fj of the cell in which the particle under investigation is
situated. In the relativistic case additionally to the internal electrostatic
fields magnetic fields occur. In this case all fields are obtained from:

E'x = Exl B'x = -Eyvo/c2

E'y = Ey-r B'y = ExvQ/c2 (14)
E'x = Ez*f B'z = 0

where vp denotes the velocity of the reference particle of the beam and
7 = Jl — (v2/c2) a relativistic correction factor in which c is the velocity
of light and v the velocity of the "Gaussian" beamlet or of the "Super-
Gauss" in question.

5 Properties of the program TRIBO

Knowing the sum of the external and the space-charge forces on an indi-
vidual "Gaussian" one can trace it a certain distance in the direction of
the independent variable s which in TRIBO is the time T. Proceeding
for many such time steps until a time Tj one thus knows the distribution
of all "Gaussians" at that time in the x,y,z,px,py,px phase space. From
this result one then can calculate the experimentally observable intensity
distribution in x, y and T for a fixed zj.

Parallel to this ray-tracing mode TRIBO can determine a transfer matrix
of desired order in x,y,z,px,pv,px from which the distribution of the indi-
vidual "Gaussians" could be determined. However, and this is even more
important, from this transfer matrix optical properties of the system can be
read directly in the form of elements of the transfer matrix. This transfer
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matrix is determined parallel to the numerical ray tracing using differen-
tial algebra [8,10,11], where the field distribution is obtained from the ray
tracing calculations mentioned above. This procedure requires to know the
distribution of the sum of the external fields as well as of the space-charge
fields at any time T/ as a power series expansion in real space, i.e. in x, y, z.
Though used in TRIBO for the time being, a Taylor series expansion of the
internal fields caused by the space-charge distribution principally describes
these fields only for the region close to the optic axis. However, improve-
ments are feasible by using other polynomials than Taylor-series expansions
to describe the space-charge fields [12].

Altogether TRIBO requires as input:

1. the description of the initial charge distribution in phase space for the
beam of charged beamlets in question as well as

2. the distribution of the external fields throughout the optical system.

Both these informations are required to be given in the input format of
GIOS [5]. This also includes the description of the fringing fields of all used
optical elements.

As output TRlBO produces:

1. tranfer matrices from the start of the beam to an arbitrary time T/
or to an arbitrary position zj as well as

2. a plot of a two-dimensional (xy) intensity distribution at an arbitrary
time Tj or at an arbitrary position zj (see Fig.3).
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Fig.S The charge distribution in an intense beam as calculated by TRIBO
at different positions z as it expands in a field free region. Note that intense
beams always tend to become hollow.
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FIFTH-ORDER ABERRATIONS IN MAGNETIC
QUADRUPOLE-OCTUPOLE SYSTEMS

K. M. Ling

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abstract

Explicit integral expressions are given for the fifth-order geometrical aberration

coefficients in rectilinear magnetic quadrupole-octupole systems used for the transport of

nourelativistic charged particle beams. The numerical values of the fifth-order geometrical

aberration coefficients for a rare earth cobalt (REC) quadnipole doublet are given as an

example.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When the third-order aberrations are corrected for or reduced ,J~8 the fifth-order

aberrations have to be examined to see how much the residual error is. There are

some powerful computer codes such as MARYLIE 5.19 and COSY 5.010 which calculate

numerically, among other things, the aberrations through the fifth order. Furthermore,

the differential algebra approach can carry the computation to arbitrarily high orders

in principle.11 However, it is sometimes desirable to have explicit expressions for the

fifth-order aberration coefficients similar to those for the third-order aberrations given

previously.ia~18 As can be seen later in Sec. V, these expressions involve the integrals

of the products of the paraxial solutions, field gradient functions, and their derivatives.

For given field gradient functions, one could integrate the paraxial equations accurately

by using the Numerov-Manning-Millman (NMM) method1* and evaluate the aberration

coefficients by quadrature as was done previously for the third-order aperture aberrations

in magnetic round lenses and quadrupoles.30 This type of quick calculation will provide

useful bench-marks for big computer codes.

In this paper, we consider the fifth-order geometrical aberrations in rectilinear

magnetic quadrupole-octupole systems used for the transport of charged particle beams.

Only nonrelativistic charged particle beams in static magnetic fields with no space-charge

effects are considered. In the calculations presented here, we have used Mathematica31
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on a NeXT computer22 to generate the results. Mathematica provides options to write

expressions in a form suitable for input to T£}X, or in formats that can be inserted into

C or FORTRAN programs. The expressions in Appendix A and C are generated and

put into TgjX form by Mathematica. The organization of the paper is as follows. The

basic equations used here are given in Sec. II wliile the paraxial and third-order solutions

are given in Sec. Ill and IV respectively. Explicit integral expressions for the fifth-order

geometrical aberration coefficients are given in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, numerical values for

the third- and fifth-order geometrical aberration coefficients of a REC quad doublet33 are

given. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Sec. VII.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

The equation of motion for a particle with mass m and charge q moving in a static

magnetic field B at a velocity of v = r is

mr = qvxB, (1)

where the dot denotes time differentiation d/dt, and the position vector is r = (s,y, z)

in rectangular coordinates. If radiation losses are not taken into consideration, the

conservation of energy gives

±mv2 = K = -qV, (2)

where K is the particle energy and V is the equivalent accelerating voltage. For negatively

charged particles, q < 0 and V > 0 while for positively charged particles, q > 0 and V < 0.
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Eq.(2) can be rewritten as

1/2

2 =

where the prime denotes z -lilterentiation d/dz. Let the z-axis be the straight optic axis

and choose z to replace t as the independent variable. Then the time t can be eliminated

from Eq.(l), and the general trajectory equations for the off-axial coordinates, x(z) and

y(z), are

*" = *(1 + x'2 + y12)1'2 [y'Bt - (1 + x'2)By + x'y'Bz] (4)

and

y" = 2(1 + x'2 +y'2)V2 [(1 + y'2)Bz - x'y'B, - x'Bt] , (5)

where p = mv is the particle momentum.

1L is assumed that there are no significant currents in the system so that the magnetic

field can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar potential W as

B = -VW. (6)

Since V-B = 0, W satisfies the Laplace equation, V3W = 0. A nice analysis and calculation

of static electromagnetic multipole fields has been given by Ximen Jiye.8 In cylindrical

coordinates (r,0,z), the scalar potential can be expanded in a Fourier series in 8:

efz) = ]T lcm(r,z)cosm$ + 3m(r,z)sinm$\. (7)
m=0 I '
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The m = 0 term, co(r, z), is the potential of a rotationally symmetric field. For m ^ 0,

cm(r, z) aud sm(r, z) are the m**-order cosine and sine harmonic potentials of a multipole

field, respectively, and they in turn can be expanded in a series in r. Hence W can be

written as a double series in r and 6 as

00 (m + 1 ) ( I + 2 ) . , . (M+n)
(8)

where
/ x _ (

m K ] ~ dz2n

and • m ( * ) and ¥m(*) are the axial "potential" or field gradient function* of the mth

cosine and sine harmonics, respectively. We shall consider systems in which 9 = 0 is an

anti-symmetric plane. Such systems include magnetic quadrupoles and octupoles which are

the subjects of study here. Then all the cosine harmonic potentials drop out in the series

expansion of W(r, 0, z). For a general magnetic quadrupole system with two symmetric

aud two anti-symmetric planes, the scalar potential \VQ(r,Byz) is given by

WQ(rt 0, z) = *2{r, z) sin 26 + sB(r, z) sin 66 + sio(r, z) sin 100 + . . .

• * '

For a general magnetic octupole system with four symmetric and four anti-symmetric
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planes, the scalar potential Wo(r,0,z) is given by

Wo{r, 0, z) = *4(r, z) sin40 + s^r, z) sin 120 + 420(1", 2) sin200 H

(-I)nr*n+m9%n)(z)smm0

In order to obtain the £?ld up to the fifth order in r, the scalar potential ha* to be

expanded to the sixth order in r. After transforming from the cylindrical to the Cartesian

coordinates, we obtain the combined magnetic quadrupole and octupole scalar potential,

W = WQ + JFO, expanded up to the sixth order in x and y:

W(x, y, z) = -Qxy + Q"xy(x2 + y2)/12 - Q(4)xy{x2 + 2/2)2/384 - Q«xy(3*2 - y2){x2 - 3y2)

- exy(x2 - y 2 ) /3 + 0"xy(x4 - yA)/60 + ..., (11)

where we have rescaled the axial potential functions by defining

, (12a)

, (12M

and

0 = -12*4 • (12c)

In Eq.(ll), the quadrupole system is characterized by two functions of z, Q and Qs,

while the octupole system is characterized by a single function of z, ©. Note that Q« does

not enter if the expansion is carried to the fourth order only as it is done, for instance,
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in the case where only the third-order aberrations are considered. The magnetic field

components Ba, By, and Bt up to the fifth order in x and y are then obtained via Eq.(6),

and the trajectory equations, Eqs.(4) and (5), expanded to the fifth order in x,x\y and

y' are

x" +<t>x = Ft3(x,x\y,y') + Fr8(z,*',y,j/) + (13)

and

y" -<t>y = Fy3{x,x',y,y') + FyS{x,x\y,y') + ...., (14)

where Fx3 and Fy3 contain terms of third degree in x,x',y and y' while FxS and FyS contain

terms of fifth degree in x,x',y and y'. These functions are given by

Ft3(x,x',y,y') = -<j>x{y'2 + x'2)/2 + <t>x'{yy' - xx') + <f>'xyy'

+ <j>"x(Zy2 + x2)/\2 - il>x{x2 - 3y2)/3, (15)

Fv3(x,x',y,y') = <^(y'a + x'2)/2 + fo'iyy' - xx') - 4>"y{y2 + 3*3)/12

+ rl>y{Zx2 - y2)/3 - <f>'xx'y, (16)

'{yy' - xx1) + tfxyy' + 0"x(3y2 + x2)/12
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+ 3x2)y'/12 - *(3)xy(y2 + x3)y'/12

4'x'y(3x2 - y2)y'/3 + V''xy(x2 - y2)y'/3

- lOzV + x4) + t!>"x{xA - 5y4)/60

+ x2)(5y2 + x2)/384 + 4>"xx'2(3y2 + x2)/12

-tf>xxl2(x2-3y2)/3, (17)

and

+ [<h'(yy' - *=') - <f>"y{y2 + 3«2)

+ *y(3x2 - y2)/3 - 4>'xx'y](y'2 + x'2)/2

- 4>"y(y2 + 3 * V 2 / 1 2 + V»y(3x2 - y2)y'2/3

+ <fi"xx'(3y2 + x2)y'/l2 - rf'xx!(x2 - 3y2)y'/3

+ 3<^ey(y4 - 10x2y2 + 5x4) - V"y(5x4 - y4)/6O

+ 4>(4)y{y2 + *2)(y2 + 5x2)/384 + ^(3)x*V(y2 +

- V'xx'i/(x2 - y2)/3, (18)

where, the following variables have been introduced:

<t> = qQ/p, (19a)
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and

V> = q®/p- (19c)

We have introduced two sets of new variables, Eqs. (12) and (19), to facilitate comparison

with known third-order aberration coefficients.12'13 (See Sec. IV.) Note that to simplify

the notation, we have suppressed the z-dependence in Fzz, Fy$, Fts, and Fv5. This is also

done to emphasize that the trajectory equations are expanded in powers of x,x',y and y',

not in powers of z. The explicit z-dependence is buried in <j>, fa and 4>. Note that the

functions- Fy3 and Fv$ can be obtained from Fzj and Fzt by interchanging x and y and

reversing the signs of 4> and fa.

III. PARAXIAL SOLUTIONS

The paraxial ray equations, obtained by setting to zero the right-hand sides of Eqs.

(13) and (14), are two linear homogeneous second-order ordinary differential equations.

Each of them has two linearly independent solutions. Following the notations employed in

Ref. 12, we write the paraxial solutions as

x.(z) = xogz(z)+ahx(z) (20)

and

(21)



where the object displacement and aperture angle are defined as a?o and a s x'o for the x

coordinate, and ya and (3 = y'o for the y coordinate. The functions {g,,ha} aud {g9,hv}

are the two sets of solutions defined by

and

h'z{zo) = tyz.) = 1. (22)

Here zo is the location of the common object plane along the optic axis for both the x and

y trajectories. The location of the common image plane will be denoted by ZJ.

IV. THIRD-ORDER SOLUTIONS

In order to get to the fifth-order solutions, we need to obtain the third-order

solutions first. For completeness and for comparing with existing literature, the third-

order geometrical aberration coefficients are also given.

The solutions of the trajectory equations up to the third order may be expressed as

x ~ x, -f X3 and y ~ y, + jfe. The third-order solutions obey the second-order linear

inhomogeneous ordinary differential equations

.,*'f,y.,y:) (23)
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and

' .,*l.,y.,yl). (24)

where the right-hand sides are known functions of z. The homogeneous parts of Eqs.(23)

and (24) are identical to the paraxial equations, and for the same boundary conditions

given in Eqs.(22), the homogeneous solutions are just the paraxial solutions. Here we

are interested in the particular solutions which can be obtained by the Green's function

method or the method of variation of parameters. Then by substituting x, and yt into

Eqs.(23) and (24), we obtain the third-order solutions :

-f- y o / $

(25)

and

+ x0yo<xv9 + xlyovio, {26)

where Uj, and i'j, i=l,...10, are functions of z defined by

" S " (27)
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u2 = hz{z) f
Jz.

u3 s h,(z)

u5 = hz(z)

«8 = ht{z)

u7 = ht(z)

u9 = hx{z) I

u10 = hz{z)

V, s

v2 = hy(z)

v3 = h,(z) f

v9 = h,(z)

v7 =

a hy(z)

- g,(z)
z.

- gt(z)

- gt(z)

-gt(z) r*.
Jz.

- g,(z)

Jz.

- gy(z) f
Jz.

f
Jz.
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) f W)F8l0(t)M, (45)

and

Jz, J to

The functions F j ^ a n d F$k, r + s+j + fc = 3 and r,s,j,k > 0, are given in Appendix

A.

The third-order geometrical aberrations of the image are

Ax3 = M* [(0030)Q3 + (0012)a/?2 + (3000)x^

+ (O21O)j/oa + (2010)x2a + (lO2O)xoa2

+ (10O2)xo/3
2 + (Olll)yoo/? + (H01)xoyo#

+ (12OO)xoj/o]) ^4")

ami

Ay3 = M, [(OOO3)/33 + (0021 )aV + (0300)y$

+ (0201 )yg^ 4- (2OQl)xl(3 + (0120)ytoa2

+ (0102)yo/?2 + (1011)xoa/? -

+ (2100)x2yo],

where Mz and My are the magnification factors given by:

Mz=gz(zi), (49a)
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Here (rsjk) where r + s+j + k = 3 and r, s, j , k > 0, denotes the third-order aberration

coefficients. The x geometrical aberration coefficients are given by

(rsjk) = - f' M^T'tfK, (50)

while the y geometrical aberration coefficients are given by

(rsjk) = - f hyU)F^k(()dl (51)
J zo

We have restricted our derivation to the case where there is a common object plane at

zo and a common image plane at zt- for both the x and y trajectories. A more general

derivation where the object and image planes for the x trajectory are different from those

for the y trajectory has been given by Moses12.

The functions F^jk and F^jk are the "factors" multiplying a^a ' /?* in the

expansions of FZ3(x,,x't,y,,y't) and Fy3(xg,x't,yt,y\) respectively, and they are given in

Appendix A. Here the superscript rsjk indicates that these functions are associated with

the aberration coefficients (rsjk), and the subscripts indicate that they come from the

expansion of Fa3(x,x',y,y') given by Eq. (15) or Fy3(x,x',y,y') given by Eq. (16).

The derivatives of 4> appear in the integral expressions for the aberration coefficients.

However, they can be removed, if so desired, by integrating by parts. The partially

integrated forms with all the "surface" terms for the third-order aperture aberration

coefficients (r = s = 0) are given in Appendix B. Various notations for these aperture
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aberration coefficients exist in the literature:312"18'24

(0030) = C1! = mx(x\aaa),

(0012) = C2 = mt(x\abb),

(0003) = Di = my(y\bbb)t

and

(0021) = D3 = my(y\aab), (52)

where the demagnificator factors are ro« = \/Mz and my = 1/My. Note that Eqs. (B.l)-

(B.4) agree with the results in Ref. 13 except that all the "surface" terms are included in

our expressions.

As an example, we consider a sharp-edged magnetic quadrupole doublet shown in

Fig.l where all the lengths are in units of meters. Let zt be the exit plane. To support the

beam transport emphasis of this paper, we only consider the infinite magnification case

where both the hx and hf trajectories are focused to a virtual image at infinity. Then we

have

K(zt) = 0, (53a)

*;<*,) = 0, (536)

and the upper limits in the aberration integrals in Eqs.(50),(51),(B.l)-(B.4), and later on
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in Eqs.(60) and (61), become z, instead of Z{. The trajectories hn,hv,gm,gv are integrated

numerically by the NMM method. The strengths of the quadrupoles,<£i and 4^,are adjusted

such that Eqs.(53) are satisfied. The third-order aperture aberration coefficients for two

sharp-edged magnetic quadrupole doublets and their focal lengths fx and /„ are given in

Table I together with corresponding results from GIOS and MARYLIE13. Note that the

doublet shown in Fig. 1 is precisely the second doublet in Table I. For both doublets,

the exit plane is placed at zt = 22m. The values of the quadrupole strengths that

focus the trajectories to a virtual image at infinity are given by <f>\ = 0.196732m"2 ,

4>2 = -0.176397m"2 for the first doublet , and fa = 0.028204m-2, <j>2 = -0.055249m"2

for the second doublet. For sharp-edged quadrupoles with no fringe fields, the partially

integrated forms for the aperture aberration coefficients given in Appendix B are more

appropriate since no derivatives of the field function 4> appear in these expressions. The

agreement between our results and those from GIOS and MARYLIE is very good.

V. FIFTH-ORDER GEOMETRICAL ABERRATIONS

For the calculation of fifth-order aberrations, we can write

x ~ a*, + s-3 + X5 (54)

and

y - y» + V3 + ys, (55)
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where the fifth-order equations are

*5 + fa* = F5x3(r) + Fx5(*,,a^,y,,y;), (56)

and

Vs - &/5-= F5y3(*) + FyS(x,,x't,yt,y't). (57)

Here F5l3 and F5y3 are the fifth-order terms obtained by substituting 1 ~ x, + 13, and

y ~ y, + ya into Ft3 and F,,3 and then expanding to the fifth-order. Eqs. (56) and (57)

are then solved as before. The fifth-order geometrical aberrations are given by

= A/r [(0050)Q5 + (0032)aV2 + (0014)a/34

f (14OO)ioyo

2 + (0212)yla(3la(32

+ (1103)x0yo/?3 + (1121)xoyoa2/3 + (0113)yoa/33

+ (Q13l)yoa3f3 + (5000)x|

+ (3O02)rl,32 -f (3020)x^t2

+ (2030)xga3 -I- (1004)x0/3
4 + (1022)xo«

2yi2

+ (1040)x0a4] (58)

and
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= My [(OOOS)(3S + (0023)«2/?3 + (0041)a4/?

+ (4100)x^y0 + (040l)y%/3 + (131O)xoy%a

+ (30U)x3
Qal3 + {2300)xly% + (2201)*2y2/?

2 + {212Q)x2
oyoa

2 + (0221 )yfc2

+ (113O)a?oyo«3

+ (103l)x0a
3(3

+ (0320)y|o2 + (0302)y|/52

+ (2OO3)xZ/33 + (1040)x0a
4 + (O122)yoa2/?2

+ (0104)yo/34]. (59)

For the x coordinate, the fifth-order geometrical aberration coefficients are given by

(rsjk) = - j T Mfl [^*«) + ̂ tai*(«] «• (6°)

For the y coordinate, the fifth-order geometrical aberration coefficients are given by

The functions F ^ * , F5
r^fc, F;5*

ife, and F$k, with r + 5 + j + k = 5 and r,j,j,fc > 0,

are given in Appendix C. Again, the derivatives of <f> and 4' in Eqs.(60) and (61) can
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be removed, if so chosen, by integrating by parts. However, one has to be careful to

include all the non-zero "surface" terms. We note that the aperture aberration coefficients

(r = s = 0,j -f k = 5) given here agree with those obtained by using MACSYMA and

REDUCE previously.25 In order to check the results, we obtained by hand the expressions

for F°°50 and / ^ f °, and they agreed with those produced by Mathematica. The notations

used here are similar to those for the third-order aperture aberration coefficients discussed

in Sec. IV.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present numerical values of the third- and fifth-order geometrical

aberration coefficients for a REC quad doublet shown in Fig.2 . Here we set the octupole

field function 0 = 0, and we further assume that fa = 0. We again consider the infinite

magnification case in order to emphasize the beam transport applications. The field

function 4>{z) for this doublet is given by

*(*) = <t>i[f(* ~ ZruRuR-z) - f{z - zll,RliR3)] +

where

tt a » » - l z <l ^ l
f(z,Hl,K2) - - - -{Wi + —

U(z,R1)U(z,R2y
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and

U(z,R) = [l + (±)2}-°-S.

The functions ht,gx,hy,gy are again obtained by the NNM method. The quadrupole

strengths ,4>\ and <fo, are again adjusted so that Eqs.(53) are satisfied. The required <$>i

and fa, tlie focal lengths fx and /„, and the parameters used in the calculations are given

in Table II while the third- and fifth-order geometrical aberration coefficients are given

in Table III and IV. Only 16 of the 20 third-order geometrical aberration coefficients are

independent, and the following interrelations hold:4

(0012) = (0021), (63)

(1101) = (1110), (64)

2(1002) = (1011), (65)

and

2(0120) = (0111). (6fi)

We note that in Table III, these equalities hold to 5 significant digits. Figs.3-6 show

the various derivatives of the field function <j> needed in the calculations. In Table It and

Figs.2-6, all the lengths are in units of meters while <f>\ , fa, and <j> are in units of meters'2.
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VII . CONCLUDING REMARKS

The fifth-order geometrical aberrations in quadrupoles have been qualitatively

discussed by Hawkes.1*'17 Here we have presented explicit integral expressions for the

fifth-order geometrical aberration coefficients in magnetic quadrupole-octupole systems.

Of course not all the coefficients are independent since they are related by the simplecticity

condition.26 As an example, we have given the numerical values of the third- and fifth-

order geometrical aberration coefficients for a REC quad doublet focused to a virtual image

at infinity. For comparison with GIOS and MARYLIE, we have also included the third-

order aperture aberration coefficients for two sharp-edged magnetic quadrupole doublets.

Comparison with fifth-order computer codes is planned for the near future.
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Appendix A

,2

hxhy V + hy^x'hy' - ^ ^ - + hxhyhy V

+ h»hra*" t (A.2)

V

468

(4.7)

hxhygy V + gyhxhyV + *7KY, (4.8)



+ gxllygy V + gxgyhyV + ^ ^ - , (A.9)

,2

V + gy^gx'gy " ^~~ + gxgygy'

VV -

- Ux^y'hx' + S ^ P " " gyhxhx V

(A.1O)
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and

470

V -

+ ^ ^ - gx<Agx'gy' - gxgygxV

(A.20)



Appendix B

Partially Integrated Forms for the

Third-Order Aperture Aberration Coefficients

(0030) = I p [k« + 2{<j>2 + *)hi] d*

(0012) - £ J?fc?fc« + (<t>2 - ^)fc2fcj

(0003) = 1 /" ' [A;4

(0021) =

(B.I)

(5.2)

(B.3)

(BA)
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Appendix C

V h '2 3h <bh '*

60 + 8 384 '

= 30b, V * + 3 h x h ^ ' h x + h«aMh« V
hx<flix'2hy'a

,

6 4
hxhvhx' h v V 3hxhy

2hx' 4>"
2 8

24 12

(C.2)

2
hXhyhy

+ 2 12 12

384~~'

rMOO/ , .

4. gy'3 , gx^gy'" gxgy3gyV'
+ 2 + 8 " 3 "
, gxgygy'V gxgyV'" gy3gx'gyV"

2 12 12

y ' V ' gxgy3gyV(3> tfcfc
12 " 384
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12

'V'• g y W V g / M " , gy2hxgy'V
2 12 8

12 384 '

gxhygy'3^' 3gxgygy '3hy
>^

3 2 2

12 96

3 4 4

gy3gx'llyV< , gxgy^gy'hyV"

x h y ^ + gyhxhy^y'2 ~ gy
2UyVgy V

^

12

12

96 ' -<
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2 6 4
V' , gxgygx'W , 3g«gr

+ +
gx2gygx'gyT g x W ' _ gx3gygy

4 24 12

= 90gx

+ gx2gyV.gy'hx' +

+ gx'gylixgy V + g y h x g f 8 y V + gxgygx'gy'hxV

. 38 y
2hx 8 x'V' gxgyhxgx'gyV" V

8 28 2 8

r ' f c V ^ _ gx'gygy'hxV" _ g

,2

- gy
2hyV-gx'hy' + ^rftrhr^rV + ^

, g*gy
20hy

> 2

22 2 4

" gxgyhy2gyV - fc*fyl*V + ^

2
•

I V* J W/ * ^ _ ^J f | | * I
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8
' g,gyhyV<*<3> gxgy

2hyhyV<3>
4 4

6 4

, 1 ^ V -

2 2 4

2g V + g h g ' g ' h V ^+ gxgyhx2gy V + gyhxgx'gy'hxV +

2 g y ' ^ " 3g y

8 +

<hV'gxgyhx8y
<hxV

64

2gyhxhyV.gy'hy' - g y
2h y^h x 'h y ' + 3 h y ^

| |2 4 ' 2

2 0 H h x h y

8

gy
2hX

8

64

2 U 3 . " x V ' g y , i S , ! , /
;y nx to g-4— + gyhx 0gy hx
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3gy
2hW'h«'2

2

33 2 24
2gy'hxV" . 3gy

2hxhx'V'
4 "*" 8 12

3
family V

3
, 3gxgyhy 8 x 'V'

4

12 12 12

( C 1 4 )
32

, gyhxhy<£e + 3gyhxhyV'gx -

+ 6gxgyhy V'gx'bx' + gx2lly V'gy'hx' + ^JL

Ixtf'gx V ~ gx2llx0gy'liy'

gxhygx'gy'hxV 2

+ —*• -:
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32

= -60gxgyhyV« - ^ * f V ~ gyhy

2 2

- gxgyhy'hyV

12 4
gxgyhyhy'V" gxhy3gy

4 12

(C16)

+ 2gxhxhyVgy V + Sgxgyhy Vhx'3 + 3hr

h ' < ,, /. ,,, , gxgyhx' hy
lix % 0 +

+
, 3gxgyhyhx'^-" gyhx2gx>hyV> , g x h x V h y V

+ 4 4 + 4̂
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s'hyV' gxhx
2hy8y'<£<3> g,gyhx

2hyV(3>
4 4

32

= -60gyhxhyV e -

- gyhy20hx 'hy ' 4

+

478

12
g

96

12

= 60gyhx
3hy^a + hx

2hy Vgy'hx' + 3 g y h x M h x

12

12 12

384~'



- gx V'gx lijc 2 h 1 2 —

+ o. y - + °- °»4 o » 3 ^ , (C.21)

»3K ' _ 3./.K p 2 _ J._ »2i »2

3 2
gX

3h

64 '

24 12

(C.22)

-30gx
3hx

2<j

gx ,V g x h x W
6 8

+ 8 - ^ - 1 ^ - ' ( C - 2 3 )

xhy 06 H ^ + 3gxhy V-gx hx

2 4 2

g x
2 h x h y h y V + l x 'ygx^ ly— + g x h y g x ' h x ' hyy

3hxhy gx </* 3gxhy gx lix 'i> gxl
8 + 4̂
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4
3gx

2hxUvV4 )

64

a0& V
2 3gx<fex'hx'3

2 4 2

V Y 3fahVh, gxhxV" , h«VY ,
6 + 8

hy4gXV
2

gxhyhy'V

8

2 12 12

12 384~"'

y^gX'hy' + 2gXhXhy<*hX'hy' + 3 h y

3h.hyg,Ml,V
44 8 4

3g,h«2hya^4>

gxhXhyhx
>hyV> g.h.'hy'V ^hX\ hy '

2 8 4
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x fa - h, V'g* "x

V,'4 g,h,V
2 8 12

+ * ^ * - + °* • * 384 ' ^ C ' 2 8 )

(C.29)

, 1 '2

—~ 1" hyltllly'<j>' + llxV3lly'<t>

V2 + ~ + + =- —, [Lr.JU)

4m

(C.32)
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2gxllyt/.V3

2

I ±> i _ . . _ ' ±1 i _ . . _ ' X>byU1Ogy 4> + gyU9gy

V + g g < £ v 4

+ HyU4gy V + gyllggy '<}>' + llXV4gy V + gyUjly V

+ h«V8hy>' + l l y t eyV + gy^hy'W 4" gy^gy'u,'

+
,2

>''0' + g xv,0 g y>

482

(C.33)



gxgy<P V1O + " ^ + + , (C.36)

gy V«s + 2gyhx0vlo

gyU5gy V + llxViogy V

V
gxgyV9<

2gylly

4-

+ gyU7gy>'

V + hyUiohy V + gytl»hy>' + gxV4lly

V

, gyhyU,0 ,
•+• i ,

2g

483



V - 3^" I
2°h '> + gyU8gy

V - 3hx0hx'ulo' - 3 M & V - 3gx<£hxV

'V,' + gyhx*V

+ oy —r + war"* + *r"*'»y
 t (C.39)

hy

- + gyU2gyV

V+ h«V7gy V + hylUhy V + gy««hy V + hxV4hy V

Au'-hx^gy'v«'+g^hx've'

gyllx0 V8 H — 1 1" -
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hyll3gy V

gy'hy' + ^V10hx'Uy' + hy«3gyV

+ g«v,gy V' + gyitshy '<(>' + hxviohy V + g*v,hy V

+ hytfgy V + gy^y'us' - Sgx^u'u.' - 3h»*g,V

- h.*gyV + gy^hx'vs' + g y M V +

(C.42)

" . g,hxV5^' . gxgyVg^" , gxhyV^" .- . - ,
+ 2 + *2 + 2 ' ( }

hy Vu» + 2gxgy
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hyUrgy V

gxv7hyV

- <!>U7gy'hy' ^~~

+ gyll?lly' <t> + hyU9lly '

4- gy^hy'u7 ' 4- hy<#iy'u

+ gxgy<^'vi' 4-

V 4-

4-

4- 2gxhyi/'v6 + 2gyhx0v8 4- 2hxhyV'v» 4-

hx' 4- 4-

+ h ,v ,g y V 4-

4- hy0gy'u«' 4-

- 3hx0hx 'u9 ' +

x 'h,' 4- hyii«g, V 4-

yV + gxv«hyV +

V - 3hx<^gx'ut' -

'vj' - gxtey V 4-

y V + g,hy^V«' - h

x0'v,' 4- Mb,'V - h

i*h,4 v9 4-

gxgyV3^" ,
2 2

4-
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V + hxvigyV + gyu2hyV 4- hyu8hyV

' v T '

2 2 ;

= 2gyhy0U, - h,

V - y'hy' + ^ . h , V

+ gyh^'Vj' + hy^hX'v.' " h.̂ hy V

(C.47)

(C.48)

V - 3gx#ixV -

4 '
(C.49)
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hylljhy V + g«VShyV

(C.50)

- 3hx*hx'u3' - Sh

u5 -

4

2gxV

+ ^v5hx'liy' - ̂ *- + hyushy V +

V

V

- 2gxhx</'u« -
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60

(;) = -30hx
2hy% -

hxhyVhxV

3 2 24
2hh'V' hhhxhy V h y T 3hx
2hyhy 'V hxhyhx

4 8 12

) - 15hx h

12

4-

12 8

384
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24

12

•

12 8

384

^gy' gx3gygx>'
3

2 12 8
'gyV" gx3gygxV(3) . 5g*4gy*(4)

2 12

384
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+

2

2

3

4

4

l x '

gy

fn

I

3 ' *

gx^gy'X'
2

2

4

gy "xgx <P
12

xgy Y'gy "x

, gy3hxgx'</''
3

2

12

' 12

(C62)
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3
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2gxgyhyV'gx V

+ 3gx W V +
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8 2 8
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8

84
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3gxgygxW

,

8

64

8

(C.67)

hy<^gy>2hx> . , ,. ,
+ 4 + 3gy«x V'gy "y

+ gy i

1

4

(C.68)

2

3gy
2hy0hy' iu ' 3

2 4 2
*" _ h y W _ 3gyhy2gy'hy'^

86 8 4
3gy2llyhy' 0" 5gy

2lly
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g r V a h , .,
2 2 gx gy"xgx V

V'' _ gyhxgx'V 3
2 2

3 4 ' 4

gx2gygx'Hx>" , g x V h x V t g

12 96

2gyhxhy0gx'gy' + 3gxllxlly V'gy '

yVgy hx + "
2

Ixtf'gx'hy' + 6gxgyhx0gy'lly'

'gy V V ~ 3S***r'K%
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. V * gx<frgyW3 gyh,3gx'0'
2 2 3

- gxgy»x DxV1

gxgyhxV h^gx'gyV" gyh,2gx'hxV"
3 12 4

12

(C.72)

rVgxV

'hx' + 2gyhxhyV'gx'hy' + 6gxhxhy^gyrhy'
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, gxhy hx 0 __ hxkygx'tly <ft' ^ gxhyhx lly
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_ hy3Sx'K'<i>" hxhy'fe'hyV' feliy2!!,'!
12 4 4

38xlixhyh/V'
12 12
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96
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TABLE I

Tliirri order ap^rhire aberration coefficir>»»'« for sh«rp-«lg«l qiMwlmpr>l* <1onM«t».

Li(m) I,(m) ix{m) I7{m) /.(m) fv(m) Ct C3,D3

•17.5 19.5

'13.0 19.0

12.8
12.8

7.73
7.73

26.6
26.6

33.3
33.3

1390
1390

35.3
35.3

7510
7505

610
610

6130
6131

2380
2383

' Numerical values from GIOS and MARYUE given in Table I ofRef. 13.
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TABLE II

Parameters for the REC quad doublet shown in Fig.2

Zo

zn

M

zn

Zr2

zt

Rx

R2

f.

fy

0.0

5.0

7.0

10.0

12.0

15.0

0.25

0.50

0.338789 x 101

0.200292 x 102

0.139523

-0.743535 x 10"1
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TABLE III

Tliird-ordwr geometrical aberration coefficients for the REC quad doublet shown in Fig.2

(0030)

(0012)

(3000)

(0210)

(2010)

(1020)

(1002)

(0111)

(1101)

(1200)

0.123477

0.113370

0.914232

0.216930

0.934603

0.504543

0.984112

0.303205

0.283073

0.221611

X 10'

x 103

x 10"1

x 101

x 101

x 101

x 10'

x 101

(0003)

(0021)

(0300)

(0201)

(2001)

(0120)

(0102)

(1011)

(1110)

(2100)

0.511444

0.113370

0.104870

0.245543

0.479728

0.151603

0.193035

0.196821

0.283071

0.655772

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

103

103

101

10'

101

10'

103

10'

101
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TABLE IV

Finii-ort!<?r geomot ricnl nl»*»rrMion coefficients f->r tli<> H E C <|ii«f) dmiblef s h o w n in F I R . 2

(0050)

(0032)

(0014)

(1400)

(0410)

(1301)

(0311)

(3200)

(2210)

(1202)

(1220)

(0212)

(0230)

(3101)

(2111)

(1103)

(1121)

(0113)

(0131)

(5000)

(4010)

(3002)

(3020)

(2012)

(2030)

(1004)

(1022)

(1040)

0.667257 x 102

0.111062 x 104

0.593560 x 104

-0.431649 x 10"1

0.171627 x 101

-0.195187 x 101

0.519085 X 102

0.118822

0.226023 x 101

-0.284769 x 102

0.871616 x 101

0.596007 x 103

0 250443 x 102

0.139260 x 101

0.288902 x 102

-0.172711 x 103

0.747789 x 102

0.306511x 104

0.326179 X 103

0.190917x 10"1

0.424587

0.428535 x 101

0.413779 x 101

0.976539 x 102

0.219344 x 102

-0.379530 x 103

0.314991x 103

0.582541 x 102

(0005)

(H023)

(0041)

(4 LOO)
(0401)

(1310)

(3011)

(2300)

(2201)

(2102)

(2120)

(0221)

(0203)

(3110)

(1211)

(1130)

(1112)

(1013)

(1031)

(0500)

(4001)

(0320)

(0302)

(2021)

(2003)

(0140)

(0122)

(0104)

0.392335 x

0.989730 x
0.375827 x

0.132763

0.477355 x

-0.171118

0.114671 x

0.772333

0.175231 x

0.135279 x

0.147614 x

0.472444 x

0.613431 x
0.157208 x

-0.484319

0.328142 x

-0.419165

-0.114825

0.218049 x

0.118973 x

0.103020 x

0.892976 x

0.765628 x

O.I05457 x

0.354238 X

0.538859 x

0.373612 x

0.245462 x

10s

104

103

102

x 101

102

102

103

102

103

104

10!

x 102

102

x 103

x 104

103

101

101

101

103

103

103

102

104

105
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Fig. 1. A sharp-edged quadrupole doublet focused to a virtual image

at infinity.
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Fig. 2. A REC quad doublet focused to a virtual image at infinity.
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Fig. 3. The g function for the REC quad doublet shown in Fig. 2 .
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Fig. 4. The ^ function for the REC quad doublet shown in Fig. 2 .
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Fig. 5. The jg function for the REC quad doublet shown in Fig. 2 .
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Fig. 6. The jf function for the REC quad doublet shown in Fig. 2
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Technical Summary

Conference on Codes
and the Linear Accelerator Community

Los Alamos National Laboratory
January 22-25, 1990

These proceedings document the progress of the development of three-dimensional
codes for the solution of problems in accelerator design. We have witnessed a computer
revolution in size, speed, and parallel computational capability that is making truly
three-dimensional calculations feasible. Those far-sighted individuals, who five and more
years ago started the development of 3D codes at a time when 3D calculations were
very difficult, are now reaping the benefits of their efforts. The recent application of
the Connection Machine to the time-domain solution of Maxwell's equations shows the
tremendous advantages that can be obtained from massively parallel computation in some
cases (see the paper by Schoessow). The optimization of codes for a parallel machine
environment would seem to be the next phase of development for the large 3D codes of
our community.

An interesting development in the commercial software arena is reflected in these
proceedings. The commercially available 3D magnet codes were initially developed for
research purposes and subsequently commercialized. We see in the paper by MacNeal,
Brauer, and Larkin that the development of a 3D Maxwell solver was intended as a
commercial product from its inception. At the time of this writing, a second 3D Maxwell
solver is being marketed by Hewlett-Packard. Whether these commercial offerings will
be economically successful remains to be seen; for the present these codes are intended
for a general market and lack the special features (wake potential calculation, charged-
bunch drivers, loss factor calculation, etc.) that would make them especially suitable for
accelerator applications.

Also reflected in these proceedings is the continued development of techniques and
codes that take us to practical higher-order charged-particle optics calculations. Fifth-
order calculations seem to be on the way to maturity, and rxbitrary-order calculations are
reported on in the paper by Berz on the code COSY Infinity.

Finally, it should be observed that the state of documentation of the many codes used
in the accelerator community is at an all-time high, partly because of the existence of the
proceedings of the two conferences in this series, and partly because of the efforts of the
Los Alamos Accelerator Code Group (LAACG) to develop, acquire, and distribute code
documentation. Additionally, many codes are maintained for public use on the National
Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center (NMFECC) by the LAACG. In many cases,
there is on-line help for the user of these codes (see the paper by Barts).

Dr. Sergio Pissanetzky of the Texas Accelerator Center has volunteered to chair the
next meeting in this series. We look forward to seeing what developments in codes the
next few years bring to the linear accelerator community.

Richard K. Cooper
Conference Chairman
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